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ABSTRACf 

Thermodynamics and Kinetics of DNA, RNA and Hybrid 

Oligonucleotide Double-Strand Formation 

by 

Jeffrey Wayne Nelson 

The double strands formed by the RNA, DNA and RNA• DNA hybrid 

oligonucleotides rCA5G + rcu5G, dCA5G + dCT5G and rCA5G + dcr5c were 

studied in order to determine the differences in the stability and 

.dynamics of RNA and DNA. The thermodynamics of double-strand forma

tion were determined by measuring the absorbance .!!.• temperature at 

260 run for different strand concentrations. The deoxyribo-oligo

nucleotides were found to be more stable, due to a more favorable 

enthalpy, than the ribo-oligonucleotides. The double strands were 

found to aggregate, and the extent of aggregation was determined by 

analytical untracentrifu~ation. Mixtures of oligonucleotides 

capable of forming bulges, such as rCA6G + rcu5c, were studied. It 

was found that the double strands formed dangling ends by breaking 

the terminal C•G base pairs and forming all of the internal A• U base 

pairs. 

The kinetics of double-strand formation of these oligonucleo

tides were studied using. tetq>erature-jump kinetic techniques. The 

greater stability of these deoxyribo-oligonucleotides relative to 

the ribo-oligonucleotides was found to be due to both a faster 

recombination rate and a slower dissociation rate for the deoxyribo-

oligonucleotides. The hybrid oligonucleotide kinetic properties 



were similar to the ribo-oligonucleotides, suggesting that the 

properties of the hybrid are closer to those of the ribo

oligonucleotides. 

The intercalation of ethidiun ion into these oligonucleotide 

double strands was measured by monitoring the absorbance vs. 

temperature at two wavelengths, 260 and 283 nm. Measurements at -260 

run monitor mostly the double-strand to single-strand transition, 

whereas measurements at 283 nm monitor mostly the binding of ethi

dium. The ribo-oligonucleotides were fit equally well by two 

models, one which assunes that the two terminal binding sites are 

stronger than the internal binding sites by a factor of 140, and 

another which assunes that the binding of ethidiun is cooperative, 

with a cooperativity parameter ..... = 0 .1. The deoxyribo-oligonucleo

tides were fit best by a model assuning all of the binding sites are 

equal, with no cooperativity. The binding was weaker in the deoxy

ribo-oligonucleotides relative to the ribo-oligonucleotides. 

.. 
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CHAPTER I 

Introduction 

There are two major classes of nucleic acids, ribonucleic acid 

(RNA) and deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). The chemical differences 

between these two are slight - the DNA lacks the hydroxyl group on 

the C2' of the ribose sugar, and RNA lacks the methyl group on the 

CS of the uracil base, which is on the thymine base of DNA. How

ever, these two differences are enough to account for the dramatic 

differences in the biological and physical properties of DNA and 

RNA. 

The structure of RNA is much more rigid than DNA. RNA is al

most always found in the A-form geometry, no matter what the condi-

tions. However, DNA structure varies from the normal B-form to A-

form, C-form, Z-form, etc., by changing the salt concentration or by 

adding ethanol or other organic compounds to the solvent. Bio

logically, DNA is generally found as fully base-paired double

helices, whereas RNA is usually single-stranded and forms base

paired secondary structure with numerous loops and bulges. 

The stability of the double helix of DNA and RNA depends 

strongly on the relative amounts of G-C and A-T or A-U bases (Marmur 

& Ihty, 1962; Kallenbach, 1968). G•C base pairs are more stable 

than A•T or A•U base pairs, although the sequence is also important 

for the stability (lbrer et al., 1974). 

Polymer studies using naturally occuring DNA and RNA or syn

thetic polynucleotides have been used to determine the physical 
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properties of nucleic acids. While polymer studies are good for 

measuring the average properties of the DNA, any sequence-specific 

effects are unobtainable either because of the random sequence of 

DNA or the limited sequences available from synthetic polymers. 

These problems can be overcome to a large extent by using oligo

nucleotides as models to determine the sequence-dependent properties 

of DNA. Ri bo-oligonucleotides of defined sequence may be made 

enzymatically using polynucleotide phosphorylase and T4 RNA 

ligase. I:eoxyribo-oligonucleotide synthetic procedures have gener

ally lagged behind those of the ribo-oligonucleotide because there 

are no analogous enzymes for DNA synthesis. However, with the de

velopment of chemical DR~ synthetic techniques, this trend is being 

reversed. Hence, deo~ribo-oligonucleotide studies may soon become 

more prevalent. 

Besides the advantage of the availability of defined sequences, 

oligonucleotides have another important advantage over polymers. 

Oligonucleotides can be treated as simple molecules, as far as the 

physical chemist is concerned, and hence the problems associated 

with polymer studies are eliminated. Hence, the thermodynamic and 

kinetic studies can be carried out asstuning simple b~molecular pro

cesses for the single-strand to double-strand transition. 

One of the important areas of research on the biological func

tions of DNA centers around the question of the chemical induction 

of 1111tations of DNA. It is thought that frameshift 1111tations are 

important in the induction of cancer. One theory is that a chemical 

Ulltagen interacts with the DNA by intercalating between the base 
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pairs. Figure 1 shows a picture of what this intercalation complex 

looks like. After intercalating, the I!lltagen can covalently react 

with the DNA, causing a distortion of the DNA structure. This per

turbation is recognized by repair systems in the cell, which try to 

fix the DNA by cutting. out the region and filling in the gap. 

During this process, an extra base may be inserted by mistake, or a 

base may be left out. After replication, the newly synthesized 

double helix will contain one more or one less base pair. This 

frame shift 1111 tat ion usually destroys the function of the protein 

that is coded by that section of the DNA. Figure 2 shows the scheme 

for this model. 

A theory has been proposed by St reisinger et al. (1966) wherein 

the incidence of frameshift rutations is increased if the inter

calating molecule stabilizes the bulges which can transiently 

form. If this bulge persists while the section is "repaired", the 

bulge will be locked into the DNA. Thus, an important question 

deals with whether an intercalator stabilizes a bulged structure. 

1. Thermodynamics of Double-Strand Formation 

The thermodynamics of double-strand formation for polynucleo

tides have been measured by calorimetry. For a review, see chapter 

6 of moomfield et al. (197 4) • As mentioned before, studies on 

polymers are not well suited for determining sequence effects, since 

average properties are determined for natural DNA, and synthetic 

polymers are limited as to sequences available. Statistical 

theories of DNA melting have been developed, and have been quite 

successful in predicting differential melting profiles for natural 



Figure 1. A schamatic representation of the double helix of 

DNA. Left: the normal helix. Right: the double helix 

with an intercalated molecule. 

4 
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Figure 2. A proposed mechanism for frameshift mutagenesis. 
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DNA's of known sequence (Azbel, 1973, 1975, 1979; Poland, 1974; 

Fixman and Freire, 1977; Lyubchenko et al., 1978; Vologodskii and 

Frank-Kamenetskii, 1978). 

The thermodynamics of double-strand formation have also been 

measured for a number of oligonucleotides. Studies on ribo-oligo-

nucleotid~s are rather extensive. Most studies have analyzed the 

melting data assuming a two-state equilibrium, in which only single 

strands and fully base-paired double-strands exist in solution. 

Cbmparing the results using many different sequences, the stability 

of a base pair was found to depend on the bases on either side of 

it, and not only on whether it is a G•C or an A•U base pair. The 

melting temperatures of ribo-oligonucleotides could be predicted by 

assigning thermodynamic values for each of the 10 nearest-neighbor 

double-strand sequences (&:>rer et al., 1974). The data base for 

de_oxyribo-oligonucleotides is far less complete, and hence no com

parable study has been made. 

A statistical theory for oligonucleotide double-strand forma

tion has been worked out, which allows double strand to have par

tially un-paired bases on the ends (Applequist and IBmle, 1963, 

1965; Porschke et al., 1973; Porschke, 1971; Levine, 1974). The 

effect of single-strand stacking has also been incorporated into the 

theory (Appleby & Kallenbach, 1973). The application of the sta

tistical theory on the melting curves of the ribo-oligonucleotides 

rAnUn revealed the possibility that a significant fraction of the 

double helices have their terminal base pairs broken, indicating the 
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need to be careful in the application of the two-state model 

(Levine, 1974). 

In order to better understand what forces are important in 

stabilizing the double strands, studies have been carried out on the 

deoxyribo-oligonucleotide dG-C-G-C-G-C in different mixtures of 

aqueous and organic sol vents (Albergo et al., 1981; Albergo & 

Turner, 1981) • The results showed that the . enthalpy of double-

strand formation was different if the sol vent was D2o instead of 

H2o, indicating that hydrogen bonding might contribute to the sta

bility of the double strands (Albergo et al., 1981). 

The stabilities of the double strands for DNA and RNA both 

depend on the relative composition of G•C and A•T or A•U base 

pairs. However, the dependence is different for the two. For DNA, 

the dependence of the melting te~erature, Tm, on G-C content in 

0 .2M NaCl was found to be Tm( °C) = 69.3 + 4lfGC where fGC is the 

mole fraction of G•C base pairs (Marmur & Ibty, 1962). For RNA, the 

relation was found to be (Kallenbach, 1968): Tm( °C) = 62 + 78fcc· 

Thus, DNA A•T base pairs are more stable than RNA A•U base pairs, 

whereas RNA G• C base pairs are more stable than DNA G• C base 

pairs. Chmparisons of DNA and RNA oligonucleotides of identical 

sequences should help in understanding what differences between base 

pairs in DNA and RNA account for this. 

The oligonucleotides dC-G- C-G-A-A-T-T- C-G- C-G, dC-G-T-G-A-A

T-t-C-G-C-G, and C-G-C-A-G-A-A-T-T-C-G-C-G have been studied exten

sively by NMR and calorimetry to understand the structural and 

stabilizing effects of a G•T wobble base pair and a bulged adenine 
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on double strand formation (Patel et al., 1982a,b,c; Pardi et al., 

1982). From chemical shifts, it was determined that the "bulged" 

adenine was .stacked in the helix. The enthalpies of double-strand 

formation were near -103 kcal/mol for both the normal helix and the 

helix with the bulged adenine (Patel et al., 1982c). However, these 

oligonucleotide single strands form hairpin loops, which interfere 

with the comparison of the stabilities (Kenneth J. Breslauer, per-

sonal comTll.lnication). From measurements of the exchange rates of 

the exchangable imino base-pairing protons, it was determined that 

the G•T base pair causes only local perturbations, whereas the 

bulged adenine causes perturbations throughout the double helix 

(Pardi et al., 1982). 

2. Kinetics of Double-Strand Formation 

Temperature-jump relaxation studies have been carried out on a 

number of oligonuceotides. See 12rnasconi (1976) for a discussion 

of relaxation kinetics techniques. As is the case in the thermo

dynamics, ribo-oligonucleotides have been studied far more than 

deoxyribo-oligonucleotides. The references are given in Chapter III 

for many of the studies. 

Models for double-strand formation in oligonucleotides have 

been developed in which the mechanism is assumed be a sequential 

base-pairing of the helix, often called a "zipper" model (Craig et 

al., 1971; Porschke, 1974). From activation energies determined 

from oligonucleotide studies, the mechanism for double-strand forma

tion is proposed to be the formation of a nucleus of a few base 

pairs. The rate-determining-step is then the formation of the next 
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base pair, after which the double strands zipper up quickly to form 

the fully base-paired double strands. 

Because of the lack of data for deoxyribo-oligonucleotides, 

there are no good co~arisons between ribo- and deoxyribo-oligo-

nucleotide double-strand kinetics. Such comparisons would help 

determine the dynamic differences- between DNA and RNA to complement 

the knowledge of thermodynamic differences. 

3. Ethidium &-amide Blnding to Nucleic Acids 

Ethidiun bromide is an excellent probe to use to understand 

what features are important in stabilizing the intercalated 

complex. It has a large equilibrium constant for intercalation, and 

forms dimers with itself to a negligible extent. It also exhibits 

large optical changes upo~ intercalation. Studies usually involve 

either binding to DNA polymers or to dinucleotides. Chapter IV 

lists the references for many of these studies. Figure 3 shows the 

structure of ethidium bromide. 

The studies involving DNA polymers showed quite clearly that 

ethidium bromide binds with nearest-neighbor exclusion, meaning that 

an ethidiun intercalated between two base pairs prohibits the inter

calation to the next base pair. Also, the binding is non-coopera

tive: ethidiun binding to one site does not affect the next binding 

site two base pairs away. A statistical model accounting for the 

nearest-neighbor exclusion (Crothers, 1968; K::Ghee & von Hippe!, 

1974) fits the polymer data very well ( &-esloff & CXothers, 1975). 

From binding studies using dinucleotides, it was determined 

that ethidium bromide binds much more strongly to pyrimidine-purine 
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Figure 3. The structure of ethidium bromide. 
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sequences than to purine-pyrimidine sequences (Krugh & Reinhardt, 

1975; Dahl et al., 1982). However, the magnitude of this difference 

could not be determined, since the dinucleotides form very unstable 

double strands in the absence of ethidium bromide. 

Kinetic studies of ethidium binding to calf thymus DNA exhibi

ted a very surprising effect: ethidium bromide can be transferred 

from one binding site in the DNA to another, without ever going into 

solution ( .Jresloff & crothers, 197 5). This direct-transfer mecha

nism allows the ethidiun to move very quickly along the DNA double 

helix. 

The kinetics of ethidium binding to dinucleotides indicated 

that the ethidium bound to a single-stranded dinucleotide ( Davanloo 

& <Iothers, 1976). 

manner, which was 

tions. A second 

This complex then had to re-arrange in some 

the rate-determining step at high concentra

dinucleotide then base-pairs to this complex, 

forming the double strand with an intercalated ethidium bromide. 

No extensive study has been made of ethidium bromide binding to 

oligonucleotides in an effort to determine the magnitude of the 

sequence specificity for binding, or to test the models for ethidium 

binding. <l>nsidering the advantages of using oligonucleotides as 

models for DNA properties, it would seem to be the next logical step 

in the characterization of ethidium bromide intercalation into 

nucleic acids. 

4. Scope of This Study 

There were four major goals for this project. First, I wanted 

to determine the thermodynamic differences between RNA and DNA 
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double-strand formation. Second, I wanted to determine the magni-

tude of the destabilizing effect of a bulged base on the double 

strand. Third, I wanted to determine the kinetic differences be-

tween RNA and DNA oligonucleotides. And last, I wanted to find out 

how much information I could obtain about the seqence specificity of 

ethidium intercalation into double-stranded oligonucleotides. 

Towards these ends, I have studied the properties of oligo-

terizing the thermodynamics of these analogous sequences, I have 

determined what differences are important in determining the rela-

tive stabilities of these oligonucleotides. It was also hoped that 

I could study the destabilizing effect of a bulge when strands were 

mixed with unequal numbers of A's and U' s, for example rCA6G + 

rcu5G. However, instead of forming a bulged A, the structure had a 

dangling end on one side or the other, allowing all the A• U base 

pairs to form in the interior of the helix. lliring the course of 

these studies, the problem of aggregation of the double strands was 

recognized, and the effect of this on the thermodynamics was esti-

mated. These studies are described in Olapter II. 

Temperature-jump kinetic techniques were applied to these 

oligonucleotides, and on the hybrid formed by rCA5G + dCT5G, in 

order to determine the kinetic differences between these oligon-• . 

ucletoides. A comparison of the DNA, RNA and hybrid kinetics showed 

that the hybrid double strand behaved more like the RNA than the 

DNA. Also, the kinetics of recombination of the deoxyribo-oligo-

nucleotides was found to be faster than the ribo-oligonucleotides, 
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which is consistent with the same observation of the kinetics of 

single-strand stacking (Dewey & TUrner, 1979). The results of these 

studies are reported in Chapter III. 

The final part of this study involved the interaction of ethi

diun bromide with these oligonucleotides. A statistical model was 

developed which allows the ethidium ion to bind to the six potential 

binding sites in any combination consistent with nearest-neighbor 

exclusion. From melting curves on the mixture of strands and ethi

diun, the fraction ethidiun bound can be fairly directly measured. 

Cbmparisons between the statistical model and the experimental 

results allows the determination of the thermodynamics of ethidiun 

binding to these oligonucleotides, and the validity of different 

models can be compared. The binding to the deoxyribo-oligonucleo-

tides was found to occur with very little sequence specificity, with 

a binding constant and enthalpy consistent with work done on ethi

dium binding to DNA polymers. However, the binding of ethidium to 

the ribo-oligonucleotides was found to occur with significant co-

operativity. One possible explaination is that the ethidium binds 

preferentially to the ends of the helix, where the distortions of 

the double-helical structure might be less than when binding to the 

interior. These studies are reported in Chapter IV. 
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CHAPTER II 

Thermodynamics of Oligonucleotide Double-Strand Formation 

1. Synopsis 

The thermodynamic parameters for the double-strand formation of 

the molecules rCAmG + rCUnG, m,n = 5-7, and dCAmG + dCfnG, m,n = 

5,6, were measured from optical melting curves. Normal helices are 

formed when m = n. The deoxyribo-oligonucleotides are more stable 

than the ribo-oligonucleotides, characterized by a more favorable 

enthalpy. Double helices with mismatched bases can be formed by 

mixing oligonucleotides with m ;.: n. -Such helices may form several 

possible structures. A structure with a dangling base is favored 

over a structure with a bulged base. The destabilization of the 

double strands by the formation of a bulged base was determined to 

be greater than 1.6 kcal/mol of free energy at 10° C. The extent of 

aggregation in the oligonucleotide double strand rCA7G•rCU7G was 

determined using ultracentrifugation equilibriun. The possible 

effects of aggregation on the determination of the thermodynamic 

parameters for double-strand formation are discussed. 

2. Introduction 

Stability of nucleic acid secondary structure is a sequence

dependent property which helps determine the three-dimensional 

folding of single-stranded DNA and RNA and is likely to affect 

enzymatic copying of DNA and RNA templates (Gilbert, 1976; Sims et 

al., 1978; Schaller, 1978; Huang & Hearst, 1980). Fstimates of RNA 
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secondary structure stability are usually based on procedures uti-

lizing data obtained from optical melting studies of ribo-oligo-

nucleotides (Tinoco, Jr., et al., 1973; Ihrer et al., 1974) • The 

deoxyribo-oligonucleotide data base for a similar attempt at DNA 

stability prediction is more limited (Patel & canual, 1979; Wells et 

al., 1977; Haasnoot et al., 1979). Sequence dependence of helix 

stability is evident from the differences in melting temperature of 

repeating polymers of identical base composition (Wells et al., 

1970; Felsenfeld & Miles, 1967), as well as the well-known depen-

dence of Tm on G•C content of DNA (Marmur & Ibty, 1962). 

Prediction of secondary structure stabilities has been made 

taking into account both short- and long-range interactions. ·An 

attempt has been made to predict the high-resolution melting pro-

files of DNA molecules without taking into account nearest-neighbor 

(or longer range) effects (Lyubchenko et al., 1978; Vizard et al., 

197 8) • However, the melting behavior of the duplexes of the block 

oligonucleotides d(~An)•d(TnGm) have been interpreted as indicating 

the importance of long-range interactions (Wells et al., 1977). 

The stabilities of perturbed DNA structures might be important 
I 

in evaluating mechanisms of mutations. In particular, the stability 

of a bulged base might be important in frame-shift till tat ions by 

intercalating agents ( Streisinger et al., 1966). By chemically 

modifying a small fraction of adenine bases in poly(A), the 

destabilizing influence of a bulged modified adenine on the 

formation of poly(A)•poly(U) was determined to be 2.8 kcal/mol (Fink 

& CZ'others, 1972b). It should be possible to determine more 
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precisely the nature of this destabilization by studying 

oligonucleotide models which lend themselves to more direct physical 

stUdy. 

I have studied the thermal helix-coil transitions of a series 

of oligonucleotide duplexes of DNA and RNA of related sequence: 

rCA G + rCU G, m,n = 5-7 -m n 

d CA G + d CT G, m, n = 5, 6 m n 

These sequences were chosen for !)tudy because the terminal G•C base 

pairs are expected to minimize fraying of the termini, a compli-

eating factor in previous oligonucleotide studies (Martin et al., 

1971; Uhlenbeck et al., 1971; Ireslauer et al., 1975). Further, 

these sequences clos~ly model both the frame-shift m.1 tation "hot 

spots" of Streisinger et al. (1966) and the sequences of rho-

independent transcriptional tenni nation sites (Gilbert, 1976; Adhya 

& Gottesmann, 1978). I have investigated the possibility that 

imperfect duplexes of the type rCAnG + rCUn±1 G might form bulged 

double helices such as those which Streisinger has proposed as 

intermediates in frame-shift mutagenesis ( Streisinger et al., 1966). 

The relative stabilities of DNA, RNA, and DNA•RNA hybrid 

duplexes for a few of these oligonucleotides have been reported 

previously and have been related to the process of termination of 

transcription (Martin & Tinoco, Jr., 1980). 

The thermal stability of base-paired complexes can be measured 

by monitoring any of several physical properties as a function of 

temperature and oligonucleotide concentration; absorbance of UV 
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radiation at 260 nm was monitored in the experiments reported 

here. Proton magnetic resonance studies and calorimetry can give 

complementary information and do have particular advantages, but 

absorbance methods require less material and allow measurements over 

a wider range of oligonucleotide concentration. This advantage can 

become crucial when aggregation may be a complicating factor. 

Romaniuk et al. (1979) have studied the thermal transitions of 

several ribo-oligonucleotides, including rC-A-U-G, using the chem

ical shifts of nonexchangeable protons at oligonucleotide concentra

tions on the order of 10-2M. The correlation of these results with 

those of optical methods at much lower concentrations is problematic 

without a more complete understanding of aggregation of oligonucleo

tide duplexes. 

The relationship between optical and NMR melting transition 

measurements- is investigated in more detail in a paper (Pardi et 

al., 1981) reporting the 1\lMR studies 

cussed here. The results of this 

(Nelson et al., 1981). 

3. Experimental Methods 

A) Synthesis of Oligonucleotides 

on some 

chapter 

of the duplexes dis

have been published 

The deoxyribo-oligonucleotides were synthesized by Dr. Francis 

H. Martin using the classical diester approach developed in the 

laboratory of Khorana (Khorana, 1968; Goedde! et al., 1977). Rea

gents employed for blocking of base amino groups were benzoyl ( Bz) 

chloride for adenine, isobutyric (Ib) anhydride for guanine, and 

anisoyl (An) chloride for cytosine. 5'-Hydroxyls were blocked when 
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necessary with a monomethoxytrityl (MT) group,·· 3'-hydroxyls with 

acetyl (Ac) groups, and 5 '-phosphates with cyanoethyl ( CE) groups. 

2,4,6-Triisopropylbenzenesulfonyl chloride (TPS-0) was the activa-

ting agent for condensations. Following each condensation, the 

3'-hydroxyl-blocking group was removed with 1M KOH in 50% aqueous 

pyridine (5 min at 0° C) • Oligonucleotides were synthesized by 

sequential condensation of dinucleotide or trinucleotide blocks to 

the 3'-hydroxyl of the growing chain: 

MTd!'n-{)H + pA BzpA Bz-QAc 

I 

1) TPS-CI. :> MTd~pA BzpA Bz-QH 
2) KOH 

I + II 

II 

1) TPS-·Cl > MTd ~ r pA Bz , -oH 
2) KOH ' J 4. 

1) TPS- Cl > 
2) KOH 

III 

_An· Bz · Ib 
MTd c--., pA _; 

5
pG -DH 

1 deblocking 

d C( pA) sPG 

and similarly for the synthesis of the dC(pT)npG oligonucleotides. 

mocked oligonucleotides were separated by DFA&cellulose chromate-

graphy using triethylammonium bicarbonate (TFAB) and/or ethanol 

gradients (Van de Sande et al., 1976); or by use of reverse-phase 

( c18 ) columns (Fritz et al., 197 8). D:!blocked oligonucleotides were 

rinsed well at low ionic strength after adsorbance on DFAE-cellulose 

columns, eluted with a solution of high ionic strength (NaCI. or 
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TFAB), and repurified by RPC-5 column chromatography using Na.Cl 

gradients at neutral pH. The NMR spectra showed no detectable con-

tamination, and all oligonucleotides formed helical complexes 

specifically with their complements. Ribo-oligonucleotides were 

synthesized by enzymatic procedures using primer-dependent poly-

nucleotide phosphorylase (PNPase) at high ionic strength (0 .4 -

0.8M) and appropriate nuclease treatment (Martinet al., 1971; 

Uhlenbeck et al., 1971): 

rCpA + rADP 
PNPase 

-----=>~ rC(pA), n = 0,1,2,3, ••• (mixture) 
n 

RPC-5 chromatography> pure rC(pA)5 and other pure rC(pA)n's 

rC( pA) 
5 

+ rGDP 
PNPase, T 

1 
RNase 

rC(pA) 
5

pGp 

alkaline 
phosphatase; > rC(pA)5pG 

RPC-5 column 

Extinction coefficients of rCA5G, rCA8G, rCU5G, and rcu8G WE!re 

determined by mea.surement of absorbance before and after alkaline 

hydrolysis to nucleotides (Warshaw, 1965). Extinction coefficients 

of other RNA compounds were estimated from the ones measured. Ex-

tinction coefficients of the deoxyribo-oligonucleotides were estima-

ted from the extinction coefficients of mononucleotides and di-

nucleoside phosphates (~Ha~n~d~b~o~o~k~~o~f--~m~o~c~h_e~m~i_s_r4y __ a_n_d ___ Mb __ l_e_c_u_l_a __ r 

Bi. ology, Nucleic Acids, 197 5) • All are tabulated below. 



Extinction Coefficient at 260 nm 

(x 10-4 mol ~-l em -l) 

Oligonucleotide 25° c 

rCA5G 7.10 

rCA6G 8 .06 

rCA7G 9.00 

50° c 

7.64 

8.70 

9.74 

rCA8G 9.92 10 .7 7 

rCU5G 6.31 6.34 

rCU6G 7 .22 7 .26 

rcu7c 8.13 8.19 

rcu8G 9.04 9 .13 

dCA5G 7.88 8.28 

d,cr5c 5 .79 5 .81 

B) Obtaining Melting Curves 

23 

The melting curves were measured on a Gilford model 250 

spectrophotometer equipped with a Gilford model 2527 thermoelectric 

temperature programmer. The data were collected either by recording 

the absorbances and temperatures manually or automatically by a 

Commodore PET model 2001 microcomputer via an interface to the 

Gilford spectrophotometer~ The readings were at 2'60 nm, with a 

temperature scan rate of 1° C/min. At this rate, the instrument 

exhibited no lag between the te~erature in the cell and that indi-

cated by the thermoprogrammer. D:!tails on the use of the instrument 

are given in Appendix A. 

The cells for the Gilford have dimensions of 1.2 (t) x 0.6 (w) 

x 1.9 (h) em. The path lengths were 1.0, 0.5, 0.2, or 0.1 em. Path 
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lengths of 0.01 and 0.02 em were obtained by using a 0.2 em cell 

fitted with a quartz spacer of 0.19 or 0.18 em, respectively. The 

actual path lengths were determined from absorbances of sodium 

dichromate solutions of known concentrations. The path lengths of 

0.1 em and longer were essentially correct; those of the 0.01 and 

0 .02 em varied somewhat between different cells and spacers. The 

path lengths of all the combinations were determined. 

The cells were soaked in concentrated nitric acid before 

using. The samples were degassed either by purging the buffer with 

helium prior to mixing or by heating the samples briefly to about 

60° C and shaking to eliminate bubbles prior to filling the cells. 

Evaporation was controlled in cells without stoppers by float

ing silicon oil (Dow Cbrning 200 Fluid, 20cS viscosity) over the 

sample. This had no effect on the absorbance of the solution and 

was very effective in reducing evaporation. In cells with Teflon 

stoppers, no oil was used. In most cases, the samples were returned 

to 0°C after the melting curve was completed. The evaporation, as 

indicated by an increase in absorbance, was usually less than 1%. 

Samples with evaporation greater than this were not used in the 

analysis. Additional information on the use of the Gilford cells is 

given in Appendix A. 

The buffers used were either 0.2 or 1M NaCl in O.OlM phosphate 

buffer, pH= 7, and 0.1 mM EDTA. 

C) Analysis of Melting Cl.Irves 

The thermodynamic parameters were obtained from melting curves 

using the method of Martin et al. (1971). The relative absorbance 
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~· temperature was plotted by normalizing the absorbance of single 

strands to 1 .a at sao c. This allows us to compare the melting at 

different concentrations directly. In some cases, the double-strand 

to single-strand transition is not complete at saoc. In these 

cases, the absorbance of the single strands at sao c is obtained by 

extrapolating from higher temperatures (see figure 1). 

If we know the upper (single-strand) and lower (double-strand) 

base lines, we can determine f, the fraction of strands in double 

helices at any temperature, from the formula 

1 - f = 
A(T) - Ad(T) 

As(T) - Ad(T) 
(1) 

where A(T), Ad(T), and As(T) are the relative absorbances of the 

experimental curve, the lower base line, and the upper base line, 

respectively. We have assumed a two-state model. Since the 

oligonucleotides in t.his study are not self-complementary, we can 

directly measure As(T), the single-strand base line. However, 

Ad(T), the double-strand base line, can only be est1mated from the 

behavior of the melting curve at low temperatures. 

We can relate f to the equilibrium constant using equation 3 by 

setting Ca = G,• the total concentrations of oligonucleotides A and 

B, respectively: 

A+ B DS 

f 
( DS) ( DS) 

= = (2) 
(DS) + (A) c 

a 

( DS) f 
K = (A) = (B) (1- f ' 2 c \ ) a 

(3) 
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The melting temperature, Tm, is defined as the temperature at 

which half of the strands are in double strands (f = 0.5)o From the 

concentration dependence of the Tm, we can calculate the ~H0 for the 

transition from the slope of a plot of 1/Tm ~· the log of the con-

centration: 

= 
d log( C ) 

2 .303R ____ a_ (4) 
d( 1/T .i 

' m' 

where Ca is the total concentration of each of the oligonucleotide 

strands. 

In addition, assuning a two-state model, we can determine LHc 

from the slope of a melting curve at the Tm using the formula: 

= (5) 

The L.H 0 calculated by both equations should agree if the system is 

two-state, and if we have drawn the base lines correctly. 

D} Equilibrium Ultracentrifugation 

Equilibrium ultracentrifuge experiments were carried out on the 

single strand rA7G and the double strands formed from rCA7G + rCU7G 

using a &!ckman model E analytical ultracentrifuge equipped with UV 

scanning optics. The speed was controlled and monitored electron-

ically. 

For rA 7G, a sample with a concentration of l80,1M was prepared 

in a 1M NaO solution using a centrifuge cell with a 1-mm double-

sector titanium center piece. The centrifuge was run at 34,900 rpm 

(3660 rad/s) at a tellilerature of 2°C. Scans were taken several 

hours apart until successive scans were the same, indicating that 
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equilibrium had been attained. The total time of the experiment was 

4-1/2 days. The absorbance at 260 run was too· high to measure; 

therefore, scans were taken at 265, 270, 275, 280, and 285 nm. The 

final concentrations ranged from 18;JM at the top of the cell to 

490~M at the bottom. 

The double-strand experiment was performed using the same 1-mm 

cell, using an initial concentration of 220;JM in both rCA7G and 

rcu7G. A speed of 20,400 rpm was used (2140 rad/s); the temperature 

was controlled at 3°C. The attainment of equilibrium was determined 

in the same manner as described above. The final concentrations 

were 27 ..1M at the top and 1200;M at the bottom. The equilibrium 

constant at 3° C for rCA7G + rcu7G double-strand formation was 

measured to be 1 .0 x 10 9 (see results), so at a concentration of 

27~-JM, greater than 99% of the strands are in double helices. The 

scans were taken at 280, 285, 290, and 295 nm. The total time of 

the experiment was again 4-1/2 days. 

4. Results 

A) Melting CUrves 

The melting curves for seven concentrations of dCA5G + dCT5G in 

Ut NaCl are shown in figure 1. The curves are all normalized to an 

absorbance of 1.0 at 50°C. The upper line is the experimental 

melting curve for the single strands. The melting curves do not 

superimpose at low temperatures; the hypochromici ty increases with 

higher concentrations. This effect is due to aggregation of the 

double strands and will be discussed later. &!cause of the concen

tration-dependent hypochromicities, I assign a different base line 



Figure 1. Melting curves for seven concentrations of dCA5G 

+ dCT5G in 1M NaCl. The absorbances were normalized to 

1.0 at _50°C (see text). The concentrations and melting 

temperatures are listed in Table I. The upper curve is 

the experimental single-strand melting curve. 

28 
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Cbnc. 

( ~M) 

606 

273 

91.0 

44 .4 

17.6 

9 .79 

5.86 

TA!LE I 

Percent Hypochromic! ties and Tm' s calculated 

for dCA5G + dCT5G Using Flat and Sloping 

I:buble-Strand Base Lines, 1M NaCl 

Flat Sloping 
:!Sse Lines Base Linesa 

Hypo- Hypo-

chromicity Tm chromicity Tm 

( %) ( o C) ( %) ( o C) 

22 32.9 22.1 36.1 

21 30 .o 21.0 33 .2 

20 26.3 19.9 29 .2 

19 .5 23.6 19 .2 26 .6 

19 20.3 18.5 23.0 

19 17 .8 18 .s 20 .2 

19 16.7 18.5 19 .1 

30 



Figure 2. The plots of 1/Tm 

dCA5G + dCT5G in 1M NaCl: 

vs. log(concentration) for 

41, flat double-strand base 

1 ines; • , sloping double-strand base lines. 
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TAJLE II 

Thermodynamic Parameters for dCA5G + dCT5G, 1M NaCl 

Flat Sloping 

B:lse Line 

Clmc. (:i)T Cl>nc. (:i)T 
Iependence m Iependence m 

AH 0 (kcal/mol) -49 ± 1 -42 ± 2 -47 ± 2 -51 ± 3 

AS 0 (e.u.) -145 ± 5 -136 ± 5 

AG 0 (kcal/mol ,25° C) -6 .1 -6.6 

Tm (2001-!M, °C) 28.8 32.0 
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to each curve. H one base line is chosen for all of the curves, 

the results are significantly different. 

The melting curves do not have zero slope at low 

temperatures. This effect could be due to a temperature-dependent 

extinction coefficient due to a small conformational change or per

haps differential melting of the ends. I did the analyses using 

both flat and sloping lower base lines. The resulting hypochrom-

icities and melting tetq>eratures (Tm) for each concentration are 

shown in Table I for dCA5G + dCT5G. We can determine liH0 from a· 

plot of 1/Tm ..!!.,• log( Ca) using equation 4. The resulting plots are 

essentially straight lines, as shown in figure 2. 

Table II summarizes the results of the analyses, including the 

liH0 calculated from the slope of the melting curve using equation 

5. In addition to ~H0 , ~So and t.Go·, I tabulate the Tm for a solu

tion 200~M in each strand (4001JM total strand concentration) as a 

reference to compare stabilities of different oligomers. This cor

responds to a concentration of 1001JM for a self-complementary oligo

nucleotide. The ~H0 calculated from the concentration dependence is 

essentially the same, whether flat or sloping base lines are used. 

However, the value for liH 0 calculated from the slope of the curve at 

the Tm using equation 5 increases when using a sloping base line. 

The stability, as indicated by the ~Go or the Tm (2001JM), increases 

when a sloping base line is used. This is simply because the Tm's 

are shifted to higher te~eratures. I will use flat base lines 

unless specifically noted. This will allow us to make direct com

parisons to earlier work, all of which assumed flat lower base 
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lines. I will also use values for 6H0 derived from the concen-

tration dependence of the Tm. 

Table III compares the thermodynamics of dCA5G + dCT5G with 

rCA5G + rcu5c in 0.2 and IM NaCl. The 6H0 for the deoxyribo-oligo

nucleotides is about 7-8 kcal greater than for the ribo-oligo-

nucleotides. In both cases, the 6H0 does not change significantly 

when the salt concentration is increased from 0.2 to 1M NaCl, al

though the stabilities increase somewhat: 2.4°C for the deoxyribo

and 4·.7° C for the ribo-oligomers. 

The effects of chain length on the thermodynamic stability are 

tabulated in Table IV for the ribo-oligomers rCAnG + rCUnG, where n 

= S-7, in 1M NaCl. The values calculated using the parameters from 

lbrer et al. (197 4·) are shown below the experimental parameters. 

The calculated stabilities are lower than those observed experi

mentally, although the agreement 'is better for the longer 

oligomers. It is also seen in Table IV that the values for t.H0 

calculated from the concentration dependence of Tm and from the 

slope of the melting curve at the Tm agree fairly well for rCA5G + 

rCU5G and rCA6G + rcu6c but differ significantly for rCA7G + rcu7c. 

When oligomers are mixed with unequal numbers of A's and U' s 

(or T' s), the double helices can form bulged structures. One ex-

ample is mixing rCA6G with rcu5c. The results of such mismatches 

are shown in Table V. 

are included to compare the "bulged" structure to a helix which must 

dangle bases off one end. The thermodynamics for the normal double 

helices are included for comparison. Since the mismatched double 



Oligomer 

dCA5G + dCT5G 

rCA5G + rcu5G 

TA1LE III 

Thermodynamic Parameters for 

dCA5G + dCT5G and rCA5G + rCU5G Using 

Flat Lower 1Bse Lines 

NaCl. 

Cbnc. 6H0 6S 0 6G0 

(M) (kcal/mol) ( e .u .) (kcal/mol ,25° C) 

0.2a -so -149 -5.7 

1.0 -49 -145 -6.1 

0.2 -43 -130 -4.6 

1.0 -41 -120 -5.3 

36 

~ 
(2001JM,°C) 

26.5 

28.9 

19 .2 

23.9 

aThese values differ from those previously published (Martin & 

Tinoco, Jr., 1980). An experimental error in preparing the buffer 

was detected and corrected. The values reported therein are: 6H0 = 
-41 kcal/mol and Tm(200~) • 27.5°C. 
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TA.ILE IV 

Thermodynamic Parameters for rCAnG + rCUnG, 1M NaCl. 

t.H0 (kcal/mol) 

t.Go Tm 

Oligomer 

Cbnc. 
ll:!pen
dence (e .u.) 

(kcal/mol, 
25o C) (200JJM, o C) 

rCA5G + rcu5a -41 -45 -120 -5.3 23.9 

calculated a -44.6 -136 -4.0 15 .7 

rCA6G + rCU6G -so -46 -148 -6.2 29.2 

calculated -52.8 -160 -5.2 23.6 

rCA7G + rCU7G -63 -53 -187 -7.3 33.8 

calculated -61.0 -183 -6.4 29 .7 

acalculated using the parameters of 1brer et al. (1974). 



TA1LE V 

Effect of Mismatched B!ses on Double-Strand Stability, 

0 .2M NaCl 

Oligomer - (kcal/mol) (kcal/mol, 10°C) (200uM, °C) 

rCA5G + rCU5G -43 -6.5 19 .2 

rCA6G + rcu5G -39 -5.3 10.8 

rCA7 + rcu5G -35 -4.9 7 .7 

rCA5G + rcu6G -33 -5.5 12.9 

rCA5G + rcu7 -37 -4.9 8 .1 

rCA5G + d-CT5G -so -8.1 26.5 

dCA5G + dCT6G -45 -6.3 17 .6 

38 
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strands are not stable at 25°C, the values for 6G0 are tabulated at 

The "bulged" mismatches destabilize the double helices by 

about 1.0-1.2 kcal/mol for the ribo-oligomers. The destabilization 

is about 1 .8 kcal for a mismatched thymine in the deoxyribo-

oligomers. By comparing rCA7 + rcu5G with rCA6G + rcu5G, we will 

see that the mismatched double helices probably form structures with 

dangling ends rather than bulges (see Discussion) • 

B) t.n.tracentrifugation of rCA7G + rCU7G 

Ultracentrifugation equilibriun studies were carried out on the 

single-strand oligomer rA7G and the rCA7G + rCU7G double strand in 

1M Na.Cl. The slope of a plot o.f log(conc) ~· r 2 , where r is the 

distance f.rom the axis of rotation, is given by equation 6: 

d log(conc) 
2 

dr 
= 

M (1 - ;p).} 
w 

4 .606RT 
(6) 

where Mw is the weight-average molecular weight (hereafter called 

apparent molecular we.ight}, w is the rotational velocity in rad/s, v 
is the specific volume of the molecules·, p is the density of the 

solution, R is the gas constant, and T is the temperature. If the 

molecules do not aggregate or dissociate, the plot of log(conc) vs. 

r 2 should be a straight line. If there is aggregation, the slope 

will increase with increasing concentration. 

The results of the ultracentrifugation for the single-strand 

rA7G in 1M NaCl at 2° C is essentially a straight line over the con

centration range of 18-490\.IM, indicating that this single strand 

does not aggregate to a significant degree. We can use the 

molecular weight of the oligonucleotide (2742 daltons for the Na + 
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salt) to obtain a value for (1 - vp). The resulting value of 0 .328, 

with the density of 1M NaCl. .of 1 .04 g/ml, yields a value of 0.646 

ml/g for the specific volume of the oligomer. This specific volume 

corresponds to the hydrated molecule. The corresponding value for 

double-stranded Na-DNA in 1M NaCl was measured to be 0.563 ml/g 

( Cbhen & Eisenberg, 1968). The higher value for the oligomer might 

be caused by a lowering of density due to a lower percentage of 

phosphates (there were no terminal phosphates) and to a different 

degree of hydration in the oligomer ~· the polymer. The buoyant 

density of single-stranded DNA is only about 3% larger than for 

double strands (Wiesehahn et al., 1976). Thus, the value for 

( 1 - vp) determined above was used in the determination of the 

apparent molecular weight for the double-stranded. oligomer. 

A plot of log(conc) vs. r 2 for the double strands rCA.7G + rCU7G 

is shown in figure 3. The slope increases with increasing radius 

(increasing concentration), clearly indicating that aggregation is 

occurring. From the slopes of the curve at different values of 

log(conc), we can determine the apparent molecular weight as a func

tion of concentration. The results are shown in Table VI. 

5. Discussion 

It is important that we know the nature of the molecules in 

solution, especially since oligo(A) + oligo(U) form triple-stranded 

structures in high salt concentrations (Perschke, 1971) • Also, we 

want to know whether the double helices are fraying significantly at 

the ends. 



Figure 3. Log(concentration) .:!!.· r 2 for the equilibrium 

ultracentrifugation of rCA7G + rCU7G in 1M NaCI.. at 

3 ° C: • , 2 9 5 nm; e , 2 9 0 nm; A , 2 8 5 nm. 
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TAlLE VI 

Apparent Mllecular Weight for rCA7G + rCU7G in 1M NaCl. 

<hnc. 

( JJM) 

30 

75 

150 

410 

910 

Apparent Molecular 

Weight 

5070 

8250 

13,000 

24,100 

42,900 

~gree of 

Polymerizationa 

.85 

1.6 

2.6. 

4 .7 

8.5 

aApparent molecular weight divided by 5977, the molecular 

weight of the double helix. 
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Several pieces of evidence indicate that the oligomers are not 

forming triple strands. Job plots ( lhlenbeck et al., 1971) for 

rCA5G + rCU5G in 0.05 and 1M NaCl at several wavelengths show no 

significant concentrations of triple strands. Also, melting studies 

performed by mixing the strands at a ratio of 1 rCA5G:2 rcu5G gave 

results consistent with double-strand formation, even though forma-

tion_of triple strands would be encouraged. Finally, NMR studies on 

dCA5G + dcr5G and rCA5G + rCU5G in 0 .2M NaCl. indicate the absence of 

any significant amount of triple-strand formation (Pardi et al., 

1981). 

_The double-s1tranded helices do not melt differentially at the 

ends; that is, there is not a detectable concentration of double-

stranded complexes in which terminal base pairs are broken. For 

dCA5G + dcr5G and rCA5G + rcu5G in 1 .OM NaCl, the values for C..H 0
, 

calculated by equations 4 and 5, agree fairly well (Tables II 

and IV). Apparent broadening of the melting curves, due to partial-

ly melted duplexes leading to small (df/ dT)T values, has been ob
m 

served w-ith oli.gomers such as AnUn, where the value of ~H0 obtained 

from equation 5 is about 30% lower than that from equation 4 (Martin 

et al., 1971). The fact that the two ~H0 's agree rather well in the 

present study might indicate that the single-strand to double-strand 

transition is essentially behaving in a two-state manner. From NMR 

spectroscopy on the nonexchangeable base protons, it was determined 

that the terminal base pairs melt at the same temperature, within 

experimental error, as the internal base pairs for dCA5G + dcr5G in 
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0 .2M NaCl (Pardi et al, 1981), thus further indicating the double 

helix melts in a two-state manner. 

From statistical considerations, one would expect the terminal 

base pairs would not fray significantly in these oligonucleotides, 

since they end in G• C base pairs. These have a greater stability 

constant than do A•T (or A•U) base pairs; so at temperatures low 

enough to form double strands, the stability constant for the ter

minal base pairs is large enough to ensure completely base-paired 

double helices. 

A) <bmparing dCA5G + dCT5G and rCA5G + rCUs£ 

Table II gives the thermodynamic parameters determined for 

dCA5G + dCT5G in 1M NaCl. The analysis was performed assuming both 

flat and sloping lower base line'S. The values for. l~H0 , calculated 

using equati.on 4, were the same within experimental error: -49 

kcal/mol assumlng a flat base line, and -47 kcal/mol assuming a 

sloping base line. The calculated l~H0 did not depend on whether 

flat or sloping baselines were used for all of the oligonucleotides 

1 n this study. The same result was found for dG-C-G- C-G-C in l.OM 

NaCl. (Albergo et al., 1981). The significance of a sloping lower 

base line will be discussed la.ter. 

The value for l~H0 calculated from the shape of the melting 

curve, using equation 5, does depend on the lower base line. Since 

equation 5 assunes a two-state system, the calculation is fairly 

model-dependent, and one would expect changing the lower base line 

to affect the value of l~H0 • In contrast, the calculation of l~H0 

using the concentration dependence of the Tm (equation 4) is far 
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less model-dependent. In order to calculate the correct ~H0 , you 

only need to select the melting temperatures such that they all 

correspond to the same position of the equilibrii.IIl. Thus, if the 

melting temperatures all corresponded to f = 0.4 instead of f = 0.5, 

the ~H0 calculated using equation 4 would not be affected. 

The slope of the 1/Tm .::!_• log( Ca) plot is also more accurately 

determined than (df/ dT)T · • For these reasons, I use values of ~H0 , 
m 

determined using flat base lines and equation 4, unless otherwise 

_ specified. This will allow us to make direct comparisons with 

earlier work. 

A comparison between the thermodynamics of dCA5G + dCT5G and 

rCA5G + rCU5G in 0.2 and 1M NaCl. are shown in Table III. The deoxy-

ribo-oligomers are more stable than the ribo-oligomers. The in-

crease in stabilization is enthalpic: -so kcal/mol for dCA5G + 

dCT5G .:!!..· -43 kcal/mol for rCA5G + rcu5G in 0 .2M NaCl. In the case 

of both deoxyribo- and ri.bo~ligomers, increasing the salt conce·n-

tration from 0.2 to 1M NaCl has little effect on the uH0
• The sta-

bilit.ies of both are increased somewhat, as indicated by more favor-

able entropies at the higher salt concentrations. The Tm's of the 

deoxyribo-oligomers increase less than the ribo-oligomers, 2.4 and 

4. r c, respectively. 

B) Chain-Length Dependence of rCA
0

G + rCU
0

G Thermodynamics 

The thermodynamic results for rCAnG + rCUnG for n = S-7 in 1M 

NaCl are shown in Table IV. Also included are the values predicted 

by lbrer et al. (197 4). 
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As n becomes larger, the oligonucleotides would be expected to 

behave more like An + Un, with a larger tendency toward triple-

strand formation. A slope discontinuity at a ratio of 2U:lA strands 

is detectable in the Job plots of rCA8G + rcu8G in 1M NaCl. at low 

temperatures (l°C). The shapes of the melting curves of these lon-

ger oligonucleotides were noticeably different from those for n = 5-

7, as seen by a significant curvature in the low temperature base 

line. Finally, the tH 0 calculated from the concentration dependence 

was anomalously high, whereas the apparent melting temperatures were 

too low, when compared to the shorter oligonucleotides. As a re-

sult, rCA8G + rcu8G and longer oligonucleotides in this series have 

not been included in this analysis. 

A small amount of triple-helix formation in mixtures of rCA7G + 

rCU7G ma:y be indicated by the discrepancy between the values of tlH0 

calculated from equations 4 and 5, but the amount of triple helix 

was too small to d·etect in Job plots or by increased curvature of 

the melting curves at low. temperature·. 

From the chain-length dependence of the thermodynamics, we can 

calculate the contribution of an internal 
A-A U-u base pair to the 

stability of the double helix. ~ing the differences for n = 5 and 

n = 6, we obta.in ~H0 (addition of 
A-A . . 
u-u base pair stack) = -9 

kcal/mol, f1S 0 = -28 e.u., and ~G0 == -0.9 kcal/mol. The comparable 

nunbers obtained by lbrer et al. (1974) are -8.2 kcal/mol, -24 e.u. 

and -1.2 kcal/mol, respectively. This agreement is reasonable, as 

the present study compares only two oligonucleotides, whereas the 

lbrer study used data for several oligonucleotides. 
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From Table rv, we see that the predicted stabilities of the 

oligonucleotides by B>rer et al. (197 4) are lower than are found 

experimentally, although the calculations improve with increasing 

chain length. The stability parameters were obtained primarily from 

oligomers of the type AnXYUn where XY was A•U, C•G, or G• C. As 

mentioned earlier, double helices with melted ends seem to con-

tribute significantly in oligomers of the type AnUn. From statist!-

cal mechanical calculations, it was postulated that the terminal 

base pairs in AnUn were less stable than the internal base pairs 

(Levine, 197 4). The procedure used by B>rer et al. (197 4) would 

underestimate the stability of internal 
A-A . . 
u-u base-pair stacks • 

This is because they essentially determine the average stability of 

all the 
A-A U-u · stacks and assign this value to the (more stable) 

internal 
A-A U-u base pairs. Since the oligomers in the present study 

do not terminate in A•U base pairs, the result is to underestimate 

the stability of these double helices. 

Another possible reason for underestimating the double-helix 

stability is that none of the oligonucleotides used in the B:>rer 

study contained the c-A G-u stacking interaction. They report the 

average stability for the 
c-u G-A 
C;-A, c-u' and 

G-U C-A stacks. If the 

C-A G-u stack is more stable than this average value, the calculated 

stability will be too low. 

C) Low-Temperature B:!havior of the Ibuble Strands 

The slope of the ~elting curves at low temperatures is surpris-

ingly large; in fact, it is about as large as the slope of the sin-

gle-strand melting. Si nee the low-temperature base lines of a~ 
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sorbance melting curves for polynucleotides are flat, the tempera

ture dependence of the absorbances of oligonucleotide double helices 

is thought to be an end effect. In the case of oligonucleotides 

terminating in A•U base pairs, the slope can at least in part be 

attributed to changes in hypochromicity due·to changes in the degree 

of base-pair melting at the ends, but I do not think this occurs for 

the oligonucleotides studied here. It is possible that the confor

mation of the ends is not as rigid as it is in the interior of the 

double helix. Evidence supporting conformational changes comes from 

NMR spectra. Although the oligonucleotides in this study are not 

stable enough to measure the low-temperature base lines from NMR 

spectra, for the more stable double strand formed by the oligomer 

dG-G-A-A-T-T-C-C, some of the base protons. on each of the base pairs 

(includ·ing the interior ones) continue to exhibit a change in chem-· 

ical shift with temperature down to 0° C (Patel & Canuel, 1979) • We 

cann·ot say how large this change in conforma·tion is, nor why it 

would occur only near the e·nds of double helices. 

D) Aggregation of Double Strands 

The problem of aggregation giving rise to the concentration

dependent hypochromicities was presented earlier. Aggregation ef

fects are also observed in NMR studies on dG-G-A-A-T-T-C-C (Patel & 

Qmuel, 1979) and rA-A-G-C-11-U ( B>rer et al., 1975), as evidenced by 

excessive line widths of the nonexchangeable protons. The NMR 

spectra were run at a much higher concentration (lOmM) than was used 

in this study. 
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To determine if the problem occurred optically for the single 

strands, the oligomers rCA7G and rCU7G were melted separately in 1M 

NaCl over a broad concentration range. For rCA7G, the range was 

from 7 .9 to 720lJM; for rCU7G, 8 .7 to 800lJM. The relative melting 

curves superimposed over this range, indicating that the effect was 

not occurring in the single strands. This also rules out the possi-

bility that the effect of hypochromicities might be due to instru-

mental artifacts. 

In an attempt to understand the nature of the double-strand 

aggregation, I used equilibrium ultracentrifugation. This allows 

one to determine directly the molecular weight of a molecule, and 

the extent to which the molecules are aggregating. 

The results of the ultracentrifugation of the single-strand 

rA G 7 show no aggregation. The plot of log(conc) vs. a 

straight line from 18 to 490uM, indicating a constant apparent mole-

cular weight ~· concentration. 

The results of the ultracentrifugation for rCA7G + rCU7G a.re 

shown in Table VI. As can clearly be seen, the oligomers are aggre-

gating to a significant extent over the concentration ranges com-

monly used for optical studies. The aggregation is significant even 

down to 7 5lJM. 

The third column in Table VI shows the ratio of the apparent 

(weight average) molecular weight to the molecular weight calculated 

for the rCA7G + rcu7G double helix. At the low concentration range, 

30lJM, the ratio is 0.85. The double-strand equilibrium constant at 

this temperature, determined from the optical measurements, suggests 
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that the oligomers are greater than 99% in double strands at this 

concentration. Thus, there is some discrepancy in the data. There 

are several possibilities that explain this. The errors in deter-

mining the slopes are rather large. The calculation of the apparent 

molecular weight is vety sensitive to the value of (1 - v ) • The 

value used was that obtained from rA7G. There might be some error 

in this asslmption, although the specific volumes of double-stranded 

and single-stranded DNA are nearly the same. Also, degradation of 

the oligomer would result in a lowering of the apparent molecular 

weight. The experiment took 4-1/2 days, so degradation is a de-

finite possibility. 

The simplest model to describe the aggregation would involve 

assigning the same equilibritml constant, !),' for the addition of 

each double strand (H) t.o an aggre.gate of n double strands: 

The weight-average molecular weight is given by the expression: 

co 

M L (n2)(s)n-l 
M( 1 ~j M 

n=l + = = co w 
L (n)(s)n-1 

b 
n=l 

S ,. K (H) 
p 

1 + 2K C - yfl + 4K C 
... p t p t 

2KpCt 

(T) 

(8) 

(9) 

The best fit to the ultracentrifuge data is ~ ... 12,000 i: 6000, 

which corresponds to a free energy of aggregation of -5.2 i: 0.4 

kcal/mol at 3°C. The fit to the data is not especially good. This 
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could be due in part to degradation of the strands, as mentioned 

earlier. This would result in the experimental data being too low 

at low oligomer concentrations, as was observed. It is also pos

sible that the model is not valid; the equilibrium constant may 

differ with the number of double helices in the aggregate. Thus, 

the magnitude of the aggregation energy should be considered only as 

an approximate value. However, it allows us to estimate the pos-

sible effects aggregation might have in the determination of the 

thermodynamic values for double-strand formation. 

Of course, from these data alone we cannot determine what type 

of aggregation is occurring. One reasonable possibility is end-to

end aggregation, where the .G•C base pair of one helix stacks on that 

of another helix, forming a sort of double-helix polymer. This 

could have a favorable enthalpy from the stacking interactions. It 

would also be acCOtlllanied by a hypochromicity, giving rise to the 

observed concentration~ependent hypochromicities. 

An important quesion is whether aggregat.ion affects signifi-

cantly the thermodynamic parameters we measure. To try to answer 

this, I tested a model composed of the single-strand to double

strand transition linked to the aggregation of double strands. The 

four parameters for such a model are the ~H0 and ~5° for the double

helix formation and for aggregation. The experimental parameters I 

fit are the melting temperatures at different concentrations. 

We can simplify the model by assuming that the melting curves 

directly measure a, the fraction of strands that are single stran-

ded. The Tm is the temperature where a = 0 .s. I also ignore the 
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concentration-dependent hypochromicity by assigning a separate low-

temperature base line for each curve: 

a = 1 - f = (A) I C 
a 

(10) 

where (A) is the concentration of single strands, and Ca is the 

total concentration of each of the strands. Since Ca = (A) + (H) + 

..... this equation can be rewritten: 

(A) 
a = (A)+ (H)+ (2H

2
) + 3(~) + • •• + n(Hn) + ••• 

(11) 

I used a value of -5.2 kcal at 3° C for the free energy of ag-

gregation, the value determined from the ultracentrifugation. Since 

we do not know how to distribute this between L.H 0 and l.S 0
, the cal-

culations were performed by allowing the stabilization to be 

entirely enthalpic or entirely entropi.c. The results of these model 

calculations can then be used as a. guide to determine the potential 

effect of the aggregation. 

The· fi.ts were determined using two sets of aggregation para-

meters, LIH~ = -5.2 kcal, t.S~ = 0, and t.H~ = 0, t.s; = -5.2/276 

kcal/deg. The l.H0 and t.S0 for double-helix formation were chosen t.o 

best fit the experimental Tm' s. The resulting values are shown in 

Table VII. calculated plots of 1/Tm .!:!..• log( Ca) using both sets of 

l.H0 and l.S0 were essentially identical. 

The effect is calculated to be quite ·large. Assuming the ag-

gregation is totally enthalpy-s~abilized, the l.H0 for double-helix 

formation is calculated to be -82 kcal/mol, as compared to the value 

of -63 kcal/mol in the absence of aggregation. The aggregation 



TA1LE VII 

Effect of Aggregation on calculated Double-Helix 

Stability for rCA7G + rCU7G 

liH0 

aggreg. 

(kcal/mol) 

0 

-5.2 

0 

liSo aggreg. 

(e .u .) 

0 

0 

18 .8 

liHo helix 

(kcal/mol) 

-63 

-82 

-94 

-187 

-250 

-290 
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model tends to increase the value calculated for the double-helix 

formation. This is because aggregation tends to increase the Tm at 

higher concentrations. This results in a steeper slope in the 1/Tm 

.!!.• log(conc) plot, and a lower apparent t.H0
• To compensate for 

this, the t.H0 for double-helix formation ID.lSt be .made larger to 

decrease the slope back to that of the experimental curve. This 

result indicates that spectroscopic determinations w111 underesti

mate the t.H 0 if aggregation occurs. 

The results, asstmi.ng enthalpic aggregation stabilization, are 

shown in figure 4, along with the experimental Tm' s. The aggrega

tion model calculations exhi.bit a curvature. Since the slope of 

such a plot is related to the ~H0 , the 6H0 for double-strand forma

t ion is concentration-dependent. This is an expected result,. as the 

double s.trands a·re, of course, stabilized relative to the single 

strands w:hen aggregates are formed. At higher concentrations, the 

extent of aggregation,. and he·nce the double-strand sta,bility, in-

creases •. 

There is no noticeable curva.ture in any of the experimental 

1/Tm .!!.• log( Ca) plots I measure. The model might overestimate the 

effect of aggregation on the double-strand formation. However, the 

effect of the aggregation model on the thermodynamics is large 

enough so that a significant effect may be present and not cause any 

apparent curvature in the 1/Tm .!!.• log( Ca) plots. 

The extent of the effect of aggregation on the double-strand 

thermodynamics is not apparent from spectroscopic analysis, aside 

from the effect of the concentration-dependent hypochromicity. 



Figure 4. The plot of 1/Tm .!!.· log(concentration) for rCA7G 

+ rcu7G in 1M Naa: e, experime~tal data; 

best fit from simple · aggregation mode 1, assuming 

enthalpic stabilization of the aggregation; - - - - -

straight line fit assuming no aggregation. See 

Table VII for the corresponding thermodynamic values. 
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Unfortunately, the effect would also be difficult to detect in 

microcalorimetric measurements, which directly measure the amount of 

heat absorbed by the molecules between the low and high tempera

tures. If the amount of aggregation is large throughout the melting 

transition, the transitiori ~ay be described as 

double strands (aggregated) , single strands 

The aggregation is concentration-dependent; thus, in principle, 

the effect could be determined from the concentration dependence of 

the enthalpy. However, in scanning differential microcalorimetry on 

oligonucleotides, the experimenters usually work at concentrations 

in the range of lmM strand concentration and vary the concentration 

by a factor of about 2. Since the extent of aggregation is pre-

dieted to be large in this concentration range, the concentration 

effect may be too small to observe. 

We have seen that the effect of aggregation on the determina

tion of single-strand to double-strand energetics can be signifi

cant. A direct estimation of the extent of aggregation is obtained 

only from the equilibrium ultracentrifuge analysis. Thus, when 

studying oligonucleotides at concentrations in the range of 100-

10001-M, care mst be taken to be sure that aggregation will not 

significantly interfere with the results. If the aggregation is 

comparable in all the oligonucleotide studies, the comparison of 

energetics from one set of oligomers to another set of closely rela

ted oligomers should be basically valid. 
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E) Mismatched I:buble Helices 

A bulged structure must occur whenever a frame-shift mutation 

occurs, and hence the stability of such a structure might be impor-

tant in understanding the molecular mechanism of frame-shift mu ta-

genesis. We can potentially form bulges by mixing oligonucleotides 

with different numbers ·of A and U bases, for example, rCA6G + 

rCU5G. The stability of a perturbed double helix can thus be com

pared to that of the normal double helix. 

The best estimate to date of the destabilization of a bulge is 

from the work of Fink and Crothers (1972b) • They studied poly( U) + 

poly(A ,A*), where A* represents adenine residues modified by mono-

perphthalic acid to adenine-N-1-oxide. This modified· base forms a 

bulge. By monitoring ~he Tm at different mole fractions of modified 

adenine, they were able to determine that a bulge of one nucleotide 

destabiliz·es the double helix by 2.8 kcal/mol and the t.riple strands 

by 2.3 kcal/mol. From CD measurements, they determined that the 

modified adenine was probably stacked in the single-strand helix but 

was bulged out of the double helix (Fink & Crothers, 1972a). 

I studied the thermodynamics of the mismatched double helices 

formed by the three mixtures: rCA6G + rcu5G, rCA5G + rcu6G, and 

dCA5G + dCT6G, in 0.2M NaCl. The results of these studies are given 

in Table V, along with the normal double helices for comparison. I 

alSo studied the stabilities of the mixtures rCA7 + rcu5G and rCA5G 

+ rCU7 in order to help determine the structure of the. "bulges" in 

the mismatched double helices. The structures of the "bulged" 

double helices are ambiguous. In contrast, the structure of a 
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double helix like rCA7 •rCU5G is constrained to have a dangling end 

(see below). 

The values for ~Go are reported at 10° C, since the mismatched 

double helices are not stable enough to study at 25°C. An extra rA 

or rU destabilizes the double helix by about 1.2 and 1.0 kcal/mol, 

respectively. The extra dT destabilizes by about 1.8 kcal/mol. In 

this instance, the perturbed structures are more destabilizing for 

deoxyribo-oligonucleotides than for ribo-oligonucleotides; however, 

it would be inappropriate to generalize from such limited 

information. 

We can use the comparison between the stabilities of the double 

helices formed by the mixtures rCA6G + rCU5G with rCA7 + rcu5G. The 

possible structures for the former are represented by structures 

(I), (II), and (III) in figure 5; the most likely structure for the 

latter is structure (IV). fquilibriun constants for each of these 

possible structures are defined in figure 5. 

Structures (!I) and (IV) both have dangling ends containing an 

adenine followed by another purine, either adenine or guanine. It 

was found that a dangling end in oligomers of the kind An+l Un stabi

lized the double helix relative to An Un. A second dangling base, 

An+2un, stabilized even more, but the effect was less than the first 

(Martin et al., 1971). Since the second dangling base contributes 

only a little, and in both structures (II) and (IV) the second dan

gling base is a purine, they have been assigned the same equilibrium 

constant, Ka!. 



Figure 5. Plausible structures and equilibrium constants 

for the double strands formed by mixing rCA6G + 

rcU5G. Structure (I) should be considered as schematic 

only - the bulged bases could be in several positions, 

and could be inside or outside the double helix. 
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The other possible dangling end structure, (III), is assigned a 

different equilibrium constant, Kd 2 , since it is of a different 

nature. Th.e bulged structure, {I), is assigned an equilibritm con-

stant, Kb, which is an apparent equilibrium constant for all 

possible bulged structures. Structure (I) should be considered a 

schematic structure only. We cannot say whether the bulged base. is 

inside the double helix or pushed out into solution. In these 

oligonucleotides, there exists a number of possible sites for the 

bulged A. Since we do not know what the structure of the bulge is, 

or what the stability is at different sites, we can only assign an 

apparent equilibriliD c.onstant. 

The equilibriun constant for structure (IV), "Kd.l, can be deter

mined experimental~y, as can be the sum of the equilibrium constants 

Kb + Kd 1 + Kd 2 • [In this case, we measure the a·pparent equilibriun 

constant for· forma·tion of all double-stranded species ~pp (double 

helix) "' Kb + ~-l +· Kd 2 • 1 We want to make a comparison with the 

corresponding normal double helix, structure (V), which is assigned 

the equilibriun constant ~. 

The data in Table V allow us to calculate the ratio of the 

apparent equilibrium constants for double-strand formation of struc-

tures '(I), (II), and (III) to the equilibritm constant for structure 

(Kb + Kdl + ~2) 

Kdl 
- exp(t.G0 /RT) 

app 

exp( -t.G0 /RT) 
= (12) 
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Table V tells us that the "bulged" structures (I), (II), and 

(III) are more stable than the dangling-end structure (IV) by 0 .4 

kcal/mol at 10° C. I estimate the error in this to be at most 0.2 

kcal/mol. USing the extreme value of 0.6 kcal/mol, the value of the 

ratio in equation 12 is 2.9. This allows us to calculate an esti

mate for the lower bound for the amount of destabilization produced 

by a bulged adenine. 

We do not know the relationship between ~ 1 and ~2 • If we 

assume ~ 1 = Kd 2 , then ~ = 0 .91Kd 1 • This assumption is probably 

not strictly valid, since the stability of the dangling end probably 

depends on sequence. However, if we set. Kd 2 = 0.5~ 1 , the resulting 

free energy changes by only 0.2 kcal/mol. 

Keeping in mind that 0.6 kcal/mol was an upper limit, the cor

responding lower Umi t on the bulge destabilization can be calcu

lated by comparing -RT•in(~) with -RT•in(Kd 1) and -RT•in(~). The 

las-t two values are directly mea-sured. Using ~ _ = 0.,9Kdl' the l:IG 0 

for forming structure (I) is calcula.ted to be. -4 .9 kcal/mol. Com

paring these l:IG 0 's of double-strand formation with the value for the 

normal double helix, -6 .5 kcal/mol, we see that the bulge destabi

lizes the double helix by at least 1.6 kcal/mol. 

We IlllSt view these nunbers with some caution, however. If we 

set ~l .. ~2 , and assune ~ << ~ 1 , we would expect the mixture of 

rCA6G + rcu5G to be RT•in( 2) more stable than rCA7 + rcu5G on the 

basis of statistical considerations. (The former can form dangling 

ends on either end; the latter on only one.) RT•in(2) • 0.39 

kcal/mol at 10° C. The difference we measured was 0.4 ± 0.2 
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kcal/mol. Thus, these data are consistent with no significant 

amount of bulged species, and hence the destabilizing effect of the 

bulge could be much greater than we just calculated. Also, since 

the bulge could exist in a nunber of places, the stability of any 

one of these structures would be lower than we calculate because of 

statistical considerations. 

I also investigated. t.he effect of an extra rU or dT base by 

studying the thermodynamics of rCA5G + rcu6G, rCA5G + rcu7, and 

dCA5G + dCT6G. These results are included in Table V. The possible 

structures for the ribo-oligomers are shown in figure 6. In this 

case, we cannot follow a similar argument as above, because now the 

dangling-end structure (III') can form a G•·U base pair; thus., struc

tul"e (III') is expected to be more stable than structure (II'). The 

d.iffe·rence in stability between the "bulged" structures (I'), (II'), 

and (III') and the dangling-end structure (IV') should now be larger 

than we measured above. The observed value for. a mismached rU was 

0.6 :. 0.2 kca1/mol. 

In SI..Dllmary, I attempted to study the destabilizing effect of a 

bulge on double-helix forma.tion. The system I chose has the ability 

to form either a bulge or a dangling end. These results indicate 

that the dangling end is more stable than the bulge, which indicates 

that a bulge destabilizes the double helix more than other pertur

bations. To favor the formation of a bulge, it would be better to 

use a molecule such as dC-A-A-A-C-A-A-A-G, which when mixed with 

dcr6c should form st.ructures with a bulged C. 
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Figure 6. Plausible structures and equilibrium constants 

for the double strands formed by mixing rCA5G + rCU6G. 
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CHAPTER III 

Kinetics of Oligonucleotide Double-Strand Formation 

1 e Synopsis 

The kinetics of double-strand formation were measured using 

temperature-jump kinetics techniques for the DNA oligonucleotides 

dCA5G + dCT5G, the analogous RNA oligonucleotides rCA5G + rcu5G, and 

the hybrid rCA5G ·+ dCT5G. The DNA oligonucleotides have a faster 

rate of recombination and a slower rate of dissociation at 12.0° C 

than the RNA oligonucleotides; the hybrid has about the same recom

bination rate and a slightly faster dissociation rate than the RNA 

oligonucleotides. The activation energy for recombination for the 

DNA and RNA oligonucleotides are both near zero kcal/mol. The dif

ference in dissociation and recombination activation energies are 

consist.e·nt wi.th the thermodynami.c results obtained earlier. 

The relaxation process is composed of two exponential compo

nents for the RNA a-nd hybrid oligonucleotides at temperatures of 

12 •. 0°C and lower·. One exponential component is observed for these 

oligonucleotides above 12.0° C and for the DNA oligonucleotides at 

all temperatures. 

2. Introduction 

The kinetics of double-strand formation for a number of ribo

oligonucleotides have been studied using the temperature-jump tech

nique (Craig et al., 1971; Podder, 1971; Porschke & Eigen, 1971; 

Perschke et al., 1973; Ravetch et al., 1974; Jk'eslauer & Bl.na-Stein, 
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1977). Studies on deoxyribo-oligonucleotides are more limited 

( Drobnies, 1979; Freier et al., 1982). One RNA-DNA hybrid oligo

nucleotide double helix has been studied (Hoggett & Maass, 1971). 

However, no thorough study has been made comparing the kinetics of 

the same sequence for RNA, DNA and hybrid oligonucleotides. Such 

knowledge is important in determining how chemical differences be

twe,en DNA and RNA manifest themselves in the dynamic properties of 

the double strands. 

In this report I present results of temperature-jump kinetics 

stud-ies of double-strand formation of the RNA oligonucleotides rCA5G 

+ rcu5G, the a-nalogous DNA oligonucleotides dCA5G + dCT5G, and a 

hybrid double helix composed· of rCA5G + dcr5G. . The other hybrid . 

dCA:5G + rcu5G does not form stable double strands (Martin & Tinoco, 

Jr., 19·80). The results of this chapter have been published· (Nelson 

& Tinoco, Jr., 1982) •. 

3 •. Me-thods and Materials 

A) Si!·mple Prepa.ra.tion 

The s-ynthes·is a-nd characteriza·tion of the oligonucleotides have 

already been discussed in Otapter II. O:mcentrations of all mix

tures capable of form! ng double strands were determined by measuring 

absorbances at 50°C, where the strands exist as single strands. The 

oligonucleotides are subject to degradation due to the high 

intensity of the UV lamp used in temperature-jump experiments. 

There-fore, concentrations were determined before and after the tem

pera-ture-jump measurements, and were always within 3%. Additional

ly, absorbances were recorded at 0° C before and after, to check the 
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hypochromicity e The hypochromicity, (A50o-A0o)/A50o, generally 

decreased 0.5 to 2% after the measurements. Samples with larger 

discrepancies were not used in the analysis. 

The buffer used throughout these studies, 1M NaCl, O.OIM sodium 

phosphate buffer, pH=7, 0 .lmM EDTA, was filtered using Uni-Pore 

Polycarbonate Membranes ( BLo-Rad) with a pore size of 3 )Jm. Samples 

were degassed prior to temperature-jump measurements by purging the 

buffer with helium for 3 to 5 minutes before mixing with a small 

volume of a stock solution of oligonucleotides. 

Measurements were taken at the mercury line near 267 nm for the 

ribo- and deoxyribo-oligonucleotides. rue to problems developing 

from the sample cell, the hybrid oligonucleotides were more conve

niently measured at 250 nm (see Appendix B). The temperature was 

mea·s·ured to an accura·cy of 0 .2°C using a copper-constantin digital 

thermocouple (Fluke model 210Q\) in contact with the upper elec

trode. 

B) The T.emperature-Jump Instrument 

The temperature-jump instrunent was manufactured by Df.aLog 

(West Germany) and has been previously described (Rigler et al., 

1974; Drobnies, 1979). The data were collected digitally by a 

Blomation model 805 transient recorder, using 2048 data points. A 

PET micro-computer was used to transfer the data from the Biomation 

to a VAX 11/780 computer, where the data were analyzed. 

The program DISCRETE written by S. W. Provencher (Provencher, 

1976a,b) was used to analyze the data. The program determines, from 

the data, what number of exponential components results in the best 
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fit. The program was allowed to search for three exponential compo-

nents. Two exponentials were reproducibly found for the ribo- and 

hybrid oligonucleotides at 6.7° C and 12.0° c. One exponential was 

found above this temperature and for the deoxyribo-oligonucleotides. 

Any further description of the s·et-up and use of the instrument 

will be deferred until Appendix B, which describes the instrumental 

and experimental procedures in detail. 

C) Analysis of the Temperature-Jump Kinetic !Bta 

For the reaction scheme given by equation 1, kr corresponds to 

A + B 

k 
r 

AB (1) 

the recombination rate constant for the formation of double strands 

AB from the· non-selfcompleme·ntary strands A and B, whereas kd corre-

S·ponds t.o the dissociation ra·te constant. When the system at equi-

libril.ID is perturbed by producing a. fast jump in temperature, the 

system relaxes exponentially to its equilibrium at the final temper-

ature according to equation 2 .• 

1/t "" 2k c + kd r s 
(2) 

Cs is the equilibrium concentration of A at the final temperature, 

and the total concentrations of A and B are assumed to be equal. T 

is the relaxation time characterizing the process. 

I have considered three methods to determine kr and kd by mea-

suring 1/T at several concentrations of strands. The first is to 

calculate Cs at each total concentration using the equilibrium con-
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stant determined thermodynamically, and plotting 1/T vs. Cs. The 

slope gives kr; the intercept gives kd. 

The second method is to use the kinetic equilibrium constant 

determined by the first method, ~inetic = kr/kd, and calculate new 

values for Cs, kr and kd. Iteration will result in the determina-

tion of a kinetically determined equilibrium constant consistent 

with the data. 

The third method is to square equation 2 and eliminate Cs from 

the equation to get equation 3: 

.. + k 2 
d 

{3) 

2 A plot of 1/T vs. Ctot, the total concentration, gives an intercept 

• kd2 and slope • 4krkd. 

The second and third analysis methods have the advantage that 

previous thermodynamic knowledge is not used in the final determina-

tion of the kinetics. A comparison of the results of the kinetics 

and thermodynamics allows a check of the consistency of the reaction 

scheme. I used all three methods of analysis. 

4. Results 

Figure 1 shows a trace of voltage.!!.· time for the ribo-oligo-

nucleotides rCA5G + rCU5G at 14 .21JM concentration and a final tem

pe·rature of 6.7° C. The size of the temperature jump was 1.8° C; the 
~ 

initial signal was 5 volts. Figure 2 shows a semi-log plot of the 

trace in figure 1. The small amount of curvature indicates that 

there are two exponential components. The two lines indicate the 

best fits assuning one exponential (- - - -) and two exponentials 



Figure 1. A trace of a temperature-jump experiment on 

14.21-iM rCA5G + rcu5G in 1M NaCl, O.OlM phosphate 

buffer, pH=7, O.lmM EDTA, at a final temperature of 

6.7°C. The temperature jump was 1.8°C; A= 267nm. The 

initial signal was 5 volts. The first 5 msec shows the 

signal prior to the temperature jump. 
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Figure 2. Semi-log plot of the trace in Figure 1.. The 

amplitude at long times, V00 , was determined from the 

two component fit of program DISffiETE. The two lines 

show the two component fit ( ) (T 1 =- 16 .6msec, 

a 1 = 45 •. 8mV; T 2 .. 2 .87msec, a 2 = 4 .92mV) and the one 

component fit(----) (T 1 = 16.lmsec, a 1 = 47.8mV). 
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(--- ). Due to the small amplitude of the second component, the 

relaxation time for the predominant relaxation for both fits are 

within 3%. Since the second component is seen only at low tem-

perature, the one-component fit is used to characterize the bimolec

ular reaction. U;ing the two exponentials, when observed, does not 

change the results. The se,cond component is seen only for the ribo

and hybrid oligonucleotides at temperatures at or below l2°C. It is 

not observed at higher temperatures or for the deoxyribo-oligo

nucleotides at all temperatures. 

The relaxation times for the predominant relaxation were 

averages of 5 to 10 relaxations for each sample. The s.tandard 

deviation of the relaxation times was generally 2-6%. These stan

da-rd deviations were· used in linear regress.ion to give the errors 

for the recombination and d'issocia-t.ion rate constant.s reported. 

U;ing these errors in the linear regress.ion to d:ete.rmi.ne· the activa

tion e'ner:gies. yielded the e'rrors reported -for the activaction 

energies. 

The tempera•ture ra-nge of the instrument is limited by the 

sample cell to init.ial te~era,tures no lower than 5° C. The upper 

end of the temperature range is reached when the concentration of 

d.ouble strands becomes too low and the s.ignal becomes too small to 

measure.. Thus, the temperature ranges studied were 6.7 to 21.1.° C 

for the ribo-oligonucleotides and 8 .0 to 24.8° C for the deoxyribo

oligonucleotides. 

Table I lists the rate constants and activation energies deter

mined for the ribo~ligonucleotides rCA5G + rcu5G at four tempera-
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tures, using the three methods of analysis discussed above. The 

first uses thermodynamic equilibrium constants to calculate the 

equilibriun single strand concentrations, Cs, in equation 2; the 

recombination rate constant, kr, and the dissociation rate constant, 

kd, are determined from the slope and intercept of a plot of 1/1 ~. 

Cs. This procedure has the disadvantage of requiring previous 

the.rmodynamic knowle_dge, which might bias the kinetic results. The 

second method avoids this problem by calculating the equilibrium 

constant determined from kinetics, ~inetic = kr/kd. This equilib

rium constant is then used to calculate the next set of rate con-

stants. Iteration produces rate constants which give a consistent 

equilibrium constant determined kinetically; previous thermodynamic 

parameters do not bias the results. The third procedure uses equa

tion 3, from which a plot of l/t2 .!!.• Ctot, the total concentration, 

gives directly kd 2 from the intercept, and 4krkd from the slope. 

For this data the intercept of such a plot is small, and hence kd 

has a large uncertainty. This also contributes to the error of the 

recombination rate constant, kr. Thus, although this procedure 

requires no the-rmodynamic knowledge, it is less accurate tha-n the 

second procedure. 

Of course, if the mechanism is correct, and the kinetics and 

thermodynamics are consistent, the three methods should give consis-

tent results. The data in Table I show that the three analytical 

methods give consistent results within experimental error. The 

second method is preferred, since it requires no previous thermo-

dynamics results, and is more accurate than the third method. It 
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6.rc 

12.0° c 

16.4°C 

21.1°C 

k (12 .0° C) 

Ea (kcal/mol) 

* t:.S (e .u.) 

TAJ{...E I 

Kinetic Results for rCA5G + rCU5G Using Different Analytical Mi!thods 

Recombination Rate Cbnstant (x 10-6) 

(R. moC 1 sec- 1) 

1/ T VB o C
6 

6.2±0.7 

6.4±0.4 

5 .9±0 .6 

4 .6:t 1.1 

6.2 X 106 

-2±2 

-36.±7 

iterating 
1/T vs. cs 

5.2±0.6 

6~8±0.4 

6 .0±0 .6 

4 .4±1.0 

6 .z X 106 

0±2 

-29.±7 

1/ T
2 

VS • Ctot 

5 .6±6 .4 

6 .8:t1. 9 

6 .0±1 .3 

4 ~5±1.3 

6.7 X 106 

-6±6 

-50.±20 

Dissociation Rate Cbnstant 

(sec-1) 

1/T vs. cs iterating 
1/r VB • C

6 

1/T
2 

vs. Ctot 

11±4 12±4 11±1 

38±4 37:!-4 37:t8 

108±9 107±9 107±12 

330±20 330±20 330±20 

38 38 37 

39±2 39±2 40±3 

84.±6 84±6 87:!-10 
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will be used for the remainder of the kinetic results reported in 

this paper. Figure 3 shows plots of 1/t ~· Cs for the ribo-oligo

nucleotides, using the second method of analysis. 

A) <l>q>arison of rCA5G + rcu5G, dCA5G + dcr5G and rCA5G + dCfs£ 

Table II shows the kinetic results for the ribo-, deoxyribo-

and hybrid oligonucleotides. Activation energies were determined 

for the first two; rate constants at 12o0° C were determined for the 

third o The rate constants are all co~ared at 12 o0°C. The recom

bination rate for the deoxyribo-oligonucleotides (8.3 x 106 ~ mol-l 

sec-1) is 34% faster than for the ribo-oligonucleotides (6o2 x 106 -~ 

mol-l sec- 1); the hybrid is essentially the same as the ribo

oligonucleotides, (6o6 x 106 9. mol-l sec- 1) o 

The activation energy, Ea, and the activation entropy, t,S*, are 

obtained from the te~erature dependence of the rate constants o 

Figure 4 show-s an Arrhenius plot for the re-combination a•nd dissocia

tion rate consta,nts for the ribo- and deoxyribo-6ligonucleotides o 

The recombination act.ivation energies fo-r the ribo- and deoxyribo

oligonucleotides are small and the same within experimental error: 

0 ± 2 a-nd -0 oS ± 2 kcal/mol, respectively o The activation entropies 

are nega-tive and nearly equal, -29 and -30 e .u o, respectively o The 

activation parameters were not measured for the hybrid oligo

nucleotides; they are assumed to be consistent with the ribo- and 

deoxyribo-oligonucleotide data since the recombination activation 

energies are the same in the ribo- and deoxyribo-oligonucleotides. 

The dissociation rate constant at 12.0° C for the deoxyribo

oligonucleotides (9.6 sec-1) is several times smaller than the ribo-



~, Fi.gure 3. 1/ T as a function of equili briun single strand 

concentration of rCA5G + rCU5G, determined by the 

second method (see text). The four temperatures 

are: Cl= 6.rc, 0= 12.0°C, C.= 16.4°C, 'il= 

21.1° c. The error bars not shown are on the order of 

the symbol size. The results are tabulated in Table I. 
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TAJLE II 

Kinetic Results for rCA5G + rcu5G, 

dCA5G + dCT5G and rCA5G + dCT5G 

rCA5G + rCU5G dCA5G + dCT5G 

kr (12.0° C, 

R. mol-l sec-1) 
6.2 X 106 8.3 X 106 

Ea,r (kcal/mol) 0±2 -0.5±2 

• liST 
r (e.u.) -29±7 -30±4 

kd (12.0°C, sec-1) 38 9.6 

E a,d (kcal/mol) 39:t2 43±3 

• liST 
d (e.u.) 84±6 95±9 

-41 -49 

-12.0 -145 

8 Thermodynamic results from Olapter II. 
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rCA5G + dCT5G 

6.6 X 106 

50 



Figure 4. Arrhenius plot of the natural logarithm of the 

rate constants as a function of the inverse temperature 

for the recombination and dissociation rate 

constants. The slope of such a plot is -Ea/R. A = 

dCA5G + dCT5G recombination rate; 0 = rCA5G + rcu5G 

recombination rate; 'V = dCA5G + dCT5G dissociation 

rate; 0 = rCA5 G + rcu5G dissociation rate. The 

results are given in Table II. 
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oligonucleotides (38 sec-1 ). The hybrid dissociation rate constant 

(50 sec - 1) is slightly faster than that of the ribo-oligo-

nucleotides. The dissociation activation energies are large. The 

deoxyribo-oligonucleotide activation energy (43 kcal/mol) is some-

what larger than that for the ribo-oligonucleotide (39 kcal/mol) • 

The activation entropies for the deoxyribo- and ribo-oligonucleo-

tides (95 e.u. and 84 e.u., respectively) are both large and posi-

tive. 

The activation energies determined from kinetics can be used to 

calcula~e the enthalpy and entropy for the reaction scheme. Chm-

parison of these values with those determined thermodynamically 

provides a useful check for consistency of the reaction scheme. The 

thermodynamic parameters for these oligonucleotides have been 

previously determined from melting curve analysis (.Chapter II; 

Nelson et al., 1981) and are included in Table II. The kinetically 

determined enthalpy is given 

i i b t."" ... t. s* ~ g ven Y -~inetic r 

by t.~inetic = Ea ,r - Ea ,d; the entropy 

- t.S~. For t.he ribo-oligonucleot.ides, 

the values of the enthalpy dete-rmined from thermodynamics and 

kinetics are -41 and -39 kcal/mol, respectively, in excellent agree-

ment. The corresponding values for the entropy are -120 and -113 

e .u., respectively. For the deoxyribo-oligonucleotides, the com-

parisons for the enthalpy are -49 and -44 kcal/mol; for the entropy, 

-145 and -125 e.u. The consistency of these values derived from 

independent techniques lends confidence to the procedures used to 

characterize the double-strand formation of these oligonucleotides. 
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B) The Second Exponential Component 

Table III summarizes the relaxation times found for the faster 

second component for the ribo- and hybrid oligonucleotides at 6. 7·o C 

and 12.0° C. For these molecules the second component was not ob-

served above 12° C; no second component was observed for the deoxy-

ribo-oligonucleotides at any temperature. There was no trend of the 

relaxation time w.ith concentration. The data shown are averages of 

16 to 23 relaxations at several concentrations for each tempera-

ture. Ihe to the small amplitude of the effect (5-10% of the total 

amplitude), the errors in determining the relaxation times are 

' large. This relaxation was 7-12 times faster at 6. 7° C and 15-25 

times faster at 12.0°C than the predominan~ bimolecular component. 

No . trend in the amplitude with concentration or temperature wa.s 

d·e·termi nable. 

The relaxation times for the ribo- and hybrid oligonucleotides 

are the same w-ithin e~xperimental error at both tempe·ratures: 44-0 

and 47"0 sec- 1 , respectively, a·t 6.r C; a.nd 2000 and 1900 sec- 1 at 

12 •. 0° C. The apparent activation energies determined were large and 

nearly equal for the ri bo- a·nd hybrid oligonucleotides: 45 and 42 

kcal/mol, respectively. Since I do not know what the process is, 

the apparent rate cannot be resolved into forward and reverse com-

ponents. 

The pre.dominant relaxation is due to the bimolecular s-ingle-

strand to double-strand transition. The fas-t minor component. may be 

a rearrangement between two double helical species (Freier et al., 

1982) {see D.Lscussion). 



TAJLE III 

Appar~nt Rate Cbnstants and Activation Ehergies 

for the Second Exponential Cbmponent 

440 ± 230 470 ± 150 

2000 ± 1500 1900 :t 1100 

45 kcal/mol 41 kcal/mol 
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5. Discussion 

A) Chmparison of the Ri bo-, Deoxyribo- and Hybrid Oligonucleotides 

These studies allCM us to make direct comparisons of the 

kinetics of ribo-, deoxyribo- and hybrid oligonucleotides of equiva

lent sequences under identical conditions. Thermodynamic results on 

these same oligonuCleotides showed the order of stability to be 

dCA5G + dCT5G > rCA5G + dCT5G > rCA5G + rcu5c (Martin & Tinoco, Jr., 

1980). The hybrid dCA5G + rCU5G was very unstable, and formed 

triple strands at low temperatures (Martin & Tinoco, Jr., 1980; 

Pardi et al., 1981); it was not studied here. 

The recombination rate constant for the deoxyribo-oligonucleo

tides at 12 .0°C is faster than that for the ribo-oligonucleotides 

(Table II). The hybrid recombination rate constant is essentially 

the same as tha-t for the ribo-oligonucleot.ides. The d-issociation 

rate constant for the d;eoxyribo-oligonucleotid.es at 12.0° C is much 

smaller than for the ribo-oligonucleotides; the hybrid dissociation 

rat.e constant was slightly _larger' than the ribo-oligonucleotides. 

From this,. we ca-n conclude that the deoxyribo-oligonucleotide double 

helix i.s- more stable tha'n the ribo-oligonucleotide double helix 

because of both a greater recombination rate and a smaller dissocia-

tion ra.te. However, the d'ifference in dissociation rates is the 

more important factor. The data for the hybr.id double helix is only 

at one temperature, and thus comparisons with it are not as meaning

ful. 

The activation energy for recombination of the deoxyribo- and 

ribo-oligonucleotides were both small; 0 and -0.5 kcal/mol, respec-
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tively. This suggests that although the rates are different, the 

mechanism is nearly the same for both oligonucleotides. The dis-

sociation activation energies were both large, with the deoxyribo-

oligonucleotide activation energy being greater than that of the 

ribo-oligonucleotides. The values of the activation energies are 

consistent with the greater enthalpy of double strand formation for 

the deoxyribo-oligonucleotides (Cltapter II; Nelson et al., 1981). 

The activation energies for the hybrid oligonucleotides were not 

determined, but are presunably consistent with the deoxyribo- and 

ribo-oligonucleotides. 

The kinetics of exchange with water for the base-pairing imino 

protons of the three helices in this work were studied by NMR (Pardi 

& Tinoco, Jr., 1982). For dCA5G + dCT5G in 0.18M NaCl, the rate 

constant and activat.ion energy for exchange at 12.0°C were 7 sec- 1 

a.nd 47 :t 7 kcal/mol, respectively, for the interior A•T base 

pairs. The similarity to the values in the present work, 9.6 sec-l 

a-nd 43 ± 3 kcal/mol, led the au.thors to conclude that the rate 

limiting step for exchange of the imino protons was the dissociation 

of -the double strands to single strands. The exchange from the 

single s-trands was fast. The agreement of kinetic studies using 

techniques as diverse as temperature-jump and NMR lends valuable 

support to the interpretations of the results from both techniques. 

B) The Second Exponential Component 

As reported in the results section, the relaxation data are 

best fit using a two-exponential fit for the ribo- and hybrid oligo-

nucleotides at temperatures of 12.0° C and below. One-exponential 
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fits are observed above 12.0° C and for the deoxyribo-oligonucleo

tides at all temperatures. 

Freier et al. (1982) obtained two-exponential fits for the 

deoxyribo-oligonucleotide dG-C-G-C-G-C at temperatures below the 

melting temperature (Tm). They attribute the second relaxation to a 

reaction between two different double helical species. Since the 

oligonucleotides in this study are less stable than dG-C-G-C-G-C, we 

obtained less data below the Tm. They found that the relaxation 

time of the second component was independent of concentration. The 

amplitude of their signal was also independent of concentration and 

temperature. My data also indicate no trend of relaxation time with 

concentration; the data do not allow a conclusion to be drawn con

cerning the behavior of the amplitude. 

The second component found by Freier e·t al. had an amplitude of 

10-·15% of the· maximum signal; i.t contriooted a larger fraction of 

t-he s;ignal at low tempe·raiure:s ,. where the signal from the bimolec

ular process was small. The s:e·cond component observed in this study 

was never more than 5 to 10% of the total amplitude. The second 

component of Freier et aL. was 4 to 10 times fas-ter than the pre

d·ominant component; in this study, it wa-s 7 to 25 times faster, 

depending on the temperature (see Results) • 

The rates for the fast process in dG-C-G-C-G-C are calculated 

to be 9.6 and 24 sec-1 at 6.7°C and 12.0°C, respectively, with an 

activation energy of 23 kcal/mol (Freier et al., 1982). For the 

ribo-oligonucleotides in this study, the corresponding rates are 440 

and 2000 sec-1 at 6.7°C and 12.0°C, respectively, with an activation 
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energy of 45 kcal/mol. The process observed in this study behaves 

very differently from that observed by Freier et al. They observe 

the effect in the deoxyribo-oligonucleotide; here it is observed for 

the ribo- and hybrid oligonucleotides, but not for the deoxyribo-. 

oligonucleotide. It is not clear that this process is similar to 

the one observed by Freier et al. Further studies on this effect 

will be necessary before the process can be characterized to any 

extent. 

C) The Hybrid Behaves Similarly to the Ri bo-Oligonucleotide 

The rate constants of the hybrid oligonucleotides at 12.0°C are 

closer to the ribo-oligonucleotides than the deoxyribo-oligonucleo

tides. This suggests that the properties of the hybrid more closely 

resemble the RNA than the DNA. More convincing evidence comes from 

the behavior of the fast second component. The rates and activation 

energies were essentially the same for the ribo- and hybrid oligo

nucleot.ides, and the effect was not observed in the deoxyribo-oligo

nucleotides (Table III). 

NMR studies of the chemical shifts of the base-pairing imino 

protons and the non-exchangable base and sugar protons of the 

helices used in this study (Pardi et al., 1981) indicate that the 

structure of the hybrid is close to the structure of the ribo-oligo-

nucleotide. The NMR study on exchange rates of base-pairing imino 

protons mentioned earlier (Pardi & Tinoco, Jr., 1982) showed that at 

5° C the dissociation rate of the hybrid and ribo-oligonucleotides 

are nearly equal, and an order of magnitude faster than for the 

deoxyribo-oligonucleotide. 
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The evidence seems to indicate that the properties of the 

hybrid double helices are governed mainly by the ribo-oligonucleo-

tide strand. RNA generally exhibits less structural diversity than 

DNA. This lower freedom of flexibility of the RNA might dictate the 

properties of the more flexible DNA strand in the hybrid double 

helix. 

D) Cbmparison with Previous Results 

The kinetics of double-strand formation have been studied for a 

number of ribo-oligonucleotide sequences containing only A•U base 

pairs (Craig et al., 1971; Perschke & Eigen, 1971; Breslauer & Bi.na-

Stein, 1977), both A•U and G•C base pairs (Perschke et al., 1973; 

Ravetch e·t al., 1974), and one sequence containing only G•C base 

pa.irs (Podder,. 1971). The data for deoxyribo-oligonucleotides are 

much more limited (Drobnies, 1.979; Freier et al., 1982). One hybrid 

has been st.ud'ied (lbgget.t & Maass,. 1971) •. 

The ra·te of recombina1ti.on increases conside·rably as the ionic 

stre·n.gth is increased. The d·tssocia·tion rate is roughly independent 

of ionic strength (Perschke e·t a•l., 1973). lbth recombination a·nd 

dissociation activation energies are independent of salt concentra-
' 

tions between 0.05 and 1M NaCl (Perschke et al., 1973). Thus we can 

compare activation energies and dissociation rate constants from 

experime·nts done a·t different ionic strengths; recombination rate 

consta·nts can be co~q>ared only when measured at the same ionic 

strength. Table IV summarizes the results for the activation energy 

for recombination for several oligonucleotides. 



TAli..E IV 

Recombination Activation Energies 

for Several Oligonucleotides 

Oligonucleotide (NaCl) Ea (kcal/mol) 

0.05M -9 

0 .25 to 1M -4 to -6 

0.05 to 1M +6 to +9 

0.18M +4.5 

d G- C-G- c-G- C 1M +1 

dA-T-G-C-A-T 1M -4 

0 •. 05M -2 

. rAn + dTn, n=7-9 1M -1 

1. Porschke & Eigen (1971) 
2. Jreslauer & Blna-Stein (1977) 
3. craig et al. (1971) 
4. Perschke et al. (1973) 
5. Podder (1971) 
6. Freier et al. (1982) 
7. Drobnies (1979) 
8. Hoggett & Maass (1971) 
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Reference 

1 

2,3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

7 

8 
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Ribo-oligonucleotides containing only A•U base pairs recombine 

with a negative activation energy: -9 kcal/mol for rAn + rUn and -4 

to -6 kcal/mol for rAnUn (Table IV). Rate constants and activation 

energies were essentially independent of chainlength for both 

systems. The negative activation energy suggests that the mechanism 

of recombination requires the formation of a stable nucleus with two 

or three base pairs; the rate-d·etermining step is the formation of 

the next base pair ( O:aig et al., 1971; Porschke & Eigen, 1971) (see 

below). 

Ri bo-oligonucleotides containing both G• C and A• U base pairs 

have positive ac·tivation energies for recombination: +6 to +9 

kcal/mol for sequences like rAnGCUn, rAnCG + _rCGUn and rAnGz + rc2 Un 

(Table IV). The a·ctivation energy was roughly independent of length 

or sequence. However, the rate constants decreased w.ith increasing 

cha1i.nlength. The ra·tes were faster if the G•C base pairs we·re at 

the e·nd rather tha:n the mid·dle of the sequence. It appears recom

bi.na.tion is fast.er when formation of the stable nucleus involves 

more stable G•C base pa-irs. Adding more A•U base pairs slows the 

ra·te due to increased steric hindrance; G•C bases at the end could 

be more a·ccessible than in the middle of the sequence (Porschke et 

al.,, 1973). The ribo-oligonucleotides rG-G-G-C + rG-c-c-c, which 

contain only G• C base pairs, have a recombination activation energy 

of +4 .5 kcal/mol. The positive activation energy of oligonucleo

tides w·ith G•C base pairs probably means the nucleus involved in the 

rate~etermining step requires one or two G•C base pairs (Porschke 

etal., 1973). 
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Much less work has been done on deoxyribo-oligonucleotide 

kinetics. The recombination activation energy for dG-C-G-C-G-C is 

+1 kcal/mol (Freier et al., 1982). For dA8 + dT8 and dA-T-G-C-A-T, 

the corresponding values are -2 and -4 kcal/mol, respectively 

( Drobnies, 1979) • The hybrid oligonucleotides rAn + dTn have an 

activation energy of -1 kcal/mol ( lbggett & Maass, 1971). 

The trend in activation energies for the ribo-oligonucleotides 

is from negative values when only A•U base pairs are present (-4 to 

-9 kcal/mol), zero when isolated G• C base pairs are present, and 

positive when two or more G•C base pairs are adjacent (+5 to +9 

kcal/mol) • llle to the greater stability of G• C base pairs, fewer 

base pairs are required to form a stable nucleus, thus· the larger 

activation energy when G• C base pairs are present. This trend is 

not as apparent in the deoxyribo-oligonucleotides. The activation 

energies vary from -2, -0.5, -4, +1 kcal/mol for the series dA8 + 

dT8 , dCA5G + dCT5G, dA-T-G-C-A-T, and dG-C-G-C-G-C. This might mean 

the number of bases required for the stable nucleus does not depend 

on the presence of G•·C base pairs. The difference in stability 

between A •T and G• C base pairs in DNA is not as great as for RNA; 

thus, in DNA ·the stability of the nucleus will not depend as strong

ly on the presence of G•C base pairs, and the number of bases in the 

nucleus and thus the activation energies vary less than for RNA. 

Because of the restriction that recombination rate constants 

tll.lSt be cout>ared at the same salt concentration, there are fewer 

results to compare. Values determined in 1M NaCl at 12.0° C from 

earlier work (in terms of R. mol-l sec- 1) are: rA7u7 , 2 x 106 
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( Breslauer & Bina-Stein, 1977); rA2Gcu2 , 5 x 106 (Perschke et al., 

1973); dA-T-G-C-A-T, 8 x 106 (Ikobnies, 1979); dG-C-G-C-G-C, 11 x 

106 (Freier et al., 1982). No systematic comparisons may be made 

from the data available. 

E) The Mechanism of Double-Strand Formation 

The data presented in Tables II and III allow us to investigate 

the differences between the kinetics of ribo-, deoxyribo- and hybrid 

oligonucleotides. 

The negative activation energy found for the recombination of 

ribo-oligonucleotides rAn + rUn means there is a pre-equilibrium 

step involved in double strand formation. The rate-determining-step 

of the recombination is hypothesized to be the addition of the next 

base pair to the nucleus composed of a few base pairs (Craig et al., 

1971). The nucleus is the species which adds the next base pair 

fas·ter than it dissociates. Thereafter the double helix quickly 

zippers up to the fully base-paired double helix. The nucleus is in 

a fa.st equilibri\Jil with t.he single strands. Thus the forward rate 

is given by kf (nucleus), where kf is the rate of forming the next 

base pair. Dissociation of the strands occurs by breaking enough 

base pairs to get to the nucleus, which then quickly dissociates. 

The forward rate is then characterized by a small activation energy, 

positive or negative depending on the number of base pairs in the 

nucleus. The dissociation rate is characterized by a large activa-

tion energy required for breaking several base pairs to get to the 

nucleus. 

·"f:$ 

.; 
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Differences in the forward rate will depend on two factors: 

the concentration of the nucleus and the rate of adding base pairs 

to an existing nucleus. 

It was stated earlier that the recombination of dCA5G + dCT5G 

was faster than rCA5G + rCU5G. The hybrid rCA5G + dCT5G recombines 

at essentially the same rate as rCA5G + rCU5G. The dissociation 

rates went as hybrid ~ ribo > deoxyribo. The behavior of the second 

exponential component also suggests that the behavior of the hybrid 

is similar to the ribo-oligonucleotide. 

The similarity of the recombination activation energies for the 

deoxyribo- and ribo-oligonucleotides might suggest that the nuclei 

for double strand formation are of similar stability. Thus the 

increased rate for the deoxyribo-oligonucleotides might be mani

fested in a larger kf than for the ribo-oligonucleotides. Freier et 

al. suggest that the zippering rate, kf' might be limited by the 

diffus1on of the singl.e s;tra-nded bases into a helical conformation 

(Fre-ier et al., 1982). The faster rate of recombina-tion of the 

deoxyribo-oligonucleotides might be a result of faster single strand 

stacking. From laser tempera-t.ure-jump studies, it was determined 

that single strand stacking in poly(dA) is about 4 times faster than 

in poly(rA): k(single strand stacking) = 2.7 x 107 and 0.7 x 107 

sec- 1, respectively, at 25° C in O.OSM sodi\.ID cacodylate (Dewey & 

Turner, 1979). This reasoning suggests that the hybrid recombina

tion rate would be similar to the ribo-oligonucleotides, since the 

helix zippering would be limited by the stacking of the slower rCA5G 

strand. 
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The data presented in this chapter are insufficient to fully 

justify the explanations for the differences between deoxyribo- and 

ribo-oligonucleotide kinetics. More studies comparing deoxyribo

and ribo-oligonucleotides would greatly clarify the situation. 

Ribo-G•C base pairs are more stable than deoxyribo-G•C base pairs. 

It would be very informative to compare the kinetics of double 

strand formation for two analogous G-C-containing deoxyribo- and 

ribo-oligonucleotides. This would determine if the differences in 

stability are due to the ribo-oligonucleotide having a greater rate 

of recombination, a slower rate of dissociation, or both. Also 

co~aring recombination activation energies and single strand 

stacking rates would determine whether the differences in recombina

tion rates are due to a more stable nucleus as manifested by a more 

nega,tive activation energy, or a fas-ter z·ippering rate. 
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CHAPTER IV 

Ethidium Ion Bl.nding to Oligonucleotides 

1. Synopsis 

The thermodynamics of ethidium ion binding to the double 

strands formed by the ribo-oligonucleotides rCA5G + rcu5c and the 

analogous deoxyribo-oligonucleotides dCA5G + dCT5G were determined 

by monitoring the absorbance ~· temperature at 260 and 283 nm at 

several concentrations of oligonucleotides and ethidium bromide. A 

statistical model is described which allows up ,;to three ethidium 

ions to bind per double strand. The data from the ribo-oligonucleo

tides were equally well fit by models which assumed negative 

cooperativity between next-nearest-neighbor binding sites with a co

operativi ty parameter w = 0.1, and a model which assumed the ter

minal binding sites on both ends of the helix are stronger than the 

interior sites by a factor of T = 140. The data from the deoxyribo

oligonucleotides were fit best by a model which assumed no coopera-

tivity and identical binding sites. The enthalpy and equilibriuim 

constant at 25°C for the ribo-oligonucleotides were determined to be 

about -11 to -14 kcal/mol and 25 x 104 to 60 x 104 t mol-l, respec

tively, depending on the model. For the deoxyribo-oligonucleotides, 

the values were -9 kcal/mol and 2.5 x 104 t mol-l, respectively. 

2. Introduction 

A large number of molecules that cause frameshift Ulltations 

intercalate between the base pairs of nucleic acids. Streisinger et 
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al. (1966) proposed a model in which the mutagen promotes frameshift 

m.itations via the stabilization of a bulge after strand breakage in 

DNA. This bulge is then locked into the sequence when the break is 

repaired. A strong correlation was found between frameshift muta

genicity and chemical carcinogenicity (McCann et al., 1975). Ethi

dium bromide has been used extensively as a probe to help char

acterize the factors that ·are important in stabilizing the inter

calation complex. Ethidium bromide has been shown to be a frame

shift mutagen in the Ames test (McCann et al., 1975). 

Several factors make ethidium bromide an ideal probe. It in

tercalates with a large binding constant, making it possible to 

prepare samples in which essentially all of the ethidi urn is bound. 

Intercalation is accompanied by a large shift in the visible absorp

tion band at 480 nm to longer wavelengths (Waring, 1965; Waring, 

1966) • Also, the fluorescence is enhanced greatly upon intercala

tion (LePecq & Paoletti, 1967). Ethidium bromide forms dimers with 

itself in solution; however the extent of aggregation is small com

pared to intercalators such as the acridines (Thomas & Roques, 1972; 

Reinhardt & Krugh, 1978). Ethidi\Jil bromide binds to single-stranded 

nucleic acids (Kreishman & <han, 1971), but the binding is very much 

weaker than intercalation in double-stranded nucleic acids (Waring, 

1966). 

Studies of ethidi\Jil bromide binding to DNA have demonstrated 

that binding occurs with nearest-neighbor exclusion, and with very 

little cooperativi ty ( Bresloff & Crothers, 197 5) • Overall binding 

constants may be obtained by this procedure; however sequence-
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specific properties are inaccessible due to the randomness of the 

DNA sequence. 

Studies carried out on dinucleotides have shown that there is a 

preference for ethidium binding to double-stranded sequences in the 

order pyrimidine-purine ) purine-purine ) purin~-pyrimidine (Krugh & 

Reinhardt, 1975; Krugh et al., 1975; Reinhardt & Krugh, 1978; Pardi, 

1980; Dahl, 1981; Dahl et al., 1982). The purine bases are adenine 

and guanine, whereas the pyrimidine bases are cytosine, uracil and 

thymine. However, the dinucleotides form very unstable mini-double 

helices by themselves, as evidenced by the equilibrium constants for 

double strand formation from the self-complementary dinucleotide 

pdG-dC being on the order of 10 9. mol-l (Young & Krugh, 1975; Krugh 

et al., 1976). Dinucleotides composed of only A•T or A•U base pairs 

have equilibrium constants which are too small to measure. Thus the 

sequence specificity found in these studies are complicated by the 

fact that the stability of the double strand in the absence of ethi

diurn bromide is not well-known. 

Et hidiun bromide forms complexes with the double helix formed 

by the tri-nucleotide rCpUpG by intercalating between the two C•G 

base pairs, bulging the two uracils into solution (Lee & Tinoco, 

Jr., 1978). There is also a complex formed between a mixture of 

rGpUpG, rCpC, and ethidiurn, wherein the two C•G base pairs are 

formed with the uracil bulged into solution (Lee & Tinoco, Jr., 

1978). The equilibrill!l constants for the complex of ethidill!l with 

rCpG and with rCpUpG were measured at 0° C to be 100 x 106 and 1 x 

106 t 2 mol-2 , respectively (Pardi, 1980). Thus, the bulged uracils 
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destabilize the structure significantly. The equilibrium constant 

for the complex formed by rGpUpG, rqpC, and ethidium was less than 

105 (Pardi, 1980). Polymer studies on the double strands 

poly(I)•pbly(C,~), where x denotes the mole fraction of A residues 

on the C strand, showed that the equilibriun constant of ethidiun 

binding to the site with the A~I mismatch is about 20 times greater 

than that for binding to the normal base pairs (Helfgott & 

}(allenbach, 1979). This indicates that ethidium bromide might re

lieve some of the destabilizing effect of the mismatched bases. 

Using oligonucleotides, it is possible to determine sequence 

effects by studying different sequences. Oligonucleotide studies 

have the advantage that the properties of the double strands in the 

absence of ethidiun are known (Chapter II, Nelson et al., 1981). 

Potentially, oligonucleotide studies can be used to determine the 

d:estabilizing effect of a bulged base, and the extent to which e·thi

dium binding relieves this strain. 

In this chapter, I report the results on the binding of ethi

dium bromide to the double strands formed by the oligonucleotides 

rCA5G + rcu5c and dCA5G + dCT5G. The extent of ethidium binding is 

measured by monitoring the large change in absorbance in the UV band 

of ethidiun at 283 nm. Fortuitously, at this wavelength, the 

double-stranded oligonucleotides absorb to the same extent as the 

single strands. A statistical model is described wherein the ethi

dium cation can bind between any combination of base pairs within 

the nearest-neighbor limit. 
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3. EXperimental 

The synthesis and characterization of the oligonucleotides 

rCA5G, rCU5G, dCA5G and dCI'5G were described in Chapter II. Rhi

ditm bromide was purchased from Sigma. Rhiditm bromide often con

tains ethanol impurity ( lresloff & Cl'others, 197 5). To remove any 

ethanol present, the eth.iditm bromide was lyophilized twice with 

double-distilled water prior to use. 

The buffer used throughout this study consisted of 0 .2M NaCl, 

0.01M sodium phosphate buffer, pH= 7, and 0.1mM EDTA. 

Samples were prepared by adding small amounts of concentrated 

stock solutions of the oligonucleotides and ethidium bromide to the 

buffer. The buffer was degassed by purging with helium for three to 

four minutes prior to preparing the samples. The cuvettes were 

teflon-stoppered with path lengths of 0.1, 0.2, 0.5 or 1 em. 

Melting curves were returned to 0°C after going to high temperature 

to check for eva.poration, which was always less than 1%. 

Samples of the ribo-oligonucleotides were made up with nominal 

concentrations of SO~M, 25\.JM, and 12\.JM, with ethidiun :strand ratios 

of approximately 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, and 3. One sample con

tained 50\.JM strands and a 4:1 ratio of ethidiun :strands. The 

Eppendorf 1.Sml polypropylene micro centrifuge tubes were used to 

prepare the samples. Et hiditm bromide is adsorbed irreversibly to 

these tubes when filled the first time. However, after rinsing a 

tube thus treated, no significant additional ethidium is adsorbed. 

Therefore, tubes used for sample preparations were pre-treated by 

rinsing with an ethiditm bromide solution. The actual concentra-
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tions were determined using the absorbances at sao c, where the 

oligonucleotides are single-stranded, and the ethidium. is unbound. 

When the melting curve was not finished by saoc, the absorbances of 

single strands and free ethidium at sao c were determined by extrapo

lating the abs.orbances at higher temperatures. 

The deoxyribo-oligonucleotide samples were made at a concentra

tion of roughly 4a~M, with ethidiun:strand ratios of roughly a.4, 

a .6, and a .8. B:!cause ethidium does not bind as strongly to the 

deoxyribo-oligonucleotides, studies were impractical at 

ethidium.:strand ratios greater than 1 (see results). 

Melting curves were obtained using a Gilford Model 25a UV-VIS 

spectrophotometer, with a Gilford r-bdel 2527 thermoprogrammer. Iata 

were obtained concurrently at 260 and 2.83 nm using a Gilford Model 

2530 wa·velength scann·er. The data were collected by a Chmmodore PET 

Model 2'001 microco~q>uter interfaced to the instrument a.nd were later 

tra·nsmitted to a VAX 11 /7'80 computer,. where the analysis was done. 

The melting data were interpolated to every 1 o C, since analysis of 

the data requires knowing A260 and A283 at the same temperature (see 

bel01o1). The temperature range was ge·nerally ao C to 70° C. Spectra 

were taken on the Gilford t-bdel 250 spectrophotometer modified to 

all01o1 the PET computer to control the wavelength. 

Samples for melting curves of ethidium. bromide in buffer were 

prepared in unstoppered cuvettes, which were covered with silicon 

oil (Dow Cbrning 2aa Fluid, 2acs viscosity) to ensure that evapora

tion was negligible. No detectable amount of ethidium went into the 
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oil. The melting curves were taken from 0° C to 90° C. Spectra of 

ethidium were taken at 0°C, 25°C, and 50°C in stoppered cuvettes. 

The computer programs used to determine the fraction ethidiun 

bound from melting curves, and to carry out the model calculations, 

are listed in Appendix C. 

4. Theory 

A) Analysis of Melting <llrves 

From the melting curves, we want to measure fb, the fraction of 

ethidium ions bound, and fh, the fraction of strands in double he-

!ices (with or without ethidhm ions bound) • We can obtain this 

information from the melting curves obtained at two wavelengths (260 

and 283 nm) as follows. 

We can write the mass balance equations for the total concen-

tration of strands, Ct, and the total concentration of ethidium, Cd, 

as: 

ct = c + ch (1) 
s 

Cb = co + cl + c2 + c3 + ••• + c (2) n 

cd = cf + cb (3) 

<;, = cl + 2c2 + 3C3 + ••• + nC n 
(4) 

where Cs = concentation of single strands, ~ = concentration of all 

double helices, with or without ethidiun ions bound, Co = concentra

tion of double helices with no ethidium bound, c1 = concentration of 

double helices with one ethidiun bound, etc., and where Cf = concen-

tration of free ethidium and Cb m total concentration of bound ethi

dium. The maximum number of ethidium ions that can bind per double 
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helix is n (3 in our case) • 

If R. is the pathlength in em, and the extinction coefficients 

are labelled as £, then we can write the expression for the absorb-

a.nce at 260 nm as: 

n 

£s,260 cs + Ef,260 cf + i~O £1,260 ci (5) 

w.ith a similar expression for the absorbance at 283 nm. 

We have made the assumption that the extinction coefficients of 

the species with ethidium bound do not . depend on which sites the 

ethidi\Jil ions bind to. For example, we assign the same £1 , 260 when 

the ethidium is bound on the left side as we do when it is bound in 

the middle of the double helix. 

Define the quantities ~Ei such that t:i = £0 + 1l£i. (We have 

excluded the wavelength subscript for clarity.) Thus , ll£ i is the 

change in the e·xtinction coefficient of the d·ouble strands due to 

the· binding of the i ethidium ions. By assuming that e·ach ethidi urn 

i.on makes t.he same contrirution to the extinction coefficient, we 

can write 

- (6) 

We can assign 6£ 1 as the extinction coefficient for an ethidium ion 

bound to the double helix, namely Eb = ll£ 1 • By making these substi

tutions, and by assigning Eh • £0_, the extinction coefficient for 

the double helix with no ethidiun bound, we can re-write equation 5 

as: 
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= (7) 

{again with a similar equation for the absorbance at 283 nm). 

This approach assigns all of the change in the extinction co

efficients upon binding ethidium ions to the ethidium chromophore. 

Actually, this change is probably due to changes in both the nucleic 

acid and the ethidium chromophores. However, this makes no differ

ence in analyzing the data in this manner, using the two assunptions 

stated above. 

We can define the fraction of strands in double helices, fh = 

~/ Ct, and the fraction of ethidium ions bound, fb = G/ Cd, and 

write: 

Az6o 1 R. = ct [ fh €:h ,260 + ( 1-fh) €:s ,260 J 

+ cd[fbe:b,260 + ( 1-fb)e:f,260J (8) 

A28312 = ct[fhe:h,283 + ( 1-fh)£s,283J 

+ cd[fbe:b,283 + ( 1-fb)e:f,283J (9) 

Thus, we need 8 extinction coefficients to determine the values for 

fh and fb from the melting cuves at two wavelengths. The extinction 

coefficients generally will have a temperature dependence, for 

example, e:(T) • e:(T
0

) + m(T-T0 ) describes an extinction coefficient 

that is linear with tempe,rature. The method used to determine the 

extinction coefficients is explained in the results section. 

Equations 8 and 9 can be solved simultaneously to determine 

values for fh and fb. Alternatively, since the melting of these 
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double helices to single strands is essentially isosbestic, namely 

~,283 = E8 , 283 , the fraction dye bound, fb may be directly deter

mined from equation 9 alone. This approach requires the determina-

tion of only three extinction coefficients, Es, 283 , £f, 28 3 and 

The above approach allows us to determine rather directly the 

fraction of ethidium ions bound from melting curves, provided we 

have good estimates for the extinction coefficients. 

B) Description of the Model 

Three different statistical models were used to describe the 

binding of ethidium ions to the double helices formed by rCA5G + 

One model assuned that the pyrimidine-

purine site was stronger than the purine-purine sites by a factor 

a •. Of course, c; = 1 corresponds to the model with all binding sites 

equal. A se·cond model a.s-sumed. that the t.wo terminal binding 

C-A A-G 
sites, •· • and •· • 

G-U tJ-C' 
were S'tronger than the 

A-A 
intern·al • • binding u-u 

sites by a fa·ct.or T. A third model assumed that there was coopera-

tivity between binding sites, where the pa·rameter w describes the 

effect of one bound ethidium ion on the adjacent next-nearest-

neighbor binding site. '!Wo as.sunptions will be made for all of the 

models: 

1) Bi.nding is only via intercalation between base pairs 

in the double helix. No binding is allowed to the 

ends of the helix, or to single strands. 
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2) Bl.nding occurs with nearest-neighbor exclusion: 

binding an ethidium ion between two base pairs makes 

the adjacent site unavailable for binding another 

ethidium ion. 

I will explain the development of the model using the assump-

tion that the pyrimidine-purine site is a times stronger than the 

purine-purine sites, with no cooperativi ty. As will be explained, 

the theory is very easily modified to accomodate the alternative 

models. 

We denote the equilibrium constant for double-helix formation 

rC-A -A -A-A -A-G •· . . . . . . 
a-u-u-u-u-u-er (10) 

The equilibrium constant for binding ethidium to a,ny of the purine-

purine sites is denoted ~: 

rC-A-A J A-A-A-G 
• e • • • e c 
G-u-u u-u-u- er (11) 

The equilibriu:n constant for binding ethidiu:n to the pyrimidine-

purine site is denoted aKd. H:!nce the pyrimidine-purine site is a 

times stronger than the purine-purine sites. Nearest-neighbor ex-

elusion allows only three ethidium ions to bind per double helix (n 

= 3 in equations 3 and 4). Table I shows some of the possible ar-

rangements of binding one, two, or three ethidium ions. There are 6 

ways to bind one ethidiun ion, 10 ways to bind two, and 4 ways to 

bind three. 



no. of bound 

ethidium ions 

0 

1 

2 

3 

TAILE I 

Statistic~l Weights Qf Double IEllces 

with Ethidi urn Ions lhlmd 

rCA A A A A G 
I I I I I I I 
GUUUUUCr 

G-A G-o site filled 
C-A G-u site vacant 

statistical no. of statistical no. of 
example weight* species example weight* species 

--- - LLL ITTl '1t 1 

Ill ILl LJ of1tS 1 I I I 1•1 I I ~s 5 

[JI l__lal_] J a~s2 4 I I I• I I 1•1 ~s2 6 

UL[II I 111 a~s3 3 I 1•1 1•1 Ill ~s3 1 

* Statistical weight of single strands 1. S = CfKd. 

gi 

1 

a + 5 

4a + g 

3a + 1 

t-' ..... ..... 
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The concentration of double helices with one ethidhm ion bound 

to a specific purine-purine site is ~Kdcfc;. The concentration of 

double helices with one ethidium bound to the pyrimidine-purine site 

is o~Kdcfc;. If we assign S = KdCf, we can write the concentration 

of double helices with i ethidium ions bound in a specific arrange

ment as ~sic; if the pyrimidine-purine site is vacant, and a~sic; 

if it is filled. 

To develop the statistical approach, I define the statistical 

weight of the species as shown in Table I, namely ~si or a~si for 

double strands with i ethidiun ions bound, depending on whether the 

pyrimidine-purine site is filled. The single strands are defined as 

the reference state, and hence have a statistical weight of 1. 

The partition function describing the double-helical species 

with or without ethidium ions bound is defined as Q: 

0 = 
n 
\ 
1.. 

i=O 
(statistical weight of double helices 

with i ethidium ions bound) 
(12) 

In order to simplify the calculation of the s-um of statistical 

weights, I will define statistical factors gi for the double helices 

with i ethidium ions bound, with i = 0 to n. The factor g1 de-

scribes the number of ways i ethidium ions can bind, and the rela-

tive strengths. For example, there are six ways one ethidium ion 

can bind to these double strands. One way to the pyrimidine-purine 

binding site and five ways to a purine-purine site. Thus, g1 = o + 

5. Table I shows the different ways to bind 0 to 3 ethidium ions, 

the statistical weights, and the statistical factors gi. As shown, 
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g0 = 1, g1 = a+ 5, g2 = 4o + 6, and g3 = 3a + 1. Thus, equation 12 

can be written: 

(13) 

The fraction of all double helices which have i ethidium ions bound 

is denoted Pi: 

p = 
1 

(14) 

If the total concentrations of the non-selfcomplementary single 

strands are equal, the total concentration of double helical spe-

cies, ~, is obtained from the partition function by: 

~ ch 
0 = = 

c 2 ( c - ~)2 s t 

(IS) 

which we ca·n solve t.o get: 

1 + 20Ct -~1 + 4QCt 
fh = ~/Ct = 

20Ct 
(16) 

The expression for the total amount of ethidium bound is: 

n n n 

~ = ~ i•C Cb •. I i•P \' i•P (17) = = fh C L 

1=1 i i=1 i ti=1 i 

which can be written as the fraction of ethidium bound, fb = q,l cd: 

fhCt n 
fb = --. I i•P (18) 

cd i=1 i 
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We need a procedure to calculate the. quantities fh and fb from 

the parameters ~' ~' <;;, Cd and o. The right-hand side of equa-

tion 18 depends upon ~' Kd, Ct, Cd, o, and fb. Thus, we want to 

determine fb such that: 

0 (19) 

where the value of fb determines the second term. This is readily 

done by standard numerical solution techniques; I utilized Newton's 

method. 

The previous development may be performed for a number of dif-

ferent models. The only difference is the form of the statistical 

factors gi. We can include in the model cooperativi ty in binding 

ethidium by including a cooperativity parameter w which is defined 

as the equilibrium: 

rf-1\ I ~-1\_-t\ 1'1\~ 
G-U 'u-u-u trcr 

w 
rC-A I A-A I A-A-G G-u u-ti , -u~.u.. & (20) 

Thus, w > 1 me·ans a bound ethidiun enhances binding at the next 

available site, and w < 1 means a bound ethidium reduces binding at 

the next available site. The statistical weights of the species 

with two or more ethidium ions bound are then multiplied by w for 

each time that two bound ethidiun ions are two base pairs apart. 

The values for the statistical factors for this model are easily 

shown to be: g0 = 1, g1 = o + 5, g2 = o(w + 3) + 3w + 3, and g3 = 

o( w2 + 2w) + w2 • 
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C) Fitting the Model Parameters to Experimental Results 

After experimentally determining fb, the fraction of ethidiun 

bound to double helices, we need a procedure to determine the best 

values of ~ and o to fit the data. I have developed the following 

method: 

The first step is to pick an arbitrary value for o •. In 

general, o = exp(l!S~/T - l!H~/RT), where l!H~ and liS~ are the differ-

ences between the enthalpy and entropy between the pyrimidine-purine 

and purine-purine sites. U;ually, the difference will be attributed 

entirely to the entropy, making o independent of temperature. 

U;ing this fixed value for sigma, equC!tion 19 may be solved 

nunerically for Kd, using the experimental value of fb at any parti-

cular temperature. Several melting curves at different strand con-

cent rations and et·hidi.un :strand ratios are fit simultaneously. A 

plot of .l!.n( Kd) ..!!.· l/T should give a· linear plot whose slope will be 

LIHd/R, and whose intercept w.ill be t.Sd/R by the van' t Hoff rela-

tion. Linear regression is used to determine the best values for 

'H0 
· d 'S 0 tld a·n ud. Having thus dete·rmined an estimate for Kd at each 

temperature, we may now calculate theoretical values for fb for each 

point in the melting curves. The goodness of fit can be evaluated 

both by the linear correlation coefficient, r, from the linear re-

gression analysis, or by the total reduced chi-squared determined 

for all the melting curves, x~ = (fd,calc- fd,expt) 2/(N- 2) where 

there are N data points from all the melting curves (Bevington, 

1969). HOpefully, by repeating the process for a range of o's, the 

best value will become apparent. 
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5. Results 

A) Optical Properties of Ethidiun lromide in the UV 

Most of the work on the binding of ethidiun bromide to nucleic 

acids have been done by monitoring the absorbance of ethidium bro

mide in the visible band near 480 nm. This has the advantage that 

the absorbance of the nucleic acids does not interfere with the 

measurement, allowing the use of a large excess of nucleic acids. 

However, in this work, I monitored the behavior of both the ethidium 

bromide and the oligonucleotide, and hence carried out the studies 

in the t.N. 

A range of extinction coefficients for ethidium bromide at 480 

run have been reported (in terms of .1. mol-l cm- 1): 5.6 x 103 

(Waring, 1965), 5.45 x 103 (LePecq, 1971), 5.9 x 103 (Wakelin & 

Waring, 1974), 5.85 x 103 (lresloff & ctothers, 1975), and 5.86 x 

103 (Reinhardt & Krugh, 1978). I used an average value of (5 .8 ± 

0 • 2) x 1 0 3 R. mo 1-l c m -l • 

Ethidiun bromide forms dimers a.t moderate concentrations, which 

causes a shift in the maximum absorbance to wavelengths greater than 

480 run (Thomas & Roques, 1972). The equilibriun constant at 25° C 

for this dimeriz-ation was found to be 70 M-l in 0 .1M NaCl. by NMR 

(Reinhardt & Krugh, 1978). At the most concentrated solution of 

ethidium bromide used in this study, 0 .2n:M, less than 3% of the 

ethidiun was dimerized, and hence was considered negligible. 

Indeed, there was no significant departure from Baer's law at 260 or 

283 nm for ethidium bromide up to lmM concentration. 
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The absorption spectrum in the range of 220 to 380 nm of ethi-

dium bromide depends on te~erature. The maximum absorbance was 

found to be 284 nm at 0° C, 285 nm at 25° C, and 286 nm at 50° C. The 

absorption spectra at 0°C and 50°C are shown in figure 1. The ab-

sorption.spectra were superimposable between 260 and 380 nm over the 

concentration range of 0 .01mM to 0 .2mM. The spectra deviated with 

concentration below 250 nm, with higher concentrations having larger 

absorbances. 

The extinction coefficients at 283 nm and 260 nm at 25° C were 

obtained by co~aring the absorbance of a dilute solution (20~M) at 

480, 283 and 260 nm: e: 283 = 5.6 x 104 and e: 260 = 1.74 x 104 • 

The extinction coefficient at 260 nm varied linearly with temp-

erature and d.id not depend on concentration. It fit well to the 

equation e:260(T) = 1 • .7 x 104 - 25.5(T- 50°C) (t mol-l cm-1). 

At 283 nm, the melting curve depended on concentration. Mel-

ting curves taken from 0° C to 90° C are shown in figure 2 for three 

et.hidiun concentrations. The e·ffect w.i th concentration is not 

la.rge, only about 3% at 0°C, and negligible above 50°C. The melting 

curves were fit very well by the empirical equation 

e:28 3(T)/e:283 (90°C) = 1 - 1.45 x l0-3 (T - 90) + a 3(T - 90) 3 where a 3 

'"' 4.9 x 10-6 vfconcentration' + 8.6 x 10-9 • The dependence of these 

equations on the square root of the concentration is an empirical 

relation to fit the data; no theoretical motivation was involved. 

The curves calculated using this equation are also shown in figure 

2. e:283(90° C) was found to be 5.1 x 104 • All of the extinction 

coefficients are shown in Table II. 
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Figure 1. Absorption spectra of ethidiun bromide in 0 .2M 

NaCl, 0 .0 1M phosphate buffer, pH = 7, 0 .lmM EDTA. The 

ethidium bromide concentration was 17~M; the path 

length was 1 em. o = 0° C; >.. = 50°C. 
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Figure 2. Melting curves of ethidium bromide in 0.2M NaCl, 

O.OlM phosphate buffer, pH = 7, 0.01mM EDTA. The 

curves are normalized by dividing by the absorbance at 

90°C. H!nce the parameter plotted is 

'283(T)/e:283( 9 0o C)· The concentrations were: 1::1, 

1 91JM; 0, 961JM and 0 , 1841-lM. Th lines show the fit 

using the equation e:283(T)/e:283( 9 0o C) = 1 - 1 •. 45 X 

103 •(T - 90°C) + a 3(r- 90°C) 3 where a 3 = 4.9 x 10-6• 

~concentration' + 8 • .6 x 10-9 (see text). 
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TAlLE II 

Extinction Cbefficients at 260 and 283 nm 

in 0.2M NaCl, O.OlM Phosphate Buffer, pH=7, 0.1mM EDTAa 

Ethiditm bromide: 

E260 = 1.7 X 104 - 25.5(T- 50) 

E283 = 5.1 X 104 - 74(T- 90) + 5.1 x 104 •a3 •(T- 90) 3 

a3 = 4 .86 x 10-6-\fconcentration' + 8 .64 x 10-9 

rCA5G + rcu5G single strands: 

£260 = 1.40 X 105 + 190(T-50) - 2.35(T-50) 2 - 0.0237(T-50)3 

E283 = 4.17 X 104 - 10.4(T- 50) 

rCA5G + rCU5G double strands: 
5* E260 = 1 .14 X 10 + 240(T) 

E283 = 4.21 X 10 4 

El:hidium bromide bound to rCA5G•rCU5G 

c260 = 9.1 x 103 - 15(T) 
4* E283 = 2.0 X 10 + 50(T) 

dCA5G + dCT5G single strands: 

E260 = 1 .,41 X 1.05 + 1 70( T - 50) 

E283 = 5.4 X 104 + 40(T- 50) 

dCA5G + dCT5G double strands: 

E260 = 1 .14 X 105 + 150(T) 
4 E283 = 5 .25 X 10 

El:hidium bromide bound to dCA5G + dCT5G: 

c260 = 1.4 x 104 - 1S(T) 

E283 = 2.2 X 104 + 75(T) 

aTemperatures are in °C. 

* Value varies slightly with concentration of strands. 

122 
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B) Oligonucleotide Optical Properties 

The extinction coefficients for the single-strand mixtures of 

rCA5G + rcu5G and dCA5G + dCT5G are readily determined by melting 

the single strands separately. At 283 nm, the extinction co-

efficients of the ribo-oligonucleotides were linear with tempera-

ture: 
- 4 

£ 283< T) = 4.17 x 10 - 10 .4( T - 50° C). The slope contributes 

only a 1% change between 0° C and 50° C. At 260 nm, the extinction 

coefficient of the ri be-oligonucleotides shows significant curva-

ture, and is fit well to the third order equation: £ 260(T) = 1.40 x 

105 + 190(T - 50) - 2 • .35(T- 50) 2 - 0.0237(! - 50) 3 • The fit by a 

second order expression was significantly worse. The melting curve 

and fit at 260 nrn are shown in figu.re 3. 

The deoxyribo-oligonucleotide single strands are characterized 

by a linear extinction coefficient at 283 nm, £ 2_83 = 5.4 x 104 + 

4-0(T - 50). At 260 nm, the curve is also linear, £ 260 (T) = 1.41 x 

105 + 1TO(T- 50). 

The fitting of the extinction coeffici.ents of the double 

stra-nds is problema.tic because the oligonucleotides form only moder-

ately stable double strands. The problem is complicated by the fact 

that the double stra-nds gene-rally have a non-zero slope (Chapter II; 

Nelson et al., 1981; Breslauer et al., 1975;. Albergo et al., 1981), 

and the fact that the double strands aggregate, which causes the 

extinct.ion coefficient of the double strands to depend on concentra-

tion (Chapter II; Nelson et al., 1981). However, since the absorb-

ance at 283 nm changes very little for both the ribo- and deoxyribo-

oligonucleotides studied here, the errors in the e-xtinction co-



Figure 3. The melting curve of the single strands of rCA5G 

+ rcu5G obtained by melting the strands separately. 

The curves are normalized by dividing by the absorbance 

The line shows the fit using the equation 

e:283(T)/e:260(50°C) = 1 + 1.36 X 10-3·(T- 50) - 1.67 X 

10-5·(T- 50) 2 - 1.69 x 10- 7•(T- 50) 3 (see text). 
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efficients of the double strands at 260 nm have little effect on the 

determination of the fraction ethidium bound. 

The spectral effects of the melting from double strands to 

single strands are shown by the spectra at 0°C, 20°C, and 50°C for 

rCA5G + rcu5G in figure 4, and for dCA5G + dCT5G in figure 5. It 

can be seen that both oligonucleotides change in absorbance very 

little at 283 nm upon melting to single strands. Thus we find that 

for the double-stranded ribo-oligonucleotides, e:283 = 4.21 x 104 , 

and for the deoxyribo-oligonucleotides, e: 283 = 5.25 x 104 , both 

assumed independent of temperature. 

The slope of the extinction coefficient at 260 nm of the double 

strands formed by rCA5G + rCU5G was determined from melting curves 

at 1mM concentration. The resulting expresson is: = 

e:260 (0°C) + 24.0(T), with e:260 (0°C) depending slightly upon concen

tration: 1.13 x 105 at 50~M, 1.135 x 105 a.t 25~M, and 1.15 x 105 at 

12 iM. 

The deoxyribo-oligonucleotides were studied at only one concen-

tration. The e·xpression for the double strands at 401JM was deter-

mined to be e: 260(T) • 1.14 x 105 + 150(T). The extinction co-

efficients are included in Table II. 

C) Interaction of Ethidiun Btomide with rCA 5G + rCUs.Q_ 

The spectral effects of ethidium binding to the ribo-oligonu-

cleotides are shown in figure 6. At high temperatures, the spectrum 

resembles the sum of the free ethidium and the oligonucleotide sin-

gle strand spectra. However, at low temperature, the spectrum of 

the complex of the oligonucleotides with bound ethidium changes 



Figure 4 ~ Spectra of the mixture rCA5G + rcu5G at a concen

tration of each strand of 55~. The path length was 

0.1 ·em. ~ = 50° C (mostly single stranded); 0 = 20° C 

(roughly equal double and single strands); 

(mostly double strands). 
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Figure 5. Spectra of the mixture dCA5G + dCT5G at a concen

tration of each strand of 4 7J.JM. The path length was 

0.2 em. 6 = 50° C (mostly single strands); 0 = 20° C 

(roughly equa1 single and double strands); 

(mostly double strands). 
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Figure 6. Spectra of the mixture rCA5G + rcu5G + 

ethidium. The concentrations of the strands were 50).JM; 

the concentration of the ethidiun was 55~M. The path 

length was 0.1 em. 6 = 50° C; 0 = 35° C; 0 = 0°C. 
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markedly. The isosbestic point at 283 nm that characterized the 

oligonucleotides now exhibits significant hypochromicity upon ethi

dium binding. A shoulder also appears near 300 nm, which is prob

ably due to changes in the ethidium chromophore in the complex. 

By monitoring the absorbance at 260 and 283 nm from low to high 

temperatures, we can monitor the fraction double strands and the 

fraction ethidium bound, as described in the theory section. Si nee 

the melting of the double strands is nearly isosbestic at 283 nm, 

this wavelength monitors the state of ethidium binding. Cbnversely, 

260 nm monitors mostly the double-strand to single-strand transi

tion. The melting curves at 260 and 283 nrn at a strand concentrat

ion of about SO~~ at a range of ethidium:strand ratios are shown in 

figure 7. The curves at 283 nm exhibit quite clearly the sigmoidal 

behavior characteristic of a cooperative transition at low ratios of 

ethidium:strand. 

Since the leveling off of the curves at low temperature and low 

ethidium:strand ratios clearly indicates that the ethidium is fully 

bound, we can use the curve at low temperature to determine the 

extinction coefficient of the bound ethidium. The extinction co

efficient thus determined is £ 283(T) = 2.0 x 104 + SO(T°C). The 

extinction coefficient of bound ethidium is only 35% of that for 

free ethidium at 283 nm. The best fit for the curve with low 

ethidium:strand ratios varied for individual melting curves by about 

10%. However, this is a small effect, considering the magnitude of 

the change. 

( 
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Figure 7. (a) Melting curves at 260 nm of rCA5G + rcu5G + 

ethidium, holding the concentration of strands roughly 

equal and varying the ratio of ethidium:strands. The 

data are all normalized at 60°C. The concentrations of 

ethidiun :strands were (l-IM) : X, 0:62; o· , 

4.4 :52; 0 , 9 .4 :51; 6, 25 :SO; v , so :49; 0, 

106:SO; +, 1S6:49. The symbols to the left of the 

curves are the expected absorbances at 0°C if the 

double strands are fully bound and all of the ethidium 

is bound. (b) Melting curves at 283 nm. ' 
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The melting curves at 260 nm are more difficult to interpret, 

due to the fact that for these oligonucleotides, the single-strand 

to double-strand transition is not fully over at 0°C in the absence 

of ethidium. Thus the determination of the extinction coefficient 

of bound ethidiun is only an estimate: E260(T) = 9.1 x 103 -

15(T). Thus, the extinction coefficient of bound ethidium changes 

by about 50% at 260 nm.- However, since the extinction coefficient 

of the oligonucleotides at 260 nm is much larger than that of ethi

diun, the effect of ethidiun binding on the absorbance is not as 

large as it is at 283 nm. 

As mentioned in the theory section, all of the changes in ab

sorbance upon ethidium binding are attributed to the ethidium. This 

is a simplification, since the optical properties of both the oligo

nucleotid.es and the ethidium probably change upon binding 

ethidiun. However, this arbitrary d·esignation does not a·ffect the 

determination of the extent of ethidium binding. 

The melting curves and baselines discussed above are shown for 

a strand concentration of 50JM and a 0 .5 ethidium :strand rati.o at 

260 and 283 nm in figure 8. 

included in Table II. 

These extinction coefficients are 

Since the melting of the double strands to single strands is 

not completely isosbestic at 283 nm, the fraction double strands and 

ethidiun bound were calculated by using equations 8 and 9. Assuming 

the melting of the strands was isobestic, and using the absorbance 

at 283 nm only, calculation of the fraction of ethidium bound 

changed by less than li.. 



Figure 8. (a) The melting curve, low temperature and high 

temperature baselines at 260 nm for rCA5G + r·cu5G + 

ethidium. The strand concentration was SO~M; the 

ethidium concentration was 25~. The path length was 

0.2 em. (b) The melting curves and baselines at 283 

nm. 
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D) Qualitative .Interpretation of rCA5G + rcu5G + Ethidium 

The stabilization of the double strands by ethidium binding is 

shown in figure 9, which shows the fraction double strands in the 

absence and presence of a 1 :1 ratio of ethidium bromide. Also shown 

is the fraction ethidiun bound. Several features are apparent from 

this figure. 

1) The melting of the double strands is shifted to 

higher temperature and is broadened significantly 

when ethidium bromide is present. 

2) The ethidium melting curve occurs at higher tem

perature than the strands, and is a sharper tran

sition. 

3) The strands in the presence of ethidium are signi

ficantly d:ouble-stranded at. tempera.tures where 

essentially no d:ouble strands form in the absence 

of ethid·ium bromid:e. 

We can d·es:cribe the process shown in the melting curves going 

from high to low te~era,ture as follows: 

At high temperatures, where the double strands in the presence 

of ethidium are just forming, essentially every double strand has at· 

least one bound ethidiun •. At this point, there is a large excess of 

ethidium relative to the double strands, and more than one ethidium 

binds. For example, when the ethidiun is approximately SO% bound, 

only roughly 33% of the strands are double-stranded. Thus, every 

double strand has an average of approximately 1.5 ethidiun ions 



Figure 9. 

rcu5G 

The fraction double strands formed by rCA5G + 

alone (0 ), the fraction double strands in a 

mixture of strands and ethidiun (0), and the fraction 

ethidium bound in the mixture (0). The concentration 

of strands alone was 62~M. The concentration of 

strands in the mixture was 49~, the concentration of 

ethidium was 50~M. 
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bound. When half of the strands are double-stranded, approximately 

73% of the ethidium is bound, hence approximately 1.5 ethidium ions 

bind per double strand. This behavior continues, until the point 

where 90% of the ethidium is bound, and approximately 70% of the 

strands are double-stranded. Bl.nding more than one ethidiun ion per 

double strand explains why the ethidium melting curve is sharper 

than the oligonucleotide melting curve. 

Further qualitative results may be derived by looking at the 

behavior of ethidiun binding at different ratios of 

ethidium :strand. Figure 10 shows the melting curves at 

ethidiun:strand ratios of approximately 0.5, 1, 2, 3, and 4, at a 

constant strand concentration of SOUM. The binding curves at 

ethidi\,m :strand ratios of 0.5 or 1 show all of the ethidiun is bound 

be·tween 0° C a·nd about 15° C. The second ethidium ion does not bind 

as s-trongly, indicated by the fact that all of the ethidiun is not 

bound at 0° C at an ethidium :strand ratio of 2.12. The third ethi

diun ion binds even less strongly, since at an ethidium :strand ratio 

of 3 .16 at 0° C, an average of only about 2.6 ethidium ions are bound 

per double strand. Figure 10 also shows very clearly that w.hen 4 

ethi.dium ions are present, only three bind. This confirms the as

sertion that ethidiun binds with nearest-neighbor exclusion. 

Thus, we can conclude that the first ethidium binds very 

s-t.rongly; this binding is coupled to the formation of a double 

strand from single strands, which is a very cooperative process • 

The second ethidiun binds to an already-formed double strand, and 

does so readily but not as strongly. The third ethidium binds much 



( 

Figure 10. The number of ethidium ions bound at a roughly 

constant strand concentration of 49-53~M at 

ethidiun:strand ratios of (a) 0.50; (b) 1.04; (c) 

2.12; (d) 3.16; and (e) 4.18. The lines to the left 

of the curves indicate the input ethidium :strand 

ratios. 
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more weakly, and a fourth ethidi\111 is excluded from binding alto

gether. 

QJantitative analysis of the results to determine the magnitude 

of the binding constants will be presented in the discussion. 

E) Interaction of Ethidiun Bromide with d CA 5G + dCT_s£ 

The spectral effects of ethidium binding to the deoxyribo

oligonucleotides are shown in figure 11. The features are similar 

to the spectra of ethidium bound to rCA5G + rCU5G, except that the 

shoulder at about 300 nm is not as pronounced with the deoxyribo

oligonucleotides. Figure 12 shows the melting curves at 260 and 283 

nm, respe.ctively, at a S·trand concentration of about 40~M, with 

ethidium:ratios of about 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8. 

The melting curves at 283 nm do not level off at low tempe·ra

ture·s., which indica·tes that ethidium does not bind as strongly to 

the d:eoxyribo-oligonucleoti:des as it d·oes to the ribo-oligonucleo

tide•s •. This makes it liiJch more difficult to determine the extinc

tion coe•fficient for the bound e·thidilJD, since all of the ethid.iun 

is not bound at 0° C. The values of the extinction coefficients for 

bound ethidiun a<t 260 and 283 nm were determined by an iterative 

process whe·reby a value was estimated, and the fraction double 

S·trands and ethidiun bound were calculated. . This was fit to the 

model,. and the calculated a·nd measured curves of the fraction of 

ethidiun bound were compared. The value for the extinction co

efficients were varied until the agreement was good. This procedure 

to determine extinction coefficients is not as direct as that used 

for the ribo-oligonucleotides and could potentially bias the results 
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Figure 11. Spectra of the mixture dCA5G + dCT5G + 

ethidium. The concentration of strands was 46\.lM; the 

concentration of the ethidiun was 481JM. The path 

length was 0.2 em. t:::. = 50° C; 0 = 30°; 0 = 0°C. 
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Figure 12. (a) Melting curves at 260 nm of dCA5G + dCT5G + 

ethidium, holding the concentration of strands roughly 

equal and changing the ratio of ethidiun :strands. The 

data are all normalized at 50°C. The concentrations of 

ethidiun:strands (IJM) were: 0, 0:44; 0 ,19:44; 6, 

24:42; 'V ,31:40. (b) ~lting curves at 283 nm. 
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to fit the model (see Discussion) • ~e resulting extinction co-

efficients of bound ethidium are E260 = 1.4 x 104 - 15(T) and E283 = 

2.2 x 104 + 75( T), and are included in Table II. Figure 13 shows 

the melting curves and base lines at 260 and 283 nm at a strand 

concentration of 42~M and an ethidiun:strand ratio of 0.6. 

Figure 14 shows the fraction double-strands and fraction ethi-

diun bpund at an ethiditm :strand ratio of 0.8. Cbmparing this with 

figure 9, it is clear that ethidium binding does not stabilize the 

double strands of the deoxyribo-oligonucleotides nearly as much as 

it stabilizes the ribo-oligonucleotides. The comparison of the 

strength of ethiditm binding to the deoxyribo-oligonucleotides is 

shown more clearly in figure 15, which shows the binding at differ-

ent ethidiun:strand ratios at comparable strand concentrations, 

roughly 40~ for the deoxy'ribo- and 50~ for the ribo-oligonucleo-

tides. Clearly, the binding is weaker for the deoxyribo-oligo-

nucleotides. ~e double strands formed by these deoxyribo-oligo-

nucleotides a.re more stable than the ribo-oligonucleotides ( Cl:lapter 

II; Nelson et al., 1981), so this lower binding to the deoxyribo-

oligonucleotide-s is not explained by differences in double strand 

stability. The determination of the binding constants is explained 

in the Discussion. 

6. Discussion 

From the results presented so far, we have determined that the 

extent of ethidilDil binding can be determined rather directly by 

monitoring the melting curves of the oligonucleotides in the pres-

ence of ethidium bromide. Two features make this possible. The 



Figure- 13. (a) The melting curve, low temperature and high 

temperature baselines at 260 nm for drA5G + dcr5G + 

ethidiun. The strand concentration was 42~M; the 

ethidium concentration was 24JJM. The path length was 

0.1 em. (b) The melting curves and baselines at 283 

nm.-
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Figure 14. The fraction double strands formed by dCA5G + 

dCT5G alone (0), the fraction double strands in a 

mixture of strands and ethidiun (0), and the fraction 

ethidil.Uil bound in the mixture (0). The concentration 

of the strands alone was 44l.IM. The concentration of 

the strands in the mixture was 40l.IM; the ethidium 

concentration in the mixture was 31l.IM. 
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Figure 15. The number of ethidium ions bound vs. 

temperature at a roughly constant strand concentration 

of dCA5G + dCT5G (40~JM, --

ratios of (a) 0.43; (b) 0 .57; 

) at ethidium :strand 

and (c) 0 .78. The 

corresponding plot for rCA5G + rcu5G (50~JM, - - - -) at 

an ethidi.um :strand ratio of 0 .50. The lines t.o the 

left of the curves ind-icate the input ethidium :strand 

ra.ti.os. 
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double-strand to single-strand transitions of these oligonucleotides 

exhibit essentially no change in absorbance at 283 nm. Also, this 

is the wavelength of the maximum absorbance in the UV for ethidiun 

bromide. The absorbance decreases dramatically upon intercalating 

into the double strands. 

In the model presented above, the assumption was made that 

ethidium bromide binds only to double helices by intercalation. It 

is well known that the binding of ethidiun to single strands is very 

much weaker ~han binding to double strands. :ahidium binding stud

ies on homopolymers showed very clearly the dramatic increase in 

ethidium binding to the double-stranded poly(A) •poly( U) relative to 

t.he binding to either single-stranded poly(A) or poly(U) (Waring, 

1966). The same result was obtained for the deoxyribo-dinucleotides 

dCpA and dTpG, wherein binding of the ethidiun bromide·- as measured 

by fluorescence increased great.ly when the non-selfcomplementary 

dinucleotides were: mixed, relative to the separate dinucleotides 

(Re•inhardt and Krugh, 1978). 

In studies on the binding of ethidiun bromide to the tetra

nucleotide dC-G-C-G, Ka-s-trup et al. (1978) determined from circular 

dichroism measurements that two ethidiun ions can bind to the ends 

of the double helice-s-. This binding was much weaker than intercala

tion, and occurred to a significant degree only if the ratio of 

ethidium :strand became large. Since the ethidium :strand ratio for 

all of the melting curves analyzed in the present study were always 

3 or less, outside binding probably contributes very little to the 

binding of ethidiun. Further justification is seen in figure 10, 
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where three ethidium ions clearly bind when an excess of ethidium is 

present, using the extinction coefficients of bound ethidium deter

mined at low ethidium:strand ratios. 

The assumption that the extinction coefficient of the bound 

ethidium does not depend on which site is filled, and that two ethi

dium ions bound to a double strand absorb twice as much as one ethi

dium bound, are more difficult to verify. However, nothing in the 

analysis of the data suggests that this assumption is not valid. 

The question I want to answer in this section is: what infor-

mation can we obtain, using the experimental data and the theory 

presented, about the magnitudes of the binding constants and the 

sequence specificity of ethidium binding? 

The procedure to do this was set out in the Theory sectiqn. 

Jriefly reiterating, we will assume a value· for a, the factor which 

describes the relative strength of the pyrimidine-purine site to the 

purine-purine sites. Using the e,xperimentally-dete·rmined value for 

fb, the fraction of ethidiun bound, the total concentrations, and 

~' the equilibrium constant for forming double strands from single 

strands, the theory allows us to calculate a value of Kd, the equi

librium constant for ethidium binding to a purine-purine site. The 

best value for all of the data points at several temperatures and 

several concentrations of strands and ethidium will be determined by 

doing linear least-squares regression on ln(Kd) vs 1/T. The slope 

of such a plot is .6H 0 /R, using the van 't lbff relation, and the 

intercept is .65°/R. 
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The criteriun for the goodness-of-fit will be r, the linear 

correlation coefficient, and the reduced chi-squared for the fit, x~ 

= [fb(calc) - fb(expt) 12 I (N - 2) where N is the number of data 

points for all of the melting curves. B:>th criteria predict the 

same model parameters, however x~ is more sensitive than r. 

A) rCA5G + rCU5G + Ethidium at Low Ethidium: Strand Ratios 

The results obtained for several values of a are shown in 

Table III for ethidium binding to rCA5G + rCU5 G. Nine melting 

curves were used in this analysis, all with ethidium:strand ratios 

between about 0 .08 and 1. The concentrations of ethidium :strands 

(uM) were: 1) 4.4:52; 2) 9.4:51; 3) 4.3:25; 4) 25:50; 5) 

12 .2 :25; 6) 5 .8 :12 .4; 7) so :49; 8) 25 :25; and 9) 

12.2:12.1. The data were analyzed between fb = 0.2 and 0.8, where 

the accuracy is the greatest. The values used for the thermo-

dynamics of double-strand formation were C.H 0 = -43 kcal/mol and t. S0 

= -128 e .u. (Chapter II; Nelson et al., 1981). 

It can be seen from Table III that the enthalpy for ethidiun 

binding, t.Hd, varies very little, from -14.3 to -14.6 kcal/mol for 

values of o ranging from 1 to 80. However, the equilibrium con

stant, Kd, varies from 18 x 104 with o = 1, to 2.9 x 104 with o = 

80. This is because the strength of the purine-purine sites can 

decrease as the pyrimidine-purine site increases, and still bind the 

ethidiun to the same extent. 2 lbwever, by comparing r and Xv' it is 

clear that the best fit occurs with a = 20. The fit is noticably 

worse for a • 10 and a = 40. 
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TAlLE III 

:ahidium B.nding to rCA5G + x:cu5G 

at Low Ethidiun :Strand Ratios 

One Strong Site M>del 

0 ~Ho 
d AS 0 

d Kd(25°C) 0~ r X~ 
(kcal/mol) (e .u.) (xl04 R. mol-l) (xl04 ) 

1 -14.6 -24.9 18 18 0.977 s.o 

5 -14.6 -25.9 11.2 56 0.979 4 .2 

10 -14.5 -26.2 8.4 84 0.988 2.1 

20 -14.4 -26.6 6 .1 122 0.996 0.7 

40 -14.4 -27.2 4.3 172 0.988 2.6 

80 -14.4 -27 .8 2.9 232 0.950 10 .s 
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The effect of o on the plot of R.n( Kd) ~· 1/T is shown in 

figure 16. Fach melting curve uses a different symbol, with some 

repetitions. However, it is possible to follow several of the 

melting curves. The fit is visibly best using a value of o = 20. 

Also apparent is the observation that the enthalpy changes very 

little with different values of o, whereas the equilibrium constant 

changes noticeably. This figure gives us visual justification for 

using the behavior of ln(Kd) ~· 1/T to determine how good the fit 

is. 

The behavior of the plot of ln( Kd) ~· 1/T with different 

values of o can be explained by colll'aring the data at different 

ratios of ethidium:strand. The ratio of the concentrations of 

double S·trands with two ethidium ions bound to those with one bound 

is just the ra·t.io of the statistical weights, namely = 

S(g2/g 1) = KdCf(4o + 6)/(o + 5). At very low ethidium concentra

t.ions ,. the .va1ue of S is small, and hence P2 ::: 0. Thus, we measure 

the acppa·rent equ.ilibrium constant for binding one ethidium ion to 

the double strands,. ~·PP = ( o + 5) Kci.• (The prime indicates a deter-

mina·tion at low ethi.dium concent·ratio.n .) Since the value of ~PP 

does not change, the value calculated for Kd will vary inversely as 

o + 5 •. Thus increasing o will decrease the value de·termined for KJ. 

However, i.f the concentration of ethidiun is increased, the 

concentration of d·ouble helices with two bound ethidiuim ions in

creases, and the ratio CfKd(4o + 6)/(o + 5) becomes important. As o 

increases, the ra·tio (4o + 6)/(o + 5) increases, however the value 

of J<d calculated at the low ethidium concentration decreasses • At 



Figure 16. 

ethidium at low ethidium :strand ratios, assuming 

various values of a. The concentrations are given in 

the text. (a) o = 5; (b) o = 20; (c) a = 80. The 

results are tabulated in Table III. 
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values of a == 1 and a = 10, the values of Kd (4a + 6) I (o + 5) are 

0 .28l);pp and 0 .20l);pp' respectively. Thus, at the larger value of 

a, the binding of the second ethidium becomes less favorable. As o 

increases, the value of Kd 1D.lst be increased relative to Kd to fit 

the high ethidium concentration data. If the guessed value of o is 

higher than the "true" value, the plot of ln(Kd) ~· 1/T for the 

high ethidium concentration will lie above that for low concentra

tions. The best fit for o results in the plot of tn(Kd) ~· 1/T in 

which the curves at different ethidium concentrations are co-linear. 

Figure 17 shows the experimental and calculated curves for the 

fraction of ethidiun bound using the thermodynamic parameters cor

responding to o = 20 (Table III), with ethidium and strand concen-

trations of 50\.IM and 49\.IM, respectively. 

extremely good. 

The fit is seen to be 

In this, I have assuned that the value of o is independent of 

temperature. Thus the c·ontribution of o was assumed to be entirely 

entropic, a = exp(oS~/R). We can also make the assumption that the 

contribution was entirely enthalpic, o = exp(oH~/RT). This assump

tion makes no changes in the determination of the value of o; how

ever it increase·s the calculated enthalpy, by about 0 .8 kcal, and 

leaves the magnitude of Kd unchanged. This is a reasonable result, 

because if binding to the stronger pyrimidine-purine site contri

butes addi tiona! enthalpy to the complex, the purine-purine sites 

can make a proportionately lower contribution. However, the fit to 

the data cannot distinguish the value of the enthalpic contribution 

to o, and hence we will continue to assume it is zero. 



Figure 17. The experimental and calculated curves for rCA5G 

+ rCU5G + ethidium, using a value of o = 20 (see Table 

III). The concentration of the strands was 49~M; the 

concentration of the ethidium was 50~. 
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Errors in the thermodynamics of the single-strand to double-

strand transition can also contribute errors to the determination of 

a. HOwever, by using values of -47 kcal/mol and -141 e.u. for 6Hh 

and 6Sh instead of -43 kcal/mol and -128 e.u., respectively, the 

value for the enthalpy of ethidium binding changes by about 

2 kcal/mol, and the equilibrium constant changes by about 10%. The 

best value for a remains unchanged. Since the errors in the value 

of 6Hh were estimated to be 10% in chapter II, this gives us a 

reasonable estimate of the error in the determination of the binding 

parameters for ethidium binding. 

We can postulate different models for ethidium binding to these 

oligonucleotides,· and at tempt to verif,y their validity by comparing 

the fits between models. One poss.iblility we may address is whether 

C-A 
the last purine-purine site, G-tJ' ha-s a different binding constant 

tha.n the other purine-puri.ne sites. nms, we can test the model 

C-A A-G 
tha't both te-rminal bind:ing sites, G-u and U-c' are stronger than the 

interior bi.nding si.tes by the factor 1. The statistical factors for 

thiS model a,re gQ = 1, g1 • 21 + 4, g3 "" 12 + 61 + 3, and g3 = 21 2 

+ 21. Table IV show.s the results of the calculations for different 

values of 1. The best fit to the data are for 1 between about 40 

and 2.00, with the equilibrium constant of the strong sites, 

tKd (2 5° C) between 56 and 64 x 104 • As the value of 1 approaches "", 

the model reduces to one with two independent binding sites. In 

this case, the binding const·ant at 25° C is 66 x 104 • If .1 = "", 

tKd (25° C) • 66 x 104 • Thus the data at low ethidium :strand ratios 

are consistent with two strong binding sites on the ends of the 
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TA1LE IV 

&:hidium llnding to rCA5G + rcu5G 

at Low Ethidiun: Strand Ratios 

Two Strong Sites M:>del 

t.So 
d ~ (25° C) ·~ r 

(kcal/mol) (e .u.) (X 1 04 R. mo 1-1 ) 

-14.6 -24.9 18.0 18 0.977 

-14.6 -26.8 7 .4 37 0.973 

-14.5 -27.4 4.5 45 0.980 

-14.4 -28 .1 2.6 52 0.987 

-14.2 -28.8 1.4 56 0.992 

-14 .1 -29 .5 0.77 62 0.993 

-14.0 -30.8 0.32 64 0.991 

-13.8 66 0.988 

* Cbrrescponds to two independent binding sites. 
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helix. However, comparing Tables III and IV, the calculated en-

thalpy for ethidiwn binding is -14 kcal/mol in both cases. Cbm-

paring the values of r and both models fit the data equally 

well. 

B) rCA5 G + rcu5G + Ethiditm at High Ethidiun :Strand Ratios 

Figure 18a shows a plot of R.n( Kd) ~· 1/T for the melting 

curves at ratios of ethidium:strand of between 1 and 3, assuming~= 

20. The concentrations of six ethidium:strand melting curves (~M) 

are: 1) 

24.2:11.9; 

50:49; 

and 6) 

2) 106:50; 

36.7:11.9. 

3) 156 :53; 4) 12.1:12.1; 5) 

It is immediately clear that the 

plots of the several melting curves are not co-linear, as was the 

case at low ethid:ium :strand ratios. The curves at highe,r 

ethidiwn :strand rat.ios curve downward significantly relative to 

those at low ratios.. This effect was described qualitatively using 

figure 10, where we observed that the second ethidium binds less 

cooperatively than the first, and the third binds only reluc-

tantly. The downward deviation shown in figure 18a is explained by 

the fact that the model over-est.imates the ability of the successive 

ethidiwn ions to bind. This mst be compensated for by a lowering 

of the apparent equilibrium constant for ethidiun binding, causing 

the downward curvature. Thus, the model that worked very well at 

low binding ratios tiRJSt be modified to explain the data at high 

ratios. 

One possibility is that the binding of ethidium is associated 

with a negative cooperativity, namely w < 1 in equation 20. The 

binding of the second and third ethidium ions would be hindered. 



Figure 18. (a) The plot of R.n( Kd) ~· 1/T for rCA5G + rcu5G 

+ ethidi um at high ethidium :strand ratios, assuming one 

strong site with a = 20 and w = 1. The concentrations 

of ethidium:strands were (uM): 0 ' 50 :49; 0, 

106:50; A, 156:53; 'V, 12.1:12.1; 0, 

24.2:11.0; +, 36.7:11.9. (b) The plot of tn(Kd) vs. 

1/T asslllling two strong sites with T = 140. (c) The 

plot of tn(~) ~· 1/T assuming cooperativity, with o = 

1 a·nd w = 0.1. The results are shown in Table V. 
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Two ethidiun ions could bind six ways without the cooperative in-

teraction, and four ways with such an interaction. Three ethidium 

ions could bind two ways with one cooperative interaction, and two 

ways with two cooperative interactions. Thus, the reluctance of the 

binding of the third ethidiun is clearly explained. Table V and 

figure 18b show the results of the calculations using the model 

including cooperativity (w) and a strong pyrimidine-purine site 

(o). Clearly, the model fits the data well with a = 1 and w = 

0.1. An equally good fit is calculated with o = 20 and w = 0.2 

(Table V). The resulting enthalpies calculated with either set of 

values for a and w are about 3 kcal/mol more positive than in the 

calculations using low ethidium :strand ratios; the equilibrium con

stant increases by about 25 - 40%. Clearly, no unique set of o and 

w will best fit the data. 

If we re-turn to the d-ata at low ethidiun :strand ratios, and use 

the mod'el of cooperativity a·nd the strong pyrimidine-purine site, 

the best fit assuning uJ = 0.1 is o = 1, t.Hd = -14.0 kcal/mol, and 

Kd(25°C) = 25 X 104 t mol-l (r = 0.991, X~= 2.0 X 10-4). Assuming 

w • 0.2, the best fit i.s again with a= 1, t.Hd = -14.2 kcal/mol, and 

Kd(25°C) • 24 x 104 i mol-l (r • 0.994, x~ =- 1.2 x 10-4). Thus, the 

data at low ethidiun :strand ratios is consistent with either co-

operativity or a strong pyrimidine-purine binding site, but not 

both. The data at low and high ethidiun :strand ratios are both 

consistent only with a= 1 and w • 0.1. 

Another possible model which can explain the reluctance of the 

third ethidium ion to, bind is the model considered earlier with two 



a w 

1 1.0 

1 0.3 

1 0.2 

1 0 .1 

1 0.05 

20 1.0 

20 0 .s 

20 0.3 

20 0.2 

20 0.1 

TA1LE V 

Ethidium Bl.nding to rCA5G + rcu5G 

at High Ethidiun :Strand Ratios 

One Strong Site with Cboperativity t-bdel 

D.Ho 
d 

D. So 
d Kd (25° C) oKd r 

(kcal/mol) (e.u.) (X 1 04 2 mo 1-1 ) 

-6.4 +1.2 9.5 9.5 0.784 

-8.8 -5.4 16 .6 16 .6 0.949 

-9.7 -8.4 19.5 19.5 0.979 

-11 .6 -14.2 25 25 0.995 

-13.7 -21.0 31 31 0.981 

-7.7 -4.9 4.0 80 0.885 

-9 .1 -9.1 5 .3 106 0.958 

-10.4 -12 .• 7 6.5 130 0.987 

-11 .4 -16 .o 7 .5 150 0.995 

-13.5 -22.5 9.3 196 0.987 
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strong sites (T) on the ends of the helix. The third ethidium ion 

must bind to a weaker interior site. table VI shows the fits to the 

data at high ethidium:strand ratios, assuming several values of T. 

The best fit occurs with T = 140, Kd(25°C) = 0.44 x 104 and TKd = 60 

· x 104 • The results for this fit are shown in figure 18c. The en

thalpy for the fit is about 3 kcal/mol greater than that calculated 

at low ethidium:strand ratios, as was the case with the coopera-

tivity model. However, the fits to the data at low and high 

ethidium !Strand ratios (Tables IV and VI) result in essentially the 

same values for T and TKd, 140 and 60 x 104 , respectively. Thus, 

this model fits the data more consistently than the model with co-

operativi ty. 

C) dCA.5G + dCT5G + Ethidium Iromide 

The bind.ing of ethidium bromide to the double strands formed by 

dCA5G + dCT5G is not as strong as it is to the ribo-oligonucleo-

tides. &cause of this, the ethiditlll is not fully bound to the 

double strand at 0° C, making it more difficult to determine the 

extinction coefficie.nts of bound ethidium. Si nee the oligonucleo-

tides show very little change in absorbance at 283 nm, the fraction 

ethidium bound is mostly determined at this wavelength. Therefore, 

as before, errors in estimating the extinction coefficient of bound 

ethidium at 260 nm will not affect the accuracy of the determination 

of the fraction of ethidium bound. 

The results for the binding of ethidium bromide to the deoxy-

ribo-oligonucleotides are shown in table VII and figure 19 for dif-

ferent values of a. The values for the enthalpy and entropy for 
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TA1LE VI 

Ethidium Bl.nding to rCA5G + rcu5G 

at High Ethidiun:Strand Ratios 

Two Strong Sites M>del 

L:.So 
d Kd (25° C) TKd r 

(kcal/mol) (e .u.) (X 1 04 R. mo 1-l ) 

-6.4 +1.2 9.5 9 .s 0.784 

-7.5 -s .8 1.6 32 0.877 

-8.5 -10.3 1.0 40 0.944 

-10 .o -16 .1 0.64 51 0.986 

-11..4 -21.7 0.43 60 0.995 

-12 .s -25.6 0.34 68 0.990 

-14 •. 7 -34.1 0.21 84 0 • .968 

-38 33 0.805 

* Chrresponds to two independent binding sites. 
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TA1LE VII 

Ethidium Bf.nding to dCA5G + dCT5G 

One Strong Site Model 

t. so 
d Kd(2 5° C) oKd r 

(kcal/mol) (e.u.) (xi04 t mol-l) 

-8.9 -9.7 2 .s 2 .s 0.994 

-8.9 -10.2 1.8 5 .4 0.994 

-8.7 -10.8 1.1 11 0.988 

-8.4 -11.1 0.58 17 0.953 

-8 .1 -11 .7 0.24 24 0.857 
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Figure 19. 

ethidium assuming different values of a. The 

concentrations are given in the text. (a) a = 1. (b) 

a =· 3. (c) a = 10. The results are tabulated in Table 

VII. 
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Figure 20. The experimental and calculated curves for dCA5G 

+ dcr5G + ethidium, using a value of o = 1 (see Table 

VII). The concentration of the strands was 40~M; the 

concentration of the ethidium was 31~. 
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double-helix formation were -50 kcal/mol and -148 e .u., respectively 

( <hapter II; Nelson et al., 1981) • The concentrations of 

ethidiun:strands in )JM were: 19:44, 24:42 and 31:40. l2cause of 

the lower binding constant for ethidium binding, we are constrained 

to work over a smaller range of ethidiun :strand ratios. This makes 

determination of the value of o less accurate. From the data shown 

in Table VII, we see that the best fit occurs with o < 10. Foro = 

1, the values for ethidium binding are: t.Hd = -8 .9 kcal/mol and 

Kd(25° C) = 2.5 x 104 t mol-l. Figure 20 shows the experimental and 

calculated melting curves at a ratio of ethidium:strand of 0.8. 

The slope of the extinction coefficient of bound ethidiun is 

not accurately determined. However, the conclusion does not differ 

if we choose the extinction coefficient of bound ethidiun to be 

constant a·t 283 nm, namely e:283 (T) = 2.2 x 104 • Making this change 

results in a determination of the enthalpy of ethidiun binding whi.ch 

differs by 1.2 kcal/mol, and a·n equilibrium. cons.tant at 25°C which 

differs by about 15%. The best value for o does not change. 

The effect of the thermodynamic parameters for the double

strand formation is also small. Using t.H0 and t.S 0 values of -45 

kcal/mol and -131 e.u. instead of -SO kcal/mol and -148 e.u., re

spectively, changes the enthalpy for ethidium binding by 3 kcal/mol, 

and the equilibrium constant at 25° by 10%. 

We can test the same models used successfully with the ribo-

oligonucleotides. If we assume there are two strong sites, one on 

each end, the best fit occurs with T = 3. Assuning a model with 

cooperative binding, the best fit occurs with w "" 1. Thus, the 
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deoxyribo-oligonucleotide data are consistent with the model that 

all binding sites have essentially equal binding constants, with no 

cooperativity between the binding sites. HOwever, we must keep in 

mind that the detrermination of the fraction of ethidium bound was 

not as directly 

tides. Also, 

determined as it was for the ribo-oligonucleo

data could only be collected over a range of 

ethidiun :strand ratios between about 0.4 and 0.8. The comparison of 

the models in the ribo-oligonucleotides were best done at high 

ethidillll :strand ratios, where the relative strength of the binding 

sites are more important due to the larger number of ethidium ions 

bound per double strand. 

However, we can clearly conclude that the binding of ethidiun 

to the deoxyrib?-oligonucleotides is weaker than to the ribo-oligo

nuc leo tides. The enthalpy of binding is comparable: -9 kcal/mol 

for the deoxyri bo- and -11 to -14 kca1/mol for the ri bo-oligonucleo

t ides •. 

D) Cbmparison of the Models 

Table VIII summarizes all of the results for all of the models 

for the ribo-oligonucleotides and the deoxyribo-oligonucleotides. 

In the case of the deoxyribo-oligonucleotides, the only model that 

fit the data well assumed all the binding sites were of equal 

strength, with no cooperativity between binding sites. For the 

ribo-oligonucleotides, two models fit the data equally well: either 

assuning the two terminal binding sites were both stronger than the 

interior binding sites by a factor of about 140, or assuming all the 
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TA.ILE VIII 

Summary of ?obdels for Ethidium Bl.nding 

Oligomers fobdel Ethidium 6H0 6S° Kd (25°C)a 

per strand (kcal/mol) (e .u.) (x10-4 R. mol-l) 

One 
strong 
site, 
0 = 20 

Two 
strong 
sites, 
t' ,. 140 

<l>operative, 

Low 

High 

Low 

High 

all sites Low 
equal, 
w ... 0 •. 1 High 

All sites 
equal, not 

cooperative 

-14 -27 6.1 

not consistent with data 

-14 -30 63 

-11 -22 60 

-14 -22 25 

-12 -14 25 

-9 -10 2.5 

a,~ = strong site equilibrium constant tabulated for the two 

strong sites model. 
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binding sites were of equal strength, but there was negative co

operativity between the binding sites with w = 0.1. 

Although the analysis of the data on the deoxyribo-oligonucleo

tides was problematic due to weaker binding, the results would have 

detected a cooerativity effect or an end-binding effect that was as 

large as those found for the ribo-oligonucleotide data. Thus, we 

can conclude that the binding to the deoxyribo-oligonucleotides 

shows less end-binding or cooperativity effects than the binding to 

the ribo-oligonucleotides. 

The reason the ribo-oligonucleotides bind ethidium with these 

large effects might be due to the hypothesis that RNA double helices 

are more rigid than DNA double helices. x-ray crystalography 

studies on ethidium complexes with iodoUpA and iodoCpG showed that 

the iodoU and iodoC sugars have C3' endo conformations, whereas the 

A and G sugars have C2' endo conformations (Tsai et al., 1977; Jain 

e.t al., 1977) • From this, they proposed a general model for ethi

d·ium binding wherein the sugar conformations become C3' endo - ethi

dium C2' endo. DNA B-form has a C2' endo sugar conformation, 

whereas RNA A-form has a C3' endo conformation. DNA can assume a 

mmber of different conformations by changing the solvent conditions 

by adding high salt concentrations, ethanol, etc., whereas RNA 

structure remains predominately A-form regardless of the solvent 

conditions. Thus, the DNA may be better able to adjust the sugar 

conformation on the 5' side of the bound ethidillll to C3' endo, 

whereas the RNA cannot adjust the sugar on the 3' side of the bound 

ethidillll to C2' endo as readily. Thus, ethidillll binds without co-
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operativity to the DNA double helices, but the strain on the RNA 

double helix is large enough to cause cooperativity. 

The model assuming two strong terminal binding sites could be 

explained by the assertion that the sugar conformations are more 

flexible at the end of the helix, thus the bindng of the ethidium 

does not cause as much strain as it would in the interior. Alter

native~y, the model assuming equal binding sites with cooperativity 

could be explained by the assertion that the binding of the ethidium 

ion couses d.istortions which extend further down the helix, making 

the next available sit less favorable. 

This explaination is apparently in contradiction to the obser

vation that ethidium binds more strongly to RNA than DNA (see 

below). However, the effects are quite separate, and we should not 

confuse the strength of ethidiuni binding to a site from the effect 

of binding to adjacent sites; quite possibly, ethidium both bonds 

more strongly to RNA, a'nd' cuases greater e.ffects to adjacent binding 

s i te,s, than with DNA. 

E) O:lmparisons w.ith Previous Results 

Previous studies of ethidium bromide intercalation into nucleic 

acids have generally beem carried out on polynucleotides or di

nucleotides by monitoring the absorbance or fluorescence of ethidium 

in the visible near 480 nm, or by NMR techniques. 

Studies of ethidium binding to DNA are fit very well by a model 

that assumes nearest-neighbor 

McGhee and von Hippe!· (1974) 

exclusion and no cooperativity. 

have developed a model of ligand 

binding to polynucleotides which allows for cooperativity between 
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lignads, and the possibility that a ligand occupies more than one 

base pair. Their equation 15 relates r/Cf to the extent of binding 

r: 

= K(l-nr)((2w-1)(1-nr) + r + R)n-
1
(1- (n+1)r + R)

2 

r/Cf . 2(w-l) (1-nr) 2( (1-nr) 

R Vl1 - (n + l)r J
2 + 4wr(l - nr)

1 

I have changed nomenclature slightly. K is the equilibrium constant 

for the ligand binding to an isolated site, r is the extent of 

binding in terms of ligand/base pair, ct is the free ligand concen-

tration, n is .the number of sites covered ~y the ligand (2 for 

nearest-neighbor exclusion), and w is the cooperativity parameter 

for two ligands bound contiguously. Note an incorrect plus sign in 

the their paper which I have corrected above. This equation reduces 

to the equa.tion derived by <rothers ( <rothers, 1968; Iresloff & 

Crothers, 1975) for the binding of a liga.nd which makes the next 

site unavailable for binding, namely n = 2 and w = 1. 

The binding of ethidillll bromide to calf thymus DNA in 1M NaCl 

was found to fit very well to the model of nearest-neighbor exclu-

sion and no cooperativity, with a binding constant at l9°C of 1.8 x 

104 R. mol-l ( Iresloff and <rothers, 1975). This binding constant is 

an average for all the different binding sites in DNA. Also, at the 

higher salt concentration, ethidium binding is weaker than at 0.2M 

NaCl. However, their results on DNA compares well with the value 

determined in this study, 3.5 x 104 at 19°C. 
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The enthalpy of ethidiun bromide binding to calf thymus DNA has 

been measured by batch and flow microcalorimetry ( Qiadrifoglio et 

a!., 1974). The enthalpy they measured for ethidium binding to DNA 

in 0 .1M KCl. at 25°C was -6.7 kcal/mol. The enthalpy was 0 .5 

kcal/mol more positive in 0.0 15M salt concentration. This corre-

sponds well with the value measured in this study for the enthalpy 

of ethidiun binding to the deoxyribo-oligonucleotides, -9 kcal/mol 

in 0 .2M salt. 

The data on ethidiun bromide ninding to RNA is more limited by 

the unavailability of RNA's which are double-stranded~ Jl:>uthart et 

al. (1973) studied ethidiun binding to the double-stranded RNA ob-

tained from the mycophage Penicillium chrysogenum. From Scatchard 

plots at- different salt concentrations, they determined that the 

saturation bind.ing occurred at r = 0 .38 ethidi.um ions bound/base 

pair in O.lM sodi.un cacodylate, 0.32 in O.OlM sodium cacodylate, and. 

0 .18 in 0 .00 1M sodium cacodylate. The binding constant from the 

slope and the interce-pt of the Scat chard plot was found to be 4. 7 x 

106 at 25°C. Thus, the bi.nding constant for ethidium bromide is 

much larger for RNA than for DNA. 

In order to see if the d·ata of Jl:>uthart et al. (1973) are con

sistent with a model with cooperativity, I took the data from their 

figure 2, and re-plotted it in figure 21. Using the equation of 

McGhee & von Hippe! (197 4) given above, setting n = 2 and K = 4.7 x 

106 , the fits for w = 1.0, 0.5 and 0.4 were calculated and are shown 

in figure 21. Clearly, the data are consistent with a cooperativity 

parameter w between about 0.4 and 0.5. It would be inappropriate to 



Figure 21. A Scatchard plot of r/ Cf ~· r (in terms of 

ethidium bound/base pair) for ethidium binding to 

double-stranded RNA. The data are from figure 2 of 

Douthart et al. (1973). The lines show fits using the 

McGhee & von Rippel (1974) equation given in the text 

for n = 2, K = 4.7 x 106 , and w = 0.4, 0.5 and 1.0. 
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generalize from the results o·f one study, but clearly the binding of 

ethidium bromide to RNA polymers could be associated wtih a co

operativity which is not seen in DNA polymers. 

Experiments of ethidium bromide binding to dinucleotides have 

shown quite clearly that ethidiun binds preferentially to pyril!li

dine-purine sequences compared to purine-pyrimidine sequences (Krugh 

et al., 1975; Reinhard & Krugh, 1975; Reinhardt arid Krugh, 1978; 

Pardi, 1980; tahl, 1981; IB.hl et al., 1982). For example, the com

plex rUpA-rUpA-ethidiun is about 14 times stronger at 0°C than the 

complex rApT.f-rApiJ-ethidium ( IBhl et al., 1982). However, compari

sons of the strength of ethidiun binding to different sequences is 

complicated by the fact that the dinucleotides form very unstable 

double strands in the absence of ethidiun, making the determination 

of the equilibrium constant for double strand formation difficult 

(Young & Krugh, 1975; Krugh et al., 1976). Also, dinucleotide stu

dies cannot measure cooperative effects, since there is only one 

binding site. Further verification of the pyrimidine-purine pre-

ference was obtained by studies on the. tetranucleotides dC-G-C-G, 

dG-C-G-C, dC-C-G-G and dG-G-C-C using optical (Kastrup et al., 1978) 

and NMR (Patel & Qmuel, 1976) techniques. 

The sequence preference for the deoxyribo-oligonucleotides in 

the present study were small. However, only pyrimidine-purine and 

purine-purine sites are present in these oligonucleotides, and hence 

no quantitative difference between the pyrimidine-purine and purine

pyrimidine sites were determined. The technique can definitely be 

extended using measurements on a series of sequences to help deter-
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mine quantitatively the sequence preferences unobtainable by polymer 

or dinucleotide studies. Also, by comparing ethidilDD binding to 

oligonucleotides which can form bulges with the related normal 

double helix, the strength of ethidilDD binding to a bulge can be 

determined. This will help determine whether the interaction of an 

intercalator with a bulge is important in promoting the incidence of 

frameshift mutations. 

7. Cbnclusion 

In the preceeding discussions, several models were analyzed and 

compared. It would be useful to summarize here what we found, and 

the implications to ethidium ion binding to nucleic acids. 

In the case of ethidium binding to deoxyribonucleic acids, the 

polymer d·a-ta suggests t.hat there is no cooperativi ty between the 

binding sites. The data presented here for the deoxyribo-oligo-· 

nucleotides also indicated no coope·rativi ty. We also found tha:t 

there is not a strong sequence preference for ethidilDD binding to 

the sequence s.tudied here, dCA5G + dCT_sG. fuwever, the conclusions 

a·.bout. the correct model are clouded by the fact that the analysis of 

data at high ethidium :strand ratios was not feasible. This problem 

might be overcome to some extent by working at strand concentrations 

much greater than those used here, using path lengths of 0.01 or 

0.02 em. 

Ethidiun binding to ribonucleic acids is associated with a 

larger equilibrium constant than to deoxyribonucleic acids. How-

ever, the binding is also associated by some sort of negative co

operativity in the ribo-polynucleotides, and either negative co-
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operativi ty or preferential binding to the terminal sites of the 

ribo-oligonucleotide double strands studied here. 

Both the end-binding and the cooperativity models for ethidiun 

binding to the ribo-oligonucleotides are consistent with the asser

tion that the structureal rigidity of RNA double helices causes the 

distortion induced by the ethidium. ion to affect the base pairs 

removed from the binding site. It might take a few base pairs 

before the comformation of the double helix returns to that required 

for binding the next ethidiun ion. Alternatively, binding to the 

ends occurs because the greater flexibility of the ends of the helix 

can better accomodate the distortions caused by ethidium binding. 

The end-binding model suggetst that ethidium binding to RNA 

molecules might occur at the ends of double-helical regions, inter

nal loops, or bulge loops in the secondary structure of a natural 

RNA. This could have implications on the mode of binding of other 

intercalators to naturally occurring RNA. 

The binding of ethidiun to both RNA and DNA double helices is 

stabilized by a favorable enthalpy, with this stabilization being 

somewhat greater in the ribo-oligonucleotides used in this study 

(see Table VIII). The binding to RNA might be associated with a 

greater stacking of the ethidium with the RNA bases; alternatively, 

the base stacking in the double strands without ethidium bound might 

be distrubed less in the RNA, compared to the DNA. The ethidiun 

replaces one base-base stack with two base-ethidium stacks. El:hi

dium binding to RNA double helices results in greater stabilization 
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than to DNA, however, the comformational distortions are less 

localized in the RNA. 

The questions of the relative stabilities of different sequen-

ces will help determine what factors are important in ethidium 

binding. This would help determine if the greater enthalpic stab!-

lization for the ribo-oligonucleotides found here is general for all 

sequences, or if the d.ifference between RNA and DNA depends on the 

sequence. This would also quantitate more completely the difference 

between pyrimidine-purine and purine-pyrimidine sites, which was not 

addressed in these studies. 

Oligonucleotide stud.ies of ethidilm binding are also ideally 

sui ted to determine the effect of bulged bases on ethidium 

binding. The destabilizing effect of a bulged base can be dete·r-

mined by comparing oligonulceotides which form normal double strands 

.!!_• the compara·ble double strand with a bulged base. The question 

r 

of the degree to which ethidium overcomes this des.tabilization by 

. bindng more strongly to the bulged site relative to the normal 

double helix could then be addressed. This would help assess the 

validity of the model for frameshift mutagenesis which asserts that 

the 1111tational rat.e is enhanced by the stabilization of the bulged 

base by intercalators. 
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APPENDIX A 

U;ing the Gilford Spectrophotometer 

The Gilford UV-VIS spectrophotometer is set up to collect 

melting curves at one or two wavelengths, and to take spectra at 

different temperatures. A PET model 2001 microcomputer acts to 

collect the data, which is subsequently sent to the PDP-8E or VAX 

11/780 for analysis and plotting. The contents of this appendix. 

are: 

1. Procedures for Using Gilford Cuvettes 
2. Setting Up the Gilford 
3. Cbllecting Melting Curves 
4. Taking Spectra on the Gilford 
5. Transferring Data to the PDP-8E or the VAX 
6. Analyzing Melting Olrve IBta on the PDP-8E 
7. Analyzing Spectra on the PDP-BE 
8. Program listings for the PET 

1. Procedures for Using Gilford Cuvettes 

There are two types of cuvettes for the Gilford: stoppered and 

unstoppered. The stoppered cuvettes use teflon stoppers to seal the 

cuvette, and come in path lengths of 1, 2, 5 and 10 mm. The outside 

dimensions of these cells are all the same. The uns toppered cu-

vettes reduce evaporation by floating silicon oil on top of them. 

The path lengths of these cells are also 1, 2, 5 and 10 mm. The 

dimensions of the cells are different, depending on the path length. 

Generally, the cells are washed by soaking in warm concentrated 

nitric acid for about IS minutes, thouroughly rinsed with double-

distilled water, and dried. If silicon oil was used to cover a 

sample, the cuvette is usually rinsed with double-distilled water, 
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detergent and 95% ethanol a few times to facilitate removal of the 

oil. If further treatment is required, the cell can be soaked in a 

solution of KOH in 95% ethanol for a few minutes. It is important 

not to soak the cell long in this solution, as it etches the cell. 

Spacers are washed in a similar manner, using lens paper for any 

wiping of the surfaces. 

Samples which are taken to high temperatures should be degassed 

prior to filling the cell. This can be done by purging the buffer 

with heliun for about 5 minutes, or by heating the sample to high 

temperature and shaking out the bubbles. Il:!gassing is usually 

needed only when raising the temperature to 50° c or above. Some-

times bubbles will form along the sides of the cuvettes, which often 

do not interfere w.i th the light path. Olecking the absorbance 

before and after a measurement, by returning to low temperatures 

after a melting curve is completed, wlll verify if the bubbles 

caused problems. 

The stoppered cuvettes are simply filled and stoppered. The 

recommended voll.UUes for filling the cells of different path lengths 

are: 1 mm, 40~~; 2 mm, 80~l; 5 mm, 150~i; and 10 mm, 300~£. All 

the ce1ls except for those w.i th a 1 mm path length can be filled and 

emptied with a Pipetman P-200. Use a teflon needle for the 1 mm 

cuvet tes. After filling the cells with a path length less than 10 

mm, a round mound appears above the solution. Evaporation can be 

reduced if the cell is jarred carefully, causing the solution to wet 

the corners at the top of the cell. An evaporation of about 1% can 
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be expected after taking a melting curve to high temperatures, 60°C 

or above. 

The samples in unstoppered cuvettes are covered with silicon 

oil to prevent evaporation. The oil should cover the sample by 

about 1 mm in the center. H too much oil is used, it will creep 

out of the cell, and cover the outside of the cell. The silicon oil 

is usually very effective in reducing evaporation, which is usually 

negligible. There is a problem with the oil wetting the corners of 

the cells, and occasionally the oil creeps down the cell enough to 

interfere with the light beam, especially at higher temperatures. 

Checking absorbances at low temperature after the melting curves 

will determine if this happened, as well as a visual check of the 

cell. The silicon oil can be separated from the sample after re

moving the sample from the cell by rolling the sample on a teflon 

sheet shaped like a watch glass. 

Short path lengths of 0.1 and 0.2 mm can be achieved by using 2 

mm. unstoppered cuvettes with quartz spacers of 0.19 and 0.18 mm, 

respectively. The cuvette and spacer are carefully washed and 

dried, being careful to eliminate any dust. The spacer is then 

carefully inserted into the cuvette. The sample is then carefully 

added to the cuvette. lSually air is trapped under the sample. 

This is easily removed by centrifuging the cuvette~ carefully in 

an ~pendorf centrifuge, using an ~pendorf centrifuge tube padded 

on the bottom with a small piece of tissue. The suggested volume of 

sample is roughly 20~i, but depends slightly on the cuvette and 

spacer combination. It is important that the solution cover the 
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spacer completely, as otherwise the silicon oil will creep between 

the spacer and the window, interfering with the light path. After 

centrifuging the sample into the cuvette, the sample is covered with 

oil to a depth of about 1 mm in the center. The sample is recovered 

by removing the spacer, and using a teflon needle to remove the 

sample from the spacer and the cell. A teflon sheet is used to 

separate the oil from the sample. The path length is different for 

different cuvette and spacer combinations. All combinations are 

tabulated in the box holding the spacers. 

The unstoppered cuvettes require aluminum spacers to fill the 

remaining space, in order to insure a snug fit. This helps in the 

thermal contact between the cuvette and the cell block. Different 

sizes of spacers are available for the different path lengths. By 

convention., the cuvette is put on the side of the spacer towards the 

light source. 

vette. 

The S·pacer is inserted first, followed by the cu-

The cuvettes are removed from the cell block using the tweezers 

which are kept by the Gilford. If aluminum spacers were used, the 

spacer is usually removed first, followed by the cuvette. 

2. Setting Up the Gilford 

The Gilford is very simple to operate. The following procudure 

is used to start up the instrument. Two circuit breakers behind.the 

Gilford supply the power. Turn on the lamp, making sure you have 

selected either the UV, VIS or B:lth by turning the knob on top of 

the lamp and the switch immediately in front of it. The lamps 

require only several minutes to warm up. 
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Turn on the cuvette positioner, the wavelength and slit con

trol, the thermo-programmer, the interface to the PET, and the PET, 

as required. If using the thermo-programmer, make sure the 

distilled water is flowing through the cell block. This cooling 

water is gravity-fed, and the top reservoir must be replenished 

about every hour by turning on the pump, using the circuit breaker 

t.o the right of the Gilford. If the reservior is empty, and the 

syphon is broken, re-fill the reservior with the pump, and re

establish the syphon by pulling the air out of the line at the lower 

end of the tubing with a SO ml syringe. 

If you are planning on going very far from room temperature, 

turn on the tap water to the right of the Gilford. Only a very slow 

stream of water is required. If you plan to go to low temperatures, 

turn on the nitrogen to a flow of about 0.5 on the regulator. Some

t·imes, when the weather is humid, there is a problem with condensa

tion in the sample compartment. This problem can be eliminated by 

t.urni.ng off the dis.tilled water flow to the cell block, and turning 

the the·rmo-programmer to about 70°C for about 10 to 15 minutes while 

purging with nitrogen. Make sure no samples are in the cell block 

while doing this. 

The wavelength is controlled either by the PET or the Gilford, 

depending on the position of a switch behind the Gilford, where the 

cable connects the Gilford to the interface. Flip the switch to 

"OPER." to allow the Gilford to control the Gilford, and to "COMP" to 

allow the PET to control it. 
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3. CJ:>llecting Melting OJ.rves 

The P~T is used to collect the data from a melting curve. 

After inserting the cuvettes into the cell block, turn the thermo

programmer to the desired starting (set point) temperature, and turn 

the mode knob to "Set Point". Several minutes may be required to 

reach a low temperature. This process can be speeded up by placing 

ice in an insulated bucket, and immersing the tubing for the cell 

block cooling water into it. 

Load the Gilford Melt program into the PET by typing "LOAD". 

Insert the cassette into the cassette player, and press "play". The 

PET will tell you it is loading the program, after which it says 

"READY". Type "RUN", and you are off. 

The program asks how many cuvettes you are using. You .may use 

between 2 and 4 cuvettes. OJ.vette Ill ·ts the reference, which can 

either be filled with a cuvette C'ontaining bu,ffer, or left empty. 

You a·re then asked how many da·ta sets you desire. This is usually 

set to a big number, such as 1000. The melting curve is stopped 

well short of this manually, after the desired high temperature is 

reached. You a·re then a,sked how many wavelengths - one or two. You 

then tell the PET what these wavelengths are. If one wavelength is 

used, turn the mode knob the "Standby" and set the wavelength manu

ally. If using two wavelengths, turn the mode knob to "Set A", and 

use the wavelength set potentiometer labeled "A" to set the wave

length. Repeat the process for wavelength B. After you have set 

these, turn the mode knob to "IUal WL". Also turn the reference 

compensator on. 
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The computer now asks you for a time (sec) between data sets. 

This is the time the Gilford waits for the wavelength to change (if 

two wavelengths are used) and the reference compensator to adjust 

the slits s Usually, a value of 3 or 4 seconds is used. You are 

then asked for a time for the absorbance to settle. This is usually 

3 seconds, although a shorter value may be used if you want points 

at very closely-spaced temperature intervals. You are given the 

option to collect more than one reading per data point and aver-

aging. Usually this option is not used, but if it is, you Ill.lSt 

specify a delay time between readings, for example 0.1 sec. 

You are now asked for a file name, which will be used for the 

file sent to the cassette or disk. Then, you are asked if you want 

the output to go to the cassette, disk and teletype. Usually you 

want to collect the data on the cassette and teletype. Punching a 

paper tape on the teletype allows a back-up in case the cassette 

does not read on the PET which sends the data to the PDP-BE. How

ever, the teletype is very good at mis-punching a paper tape, and 

editing on the PDP-8E is often required after reading the paper 

tape. Finally, you are asked for an identification header for this 

run. This should identify the melting curve as completely as re

quired, and appears as the first line of the file. 

The program then tells you to turn the reference compensator 

on, and set the dwell time on the cuvette positioner to 1 sec. 

Then, push "auto", 1, 2, etc. for all the cuvette positions you are 

using. The program will now wait until you type "Y", after which it 

will start collecting data. After the PET has collected one or two 
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sets at the starting temperature, turn the mode swith on the thermo

programmer to 1 o C/mlnute, or slower if desired. The data collection 

is now automatic, until you stop the collection by typing "II" when 

the high temperature is reached. (Make sure you set the heat limit 

potentiometer on the thermo-programmer to the highest temperature 

you want to reach.) After typing "II", it is very important to wait 

until the PET says "DONE WITH DATA COLLECfiON" bef'ore touching any

thing. Otherwise, the file on cassette will be messed up. lBually, 

after reaching the high temperature, I will set the mode knob on the 

thermo-programmer to "Set-Point" after a melting curve, to check the 

absorbance after the run, and allow the PET to collect this data. 

After the low temperature is again reached, I will stop the PIT with 

.. ,, ... 
The data will subsequently be sent to the PDP-8E or the VAX for 

analysis and plotting, as w,ill be described later. 

4 •. Taking Spectra on the Gilford 

The Gilford is set up t·he same way as for melting curves, 

except the sw,itch in back of the Gilford rust be switched to "COMP", 

and the mode knob is set to "Set A". The Gilford Scan program is 

load.ed and run. 

The program is broken into three sections: calibrating the 

wavelength, taking a spectrum, and writing the spectrum to a disk, 

cassette, teletype or screen. The program. is explained in detail in 

the documentation found with the Gilford, and will not be repeated 

here. The data are sent to the PDP-8E in the same way as the 
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melting curve data. Usually, it is required to have a reference 

cuvette in cell position #1. 

5. Transferring Data to the PDP-BE or the VAX 

The data is usually sent from the PET to the PDP-BE using a 

cassette tape. The program "PET TO PDP8" is loaded on the PET next 

to the PDP-BE, and the directions are followed. 

An alternative way to transfer the data is to use the paper 

tape reader on the PDP-BE. After bootstraping the computer, this is 

done by typing the following (Underlined text is provided by the 

PDP-BE): 

• R PIP 

* FILE.DA<PTR: (the filename can have 6 characters.) 

(the PDP-BE waits for a character to be typed.) 

The paper tape will then read until the end is reached, unless 

some control character was accidentally punched, in which case the 

reading will stop prematurely. If the analysis programs w.ill not 

run on the data, incorrect data were punched, and they must be cor

rected using the PDP-BE editor prior to analysis. This problem is 

due to a problem with the interface between the PET and the tele

type, or to the teletype itself. ft is most desirable to transfer 

the data using the cassette if at all possible, as very few mistakes 

are made in the transfer. 

For some unknCMn reason, the temperature is often written in

correctly to the cassette tapes and paper tapes. This might happen 

once in every other to every fourth melting curve. Usually a number 

in the temperature is mistyped as a zero. Often an eight is mis-
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typed this way. This mistake is usually easily found from the 

melting curve (the melting curve plot stops when this occurs), and 

can be corrected with the PDP-8E editor. 

The data can be sent from the PDP-8E to the VAX 11/780 by 

running the program VAX on the PDP-8E. This program allows the LA30 
\_ 

to act as a VAX terminal. Make sure the jumper cables on the tele-

type comtillnicatioris box connect VAX to PDP8. Log in as usual. 

Then, enter the editor on the VAX by typing: 

• R VAX 

VAX: 

USERNAME: (enter username and password) 

$ EDT 0!\TAFILE.DA.T (up to 9 characters are allowed) 

FILE DOES NOT EXIST 

* SIT NONl.MBERS (this allows the PDP-8E to interpret the 

echos from the VAX correctly.) 

* I (enter insert mode) 

* (ctrDA (this signals the PDP-·8E to ask for a file name •. ) 

FILE NAME: FILE.DA. (any disk file may be sent this way.) 

VAX: <ctrDB (this signals the PDP-8E to send the file.) 

ECHO TO TTY? N (Y echos the file, taking much longer.) 

SENDING TO VAX. 

The t.ransmission is very fast, and the PDP-8E will signal the 

end of the transmission. The PDP-8E verifies what it sends. If an 

error is detected, the PDP-8E will tell you there was an error in 

the transmission. You can fix this by: 



VAX: 

<ctrDZ (this gets you out of insert mode) 

* D %WH (delete the buffer) 

XX LINES DELETED 

* I (re-~nter insert mode) 

(ctrl)B (send the file again.) 
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If you get a transmission error again, the file probably con

tains some mts-placed control characters, which can be fixed by the 

editor of the PDP-8E, looking at the file sent to the VAX to deter

mine the position in the file. 

If the transmission was correct, complete the process by: 

DONE WITH TRANSMISSION. 

VAX: 

< Cl'RL> Z (To get out of insert mode.) 

* EX (to e.xit editor and write file.) 

DATAFILE.DAT; 1 XX LINES 

$ LO (to log out) 

XYZ LOGGED 0 UT AA/ BB/ CC 

<ctrl>C (puts you back into the PDP-8E monitor) 

There are programs on the VAX to analyze melting curves, 

similar to those on the PDP-8E. The programs to analyze melting 

curves of oligonucleotides with intercalating dyes are discussed in 

Appendix C. In addition, the program on DISK$USERFILE1: 

[JWN .MELT] MELT is essentially the same as MELT! on the PDP-BE (see 

below), and the program [JWN.MELT]PLMELT is nearly identical to the 

program PIMELT on the PDP-8E. In addition, a program named 
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[JWN .MELT] MLTCRV calculates the fraction double-strands when you 

input the lower and upper baseline, and the program [JWN.MELT]LSTFIT 

performs non-linear least-squares analysis on melting curves. You 

are referred to these programs for details on how to run them. 

6. Analyzing Melting Cllrve Data on the PDP-8E 

The melting curve data are analyzed using the programs MELT! 

and PUfELT. B::l th program listings are in the folder next to the 

PDP-8E. 

The first program to be run is MELT!. This program subtracts 

the reference cuvette Ill from the others, and subtracts an addition-

al reference blank. It then divides by a high-temperature absor-

bance, normalizing all the curves at high temperature. To run the 

program, type "R MELT!" while in the PDP-8E monitor. The program 

will ask you if you want to output results from an earlier file, 

which you usually ignore·.. (In all programs on the PDP-8E, a "yes" 

response is signaled by typing "1 ", and a "no" by typing either- "0" 

or merely a carriage return.) You then enter the file name for the 

input file, which you can have echoed to the t.eletype. This is 

usua1ly not useful, as the norma1ized data are tDJch more 

interesting. 

You are then asked whether you want to manipulate wavelength 

Ill. If so, you can subtract cuvette 1 (the reference) from the 

others, compensating in errors in zeroing the reference on the 

Gilford. You then enter the cell blanks, which are generally in the 

range 0.030 to 0.040 if you used air (no cuvette) in the reference 

position. You are than asked to input the absorbances at high 
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temperature, not corrected for blank. Thus, you can read the 

absorbance directly from the melting curve printed on the teletype 

while you were collecting data. If you do not want to normalize the 

data, you must type 1 + blank, as the blank is subtracted before 

dividing, e.g. 1.030. 

You are asked the same questions about wavelength #2, if col

lected. Finally, if the data are OK, you are asked whether you want 

the normalized data printed, and for a file name for the output 

file. 

To plot the data, you run the programs DEFAUL, PLOTST, and 

PLMELT. Program DEFAUL sets up default plotting parameters for a 

subsequent call to the plotting programs. Aftetwards, you can start 

the plotting programs with the same default parameters by running 

PLOTST; which reads the defaults from disk and calls the plotting 

program. 

To run defaul, type "R DEFAUL". You a.re asked for a plotting 

program, PLMELT in this case. Then, you are asked for titles. The 

values XMIN, XMAX, and XINCH are, respectively, the X value at the 

left-hand side of the X-axis, the value at the right-h·and side, and 

the length of the axis in inches. It is set to 7 of the Tektronix 

is used, otherwise it can be up to 12 inches on the Ollcomp. An 

example is 0., 60., and 7. XST, XTIC and XINC are, respectively, 

the X value for the first tic mark, the increment between tic marks, 

and the increment between numeric labels on the X axis. An example 

is 0., 5., and 20. YMIN,YMAX,YINCH are the corresponding values for 

the Y-axis. YINCH is 6 for the Tektronix, or up to 9 inches on the 
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Qllcomp. Examples are 0.7, 1.1, and 6. for normalized melting 

curves. YST, YTIC and YINC might be 0.7, 0.1, and 0.2. 

The tic length is usually 8 - 10, and the numeric label and 

title sizes are usually 2, unless a figure for publication is being 

made, in which case these sizes are 3. (A label size of 3 will not 

work on the Tektronix.) F.Lnally, you are asked if you want to call 

the plotting routine. This is equivalent to running PLOTST. 

PLOTST asks if you want to see the default values, and then 

calls the plotting program you specified in DEFAUL, namely PIMELT. 

You are given the option to see the long form of the output, which 

elaborates somew.hat on the information it tells you. For routine 

plotting, you usually don't want to see this information. You then 

enter the file name, which is the output file from MELT!., followed 

by the cuvette number (1 to 3,. the blank cuvette position is 

elimi>nated), the wavelength, and the symbol number. The symbol 

numbers are: 1 - box; 2 - circle; 3 - triangle; 4 upside-down 

triangle; 5 - diamond; 6 - +; 7 - X. They are listed on the side 

of the PDP-8E.. Symbol size is usually 1. You can ignore the first 

few points in the file, which is useful if you collected several 

points at the low temperature before starting the scan. A new graph 

will erase the Tektronix screen, or move the Qllcomp paper, and make 

new axes. New graph parameters will allow you to change any 

parameters specified in DEFAUL, and finally you have the option of 

sending the plot to the <lllcomp or the Tektronix. If all is OK, the 

plot is sent; if not, you start over. After the axes are made, you 

are asked to specify the program to plot every nth point. USually 
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this is set to 1, unless for aesthetic reasons, you want fewer 

points. After a plot is sent, you are given the. option to re-plot 

the data, which allow viewing on the Tektronix before sending to the 

CBlcomp. It also allows you to change plot parameters before re-

plotting. By specifying not to re-plot, you return to the program 

PLMELT. 

Several melting curves may be plotted on the same plot, by not 

specifying a new graph each time. This is generally very useful for 

plotting relative melting curves at different concentrations~ 

The programs [ JWN .MELT}MEl.T and PU1El.T are very similar rou

tines on the VAX, and can be run without additional information. 

However, the high temperature absorbances you input must be cor

rected for the blank, which is different than on the PDP-8E. 

7. Analyz·ing Spectra on the PDP-8E 

Spectra are plotted directly using the plot program JNSC\N. 

The program DEFAUL can also be used for this, by specifying JNSCA.N 

as the plotting program. lbwever, the X-axis title is always 

'WAVELENGTH (NM)', and the Y-axis title is always 'ABSORBA.NCE'. 

The first question JNSCA.N asks is whether the data are from 2 

or more files. This allows you to subtract a spectrum from one file 

from that in another file, for example at different temperatures. 

Usually, you don't want to do this. As before, you have the option 

to have a long form of the output. You must specify the long form 

to print out the data, but it is not necessary for plotting. 

You are asked for the file name that contains the spectra, and 

the header is echoed. You can then subtract any cell from any 
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other, but usually you subtract cell 1 (reference) from a sample 

cell. The exception is if you want to plot difference spectra be

tween two cuvettes in the same file. (For spectra in different 

files, specify that the data come from 2 or more files above.) You 

can then subtract an additional baseline, if the sample and refer

ence cuvettes absorb differently. A normalization constant is then 

input, which is divided into all the absorbance values. This allows 

normalizing the spectra, or scaling the absorbance to the path 

length, etc. 

You are then asked if you want a new graph, new parameters, the 

symbol II, the symbol size, as before. If everything is OK, the plot 

is sent to the Tektronix or C'alcomp. Note that in order to change 

from plot.ting on the Tektronix or the Clllcomp, you must change the 

plot paramet.ers. Again, as before,. several spectra can be plotted 

on the same g~aph. 

The-re are no comparable plotting programs on the VAX, as there 

are for the me-lting curves. 

8. Program List.ings 

The PET programs Gilford Melt , Gilford Scan and PET TO PDP8 

are listed below. For the hardware considerations for the interface 

and programming techniques, see the folder kept with the Gilford. 



Program Gilford Melt. Program to collect melting curves on the 

Gilfo~d spectrophotometer. 

10 PEM GILFOPD MELTING DATA COLLECTION 
~0 REM VERSION 2. FEB 1?81 
:~ REM WRITTEN BY JEFF NELSON 
~~ TW=@ 8Lt=" 
100 PO~E 5~.0 POKE 5!,!5 
110 8P=~8672 
1~8 TD=SP TM=8P+1 TDS="" 
1:e P1=8P+48 P2=8P+4?:PJ=8P+50 P4=8P+51 
140 P5=BP+~2 P6=8P+5J P7=8P+54.P8=8P+55 
150 POKE P4,146 POKE PS,l55 
160 DIM A~(4),T%(4) 
170 REM 
150 REM 
50~ PPTNT•:• 
51~ PRINT"MELTING CURVE DATA COLLECTION" 
520 PRINT 
550 INPUT" NUMBER OF CUVETTES"•CU% 
560 IF t(U%)4) OR tCU%~2J THEN PRINT""; GOT0550 
570 INPUT" NUMBER OF DATA SETS";DS% 
5~0 INPUT" NUMBER OF WAYELENGTHS";WL% 
~00 IF iWL~~l)0R'WL~~2)THEN PRINT""; .GOT0590 
610 INPUT" WAVELENGTH 1",W1% 
620 lF'WL%=2)THEN INPUT" WAVELENGTH 2";W2% 
790 PRINT 
71~ INPUT" TIME ($EC' BETWEEN DATA SETS".DW DW=DW*6B 
:20 INPUT" TIME •SEC~ FOR ABS TO SETTLE",DC DC=DC•60 
7:0 INPUl" NUMBER OF READINGS PEP POINT";NR~ 
740 DP=B 
750 IF NR~:~1 THEN INPUT" TIME SETWEEN READINGS";DR DR=DR*i0 
8B0 PRINT 
210 INPUT" FILE NAME";FIS 
8~~ INPUT" OUTPUT TO CASSETTE <Y OR N)",TAt 
859 INPUT" OUTPUT TO DISK <Y OR NJ";Dt 
86~ IF ~t="Y" THEN INPUT" DRIVE t";DRt 
QO~ INPUT" OUTPUT TO TELETYPE",TYt 
~4~ PRlNT 
~50 PPJNT" HEADER (80 CHAR)·· 
~DO INPUT JDt 
~70 INPUT" ALL Ok".kt 
~SO lF Kt~)"Y" GOTO 500 
~S~ IF TAt="Y" THEN OPEN1.L1.FIS 
~?0 lF DS(~"Y" GOTO 100e 
~~5 OPEN8.8,15 PRTNTIS· "I"+DRt CLOSES 
~~6 OPFN8.8·12,DRS+" "+Fii+".SEQ,WRITE" 
1000 REM WRITE FIRST 2 LINES OF FILE 
101~ TDS=IDS 
1D~~ GOSU8 4580 
1DJ0 TDS=RlGHTf(STR~CCU%),1) 
1040 Af=STRS(DS%~ 
1050 TDt=TDf+PIGHTS(BLs.6-LEN(ASll+At 
1060 Af=STRS(NR%j 
10~0 TDf=TDt+RIGHTt<BL$,6-LEN(AS))+A$ 
1080 Af•STRS'WL%) 
11~0 TDS•TDs+PIGHTS(At.1) 
1110 As•STRS<W1%) 
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11~0 TDS=TDS+RIGHTICSLJ,6-LENCA$l)+AI 
11J0 IF CWL%=1l THEN 1160 
1140 AS=STRSCW2~) 
1150 TDI=TDS+RIGHTSCSLS,6-LENCA$))+A$ 
116i.~ GOSUE! 4500 
11~:(1 f''Ef1 
119(1 REM 
1~00 REM WAIT FOR CUYt1. WLt1 
1~10 PRINT PRINT" TURN REF COMPENSATOR ON. • 
1220 PPINT" SET DWELL=1SEC. " 
1~: 0 PI': IIH F·F· INT" PLtSH ALt'rO.. 1.· . , .. , cu;~ 
1~40 PRINT:PRINT" TYPE 'Y' TO START." 
1~50 PRINT" TYPE t' TO STOP DATA COLLECTION" 
1~69 GETKS IFkS(~"Y"GOT01260 
1~65 Pl''lNT"~'"' 
1~:-'0 F'(lt:E PJ. 13 
1~80 IF <PEE~CP7lAND16)(~16 GOTO 1~89 
1~~0 IF rPEEk'F'7)AND15)()1 GOTO 12~0 
1JOO F'Cit:E F·:J.. 2 
1110 TW=TI+::!O 
1~20 IF TI(TW GOTO 11~9 
1J:9 lF•PEEk•P71ANOJ1~<>17 GOTO 1:70 
1~59 PRINT PPINT" STARTING COLLECTION." 
1:1 6(.1 TI~=T 1 +[)l~ 
1?70 IF TI<TW GOTO 1170 
1J ~:9 F'Ef1 
1J~1't F'E11 
1~0a FDR 1•1 TO DS~ 
1~·ll't F(IF· .1=1 TO WL;~ 

1520 FOR K=l TO CU% 
1530 IF (F'EEkCP7)AND15)()2-'K-1) GOTO 15?9 
1540 F·Ot: E PJ. 2 
1550 Tl~=TI+C•C 

1560 IF TI(TW GOTO 1560 
15;--~ H~;~'•~.)=~?t 

158~ GOSUS 3800 PEM GET TEMP IN TE% 
15:?1~ T:~.:t:;=TE:~ 
1600 FOP L=1 TO NR% 
1610 GOSUE! 3590.REM GET A~S IN AS 
1620 A%iKl=A%'kl+AS~ 
.t6:1? NE:<l L 
1~4~ IF NP~:)1 THEN A%Ckl=A%Ck)/NR% 
:tG5i~ PCII' E F·J. 0 
l t:.f..(1 r~E:·•:T t: 
1G7~ ]F'PEEKCP7)AND15l()1 GOTO 1670 
:1 eE:e PCWE PJ. 2 
16'"~ Tl~=TI +Col~ 

1790 u05U8 4890 REM MAKE STRING TDI 
1710 GOSU8 4590 REM PRINT STRING 
172~ :F T:<TW GOTO 1729 
17::1:0 IJE::1 .1 
174~ GET KS.IFKS="•"GOTO 1800 
1 '51~ r~E:< l I 
1~:(11~ F·~:w F. P~. l!t 
.:t:::t1.1 ll~=Tl +!.0 REM l~RIT 1/2 SEC 
18~0 IF TI(TW THEN 1820 
18:0 TDS="000":J=1 
184(1 GOSUE: 451!10 
1850 :LOSE 1:CLOSE 8 
18GB P~INT:PRINT" DONE WITH DATA COLLECTION." 
1:::7(• STOP 
1~:Ea.1 RE11 
H::?l't I':Er1 
!000 REM GET TEM ERATURE JN TE~ 
:010 T1~=F'EEk<P5 :T~%=PEE~<Pi)AND15 
:020 T:~=PEEk<P5 T4%=PEEKCPS~AND15 
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0J0 TS%=PEEk(P5l T6%=PEEK(P5)AND15 
040 IF'T1%()Tl%l0~(T1~()T5%l GOT0l010 
050 IF~TZ~:jT4%lOR~T2%()T6%l GOTOl010 
et.::C1 TE~;=T ;:;~*HII't+ I fH •: T1;;/16) *Ht+ •: T1;~ANI>l5 l 
0~0 IF TE%>~90 TH~N TE%•TE~-1000 
11~i~ RETUIW 
11C1 J;.'E11 
1~1:t RE11 
5~~ REM GET A8SOR8ANCE IN AS~ 
5J (1 F'CWE PJ .. :! 
520 Al~=PEE~'P1l A2%=PEEK~P2l 
~·:0 F'CWE. F'J, ~ 
5~0 ftS:;: l IH 0: A2:;, '1€-; *1(100+ o:+~2:;ANC•15 '*HH::O+ I IJT.; A1:~.'16' +-HI+ •: t=u:;ANCo1.5; 

~550 1F AS%~8000 THEN AS~=AS~=10000 
:c:e<O RETUim 
:,:.H• I''E11 
:! C::~i~ I': EM 
4000 REM MAKE STRING TO$ 
4010 TDS=RIGHTS($TPS(J),1) 
4020 FOP M=1 TO CU% 
40:~ Tf=STRS<T%(M)) 
4040 T$=RlGHTS(8L1·4-LEN<TSll+TS 
4050 At=STPS'A%(Mil 
4~60 At=RIGHTS'8LS.5-LEN(A$ll+A$ 
4070 TDt=TDS+TS+AS 
40€:(1 NE:O:T M 
41?t:?t1 ~·ETUF:N 

4ll~(t F:Er1 
41.W r:·EI1 
4~00 PEM PRINT TOt TO SCREEN. ETC 
4510 IF J=2 THEN PF'INT""i 
4520 PR I IHTC•S 
45~0 IF TA•="Y"THEN PRINTtl, TDS 
454~ IF DS="Y"THEN PRINTtS,TDt 
4550 IF TYS="Y"THEN GOSU8 5000 
4•.;i~l:• I':ETLJf<·f4 
4610:0 r; E11 
46,:;:1;. ~::[11 

~~0~ PEM PRINT TDS TO TELETYPE 
50~0 PO~.E TM,204 POKE TM.206 F'OKE TM·206 POKE TM.205 PO~E TM.5 
5020 FOR TC=l TO LEN(TDil 
SB:O 1F'PEEKcTMlAND1l()l THEN 50:!0 
5040 POtE TD. ASCtMJDS(TDS.TC.lli 
505Ll IJE:<T TC 
5060 IF~PEEK(TM•AN01J()1 THEN 5060 
50~B PO~E TD, 141 
5BSO 1F'PEEK'TM;AND1)(~1 THEN 5080 
50~0 POKE TD·128 
t;.;.:(ll) f;'ETLII''Ij 
5210 J;·Er1 
~;;:;,2l1 PEr1 
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Program Gilford Scan. Program to take spectra on the Gilford 

spectrophotometer. 

10 REM GILFORD SCAN PROGRAM 
20 REM JEFF NELSON AUG, 1989 
25 PEL MODIFIED FOR NEW ROMS BY 
~S REM JEFF NELSON FEB. 1~81 
!0 ~E~ TAPE PUNS CONTINUOUSLY 
100 PO~.E 5~.~ PO¥E 5J,44:REM SAVE MEM 
1:.0 F·J:·HH" 3" 
115 ~IM A%(4,201) 
l20 T=O 1=0 J=O AY%=9 WL%=0.STS=""·SPt="" 
1!9 SW~=O.EW%=9 IW%=0:NC%=0:NW%=0:NS~=O 
14(1 111;~=9 · A2:~=0 
200 8P=~8672 TD=BP TM=SP+1 
210 P1=8P+48 P2=BP+49·Pl=8P+50·P4=BP+51 
220 P5=BP+52:P6=BP+5l P7=SP+54 P8=8P+55 
~!0 POKE P4.146 POKE PB.155·PEM 8255'$ 
~40 JNPUT"WAVELENGTH ";WL% 
~50 IF WL~~·:29BOI':WL;;:; 7€10 THEN PI': I NT" OLIT OF f'·ANC.E" : C.OT0~40 
260 01=8P+l?2 Q2~BP+19l Q!=BP+l~4 Q4=BP+1~5 
2~0 POKE Q4-128 POkE Ql,l 
2;:a; GCt:=:LIB40BB 
2:?(1 F'CWE F·: · 9 
50€' PF: I rH. 
51~ PPJ~T "52PECTRUM" 
~~~ PRIN~ "W2RITE" 
5!B ~RINT "L2AMBDA CALlBRATlON" 
54(1 F"F'I rH 
69~ GEl kt IF kS=""GOTO~OO 
611!1 IF k~="S"THEN PRINT"$" PRINT GOT01000 
629 IF ~t="W~THEN PRINT"W" PRINT GOTOJ5BO 
~:0 IF Kt~"l"THEN PRINT"L" PRINT GOT05000 
S4i;, GOTO~·tt(1 

1900 J:·Er1 WF'LIT F·Af;•At1ETERS FOfi: SCAN 
!010 INPUT"ST~RTING WL ";SW% 
1~~0 IF SW%~200 OR SW~)700 THEN PRINT"OUT OF RANGE":GOT01910 
10:0 WL~=SW% GOSUB4099 
104~ INPUT"ENDING WL ";EW% 
1~59 IF EW~~200 OR EW~)70e THEN PRINT"OUT OF PANGE" GOT01940 
10~~ T~FUT"JNCREMENT ·•. IW% 
10~0 IF 5G~(IW%)<)SGN~EW%~SW~) THEN PRJNT"WRONG SIGN" GOT010~0 
10~1 NW~=(EW%-SW~)/IW%+1 

197~ I~ NW%~28~ THEN PRJNT"TNO MANY POINrS. 291 ALLOWED" GOT01010 
1080 NW~=•EW~-5W~i/IW~+1 
10~9 IF NW%~2B1 THEN PRINT"TOO MANY POINTS, 2e1 ALLOWE~".GOT01010 
lli.10 IF SGI40:HI·;~i()SC.N•:EW;~-·SI~;~;, THEN F·fi:IrH"Wii:ONG SIGN" GOT01t210::•~1 
llH1 II~F'LIT"t OF C.ELLS·";NC:~ 

11~9 F"RINT.PRINTwWAIT" PRINT 
11:e FOR Jz1TONC.~.FOR J~1TONW~ 
1141~ A;~ 0: I .. J ·""l~ 
l.:.l5l1 UE:•:T J NE:n l 
11~0 JNPUT"t OF SCANS ";NS% 
11~0 INPUT"TJME FOR FIBS TO SETTLE:",TS 
11Sa INPUT"I OF READS AT EACH WL.";NR~ 
11~8 IF NR~•1 THEN TR•O GOT01210 
1~00 lNPUT"TIME BETWEEN READJNGS.";TR 
i~l~ PRJNT"JDENTJFICATION TlTLE." 
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1~~e I NPLIT II:•$ 
12?0 TS•TS•~0:TR=TR•60 
2000 DT=(ABS<IW~l/~+0. 5)•60 
~010 WL~•SW~:GOSLI64000 
2020 PRINT PRINT"SET DWELL=1 SEC. REF. COMP. OFF" 
~OJ0 PRINT"TYPE Y WHEN ALL READY 
2~4~ GET Kt.IF k$="" GOT02040 
29513 :F K$()"Y" GOT02B40 
206(1 PI': l IH "'r"' 
210~ FOR 1=1 TO NS% 
~105 F'Ji· Wl "SCAN "· I 
~:IH• POKe P:l .. e 
2120 lF'PEEKfP7)AND15)()1 GOT02120 
21:0 F'CII: E PJ .. 2 
2140 lF'PEEK<P7lAND15)()1 GOT02110 
2150 FOR J=1 TO NC% 
2155 PRINT" CUVETTE "•J 
2160 IF J=i GOT02215 
21 :-e cc.=c:~· ·: J -1) 
~lta!t F'(II~E P:l. e 
~1~0 1F~PEEK<P7)AND15)()CC GOT0219B 
22i.1•!t F'OI:.E F·J, 2 
~218 IF<PEEk~P7)AND15)()CC GOT0218B 
2215 T=TI+180 
2216 IF Tl(T GOT02216 
2229 FOR k•1 TO NW% 
22:0 WL%=SW~+'K-1)*]W~:GOSU84090 
2240 T=TI+TS+C•T 
2~50 IF TI(T GOT022513 
2~Ge FOR L=1 TO NR% 
2~7'€1 F'Cii:E F·J .. :J· 
2280 A1%=FEEV'P1)·A2%•PEEK(f'2) 
2.2:00 F'OI:.E F·J .. 2 
2:00 AS=INTfA2%116)~1000+(A2%AND15)~109+INT(A1~.~16)•18+~A1~RND15; 
2:119 IF AS:: 800\!1 THEN AS=AS-10eu~u~ 
2:20 A%'J .. kl•A~(J,kl+INT(AS) 
2429 T=TI+Tf'' 
24:10 JF TI(T GOT024:l0 
.;:449 r•e::<T 1. 
245er r•E:•:T If 
2469 WL~=SW~ GOSLI640\!19 
2479 T=TI+(ABS'EW%-SW~)/9+1)•~0 
2480 TF Tl(T GOT02489 
24:?&~ r~E:-:T J 
2599 r•E~·: T I 
.;;.-5:1•-• F'OVE ;:·:. 0 
~52~ AV~=NS~•NR% 
2519 JF AV~=1 GOT02629 
254l1 Fl)f;· I =1 TO r•c~ 
2550 FOR J=1 TO NW% 
2569 ~~'I·J~=A%'I,J)/AY% 
~.::1(1 1-lE:-:T.T NE:o:TI 
2i-21~ 

::5Bl"• 
::15;] (1 

JS.;::tt 

•j0T05(19 
I''E11 I:•ATA VR I TE 
PPJNT"OUTPLIT TO T~APE .. D2ISK.o S2CREEN OR TTY~7 ., 
GET K$.IF KS=""GOTOJ52B 
IF KS•"S"THEN OPEN19.J PRINTKS PRINT GOTOJ690 
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35::('1 
354171 
J550 
:!'~!.4 
J.~:.5 

IF ~S="T"THEN PRINTk$ PRINT INPLIT"FILE NAME "'FS:OPEN10.1 .. 1 .. FI GOTOJ609 
IF Kt="Y"THEN PFINTKS PR1NT.GOTO:l~(10 
IF VS()"D"GOTO:l~~e 
Pf':IIHI: ~ HlF'I.IT"Coli:I'·/E It"' NU WPLIT"FILE NA11E".' FU 

: 5~..; OPEl~:::. :;:, 15. PR IIH•t::. "1" +C•NS. C:LOSE:!: 
3~57 OPEN 1~ .. B .. 2.DNS+" "+FJS+".SEQ .. WRITE":GOTOJ60~ 
35..::.:' GC•TO: 4(1(1 
:e:-:1(1 SF·f=" 
J€19 IF Kf="Y"THENSTt=IDS GOSU8!~0l'l GOT0!6J~ 



l6~~ PRJNTI1~. ID:I 
!6l~ STS=STRStSW%) 
l~4~ NOI=STR:I<EW~l ·GOSUB45B~ 
!65~ NOS=STRt(JW%) GOSU84S99 
:6~8 NOt=STRttN(~) GOSUB4SOO 
!6~~ NO$=S1~t'NS~J·GOSUB4S08 
:~80 NOt=STRt(NR%l:GOSUB4580 
:6~0 IF ~Z="Y"THENGOSU8!~00 GOTOl710 
3~09 PRINT•10,STt POKE 59411·51 
:710 FOR J=1 TO NW% 
1~29 WL~=SW%+tJ-1)*1Y% 

:~:0 STS=STRS'WL%) 
J~40 FOR 1=1 TO NC% 
!75~ ~OS=STR$<A%(1,J') GOSUB4500 
: e:oo r~E;n 1 
l810 IF KS="Y"THENGOSU8!909 GOTOlB!O 
3828 PPINTI10·STS IF KS="T"THEN POKE 59411,5! REM KEEP TAPE MOVING 
lSl~ NEXTJ:CLOSE 10 
J840 PRINT"~ONE WITH WRITE" GOT0500 
:~00 PEM SEN~ ST:I TO TTY · 
:~10 POKE TM.204 POKE TM.206 POKE TM.~06 POKE TM.~96 POKE TM.5 
:~20 STI=STS+CHRI<141)+CHRii1J8) 
:~:e FOR TC=1 TO LEN'STt) 
:~48 IF 'PEE~tTM)AND1~ <) 1 GOTOJ940 
:~50 POKE TD.A5C<MIDttSTs.TC.1J) 
: ~60 r~E:•:T RETURr4 
4(ti~·~ L•A:;:ti-JL.;;-.;::0•21 '"'S 
4~10 L%=11264-200+WL% 
4~20 C~=PEE~iL~l 

4•~J ·~ IF (:;;:.1.;::,:: THEr4 C::~=C::~-256 
4l,41) C·~:;=C•R:~+C::~ 

4·•!t5(t POKE 02.· t•A:~/256 POI(E G"!1.· C•A:;RNC•255 
4060 POKE QJ,O POKE QJ,l 
4070 RETURN 
4,00 REM A~D NOt TO ST$. 6 CHAR. 
4~10 STt=•ST:I+LEFT:I• SF·s .. 6-LEN•: r~Os) • +NOS 
4.520 fi·ETUI':r4 
50(t0 fi•EJ1 WFtVELEt~GTH CALJE:fi:RTlON 
~010 PRJNJ "S2TEP WAVELENGTH" 
5020 PPINT "C20NSTANT CORRECTION" 
50:8 PPINT "G~OTD WAVELENGTH" 
504(t Pfi· HH "R·2ETLifi·t~" 

50~0 GET Kl lF~fa""GOT05850 
:.~?tt:8 I FKS=·" S" THE.NF'F' UH" S" . GOT0525Ct 
5K"E< I Fl:t=" C:" THEr~F;F'l rH" C" : GOT05580 
5088 IF~I="G"THENPRINT"G" GOT0571?10 
5098 IFt::t="R"THENF·fi:HH"R" :GOT"O::i~?tl;t 
~100 G(IT05Et00 
5~5~ PP!NT REM STEP WL FOR CORRECTION 
5~~8 lNPUT"STARTlNG VL ="•WL~ 
5~70 lF WL%~~88 OR WL~)70B THEN F'RINT"OUT OF RANGE" GOTQ5~~0 
5;.::::0 GOSL184000 
5:~,,.~ PI'HH WL:~ .. " rm. H0:4). L•.;5). 01<0:5),E:FfCKUF·•:2) .. OR O:fi:,ETU~·N~'" 
5:18 GET K~ 1FKS=""GOT05J1~ 
5:20 1Fkt~"5"G0T05410 
5::0 IFIS="4"THEN POHEL~. O:PEEk<L~)+1 AND2~5.GOT05J60 
:;.: 4~ 1 !='I• S•" 6" THEN F'CII:EL:~. •: PEEl: •: L:~.>-1 flt4C•255 GOTO::.::; i-tt 
5:4::; IF KI="2"THEN WL~=WLX+1 GOTO 5J 9 
5:45 1FK$•"RwGOT05~BO 
SJ 5tt GC•TO!r~·et•!t 
~:~B WL~=WL~+1:GOSUE:4008 
5Ji•;t TaT] 
5~88 IF TI<T~~ GOTD5J80 
5:9e WL%=WL%-l:GOSUE:4080 
~;41.~1!1 •~OH1~::; €11!1 
54~0 WL%=WL%-1:1F WL%>=200 GOT05280 
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5420 PRINT:PPINT"CALIBRATIO~ DONE".PRINT 
'54JO GOT05Etf:t0 
5500 PRINT PPINT"CONSTANT CORRECTION TO WAVELENGTH" PRINT 
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551~ INPUT"STARTING WL:";W2%:IFW2%(2BBORW2~)7~0THENPRINT"OUT OF RANGE" GOT05510 
5520 INPUT"ENDING WL ";W1%:lFW1~(2EtBORW1~)700THENPRINT"OUT OF RANGE" GOT055~0 
5530 lNPUT"CORRECTION ";CO% 
554~ ZZ=11~~4-2~Et 
5550 FORI=W1~TOW2% 
5:.C:~;t J:~=:::+I 
':·570 F·OI(E z;~, O:PEEKO: I:~>+Co;~:•AI~C·2~5 
~!-t:t~ NE,<T 
'5'590 GOT05Ct0€t 
570€1 Pf;·IIH. 
571Ct l~PUT"WAVELENGTH ",WL~ 

5-~B IF WL~<2B0 OR WL~)700 THENPRINT"OUT OF RANGE" GOT05710 
573 0 GOSLIE:4000 
5741.1 GOTCt5•:tEtEt 
.,.. Col'!~ I~ F. t~[:· 



Program Pet to PDP8. Program to transfer melting curves and 

spectra from the PET to the PDP-BE. 

!- RE~ OCT, 1981 VERSION 
19 PRINT"JPROGRAM TO SEND FlLES FRO~ PET" 
29 PRINT" CASSETTE TO POP-SE. " 
22 PRINT 
J0· PRINT"PLEASE FOLLOW THE NEW DIRECTIONS. " 
40 PRINT 
4!1 PRINT"SWITCHES BELOW POP-BE SHOULD BE SET" 
58 PRINT" TO 4810 AND 9699. " 
E'EI PRINT 
79 PRINT"CONNECT CABLES ON SWJTCHING BOX" 
89 PRINT" BETWEEN POPS AND TEKTRONIX" 
82 PRINT 
85 PRINT"IF 
St. PRINT" 
87 PRINT" 
88 PRINT" 
89 PRINT" 
90 PRINT 

PDP8 DOESN'T RESPOND TO TEKT," 
THEN SET SWITCH REGISTER TO 7600" 
<0-• UP, S-11 OOWNl. PRESS 'HALT'." 
'AOOR LOAD', 'CLEAR'. 'CONTINUE•• 
A DOT SHOULD APPEAR. ON TEKTRONIX. " 

95 Rl="" :REM SAVE VARIABLE AT TCIP OF STAC.K 
100 REM OPEN THE TAPE FILE. 
110 PRlNT"LOAD CASSETTE. TYPE CRETURN)" 
11!1. PRINT" WHEN REAO't'. " 
129 GET Kl< lFI(J••"'"'THEN 120 
13EI PRINT:PRHIT"SEARCHING FOR FILE":PRIN;r 
14'0 OPEN1, 1, 8' 
14··!1 RE~' CHECK FOR END OF F·lLE 
1!10' l'F ST•64 THEN 900 
299 I.NPUTI•1, Sf 
219 PRINT: PRINlSf:: PRINT 
228' I:NPLIT "'RIGHT F'I'LE"; l'f 
230 lF KSO"Y" THEN 999 
J9EI·PRINT:PR'U4T"ENlER EDITOR ON PDP-BE WHH FILE NAME·":PFO:INT 
:U:9 PR I.NT" . R ED IT" 
129 PRINT" •FI:LE. DA<" 
l'l8 PR I N:r'" •• 
ll5 PRINT 
l•9 PRINl"CONNECT CABLES FROM· PDP8 TO PET. • 
l5'9 PRINT"WHEN TH·IS IS DONE, TYPE <:RETURN). " 
l69 GETKS:IFKS•"~THENJ69 
36!1 PRINT 
l70 INPUT"ECHO THE FILE TO SCREEN";ECI 
480 PRINT:PRINT"SENDING FILE TO PDP-BE. "·PRINT 
4-10 OPEN4,4 
429 PRH•r•4, "I" 
4·25 T•Tl 
4l9 IF Tl.<T+l0 THEN 430 
435 RE" SEND 65 LINES TO BUFFER 
44EI FOR I•1T06!1 
4·!10 PRIN:f14, Sf 
460 IFECS•"Y" THEN PRINTS$ 
470 IF FL•64 THEN 890 
480 INPUTU,SS 
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485 FL•ST:REM FLAG FOR END OF FILE 
499 NEXTl 
699 RE~ WRITE AND CLEAR BUFFER ON PDP-BE 
605 PRJNT"***":PRINT"*** CLEARING BUFFER":PRINT••••• 
6~0 PRINT.4,CHR$C~2); :REM CTRL L 
620 T•TI+l9 REM WAIT . S SEC 
6!9 IF TI<T THEN 6l9 
650 PRJNT.4,"N" 
669 GOSU8 ~099:REM WAIT FOR PDPSE 
679 GOTO 4~9 
See PRJNT.4,CHR$C12>; 
8~0 PRINT:PRINT"DONE SENDING FILE• 
820 PRINT: PIUNT"SWITCH CABLES BETWEEN PDPS AND TEKTRONIX. • 
Ble PRINT"ANI> TYPE: IE<RETURN:>• 
B49 PRINT•TO SAYE FILE. •:PRINT 
900 CLOSE1:CLOSE4 
SIIC!I~ FL•0 
910 INPUT"GET ANOTHER FILE";K$ 
929 IF K$•"Y" THEN 1l9 
SillS END 
1000 REM WAIT FOR BUFFER TO CLEAR 
1910 REM ECHO FROM PDP-BE 
1020 REM WAIT S SEC 
10l0 T•TI +lB9 
1940 IF Tl(T THEN 1940 
1850 RETLIRN 
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APPENDIX B 

U;ing the Temperature-Jump Instrument 

The temperature-jump instrument has been described in some 

detail in Adrienne !Xobnies' thesis (1979). In this appendix, I 

will elaborate on the instructions and descriptions not included 

therein. The basic block diagram for the T-jump instrument is shown 

in figure 1. The contents of this appendix are: 

1. Sample preparation 
2. Instrumental Set-Up 
3. Instrument Warm-Up and Initial Settings 
4. <bmputer Set-Up 
5. <bllecting !Bta 
6. <bmpute·r Manipulations 
7. Snafus (Problems and Solutions) 
8. 'I\J.rning Off the T-Jump 
9. Computer <.bnsiderations for the VAX 
10. Using the Provenche·r Program 
11 •. Program U.stings for the PET 

1. sample Preparation 

The· T-jump cell should be cleaned by soaking in approximately 

25% nitric acid for 15 minutes be·fore starting a set of experi-

ments. This reduces the possibility of nuclease contamination. 

Chre should be taken not to allow the exterior parts of the top or 

bottom electrode to come into contact with the nitric acid, as they 

will dissolve. After acid-washing the cell, it must be rinsed 

thoroughly by holding under a stream of distilled water for 10 

.minutes. 

Before filling the cell with a sample solution, it should be 

clean and dry. Unscrew the top and bottom sections of the cell, and 
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Figure 1. A block diagram of the temperature-jump 

instrument. 
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rinse all three pieces with double-distilled water, followed by 95% 

ethanol. The cell should then be blown dry with nitrogen. Do not 

let the pipette used for drying touch the cell or electrodes, as the 

Kel-F and the gold electrodes scratch easily. When dry, the bottom 

electrode is then screwed into the cell until just snug, and no 

more. 

The sample must be degassed before it is put into the sample 

cell. This can be done in a number of ways, either by purging the 

sample with heliun for approximately five minutes, or by heating the 

sample and shaking to remove air bubbles. The helium should first 

be bubbled through water to help saturate the helium with water 

vapor, thereby reducing evaporation of the sample. Other degassing 

possibilities include using a vacuum oven or sonication. 

You need 0.75 ml of sample to fill the cell. Use either a 

plastic 1 ml disposable pipette, or a Pipetman P-1000 to fill the 

cell. Fill the cell slowly, inserting the pipet all the way to the 

bottom electrode. It is important that the cell be dry, and to 

avoid the formation of bubbles. You will get a mound of solution on 

top. 

Place the top electrode in cell, and let gravity float the 

electrode down. It is important not to disturb the mound while 

doing this. carefully screw the top down until just firm, and no 

more. 

The cell is then placed into the T-jump. By convention, the 

red X directly under one cell window is placed towards the lamp. 

Make sure the cell is firmly seated. Screw on the metal ring which 
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holds the sample cell in place. If you are running at low tempera-· 

ture, the cell will contract, requiring you to re-tighten the ring 

when the temperature is reached. If you are running at high tem-

peratures, do not tighten the ring until the temperature is reached, 

in order to avoid excessive str~ins on the cell. 

The cover to the sample compartment must be replaced in such a 

way that the indentation on the cover lines up with the white dot on 

the top of the sample compartment. This completes the interlock 

circuit; if the interlock is broken, the high voltage source will 

not charge the capacitor. 

Place the thermocouple through the hole in the cover,·· and in

sure that it is making a firm contact with the tcip electrode. You 

must a11ow a· reasonable length of time for the temperature to equi

librate, usually at least one hour if the temperature deviates more 

than a few degrees from room temperature. Watch the digital ther

mometer as a guide. 

2. Instrunenta:l Se·t-Up 

The basic connections for the components are shown in Ad rienne 

Drobnies' thesis (1979) and the litera.ture provided by Dia-Log. 

&! re I will cover only the connections which are likely to need 

attention. 

The output at. the back of the control box is led to the input 

of the Blomation model 805. The trigger of the Bl.omation is con

nected to the BNC connector on the high-voltage capacitor housing. 

The Y-out on the back of the Blomation is lead to CH 1 (+) of the 

vertical amplifier on the Tektronix model 564 oscilloscope. The Z 
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-out on the Blomation is led to the external trigger of the 

Tektronix. The 50-cable connector to the PET interface is plugged 

into the back of the Bi.omation. 

When the fluorescence mode is used, the EMI high-voltage PM 

power supply must be connected to the fluorescence photomultiplier 

tubes, and the plug marked "interlock" must be plugged into the 

front panel of the EMI. This is an interlock which shuts the high 

voltage off when the sample cover is moved, preventing damage to the 

~1 tubes due to excessive light intensity. 

3. Instrument Warm-Up and Initial Settings 

The following steps describe how to turn on the T-jump. The 

circuit breaker next to the sink should be turned on. The two plugs 

are labeled "HV-SUPPLY" and "T-JUMP". 

To turn on the lamp: Make sure the appropriate lamp is in-

stalled, either the UV arc lamp (large lamp housing), or the tung

sten lamp (small lamp housing). The H.P. 6267B DC power supply 

powers the lamps. The voltage control knob should be turned fully 

clockwise. The current control knob should be set to 8.0 to 8.2 

amps for the tungsten lamp, and 8 .5 amps for the Hg-Xe are lamp. 

Turn on the power supply. If the arc lamp is being used, the lamp 

must be started by pressing the "start" but ton on the blue box next 

to the lamp, labeled "LPS 255-SSP", for 1 second or less. Instruc

tions are given on this box. Do not press this if the tungsten lamp 

is being used. The arc should be centered between the two elec

trodes. If not, shut down the power supply immediately and re-
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start. Ehter the time on the lamp log on the blue starter box. The 

arc lamp should warm up about 30 to 60 minutes. 

To turn on the temperature circulating bath: Turn on the 

circuit breaker on the wall above the bath. Turn on the Tamson 

bath. If the desired temperature is below 40° C, turn on the Neslab 

ISth <boler, and set the min-max switch to min. If you aren't using 

the Neslab cooler, remove the cooling finger from the bath. Make 

sure the liquid is· within 1" of the top, otherwise add 95% 

ethanol. See B:lrbara Dengler for details about using the baths. 

Set the desired temperature by t~rning the top of the temperature 

regulator until the top of the disk is at the desired temperature. 

Make sure the 'beating capacity" knob on the front of the Tamson is 

fully clockwise. 

If the desired temperature is much below room tempe.rature, turn 

on the nitrogen flow regulator above the temperature bath. The 

left-mos·t regulator is used for this. Set to to 6 to 7 as read at 

the top of the ball. 

The PMT power supply is on the table over the lamp power 

supply. Push the red rectangular plastic button labeled "NETZ", 

whi.ch w.ill glow red. The upper power supply, the EMA PM25B, is used 

only for fluorescence, and should normally be kept off. 

(]loose which high voltage capacitor you wouold like, either 10, 

20 or 50 nf. <hange the capacitors following the instructions pro

vided by Dia-Log. The size of the temperature jump with the 20 nf 

capacitor follows the equation ~T(°C) • 4.3 x 10-3(v2) + 0.02, where 

the voltage V is in kilovolts. 20 KV corresponds to a jump of about 
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1.8°C. The calibrations of the other capacitors are not known. See 

Adrienne Drobnies' thesis for the calibration procedure. 

The Wallis power supply to the right of the lamp power supply 

is used to charge the capacitor to high voltages. 'furn it on by 

pushing the top-most black button. The red power light should come 

on. 

The Tektronix oscilloscope is turned on by turning the "Scale 

lllum ... knob fully clockwise; the Bi.omation is turned on using the 

power toggle switch. 

The initial settings on the control box should be: Zero-Suppr. 

ms = DC; Risetime T = .1 ms; Function doesn't matter; Gain = 

X1; Add. Tref .. .1 for UV arc la~p, 0 for fluorescence, 2 for 

tungsten 1 amp; Reference = mid-scale, X1; Sample = mid-scale, 

X1. The dynode settings on the sample and reference PM tubes should 

be set to 0 dynodes; the fluorescence PM tubes, if used, should be 

set to 2 dynodes. The shutter should be closed, with the LED off. 

The initial settings on the Bi.oma~ion should be: Sensitivity = 

1 volt full scale; Offset .. 12 o'clock; Ground = out; DC/AC = 

out; Trigger • 2 .00; Record fwbde delayed /pret rig = in; A 

only/Iltal TB = out; Trigger source ~t/ Int .. out; Cbuple DC/AC = 

in; Slope +/- =- in; Trigger mode Auto = out; Norm = out; Single 

· • in; Arm is spring loaded - press to arm Biomation. Trig level • 

10 o'clock; Timebase A = 100, IJSec/msec = out; Timebase B 

doesn't matter; 

pos • 9 o'clock. 

lbriz expand • X1; lbriz pos .. 12 o'clock; Vert 
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The initial settings on the Tektronix oscilloscope are: Dis-

play = non-s tore; calibration .. off; CRT: as required for a fo-

cused trace of correct brightness; Scale illum = 10. Time Base 

Time/div .. 1 msec; ~de = norm; Triggering Slope = +; Coupling = 

DC; Source .. EXT; level - to produce stable display; Position -

to center display. Vertical Amplifier: Cll. 1 (+) = DC; (-) = 

GND; Volts/ Div = 0.1 volts; AC stab = off; Position - as re

quired; Cll 2 (+) = GND; (-) = GND; Bandwidth = HI; Trigger = 

CHl ; M:> de = CHl • 

4. Computer Set-Up 

The data from the T-jump are collected by the B:Lomation. The 

da.ta are then sent to the PET microcomputer, from where they are 

sent to the VAX 11/780 at the Laboratory of Cllemical Biodynamics. 

Turn on the ClM model 2040 floppy disk drive with the switch on 

the back side, lower left corner. The three LEIB should light up 

for a second. Turn on the "Pet· Interface to cary". Turn on the PET 

with the switch on back, in the lower left corner. On the teletype 

comtlllnication box on the table to the left of the PDP-8E, plug a 

jumper cord from "PET" to "VAX". Make sure the blue box labeled L.BL 

has the green LED lit. If the red or yellow LED is lit, push the 

blue button. If the green LED will not light, the VAX is sick and 

cannot be used. 

however. 

IBta may still be collected and saved on disk, 

To start the program using a floppy disk (the fast way): In-

sert a disk with the programs into drive 0. The disk must have the 

programs "SET UP", "TERM", "T-JIMP" and "FILES TO VAX". Perform the 
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following ~equence. Underlined text is printed by the PET. (If an 

error occurs, as indicated by the middle LED on the floppy disk 

lighting up, turn off the PET, wait a few seconds, turn it back on, 

and start over. If the error LED again lights, the disk is bad, and 

another must be used.) 

LOAD "*" ,8 (the disk will make some noises) 

R FADY - response by PET. 

RUN 

T-Jl.MP D\TA OOLLECTION SET UP 

DO THIS: 

? 

1 - PUT DISK IN DRIVE 0 

2 - TYPE 'TERM' 

3 - TYPE 'T-JtMP' 

You did step 1 already, so do step 2 - type "TERM''. You will see ** 

LOADING TERM *'* . After several seconds, the screen will blink and 

show the same messages. Then type "T-JtMP". It will say: 

TYPE: LOAD "T-JUMP" ,8 

THEN: "RUN" 

Do this, and you w-ill see: 

B TRANSFER FROM BIOMATION 

T TALK TO VAX 

F SET FILE PARAMETERS 

V SEND FILE TO VAX 

W WRITE FILE TO DISK OR TAPE 
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You are now ready • 

An alternate way to start the program is to use a cassette 

tape. It is much slower, however the cassettes are more reliable. 

Put the cassette labeled "Term, T-Jump" into the cassette player. 

Then perform the following sequence: 

LOAD 

SFARCHING 

FOUND TERM (after several seconds) 

LOADING 

RFADY (After a minute) 

NEW 

LOAD 

SFARCHING 

FOUND T-JlMP 

LOADING 

REA:·DY (a:fter a couple· of minutes) 

RUN 

And you are off, just as above.. Rewind the cassette and return it 

to its case. 

5. Cb llecting Data 

In preparation to taking a measurement, you must fi.rst set the 

wavelength, the s.lit widths, the signals into the control box, the 

voltage of the high voltage power supply, and the Biomation. 

The wavelength is set w-ith the large micrometer knob on the 

front of the monochromator. The wavelength in nm is read off of the 

black scale, 1 mm on the micrometer • 100 nm. Thus, 500 run cor-
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responds to the knob being set to the line labeled 5. Each revolu-

tion of the knob changes the wavelength 50 nm. If the arc lamp is 

used, it is desirable to use a mercury line near the wavelength of 

interest. 

Once the wavelength is selected, you must adjust the lens in-

side the sample box. This lens is not achromatic. Set the line 

marked 0 to the wavelenth chosen. 

The T-jump cell presently in use has a parcular characteristic 

which must be taken into account. Previously, it worked quite well 

at the mercury line at 267 nm. Recently, however, it has shown a 

severe anamoly at this wavelength. A second after the temperature

jump, the absorbance increases.markedly, indicated by the deflection 

of the control box needle to the left, usually to the extent of 3 or 

4 volts. The signal slowly moves to the center as light is shined 

on the sample. If the shutter is closed for a while and subse-

quently opened, the signal is the same as it was just before the 

shutter was closed. This has been seen for many samples, and is 

therefore a characteristic of the cell. The effect is not observed 

at 250 or 280 nm. 

The slits are set using the small micrometers located at the 

entrance and exit ports of the monochromator. A slits are closed 

when the micrometer is set to 0 at the top. The width of the slit 

in mm corresponds to the reading from the top in mm. One turn of 

the micrometer corresponds to .5 mm. Usually, the entrance slit is 

set larger than the exit slit, by a factor of about 2. This allows 

a larger bandpass, thus admitting more light, while keeping the 
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width of the beam shining on the sample as narrow as possible. Good 

starting values are 2 mm for the entrance slit and 1 mm for the exit 

slit. Slit width is later changed to get adequate signal-to-noise 

while keeping the intensity as low as possible to reduce photo

degradation of the samples. 

The next step is to set the signals from the photouultiplier 

tubes to the control box. First, set all the dynode knobs on the PM 

tube housings to their minimum value. TUrn the mode knob to R, and 

increase the number of dynodes on . the reference PM tube . until the 

signal is near 5 volts on the meter (100 ~amps). Adjust the signal 

to 5 volts with the potientiometer labeled reference, adjusting the 

nliDber of dynodes as needed. Repeat this procedure with the sample 

PM tube by turning the mode knob to S. TUrn .the mode knob to S-R 

a·nd se·t the signal to O"with the sample potentiometer. Finally, 

turn the mode knob to lO(S-R) and set the signal to 0. You are now 

ready t.o take the jump •. 

The stability of the arc lamp can often cause problems. The 

lamp stability can be observed by pressing the trigger mode Auto 

button. The Tektronix will display repeated traces. If this does 

occur, you rust press . the Single button, then Arm, then Auto. This 

is believed to be a fault in the Bf.omation. If still no response, 

perform the procedure under the Snafu section concerning the 

Bioma tion not arming. The signal flashing on the scope should be a 

horizontal line. Lamp instability is indicated by an oscillating 

signal. This is due to the arc revolving around the electrodes, and 

can often be reduced by adjusting the bar magnet using the adjusting 
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knob on top of the lamp housing. Usually the best results are ob

tained with the magent all the way down, adjusting the magnet by 

rotating the knob. A new lamp may be unstable for a number of 

hours. If time does not cure a new lamp, the current may be in-

creased to up to 9.5 amps for a period of one-half to one hour. 

When a lamp becomes old, the only cure is to replace it with a new 

one. Life expectancies can vary to less than 200 hours to more than 

400 hours. Often, the magnet must be adjusted before every jump for 

an aging lamp. B:! sure to press the trigger mode Single after 

checking the lamp. 

The voltage setting on the high voltage power supply allows 

voltages up to 40 kV. One turn of the potentiometer on the front 

panel of the HV power supply corresponds to 5 KV. 

a 20 JN·jump, set the potentiometer to 4.00. 

charged by pressing the lower black button on 

Thus, if you want 

·The capacitor is 

the panel. The 

voltage meter will then read the meter, and you can check the set

ting of the voltage. If the safety interlock is broken, namely if 

the cover of the sample chamber is not aligned correctly, the 

capacitor will not charge. If the interlock is broken while the 

capacitor is charged, a loud beeping will be sounded, and the 

voltage will drop slowly. 

The final, and most confusing, step is to set up the Biomation 

for data collection. The two settings that need the most attention 

are the time/channel and the volts full scale. These can best be 

set by trial and error. The time base should be set so that at 

least one-half of the signal is essentially to baseline; the 
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Provencher program works best with lots of baseline. The setting of 

the rise time filter on the control box should be set to about the 

same value as the time/channel or faster. The rise time must com

promise between low noise, while still being much faster than the 

relaxation processes you want to measure. The voltage scale should 

be set so the relaxation fills at least one-half .of the Tektronix 

screen. Note the time and voltage ranges are set at the 

Blomation, not the Tektronix. U:!ave the settings on the Tektronix 

at O.lV/cm and 1 msec/cm. The Bi.omation is armed by pressing the 

button labeled Arm. The red LED will light. Make sure the 

Bi.oma tion will disarm by momentarily releasing and resetting the 

Slope +/- button. If a few repetitions does not cause the Blomation 

to trigger, the PET computer is acting up. See the section on the 

sna.fu 's below. The Blomation can be used independently from the PET 

by unplugging the 50-cable connector from the back of the Biomation. 

The ac·tual temperature-jump is pe·rformed by charging the 

capacitor, turning the mode knob to 10( 5-R), opening the shutter, 

se·t.ting the voltage to 0, ar~ng t.he Bloma·tion (which often disarms 

w.hen the shutter is opened), and gently squeezing the rubber bulb 

un·til a quiet click is heard, and the Bl:omation disarms. If it has 

been a while since you set the reference voltage, turn the mode knob 

to R and quickly set the voltage to 5 volts before setting 10( S-R) 

to OV. The rubber bulb 111.1st be squeezed gently, or some oscil

lations will show up on the trace, for some unknown reason. The 

relaxation will show up on the Tektronix scope. 
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6. Cbmputer Manipulations 

Once the data has been collected by the RLomation, it is trans

ferred to the pgr computer, from where it is sent to the VAX 

11/780. The procedure for starting the program has already been 

discussed. 

The first step is to log onto the compter. This is done by 

typing "T" when the menu is seen on the screen. At this point, the 

PET is essentially acting as a teminal to the VAX. 

There are a couple of important points in this regard. Any 

control character is typed by typing in sequence <OFF/RVS) followed 

by the letter. Note this is not done simultaneously; the <OFF/RVS> 

key must be released prior to pushing the letter key. A reverse

field square will show up on the screen to indicate a control char-

acter. The control option can be cancelled by typing 

<SHIFT><OFF/RVS). The return to the menu is done by typing 

<HOME:>. One annoying feature of the PET is that characters sent 

from the VAX are missed. Usually about every fifth character is 

missed, making the reading of the screen a challenging exercise. 

This is nothing more than an inconvenience. The transfer of data to 

the VAX is not affected. 

Logging in is done by the following sequence: 

<CR> 

USERNAME: RFP (or whatever it is.) 

PASSWORD: PORPH (it is not echoed.) 

WEL<DME TO VAX etc. 

TYPE TJlMP INITIALIZE MTA <DLLECfiON. 
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1_ TJtMP 

YOU ARE NOW READY FOR Ilo\TA COLLEcriON. 

IS THIS THE PET A criNG AS THE TERMINAL? Y 

$ <HOME> (to get back to the menu.) 

The data is transferred from the Rlomation to the PET by typing 

"B". The screen will tell you to type "Y". Ihing this starts the 

transfer, which will either be instantaneous, or will take about 15 

seconds. I don't know the reason why it sometimes takes so long; I 

believe the reason is in the Biomation. 

The next step is to set up the file parameters. This is done 

by typing "F". The program then asks for a header. If you have 

previously put in a header, and want to make minor changes, this can· 

be done by typing <SHIFT><CRSR t). You can then use the right and 

left cursor keys to type in new information, ended finally by a 

(CR). The carriage return need not be done with the cursor at the 

end of the line. 

The computer than asks for the program instructions. See the 

section on the Provencher program for det.a-ils. U;ually the sequence 

FTFTFFTFT 3 2 5 will work (the underlines re.present two 

spaces). If you have already entered this line previously, just 

type the cursor up and carriage return. 

Now you are shown the first 100 points and the last 20 

points. This is done because the Biomation often sends the last 

point as the first point.. With the Blomation used in pre-trigger 

mode with 2.00 on the indicator, the first 48 points should occur 

before the jump occurs. The point when the jump occurred is seen as 
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the first point which is very different. If this wrap-around 

problem occurs, then the first point after the jump occurs on the 

49th point. Very occasionally, the number of points before the jump 

can be much greater than 48. 

problem in the Biomation. 

This seems to be an intermittent 

The program asks you for the TO point. This is the point when 

the jump occurred. Using a setting of 2.00 in pre-trigger mode, it 

is 48 if there is no wrap-around, and 49 if there is. You then are 

asked for a TFIRST point. This is the first point used in the 

analysis. Usually the first few points are ignored, usually about 

five times the time/channel on the Bl.omation. You are then asked 

for TLAST, the last point to use in the analysis. Usually I use 

2045, which allows some slop in the last few points in case wrap

around occurs. (The Blomation collects 2048 data points.) The 

program now asks for the time/channel setting on the Bl.omation,. 

which must be put in exponential notation, e.g. O.IE-3. In all of 

these previous settings, you may re-use an old setting by typing a 

carriage return. H you want to change a setting, type "Y", and the 

program will ask for a new value. The last step is to ask if you 

are using two time bases. H you are using the dual time base mode 

of the Bl.omation, type "Y" and you will be asked a couple more 

questions. The PET gives you one last chance to change things by 

echoing the settings, and asking if it is 

OK. If not, you repeat the whole mess. 

The next step is to enter the editor on the VAX. This is done 

by typing "T" to talk to the VAX. Then: 



.! EDT TAPEl.DAT (TAPEl.DAT is the name of this data file.) 

FILE DOES NOT EXIST. (use any name you choose.) 

* I (This puts the editor in insert mode.) 

<HOME> (to get back to the menu) 
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The actual transferring occurs when you type "V" from the menu. The 

PET tells you to type "Y" when ready. The file will consist of 

three lines of headers, and 59 lines of data. The numbers 1 to 59 

will appear on the screen as the lines are sent. This only takes 

several seconds. If the transmission stops, as indicated by the 

nunbers no longer appearing, see the section on Snafu's. 

When the PET tells you that it completed sending the file, you 

must re-enter the editor, get out of insert mode, and save the file:. 

T (to talk to VAX) 

TALKING TO VAX 

< CTRL> Z (done by typing (OFF/RVS) followed by Z.) 

•· EX (to exit the editor.) 

DISK$ US ERFIL.El : [RFP .TJ IMP] TAP El • OAT; 1 6 2 LINES 

$ 

The file i.s now saved. You can do a quick analysis of every tenth 

point by typing: 

! DOIT 

FILE NAME (E.G. TAPE!): TAPE! 

IS THIS THE FIRST TAPE IN SET?: (Y or N, depending.) 

IS THIS THE LAST TAPE IN SET?: (Y or N, depending.) 

NAME FOR THIS SET OF DA.TA (E.G. T1T9): TlT9 (if last set.) 

DONE WITH OONVERSION (after several seconds) 



OUT OF DA.TA (after a couple of minutes.) 

*** ALL DONE WITH ANALYSIS *** 

!. 
You may look at the results by editing the file named TAPE1.SUM: 

.i EDT TAPE1.StM (see section of Provencher program.) 

* 6 (results start at line 7 or so.) 

* (period will repeat the present line.) 

* <CR.> (to see next line) 

* - (to go back one line.) 

~ QUIT (to get out of the editor.) 
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What just happened is this: The routine DOIT took the file 

DATAl .OAT, and if it is the first tape in this data set, copied it 

to file TAPES.DA.T. If it was not the first, it appended TAPEI.DA.T 

to the file TAPES.DAT. If this was the last data set, it re-named 

TAPES .DA.T to the name you input. The Provencher program wa·s then 

run on eve·ry tenth point of TAPE!, the results of which appear in 

TAPE1.StM. If this was the last set, it took all of the data files 

of this set from TAPES.DAT and re-named it T1T9.DAT. I usually 

collect 5 - 10 jumps for each sample, and collect them into one 

large data set. Eo/ comparing the results obtained from DOIT as you 

go along, you can immediately assess the reproducibility of the 

data. 

The analysis of a complete set of data, using every point, can 

be done by typing "ALL". You are then asked for a file name, e.g. 

T1T9 in the example above. The job is then submitted automatically 

to the batch queue, where it will take about 10 minutes for each 
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individual data set, longer of the computer is busy. The results 

will be in T1T9.ALL (summary of analysis), T1T9.0UT (the longer 

output), and T1T9 .INP (a listing of the input data). These files 

may be printed by typing PRINT Tl T9 .ALL, Tl T9 .OUT, Tl T9 .INP. 

The last option is to write the data to the PET disk or cas

sette tape. This is done, for example, to have a second copy of the 

results in case the VAX crashes, or to collect data when the VAX is 

not available. Simply type "W", and the program will ask whether 

you want to write to the disk or cassette, and will ask for a disk 

drive # and file name. 

If you saved da.ta on the PET disk or cassettes, they can be 

sent to the VAX as follows. Load TERM as you would for the T-JUMP 

program. Then, . instead of loading T-JlMP, load FILES TO VAX, and 

run. The menu has options for talking to VAX, and sending the 

files. After logging in a,s was described above, talk to the VAX, 

enter the editor w.ith a file name, go into insert mode, and return 

with (HOMD. Next, send the file by typing "S", at which time you 

w.ill be asked whether you are sending from the cassette or the 

d.i.sk. If it is from the disk, you a·re asked for a file name and 

disk drive. The file is then sent as before. When the file is 

sent, you talk to VAX, leave input mode with <OFF/RVS> Z as before, 

followed by EX to exit the editor. 

A word of caution is required here: The PET disks are well 

known for losing programs and data very routinely. The cassettes 

are more reliable, but much slower. I will generally save the data 

on both the disk and the cassette, relying on the cassette only if 
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the data on the disk is lost. If you rely on a single copy on a PET 

disk, you will often curse the PET at great length and emotion when 

your data is lost. The PET is used to it. 

7. Snafus (Problems and Solutions) 

There are a plethora of problems which come up because of the 

PET computer. Here I list several I am aware of, and the solutions. 

One problem occurs when the Bl.omation wi~l not trigger when 

performing the temperature-jump or by releasing and resetting the 

Slope +/- button. This is solved by typing on the PET: 

<RUN/STOP) 

READY 

POKE 28723, 146 

READY 

POKE 28722,0 

READY 

GOTO 200 (the menu will appear.) 

If the transmission stops in the middle (as seen by the numbers 

no longer appearing on the screen), you must turn off the power to 

the TNW 2000 box by turning off the circuit breaker to which it is 

plugged in, or by unplugging it if other things are plugged into 

that circuit breaker. The following sequence is then typed on the 

PET: 

PC IRQ SR AC XR YR SP 

1358 E26E ... 
• X 

CLOSE 4 



OPEN 4,4 

PRINT 114, "A" 

GOTO 200 (menu appears) 

T (to talk to the VAX.) 

(OFF/RVS)Z (get out of input mode.) 

* D %WH (delete buffer) 

* I (re-enter input mode) 

(HOME:> (menu appears) 

V (to send again.) 
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At which time you repeat the transmission. This problem sometimes 

never occurs in a day, and sometimes happens about every other time 

you send a file. It. is caused by the VAX sending a control char-

acter that the PET doesn't receive. 

If any problem occurs for which you appear to have no control, 

the surest bet is to turn off the PET, turn it back on, re-load the 

programs, and sta·rt fresh. Remember that the PETs are usually very 

unpredictable, and derive great pleasure at causing you much frus

tration and grief. 

8 • 'furni ng Off the T-J\.1mp 

To turn off the T-jump after a day's experiments, you perform 

the following tasks. 

Log off the VAX by typing "LO" ., 

'!Urn off the PET, disk, Pet Interface to Cuy 118. 

Turn off the lamp power supply, and record the finishing time 

and number of hours on the log. 
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Discharge the capacitor if it is charged, and turn off the 

Wallis high voltage power supply. You will hear a short beep. 

Turn off the Biomation and Tektronix. 

Turn off the photomutiplier power supply - the red button 

labeled "NETZ". 

Turn off the temperature bath, bath cooler, and digital thermo-

meter. 

Turn off the nitrogen flow. 

Turn off the circuit breakers for the baths and thermometer. 

Turn off the circuit breaker next to the sink for the HV supply 

and T-jump. 

Remove cell, wash it, and go home. 

9. Computer Cbnsiderations for the VAX 

Several files are required in order to use the VAX as described 

above. H:!re I will assume the directory is DISK$USER.FILE1: [RFP], 

although any directory will do. The sub-directory [RFP.TJtMP] 

should be created using ffiFATE/DIR [RFP. TJUMP] • 

The file [RFP] LOGIN. OOM should contain the lines: 

$ TJUMP :::o•@DISK$USERFILE1: [RFP]TJUMP 
$ EDT:••EDIT/EDT/COMMANJ)oDISK$USERFILEl: [RFP] EDTINI.EDT 
$ WRITE SYS$0UTPUT "TYPE 'TJUMP' TO INITIATE DA.TA <X>LLECTION" 

The file [RFP] EDTINI.EDT should contain: 

SET NONlMBERS 

The file [RFP] TJtMP. OOM should contain: 

$ SET DEF DISK$USERFILE1: [RFP.TJUMP] 
$ WRITE SYS$0UTPUT "" 
$ WRITE SYS$0UTPUT "YOU ARE READY FOR TJtMP DA.TA OOLLECTION" 
$ WRITE SYS$0UTPUT "TYPE 'HELPME' FOR TO GET INSTRUCTIONS" 
$ WRITE SYS$0UTPUT "" 



$ HELPME:==TYPE DISK$USERFILEI.: [JWN.EXPO] INSTR.DOC 
$ ALL :::o==@DISK:USERFILE1: [RFP .TJUMP]ALL 
$ DO IT:==@ DISK: US ERFIL El : [RFP. TJ IMP] DO IT 
$ INQUIRE PET "IS THIS THE PET ACTING AS TERMINAL? " 
$ IF PET.NES."Y" THEN EXIT 
$ SET TERM/HOSTSYNC/NOTAB/NOFORM 
$ EXIT 

The file [RFP.TJl.MP]ALL.a:>M should contain: 

$ INQUIRE P1 "FILE NAME " 
$ OPEN/WRITE JOB JO B.CX>M 
$ WRITE JOB "$ ASS Dt.MMY SYS$PRINT" 
$ WRITE JOB"$ SET DEF [RFP.TJl.MP]" 
$ WRITE JOB "$ @ANALALL ",P 1 
$ CLOSEJOB 
$ SUBMIT/NAME= 1 P 1 I JOB 
$ PURGE JO B •. roM 

The file [RFP.TJUMP]DOIT.OOM should contain: 

$ INQUIRE P1 "FILE NAME (E.G. TAPE!) " 
$ INQUIRE FIRST "IS THIS THE FIRST TAPE IN SET? " 
$ INQUIRE LAST "IS THIS THE· LAST TAPE IN SET? " 
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$ IF LAST.EQS.''Y" THEN INQUIRE P2 "NAME FOR THIS SET OF DATA" 
$ @[RFP.TJUMP]ANAL 1 P1 1 

$ IF FIRST •. EQS ."Y" THEN GOTO HERE 
$ APPEND 1 P1 1 .SUM SUMlO .1}\T 
$APPEND 1 P1 1 .OAT TAPES.DAT 
$ GOTO LAST ONE 
$ HERE: 
$ ropy 1 Pl1 .DAT TAPES.DAT 
$ COPY I p 1 I .SUM SUMlO .1}\T 
$ LAST ONE: 
$ IF LAST .N E."Y" THEN GOTO ALL DONE 
$ RENAME TAPES .1}\T 1 P2.1 .1}\T 
$ RENAM·E StM10.DAT 1 P2 1 .St.M 
$ ALL OONE: 
$ WRITE SYS$0UTPUT "***ALL DONE WITH ANALYSIS ***" 
$ EXIT 

The file [RFP.TJUMP]ANAL.roM should contain: 

$ DFASS/ALL 
$ ASSIGN SYS$0UTPUT FOR006 
$ASSIGN 1 P1 1 .1}\T FOR005 
$ASSIGN 1 Pl 1 .roN FOR020 
$ASSIGN 1 Pl 1 .INP FOR010 
$ RUN DISK$USERFILEI.: [JWN.EXPO] roNVERT10 
$ DFASS/ALL 
$ ASSIGN 1 Pl 1 .roN FOROOS 
$ ASSIGN 1 Pl 1 .OUT FOR006 



$ASSIGN 'P1' .StM FOR045 
$RUN DISK$USERFILE1:[..TWN.EXPO]EXPO 
$ DFASS/ALL 
$ DELETF/NOOONFIRM 'P 1' .OON;* 
$ DELETE/NOOONFIRM 'P1' .INP;* 
$ DELETF/NOOONFIRM 'P1'.0UT;* 

F.Lnally, the file (RFP.TJUMP]ANALALL.OOM should contain: 

$ ASSIGN SYS$0UTPUT FOR006 
$ASSIGN 'P1' .~T FOROOS 
$ASSIGN 'P1' .OON FOR020 
$ASSIGN 'P1' .INP FOR010 
$ RUN DISKsUSERFILEI.: [JWN. EXPO] CONVERT 
$ASSIGN 'P1' .OON FOROOS 
$ASSIGN 'P1' .OUT FOR006 
$ASSIGN 'P1' .ALL FOR045 
$ RUN DISK$ US ERFILEI.: [JWN. EXPO] EXPO 
$ ASS SYS$INPUT FOROOS 
$ ASS SYS$0UTPUT FOR006 
$ DELETE/NOOONFIRM 'P 1'. CON;* 
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A problem often crops up after collecting data for a while, 

namely the disk quota for this particular username fills up, giving 

you "Disk quota exceeded" errors. This is remedied by deleting 

unneeded files, like output files after they have been printed. 

Also, data files may be deleted, but only after they have been 

backed-up on magnetic tape. This will allow later analysis in case 

you decide to use a different type of analysis, etc. This tape 

backup is done as follows. 

After getting a new magnetic tape and mounting it on the tape 

drive, perform the following sequence ~only (repeating this will 

destroy all data previously written to the tape) : 

$ ALLOCATE MTO: 

MTAO: ALLOCATED 

!, INITIALIZE/DENSITY-1600 MTO: LABEL (LABEL is any 6-

letter label used to identify the tape.) 
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_Thereafter, you will allocate MTO: and perform the sequence: 

$ MOUNT/DENSITY=1600 MTO: LABEL (same LABEL you set above.) 

% MOUNT-I-MOUNTED, LABEL mounted on MTAO: 

~COPY T1T9 .OAT MTO:* (for any data files T1T9 .OAT) 

... 
$ DIRECfORY/PRINTER MTO: (gets a copy of files on tape) 

1, DISMOUNT MTO: 

$ DEALLOCATE MTO: (and remove tape from drive.) 

It is wise to put a label on the tape with the following in-

formation: LA BEL = LA BEL (or whatever it is); DENSITY=1600; 

CONTENTS "' T-JUMP 1)\TA. 

' ... , 

10. Using the Provencher Program 

The da-ta file sent to the VAX is made up as follows. The first 

line is a header,. up to 80 characters, identifying the particular 

jump. The next line contains program instructions for the 

Provencher program, usually FTFTFFTFT 3 2 5 or something similar 

(see below). The next line contains the TO point, the TFIRST point, 

the TLAST point; the time/channel, and the number of data points 

(2048) • The next 59 lines contain the data, 35 data points/ line 

coded in 2-digit hexadecimal numbers with a 3-digit check sum which 

i.s the sum of the 70 1-digi t hexadecimal numbers in the line. 

Another file can follow immediately after. The data are converted 

to a form suitable to the Provencher program by the program CONVER 

located in DISK$USERFILEl:[JWN.EXPO]CONVERT.EXE, for analyzing every 

point, and in DISK.$ US ERFILFl: [JWN. EXPO] CONVERT10 .EXE for analyzing 
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every tenth point. EXamples of how this is routinely done are shown 

in the files ANAL.ODM and ANALALL.COM listed earlier. 

The programs CDNVERT and CDNVERT10 read the data files from 

unit FOROOS, and write an eye-readable form of the data onto 

FOro 10. The file FOro 20 gets the file to be read by the Provencher 

program. If, for example, you just want to see the data for the 

file ~TA.DAT, perform the sequence: 

$ ASSIGN ll\TA .ll\T FOROOS 

1_ RUN DISK$ US ERFILEI.: [JWN. EXPO] CONVERT 

DONE WITH roNVERS ION 

$ DEASSIGN FOROOS 

$ PR INT FORO 1 0 • DA T 

The programs CDNVERT and ())NVERTlO are listed at the end of 

this section. 

The input for the Provencher program is arranged as follows. 

The first line of the input file contains an 80 character identifi-

cation header. The second line contains 9 columns of T' s or F' s, 

selecting program options, followed by three 3-digit integers 

selecting the number of exponentials and the .weighting of the 

data. The options of the first 9 columns are: 

1. LAST: 
T ~ last data set, program will stop at end of this set. 
F = not last data set, program will look for more. 

2. REGINT: 
T • data are in regular time intervals. 
F =data are not collected regularly. 

3. NOFASE: 
T • the signal at infinite time is 0, i.e. there is no 

baseline. 
F • the baseline is not known, and the program determines 

it. 



4. NONID: 
T = all the exponential coefficients are positive, namely 

the data go from large to small values. 
F • some coefficients may be negative. 

5. PRY: 
T = print out the input data. 
F .. don't print out the input data. 

6. PRPREL: 
T = print out information about the preliminary results 

in the analysis. 
F =don't, which is the value usually used. 

7. PRFINL: 
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T = print out information about the final iteration for the 
fit to the data. 

F =don't, which is also usually used. 
8. PLORES: 

T = plot the resifuals for the best fit. 
F • don't. 

9. REP FAT: 
T = print out a second copy of the summary of the results; 
F = don't. This is always set T to get a second copy of the 

results sent to file FOR045. 

The three numbers following these 9 T's and F's are each three 

digits, and must be right-justified. The first is the number of 

exponential components the program searches for, usually set to at 

least one greater than the number you expect. It may be between 1 

and 5. The second number determines the manner of weighing the 

data. Its values may be 1 = no weight, +2 or -2 = weight by 1/Y, +3 

or -3 = weight by 1/Y2 , and 4 = weights input in data file. The 

differences between +2 and -2 are small, as are the differences 

between +3 and -3. I don't know what the differences are. The 

third number is set to 5. It has no real purpose. 

That takes care of the second line. The nature of the third 

line depends on whether the data are in regular intervals. If the 

data are not in regular intervals, the third line the number of 

points, in the first 5 columns, right-justified. The fourth card 

and subsequent cards contain the time values, 5 per card, in 5El5.6 
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format (15 columns), the exponent being right-justified if 

present. Following the time values are the Y-values, in 13F6 .2 

format, namely 13 values, using 6 columns each. (This format was 

changed from the original version to allow more efficient use of 

file space for the T-j ump data, which come as 3-digi t integers.) 

Following these are the weight, in 5E15 .6 format, if the weighting 

function was 4. 

U the data are in regular intervals, which is our case, the 

third card contains the number of intervals. Up to five separate 

intervals may be used, which allows use of the dual time base option 

on the Bl.omationo The format is IS, namely five columns, right-

justified. The next line(s) contain the time for the first point in 

the set, the time for the last point in the set, and the number of 

points, in 2E15.6,I5 format, one line for each interval. The fol-

lowing lines contain the y data, in 13F6.2 format, as above. This 

is followed by the weights, if the weighting function = 4, in SE15.6 

format. An example of an input file written by program OONVERT is: 

IDENTIFICATION FOR THIS DATA 
FTFTFFTFT 3 2 5 

1 
o. 

125. 124. 122. . . . 
99.E-3 1990 

120. 117. 11~. 112. 110. 105. etc • 

The Provencher program reads the data from file FOROOS, writes 

the complete output to FOR006, and a one-page summary of the results 

to FOR045. This last file is the most useful, as the results for 

several consequetive data sets are listed very concisely. See the 

file ANALALL.OOM above for an example of using the Provencher pro-

gram. 
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The output of the program tells you the best fits asstming 

different numbftrS of exponential components, and their relative 

merits. For e.ach solution, it tells you the alpha's (the exponen

tial coefficients), the lambda's (which are 1/T, where T is the 

relaxation time for this component), and the estimated errors in 

each of these values. The standard deviations of the fits are also 

printed, along with lots of other information of unknown signifi

cance. See Adrienne Drobnies' thesis for an example. 

The program listings for the programs OONVERT and OONVERT10 

follow. 
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Program Convert. Program to convert temperature-jump data file 

into an input file for the Provencher program, analyzing every 

point. 

c 
c ·········~··••*********************************************···~~···~ 
C • THIS PROGRAM CONVERTS T-JUMP DATA INTO THE FORM REQUlREC FO~ 
C ~ THE PROVENCHER DISCRETE PROGRAM TO RESOLVE THE DATA INTO THE. 
C ~ SUM OF UP TO 5 EXPONENTIALS. 
c 
c 
c: 

C 
c: 
c 
c 
( 

c 
c 
c 
r· 
c 
c 
t:: 
c: 
c 
(: 

c 
c 
c 

c 

* 
* THE 
... 
* ... 
* • . ., 
* .. ., 

FORMAT FOR THE INPUT CATA FILE lS <FILE 5l 

l. 
~-

4 

80 CHARACTER IDENTIFICATION HEADER 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PROVENCHER PROGRAM ?Ll,JI! 
FIRST .. LAST. T=•lt.• TIME/CHArWEL.· rw. OF F·•:•HHS 1N 

DATA SET. NO. OF TIME BASES <1 OR 2), NO OF POINTS 
Hl FIRST Tlt1E BASE. SECONC• TIME.'CHANNEL rW C•F" 
F·OWTS IN FH:ST TIME E:ASE, CiJ4 .. F:::•~·I4.-J4.j4.F.::~•; 

THE DATA IN HEXADECIMAL FORM, ?S TWO-DIGIT DATA POINTS 
WITH J-DIGJT CHECkSUM PER LINE. 
CHECKSUM=SUM OF 70 l-DIG HEX NUMBERS 
59 LINES, LAST LINE 0-FILLED. 

• THE FORMAT FOR THE OUTPUT FILE IS <FILE 20) 

... 1 
~-

4 
5. 

6. 

IDENTIFICATION HEADER 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PROVENCHER PROGRAM 
NUMBER OF TIME BASES <l OR 2) 
TSTAI;'T .. TEND .. NO OF F'OINTS IN FJI;:ST TJr1E E:ASE 
TSTART, TEND, NO. OF POINTS IN SECOND TIME BASE 

<IF RE(JIJIREC•l 
THE DATA IN l!FG. 0. 1J POINTS/RECORD 
THE NEXT DATA SET FOLLOWS IMMEDIATELV IF PRESENT 

t: * 
C • ANOTHER FILE ECHOS THE INPUT FILE <FILE l0l 
c * c • l 1 C• HEAC•EJ;· 
c. * 2. 
c * 

rJO OF POHHS .. FIRST. LAST. T=•~ F"OINTS
TIMEICHANNEL <1 OR :l 

c .. THE C•ATA W 25I5· 25 POJNTS.·'LJNE 
c * 
r *THE DATA ARE READ IN AS INTEGERS IN HEXADECIMAL <: FORMAT• 
C • THE I.~OrNEI':S I Or~ TO REAL NLIME:EJ;·S IN OUTF·I_IT IS C•ONE e:•,• 
C • INSE~TlNG A ~EC~MAL POINT AS A HOLLERITH CONST~NT 
c •••**********************************************************~····~· 

'· 

c 
c 
c 
( 

c 
c 
c: 
(: 

* ... 
THIS PROGRAM WAS WRITTEN BY JEFF NELSON .. OCT · 1~88. 
MO::•I F I EC• FOf:' C•UAL TIME SASE OPERATJ ON C•EC. . l?E:l . 

$ YARTA8LE TA~LE. 

I 
S HEAC•10:;::i.'t) 
I HEAC•2 0:.0:0 • 
4 NDATA<2100) 
S r~SUM•:0::0l 
S PH(1 
S rJFST 

IDENTIFICATION HEADER, ~0A4 

PROGRAM INSTRUCTIONS, 20A4 
DATA IN INTEGER FORMAT 
CHECKSUMS FOR EACH LINE 
POINT AT WHICH T=0 CTEMP JUMPl 
FI~ST POINT TO BE USED IN ANALVSJS 



c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
~: 
(. 

C' 
c: 
c 
c 
c 
c 

I 
I 
$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 
$ 
$ FILE 
1 
t 
I 
I 
t 
1 

NLST 
Tlt1E1 
T lt1E2 
NPOJrH 
r~Te: 

rKHAf~ 

TABLE 

FILE rw. 
FILE NO. 
FILE r~o. 

FILE rw 

.. 
~· 
6 

1(1 

2\!1 

LAST POINT TO BE USED IN ANALYSIS 
TIME/CHANNEL FOR FIRST TIME SASE 
TIME/CHANNEL FOR SECOND TIME BASE 
NO. OF POINTS IN DATA SET CUSU. 2048) 
NO OF TIME BASES Cl OR 2) 
NO OF POINTS IN FIRST TIME BASE CIF REQ'D) 

INF'LIT FILE 
OUTPUT FILE FOP DETECTED ERRORS IN CHECKSUMS 
FILE LISTING INPUT DATA 
OUTPUT FILE DESTINED FOR PROVENCHER PROG. 

25lb 

C 11111111111$1S$1Stttt111111111$$$$1111111t11111111f.$111111111111t111 
c 

DlMENSION NDATA•2190).HERD1•20),HEAD2c28),N$UMC68) 
!0 REA~'5-880.END=10B)HEAD1 

3\)(1 FOf:·t1AT' 21~A4 :· 
J.i:YrCo l.W 

109 STOF ·DONE WITH CONVER~ION' 
110 PEADC5-B10~HEAD2-NFST.NLST.NT0.TIME1.NPOINT-NT8.NCHAN.TIME2 
EH• F(!f:·t1AT•: 2BA4,'J.I4· F8. t), J I 4 .. F8. 13, 

C ~ NT~ = NO OF TIME GASES IS B OR 1 FOR 1 TB. 2 FOR 2. 
C ~ NCHAN. TIME2 HAVE NO MEANING IF NTS. NE. 2 

1F•NT8 NE ~)NT8=1 
c 
C • READ IN THE DATA 
c 

~ J=1,NPDINT,J5) 
820 FORMATC!5Z2.Zll 

C ~ CHECK THE CHECKSUMS 
c 

r1·.::.= •. NF'O lfH +::;:4 :• ,·:; 5 
C ., t1.~ IS THE NUt1E:Ef;: OF LINES IN THE FILE -:LISU :,;n 

c 

c 

.-

lE:(t 

S40 
... .. 
-

2Ct(l 

C•o) 2i.~t'• 1 =1.· t12. 
rHOT=•~ 
r·o H:•::o .J=l.· ::5 

I rWE)•:=-I r~C•E:,<:•l 
NTOT=NTOT • •NDATACINDE~) AND. 'F'Xl • CNDATAC!NDEX~/16) 

COtlTJrWE 
IF•NTOT NE. NSUM'Ill THEN 

WPlTE•€, 840•I.NTOT,NSUMri) 
FOIO:t1AT C ,•. ****'•*'•**·* ERf;:Qf;: IN C:HEet::SUM . .,*********' , / .. 

***"***·'•** ··. I2, ·· TH LINE **'~**~,..,,.,,.,.,.-, .-' . 
*'.,****'•*'•'• NT(IT=·· .. ]4 .. ·· f~SUM=· .. I 4, ·•****·., ,.,,,_,,.,.- ., 

WRJTECl~.S40)I, NTOT.NSUM'I) 
EtWIF 

COfHlfRIE 

* WP!TE FlLE 19 FO~ L!STING TO THE LINE P~lNTER 

S!t'!t 

"' 

:-::;.?.L~ 

s:-eo 

~::::~~ 

WRITE(1~-858)HEA01.HEAD2,NPOINT.NT8.NFST.NLST. TIME1 
FCORMAT0:1H1· ~\!IA4/1H . 2etA4-/I5 .. · NITA· POINTS·/ 

T=B POINT = ··. 14/. Fif;'ST POINT = ··. I4/ 
· LAST POifH = ··. I4/' TIME/CHANNEL= ··. E18 :;:, 

1F(NT8 EQ. 2) WRITEol0-S6~)TlME2.NCHAN 
FOF:t1ATO:. TIME BASE ~ = .. E10 J:/I!o· ·· POINTS IN FlFST TE:·' 
l~f;· !TE<ll~· 8:"0.l 
FCif:'l1tH•:.') 
w;·ITE•: 10. s:::(t 'o r~C·ATAO: I). I=1· r~F'OlfH) 
F0Rt1AT•:1H . 2'5I5 • 



( * WRITE FILE 20 FOR PROVENCHER PROGRAM 

'· 

c 
r 
c 
c 
t: 

c 
c 

c· 
c 
t:: 
c 
( 

c 

€:90 

"' .. 
"i< 

-·· .. 
+: 

"+: . , 
.. , 
,.. 
"' 
* .. 
* 

JF CNT8 NE. 2l THEN 
NPTS=NLST-NFST+1 
TZERO=FLOATCNFST-NT~l*TIME1 
TLA5T=FLOATCNLST-NT0l•TIME1 
WR1TEC20·S90lHEAD1.HEAD2.1.TZERO.TLAST,NPTS 
FORMAT(20A4~20A4/, 15./ t1P2E15 7. I5) 

ELSE 

2 

DUAL TIME 8ASE -
FIRST POINT OF T. 8. 1 IS NT~. THIS IS 1. UNLESS THERE 

THERE IS ROLLOVER FROM THE BIOMATIQN. WHERE NT0=~ 
FIRST POINT OF T. 8 1 TO BE ANALY:ED IS NFST, 

TIME = 'NFST-NT0l*T1ME1. 
LAST POUlT OF· T. E: 1 IS tKHAN + NT0 •:E:IOr1ATION COLLECTS 

NCHAN INTERVALS AFTER FIRST POINT IS TAVEN 
TIME = NCHAN * TIME1. 

NO. OF POINTS IN T. 8. 1 IS NCHAN + NT0 - NFST + 1 . 
FIRST POINT OF T. 8. 2 IS NCHAN + NT~ + 1. 

TIME = NCHAN * TIME1 + TIME2. 
LAST F·DHH OF T. 8. 2 IS t~LST .. TIME = NCHAt~ += TIMEl + 

CNLST - NCHAN - NT0l * TIME2. 
NO. OF POINTS IN T. 8. 2 IS NLST - NCHAN - NT0 . 

NPT1 • NCHAN + NT8 - NFST + 1 
NPT2 = NLST - NCHAN - NT0 
TZER01 = FLOATCNFST - NT~) * TIME1 
TLAST1 = FLOATCNCHANl * TIME1 
TZER02 = TLAST1 + TIME2 
TLAST2 = TLASTl + FLOATCNLST - NCHAN - NT0l * TIME~ 
WRJTEC20.8~0JHEAD1.HEAD2,2,TZER01.TLAST1.NPT1. 

TZER02.TLAST2,NPT2 
ENC• IF 
1~1=·1 TE •. 213. :?>.1•)) 'NC•ATA •: I). I =NFST, NLST l 

900 FOr."11AT-'l::?:•:I5·lH ••) 
GOTC• ll1 
ENC• 

25lc 
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Program ConvertlO. Program to convert temperature-jump data file 

into an input file fGr the Provencher program, analyzing every 

tenth point. 

PRCIGRAI1 CCIINEf;: 

C * ••• THIS PROGRAM ANALYZES EYERY TENTH POINT *** 
c 
( *************************************************************~****** 
C * THIS PRCIGPAM CONVERTS T-JUMP DATA INTO THE FORM REQUIRED FOR 
C * THE PROVENCHER DISCRETE PROGRAM TO RESOLVE THE DATA INTO THE 
C OF UP TO 5 EXPONENTIALS * SLH1 
c * 
C FORMAT FOR THE INPUT DATA FILE IS <FILE 5) ~' THE 

·c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

..:: 
c 
c 
c 
( 

c: 
c 
'·· c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
~~ 

L 

(. 

c 
c. 
r.: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
r· 
c 
c 

* 
* 
* 
* 
... 
.... .. 
* 
'"'· 
* .. 
* 
* THE 
,f: 

* 
* , .. 
* 
* 
* 
* 

1 
~. 

.::.. 

4 

SO CHARACTER IDENTIFICATION HEADER 
INSTRUCTIONS FOP PROVENCHER PROGRAM ~L1.:I: 
FIRS~ LAST, T=e, TIME/CHANNEL, NO. OF POINTS IN 

DATA SET, NO OF TIME 8ASES <1 OR 2), NO OF POINTS 
IN F I F:ST T I 11E EASE, SECCtNC• TIME. 'CHANNEL.· 

Cl.I4 .. F8. 0, I4.· I4, I4·· F€:. \!1) 
THE DATA IN HEXADECIMAL FORM, l5 TWO-DIGIT DATA POINTS 

WITH 3-DIGlT CHECKSUM PER LINE. 
CHECKSU11=·SLH1· OF 71!1 1-C• I G HE:": NUME:Ef;:S 
59 LlNES, LAST LINE 0-FILLED. 

FORMAT FOR THE OUTPUT FILE IS <FILE 20): 

l. IDENTIFICATION HEADER 
2. INSTRUCTIONS FOR PROVENCHER PROGRAM 
3. NUMEER OF TIME £ASES <1 OR 2) 
4 TSTART. TEND, NO. OF P~INTS IN FIRST TIME 8ASE 
5. TSTAPT, TEND, NO. OF POINTS IN SECOND TIME 8ASE 

<IF REQLIIREC•) 
~. THE DATA IN 1lF6. 0. 1l POINTS/RECORD 

• THE NEXT DATA SET FOLLOWS IMMEDIATELY IF PRESENT 
... 
• ~NOTHER FlLE ECHOS THE INPUT FILE <FILE 10l. 

"' 
* 
* 
•• ... 

1. 
2. 

I C• HEAC•ER 
IW OF POirHS. FIRST, LAST· T='!t F·OJNTS.· 
TIME/CHANNEL <1 OR 2) 
THE DATA IN'25I~. 2~ POINTS/LINE 

t: THE DATA ARE READ IN AS INTEGERS IN HEXADECIMAL c: FORMAT) 
* THE CONVERSION TO REAL NUMEERS IN OUTPUT IS DONE 8Y 
* INSERTING A DECI~AL POINT AS A HOLLERITH CONSTANT. 

"' * *** THIS VERSION ANALYZES EVERY 10TH POINT. *** 
* 
••*****************~************************************************ 
• THIS PROGRAM WAS WRITTEN SY JEFF NELSON, OCT., 1980. 
* MODIFIED FOR DUAL TI~E BASE OPERATION DEC., 1~81. 

*******************~************************************************ 
s VARIABLE TABLE .. 



L: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
~~ 

c: 
r 
c 
c 
t: 

t: 
c 
c ,-

c 

f. 

• HEAC•1 20) 
$ HEAC•2 20"! 
$ NC•ATA 21€1€1:• 
t NSLII10: €1) 
f. NTe 

• NFST 
I NLST 
$ Tli1E1 
t Tli1E2 
$ I~F'OI NT 
I IHB 
t IKHFm 
I 

• FILE TABLE 
I 
$ FILE NO C' 

~· s FILE NO. 6 

• FILE 1~0 1€1 
z FILE NO. 2€1 
$ 

IDENTIFICATION HEADER. 2~A4 
PROGRAM INSTRUCTIONS, 2~A4 · 
DATA IN INTEGER FORMAT 
CHECkSUMS FOR EACH LINE 
POINT AT WHICH T=0 CTEMP JUMP) 
FIRST POINT TO 8E USED IN ANALYSIS 
LAST POINT TO .8E USED IN ANALYSIS 
TIME/CHANNEL FOR FIRST TIME BASE 
TIME/CHANNEL FOR SECOND TIME 8ASE 
NO OF POINTS IN DATA SET CUSU 2048l 
NO. OF TIME 8ASES C1 OR 2l 
NO. OF POINTS IN FIRST TIME 8ASE <IF REQ D' 

WPUT FILE 
OUTPUT FILE FOR DETECTED ERRORS IN CHECKSUMS 
FILE LISTING INPUT DATA 
OUTPUT FILE DESTINED FOR PROVENCHER PPOG 

DIMENSION NDATAC210€tl·HEAD1<20>.HEAD2C20l.NSUMC60) 
10 READC5.S0€t.END=100lHEADl 

·~:(10 FOR11fH• 2(1A4> 
Gt)TO 11i.~ 

1~0 STOP 'DONE WITH CONVERSION· 
110 READC5.S1B)HEAD2,NFST.NLST,NT0, TIME1.NPOINT.NTB.NCHFtN.TIME2 
810 FORMATC20A4~~I4·F8 e.!I4.F8 01 

C * NTS = NO. OF TIME BASES IS 0 OR 1 FOR 1 TB. 2 FOR 2. 
C * NC~FtN. TIME2 HAVE NO MEANING IF NTS. NE 2 

IF<NTB. NE 2)NTS=1 
c 
C • READ IN THE DATA 
c 

REAC .. :5. 82l'nO:O:NC•ATAO:J+I-1l· I=l, !5) .. I~SUMo:J/:5+1:•. 
J=l, NF'OINT. ~5) 

c 
C • CHECK THE CHECKSUMS 
c 

M2~<NPOINT+~4)1l5 

C * M2 IS THE NUMBER OF LINES IN THE FILE (USU 5~) 
C•O 2€10 I =1, 112 

c 

c 

IHOT=I3 
[;o(l 18€1 J=1.·: 5 

I NC·E~·:= I NC•E)•:+1 
IHOT=IHOT + <I~C·ATA-:INC•E:,O. ANt• · F :o + •:I~C·ATA-:INC·E;•:).-'16) 

H:f:t COIH IIWE 
IF'NTOT . NE. NSUMCI)"l THEN 

WRITE0:6.840li,NTBT.NSUMCI1 
-::41!f F0f;:I1AT •: .··. -·· -•******'•** ERF:Of;· IN CHECKSUM "'"'*~"~·~'~·•'*'•'·· · ...... 

.-, ... . *•**"'"'"'*"'* ,· · I 2, .· TH L. I NE ***** '*'**** .·· , / · 
**'*'**'•'•*** NTOT=··, I 4 .. ' NSLIM=·· .. I 4, *-~***"'**""''' 

WRITE(10·840)I,NTOT.NSUM0:]) 
E14C•I F 

·:.our 1 NLIE 

• WRITE FILE 10 FOR LISTING TO THE LINE PRINTER 

WRITE(10·8~€t)HEAD1.HEAD2.NPOINT.NT0.NFST.NLST.TIME1 
S~0 FORMAT(1H1.~0A4/1H ,20A4/I~.' DATA POINTS'/ 

2 T=€1 POINT= ... I4/' FIRST POINT= •, 141 
J ' LAST POINT= •, 141' TIME/CHANNEL= ',E10 ~) 
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c 

IF<NTB. EQ. 2l WRITE~10.860lTIME2;NCHAN 
E:60 FORMATe TI11E SASE 2. = . , E10. J/I5.· ,. F·C•WTS IN F'II''ST Ts-· l 

WRITE-:10.· S70l 
871!1 FORMAT(/) 

~~RITE•:10 .. 881!1) WC•ATA•: I), 1=1.· NF'OWT:l 
880 FORMATi1H .25I5l 

C ~ WRITE FILE 20 FOR PROVENCHER PROGRAM 
c 

c 
C: 
c 
c 
l: 
c 
t: 
c: 
c 
c 
c 
t: 
c 
c 
c 

c 

8~(1 

* 
* ... 
... 
-~ 

-~ ., 
.. 
... 
* 
:+: ., ., 
... ., 

IF <NTB . NE. 2> THEN 
NPTS=tNLST-NFST)/10 + 1 
TZERO=FLOAT~NFST-NT0>•TIME1 
TLAST=TZERO + 10. •FLOAT<NPTS-1)•TIME1 
WRITE0:20.S~O~HEA01.HEAD2.1.TZERO,TLA$T.NF'TS 
FC•f::MAT•:20A4/20A4/, I5.· / •:1F'2E15 7 .. I5.> ) 

ELSE 
CoLIAL T I 11E BASE 

FIRST POINT OF T. 6. 1 IS NTI!t. THIS IS 1. UNLESS THEPE 
THERE IS ROLLOVER FROM THE BIOMATION, WHERE NT0=~. 

,IRST POINT OF T. B 1 TO BE ANALYZED IS NF'$T. 
TIME = <NFST-NTO>•TIME1 

LAST POINT OF T 6. 1 IS ~CHAN + NT0 (6IOMATION COLLECTS 
NCHAN INTERVALS ~F'TER FIRST POINT IS TAKEN 
TIME = NCHAN * TIME1. 

NO. OF POINTS IN T. 6. 1 IS NCHAN + NTI!t - NFST + 1. 
FIRST POINT OF T. 6 2 IS NCHAN + NTI!t + 1. 

TIME = NCHAN • TIMEl + TIME2. 
LAST F'O !NT OF' T B. 2 IS NLST, T li1E = IKHAN -~ T I MEl + 

O:NLST - NCHAN - NT0l • TIME2 
NO OF POINTS IN T. B 2 IS NLST - NCHAN - NT0 . 

NPT1 = 1 + (NCHAN + NT0 - NFSTl I 10 
TZEROl ~ FLOAT<NFST - NT0l * TIME1 
iLFtST1 = TZEI':01 + 10. • Tli1E1. * FLOATUJF·T1 - 1) 

N2F' = NFST + 10 * <NPT1 - 1) + 10 
NPT2 = 1 + ~NLST - N2Fl ; 10 
TZER02 = FLOATO:NCHAN) * TIME1 + F'LOATtN~F - NCHAN' • TIME2 
TLAST2 = TZER02 • 10. * TrME2 * F'LOAT,NPT2 - ll 
WRITE(20·890~HEAD1.HEA02.2.TZER01.TLAST1,NF'T1. 

2 TZER02.TLAST2.NPT2 
EI~C· IF' 
l~f'·rTE•:Z£1. SOOO••NC•ATA•:Il· I=I~F'ST. I~LST.·10• 

SO•~l~ Fo)fi:r1AT0:1::;.- J5, 1H. l l 
GCoTO 113 
r:: Ill.• 
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11. Program Listings for the PET 

The following programs used for the PET are listed below. The 

program SET UP initializes and loads the programs from a disk. The 

program T-JtMP collects the data and saves it on VAX or PET disks. 

This is the program we have been concerned with above. TERM con

tains assembly-language routines to transfer the data from the 

Bl.omation, talks to the VAX, and converts the data into the file 

which is sent to the VAX or PET disks. It occupies memory locations 

130~ex to 1FFFhex• and its memory map is listed below. The 

assembly language program is in a folder by the T-jump. The program 

FILES TO VAX sends files saved on PET disk or cassettes to the VAX, 

and is used if data were collected while the VAX was not available. 

In order to initialize a PET disk to contain the programs, you 

can e·ither duplicate a disk that already has the programs (see PET 

2040 disk manual), or put a new disk into drive O,initialize it and 

perform the following sequence: 

Load the program "SET UP" from the cassette by the PET. Then 

(The responsed from the PET are deleted): 

OPEN 8,8,15 

PRINT/18," IO" 

SAVE "@O:"SET UP" 

Then, load the program TERM from the cassette labeled "TERM,T-

JUMP" by inserting that cassette, and: 

LOAD 

SYS(64785) 

.S "@0 :TERM" ,08,1300,2000 



.x 

NEW 

Then, load the program T-JUMP from the same cassette: 

LOAD 

SAVE "@0 :T-JUMP" ,8 

Finally, load the program "FILES TO VAX" from the cassette, 

LOAD 

SAVE "@0 :FILES TO VAX" ,8 

253 

Which completes the process of initializing the disk. It may 

now be used to load the programs as described earlier, and to have 

data written to it. 

The listings of the programs follow. 



Program Set Up. Program to load the temperature-jump programs 

from the PET disk. 

!00 POKE 52,t:POKE 5J,19 
110 PRINT"lT-JU~P DATA COLLECTION SET UP" 
129 PRINT 
119 PRINT"DO THIS:":PRINT 
140 PRINT" 1 PUT DISK IN DRIVE 0" 
150 PRINT" 2 - TYPE 'TERM'" 
160 PRINT" 3 -TYPE 'T-JU~P'N 
200 WPUT Kt: 
210 IFKt:•"TERM"GOT0500 
220 IFKt:•~T-JUMP"GOT0600 
2J0 PRINT"WHAt??":GOT0200 
590 CLOSEE: 
~10 OF'ENE:.E:,1!o 
!o;:l:t F'RlNT•e:, "10" 
~!9 PR1HT PRINT" ** LOADING TERM **" 
549 LOAD"TERM",B 
600 PRINT:PRINT" TYPE: LOAD ";CHRt:(J~li"T-JUMP"iCHR$(]4); ",8" 
610 PRINT:PRINT" THEN: RUN" 
629 NEW 
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Program· T-Jump. Program to collect data from the temperature-

jump instrument. 

100 POKE ~2.0:POKE 5J,19:REM SAYE MEM 
110 POKE 2972J,146:REM 8255 MODE 
11~ POKE 29722.0 
120 OIM Ht~J>:REM FILE HEADER. ETC. 
200 PRINPJ" 
210 PRINT" 82 TRANSFER FROM B2IOMATION":PRINT 
220 PRINT" T2 T2ALK TO YAX":PRINT 
210 PRINT" F2 SET F2ILE PARAMETERS•:PRINT 
240 PRINT" Y2 SEND FILE TO Y2AX":PRINT 
250 PRINT• W2 W2RlTE FILE TO DISK OR TAPE•:PRINT 
2~0 GET Kt:IFKt•••GOT0290 
!00 IFKt••S•GOT01000 
!10 IFKS•"T"GOT01590 
J20 IFKt•"F"GOT02900 
Jl0 IFK~•"V"GOT04~00 
J4~ IFKS•"W"GOTOJ909 
JS0 FNTN. 2.00 
1000 REM TRANSFER DATA FRO~ SJOMATlON 
1995 PRINT~JBIOMATION TRANSFER":PRINT 
1:910 PRJNT"n'PE '"r" WHEN READ"r'" 
1020 GET Kf:lFki()"Y"GOT01020 
102!- P~: J NT"'t'"· 
1:03€1 J:F<P-EEI(•:2S721)AND9)00 GOT010J0 
1040 SYS~72J2) 
10'4"lll PRINT: PRINT'" TRANSFER FRO I'! SI OMA·T ION COMPLETE" 
1060 T•n 
10•70 IF< n-n (40 GOT010·70 
1:080 GOT0290 
1~00· REI'! TALK TO YAX 
1510 PRJ N·P 3TALK TO YAX. • 
1.52.0· S't'S<769S) 
1:5'10 PR I NiT"'lOONE W•I TH YAX" 
1540• T••T"I 
1:550· I.F· Tl-T<49 GOT01550 
1560 GOTO 209 
2000 REM GET FILE PARAI'IETERS-
2910 PRIN:'f"'J": PRINT" LAST HEADER 
2020 PRIN.THI(9-) 
2930 INPUT H$(0) 

.. 

2050 PRINT: PRINT" LAST PROG. INSTR. . .. • 
2060 PRJ NTH$·-< 1.> 
2070 INPUT HtC1) 
20S0· PR1NT:PRINT•FJRST 190 POINTS:":PRJNT 
2990 IN~•5119 
2109 BLt•~ • 
2100 FNR I•1T0180 
2120 INS(lN~~+1 
2020 Rt<STRt<PEEK<INX)) 
2140 PRINTLEFTt<BLt.4-LEN<SS)l;SS; 
2159 NEXTI 
2160 IN~(6946:REI'I LAST 29 PTS 
2168 PRINT:PRINT•LAST 29 POINTS:":PRINT 
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21S0 FOR l•1T029:INX•IN~+1:St•STRt<PEEK<INX)):PRINTLEFTI<~Lt.4-LENC5fll.Sf. 



21910 NEXTI 
2200 PRlNT:PRlNT"T9 ••;TB~.·NEW T97 • 
2219 GET KS:lFKS•""GOT02219 
2220 IF KS•"Y"THEN INPUT" NEW=•;TB?. 
2239 PRINT:PRINT•FIRST POINT ••;TF~."NEW FIRST?" 
2249 GET kf:IFKt••"GOT02240 
2259 IF Kf•"Y"THEN INPUT" NEW•";TFX 
22~9 PRINT:PRINT•LAST POINT •";TL~. "NEW LAST? • 
2279 GET KS:IFkf•"•GOT02270 
22S9 IFKS•"Y"THENINPUT" NEW=";TL~ 
2299 PRINT:PRINT"TI~E/CHANNEL•";TCS."NEW T/C? • 
2!00 GET Kf:IFKS=""GOT02J00 
2J19 IFKS•"Y"THENINPUT" NEW•";TCS 
2320 PRINT:PRINT"TWO TI~E BASES?" 
2JJ0 GET Kf:IFKS•""GOT02ll9 
2340 IFKt<)"Y~THEN NT~•1:GOT024l0 
2J~0 r•T:~-~ 
2160 PRINT:PRINT"2NO TIME/CHANNEL•";T2s. "NEW T/C? • 
2l70 GET KS:IFKS•""GOT02l79 
2JS9 IFKS•"Y"THENINPUT" NEW•";T2S 
2!99 PRINT:PRINT"PO~NTS IN FIRST T. S. •";CH?.,"OIFFERENT VALUE?" 
2409 GET KS:lFKS•""GOT02490 
2410 IFKS="Y"THENINPUT" NEW=";CHX 
24J9 PRINT:PRINT:PRlNTHfC9l:PRINTHfC1l:PRINT:PRINT"T9 . ";T0~ 
2449 PRlNT"FlRST";TFX:PRINT"LAST ";TL~ 
2459 PRINT:PRINT"TJ"E/CHANNEL ";TCf 
2469 IF NTX<2 GOTO 2499 
2470 
24910 
24912 
24913 
2500 
2.~10 
2515 
2520 
2.530 
2540 
2.550 
2560 
2!t70 
2.se:0 
25910 
2690 
2619 
2~29 
26J9 
2649 
2.699 
:1000 
!910 
J020 
3039 
]1!149 
l050 
!05!t 
!060 
:1070 
J0S0 
]9910 
!129 
l1J0 
J299 
n10 
nz0 
n:::0 
n40 

PRINT"2ND T/C ";T2S PRINT"POINTS IN 1ST T/C";CH~ 
PRlNT.PRINT:PRINT"ALL OK?"; 
GETKf:IFKS=""GOT02492 
IFKS•"N"GOTO 2000 
REM SET UP HfC2l 
E:Lf·=" 
ZS=STRS: < TF:~ l 

" 

Sf="9013013"+RIGHTf•:Zf .. LEIHZSl-1 > 

HS:<2l•RIGHTf<Sf,4) 
Sf•=" • +STRSC TL:~) 
Hf(2l•HfC2l+RIGHTf<Sf,4l 
Sf•" •·+·STR·S·< T0:~ l 
H$.( 2) •HS·< 2> +RI GHTf·( Sf. 4) 
Hf·C 2 l •Hs·c 2 > +LEFTS:•: BLS·, 8-LENC TCfl )+TCf 
HfC2l•HSC2>+"294S" 
IF NT~<>2 GOTO 2690 
HSCZ>•H$~2)+" 2" 
SS·•" "+STRs·c CHX) 
H$(2l•HS(2l+RIGHTS<S~4) 

HSC2l•HS<2>+RIGHTSCBL$ .. 8-LENCT2f) )+T2S 
GOTO 299 
RE~ WRITE TO OISK OR TAPE 
PRINT"JWRITE TO T2APE OR D2lSK?" 
GET!($: J:FKf•" "GOTOl929 
IFI<f•"T"GOTOJ129 
IFKs<>"O"GOTOl919 
PRINT:INPUT"DISK ORIYE";F$ 
INPUT "FILE NAME";F2S 
FS•FS+":"+F21 
FS•FS'+", SEQ, WRITE" 
OPEN 19,£1,2,FS 
GOTO 3290 
PRJNT:INPUT"TAPE FILE NA~E";F$ 
OPEN 10,1,2.FS 
FOR I •9T02 · PR I IHU0, HS •: I); CHRI C 13); : NE>:T l 
POKE74l6,8:POKE7437.29 
FORI•1T059 
SYS<7424> 
FORJ•8T072: PR I NTI19, CHRS <PEEK< 7562+J l) .; : NE>:T J 
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325~ PRINTI1~,CHRf<1l>; 
3255 PRINTI; 
326~ NEXTI 
33~9 CLOSE11!1 
l310 GOT02~0 
35~~ PRINT"TRANSFER FRO" DlSK TO YAX" 
351~ GOT02EI9 
4990 PRINT"TRANSFER FRO" DISK TO YAX" 
4919 GOT0200 
4599 RE" SEND DATA TO YAX 
4510 RE" PUT HEADER INTO ~OCATIONS 
4529 RE" f1FA0 TO f1FFF 
4539 RE" OR LOC 8996-8192 
4549 PRINT"lTRANSFER DATA TO YAX":PRINT 
455~ PRJNT"TYPE 'Y' TO START" 
4560 GET KS:JFKSC)"Y"GOT04560 
457~ PRJNT:PRINT"SENDING TO YAX" 
4600 FOR 1•0 TO 2 
4610 FOR J•9 TO LENCHfCJ)>-1 
4629 POKE 8996+J,CASCC"JDtCHSCJ),J+1,1>>AND127> 
4630 NEXT J 
4649 POKE 5952,8996AND255 
4650 POKE 5953, INTC8996/256) 
4669 POKE 5924,4:RE" IEEE DEYJCEI 
4679 POKE 5925,LENCHfCI>> 
4689 SYSC5928>:RE~ SEND LlNE 
4699 NEXT J 
480£1 RE"· NOW SENt• DATA 
4819· POKE 7436,~:POKE 74]7,29 
4820 POKE 5952,1l8:POKE 5953.29 
4'8!0 POICE 5025·7:?. 
484~ FOR f•1T059 
48~0 5't'S 0: 7424J 
4860· Sis'S C :;i02E:) 
4870 PR WTI; 
4889 NEXT 
4899 PIUNT: PR'JNT.: PRINT" DONE W'ITH TRANSFER" 
4900 T•Tl 
4·910 lF TI<T+49 GOT04·910 
4·990 GOTO 299 
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Program Term. Memory_map for the assembly language routines 

used by the program T-Jump. Locations 1400h - lBFFh are ex ex 

used for data storage. 

1J'Et9 48 49 FF 8£:1 22 EB 98 48 
UE18 R9 9Et C8 09 El:! eet e-e eet 
1UEI A£:1 4EI E8 29 4EI Fe Fl At• 
13:18 2l EB 29 F7 8D 2l EB REI 
1329 99 ce 09 93 99 99 9EI AD 
1328 4EI EB 29 91 Fe Fl AD 22 
13lEI ES El9 EIB 8D 23 EB R9 FF 
1J:lB BD 22 EB 68 AS 68 69 ER 
1l4EI 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 
1l4S 9S 48 AD 4EI E8 99 92 BD 
use 49 EB Ae 9EI C8 D9 9l EIEI 
u:os· EIEI 9EI AD 4EI EB 29 BEl D9 
1:!60 F! AD 40 EB 29 FD 8D 40 
Uf.E: ES AD 20 £E: 4SI FF 8D SIB 
1!7'0 13 AD 21 EB 0SI 98 SD 21 
1l7B ES Ae ee CB D0 93 90 90 
13Be ete AD 4e EB "'C:. 

"~ 89 Fe Fl 
USB A£• 21 EB 2SI F7 80 21 ES 
1!.SI£t ASI FF Bt• 22 E~ 68 AS AC• 
1!516 SIS 1:!: 60 ee EA EA EFt EFt 
1lA0 94 4·SI EA EA AC• A1 1 ,. -· oe 
1lR8 91 6e 7S SD CS 1J AE Ae 
1lSe l.l Ae ee R9 11 29 50 1C 
nee 2e Eel 1l e9 SA 1D 2SI 7F 
uce 28 50 1C 2e Eel u ce ce 
1lC8 4'9 De Fe A9 91:• 29 59 1(: 
1lD9 2e EB 1l AS' u 29 50 1C 
1li>B 28 EB 1l 29 ES 1l 2e ES 
UEB 1l 58 69 EA ER ER ER ER 
1lES 28 88 1C 29 7F C9 1l De 
1lF9 89 2e 88 1C 29 7F C9 11 
1lFS De F7 6e ER ER ER ER ER 

1Cee R9 91 SD 32 79 R9 99 80 
1C9E: u 1C A9 14 SD 1C 1C EA 
1C19 AD l1 7e 2SI 82 Fe FSI AD 
1C18 l8 7e BD ee ee EE 18 1C 
1C2e De BR EE 1C 1C AD 1C 1C 
1C28 C9 1C Fe 9D R9 el eo l2 
1CJ:e 78 RSI 1!11 SD l2 79 4C 11!1 
1CJ:8 1C RSI Ele 81> l2 79 6e EA 
1C4e 78 29 eet 1C 58 69 EA EA 
1C48 FIR AA AA FIR FIR FIR AA RR 
1C:00 48 AD 49 EB 2SI FB BD 49 
1C58 ES SA e9 21!1 29 EIEI 1l AD 
1C60 4e ES 1!19 84 80 49 ES 68 
1C6S 48 21!1 91!1 1l AD 49 ES 29 
1C7EI FB 8D 49 ES R9 lF EA 29 
1C78 9EI 1! AD 4EI E8 99 94 BD 
1C80 4EI ES 68 6EI EA ER EA EA 



.. 1cee AO 40 Ee 29 FS 80 40 E8 
1C90 SA 99 49 20 00 13 AD 40 
1C9e ES 29 FD 90 40 Ee AO 21 
1CA0 EB 29 F7 90 21 EB AD 40 
1CAB EB e9 e4 eo 40 Ee 20 48 
1CBEI 1l 48 AD 40 E8 29 FB eo 
1CBS 40 E8 AO 4e E8 e9 02 eo 
1CC0 40 E8 AD 21 E8 e9 9e eo 
1CCe 21 Ee A9 SF 20 ee 13 AD 
1CD0 40 Ee e9 94 80 49 E8 68 
1COS 6e AA AA AA AA AA AA AA 
1CE0 AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA 
1CE8 AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA 
1CFEI AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA 
1CFS AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA 

1oee ASI 0e 80 96 10 80 87 10 
1008 A9 BA AA RO 23 14 RB 4A 
1011!1 4A 4A 4A 21!1 60 10 9D 00 
1018 1C ES 98 20 60 10 90 00 
1020 1C EE ec 10 00 eA EE eo 
1028 10 AD 00 10 C9 1C Fe 24 
1010 ES 00 DB AD 87 10 20 7e 
1038 10 90 00 10 EB AD 86 10 
1040 AS 4A 4A 4A 4A 2e 7e 10 
1048 90 oe 10 Ee 9B 20 10 1D 
1D50 90 00 10 61!1 A9 30 EB F0 
i058 OA 90 00 1C 4C 56 10 EA 
106e 29 ElF 48 1e 6D 86 10 eo 
1068 B~ 10 90 Ell EE 87 10 68 
1070 2~ ElF 09 31!1 C9 lA 30 0~ 
1D7E: 18 69· Et·7 60 EA EA EA· 24 
1D8e !-6 BEl' 00· 00 00' 00 e9 01 
10BE: AA AA 10 !8· 30 31 30 !2 
1:090 !0' !! 30 34 30 35 30 JIS 
1098 1e 37 10 1e 1e n 3e 4'1 
10A0 3e· 42 3e 43 3e 44 3e 4-~ 

1DAE 30 46 31 lEI 31 :u· ::U. 32 
1.080 31. ::r.::: 31 34 31 35 31 3'6 
1088 31. 37 31 3e :fi. 39 31 4•1 
1DCI!I 31 4'2 l1 4'3 l1: 44 31 4·5 
1DCe l1 4'6 32 31!1 32 l1 32 l2 
1001!1 31 30 l9 AA RA AA AA· AA 
1008 RA AA AA RA AA AA AA AA 
iDEe AA AA RA RA A~ AA AR AA 
10E8 AR RA RA RA AA AR AA AA 
1DFI!I AA AA RA AA AA AA AA AA 
10F8 AA AA eRA AA AA AA AA AA 

1:£1!10 9l 13 eo ee EA EA EA EA 
1EEI8 58 20 E• FF Fe 12 80 81 
1£10 1E C9· 13 Oe· e1 6e 20 7e 
1£18 1E 4C 20 1E EA EA EA EA 
1£20 78 A2 04 A9 11. 20 SEI 1C 
1E2e A9 01 20· ee 1F 29 7F CSI 
1EJEI 1'l Fe· 16 CEI 81 DEl 97 48 
1EJB A9 1l 20 50 1C 68 C9 ee 
1E4EI FEI 21 99 AS 1F Ce 4C 2A 
1£48 1E 28 88 1C 29 7F FEI F9 
1ESe C9 11 Fe e7 99 AS 1F ce 
1E58 4C 49 1E R9 1l 2e 58 1C 
1E6EI 4C 2A 1E 4C 58 1F EA EA 
1E68 EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA 
1E7EI AO e1 1E eo BEl 1E C9 9J 
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.. 
U78 oe e9 2e 02 FF A9 ee 80 
nee el 1E 6e C9 83 oe e1. 6e 
1£88 C9 12 Fe 1s C9 92 oe 28 
1E9e AD 0l 1E oe e1 68 A9 90 
1£98 80 0l 1E A9 14 2S 02 FF 
1EA0 E'0 80 e:;; 1E ASI 12 29 02 
1EA8 FF A9 20 20 02 FF A9 92 
1E80 2e 02 FF 60 EA EA EA EA 
1ESEI AE Sl 1E Fe SA A2 S0 SE 
1EC0 03 1E 29 1F 4C DE 1.E A2 
1EC8 18 00 E7 1E De SA BD E6 
1E00 1E 81> 00 1E <4C DE 1E EA 
1E08 CA CA os Eo 29 7F ec. ee 
1EE0 j,£ A2 e.- 2s !50 1C 6S EA 
1EES 18 03 SA 11 FF 14 7F 94 
1EF0 99 1:0 ec 91 et> 81 88 90 
1EFE: EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA 

1Fe9 EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA 
1F0S AD ee 1E eo 82 1E A2 SA 
1F10 00 47 1F oe eA BO 4E' 1F 
1F18 80 92 1E 20 02 FF 60 CA 
1F29 CA os EO C9 69 99 es 29 
1F2B SF 4C 18 1F C9 29 80 E8 
1Fl0 A9 12 2S 02 FF AO se 1.E 
1Fl8 e9 49 29 02 FF A9 92 29 
1F4(1 02 FF 69 EA EA EA EA EA 
1F48 90 es 11 SA 14 7F eo ec. 
1FS9 14 SF EA EA EA EA EA EA 
1F~8 ~8 BC 69 1F A9 se c8 ce 
1FE'EI 91 Fe eE E:lSI AS 1F 29 7F 
1.Fe:e: SD ee 1E 20 es 1F 4C ~E 
1F70 1F 4C' 98 1E EA EA EA EA 
1F78 EA EA E.A EFt EA EFt EA EFt 
1FS9 98 4•8 A9 FE:l 29 88 1C Fe 
1F88 98 80 SF 1F 6S AS ASI 9[) 
1F9EI 69 C8 oe Fe 68 AS ASI 99 
1FS18 69 AA AA AA AA AA AA AA 
1FA9 AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA 
1FAS AA l~ l8 9D ll 2E AA AA 
1F69 AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA 
1'FBS AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA 
1FC9 AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA 
1FC8 AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA 
1FD9 AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA 
1.FD8 AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA 
1:FE9 AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA 
1FE8 AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA 
1FF0 AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA 
1.FF8 AA 40 <4F 4E 49 !54 4F AA 
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Prog·ram Files to Vax. Program to send data files from the PET 

disk and cassette tapes to the VAX. 

10 REM SEND T~JUMP DISK FILE TO YAX. 
190 POKE~2.9:POKE5J.19 
l99 PRINT"l T2 T2ALK TO YAX•:PRINT 
]10 PRINT" 52 S2ENO FILE TO YAX":PRINT 
409 GET k~:lFKt••"GOT0490 
419 IFKS••T"GOT01900 
420 IFkf••S"GOT02990 
439 GOTOl99 
1999 PRINT•J TALk TO YAX:" 
1919 SYS<?688> 
11!120 PRlNT"l DONE WITH YAX" 
11!1~1!1 T•TI 
11!140 IF T"J<THI!I GOT011!140 
11!151!1 GOTOll!l0 
2990 REM SEND FlLE TO YAX 
2010 REM·SUFFER STARTS AT LOC 8096 
2920 REI1 LOC 5924· HAS IEEE DEYICEI· 
20~~ REM LOC 5952.505J HAS BUFFER LOC 
2040' POKE 5024:, 4: REM· IEEE OEV ICE t 
20~0 POKE 5052.80~6AND25S 
201:)0 POKE. 50!-J, I IH ~ 805'6,'25f; I 

20\"0· SL•B05'6 
20·:"5 INPUT' " 02lSK OR C2ASSEiTE".o Ql 
2980 I'F QI·••C • THEN OPEN 8. 1: GOTO 2590 
2985 IF Q,s,o·o·aoTo 2075 
2090' I NPLIT • DR I YE I • "; Of' 
21.09 INPUT •· F'I LE NAME • "; Sf: 
2200 OPEN S.S.14.Dt~•:•+SI+",SEQ.READ" 
2500 FOR I'•1T062. RE11 62 LINES l.N· FILE 
2510 INPUnS.Lf 
2.515 PRIN·Tl; Ll 
252.1!1 FOR J•9 TO LEN~Lf)-1 
2.539 POKE J+SL. <ASC~11·IDI<Lt. J+1.·1) >AND127) 
2549 NEXT J 
2559 POKE 5925.LEN~Lf~ 
2560 SYS<5928) 
2589 NEXT I 
2590 PRlNT~ DONE WJTH TRANSI11SSION" 
2595 CLOSE 8 
2699 T•Tl 
2610 IF TlCT+49 GOT02619 
2629 GOTO l90 
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APPENDIX C 

Cbmputer Programs to Analyze Ethidi um Melting Iata. 

The programs to analyze the ethidiun melting data are located 

in the directory DISK$USERFILEI: [JWN.MELT] of the Bl.odynamics VAX 

11/780. There are four of them: MELT .FOR, DYEML T .FOR, DYEPLT .FOR 

and STAT .FOR. The programs are compiled and linked essentially 

identically: 

$ FOR/ CHE<X=ALL DISK$ US ERFILEl: [JWN .MELT] MELT 
T LIN MELT,DISK$USERFILEI:[JWN]JWNLIB/LIB 
S FOR/CHE<X=ALL DISK$ US ERFILEl: [JWN .MELT] DYEMLT 
T LIN DYEMLT,DISK$USERFILEI: [JWN]JWNLIB/LIB 
S FOR/CHE<X=ALL DISK$USERFILE1: [JWN.MELT] DYEPLT 
T LIN DYEPLT, [JWN]JWNLIB/LIB,IGL/LIB 
S FOR/ CHE<X=ALL DISK$USERFILEl: [JWN .MELT] STAT 
$ LIN STAT, [JWN]JWNLIB/LIB,IGL/LIB 

1-bwever, the programs should have execuatble images under the same 

names, so compiling and linking should not be necessary, and you can 

simply run the programs. This appendix explains the use of these 

programs, with examples, and lists the source codes for DYEMLT and 

STAT. The programs are eye lie, meaning that you traverse a loop 

indefinitely. Each time through the loop allows you to change some 

parameters, while keeping others the same, allowing great 

flexibility on the use of the programs. 

MELT .FOR subtracts the reference from the sample, and 

interpolates the data to regular intervals, starting at 0°C and 

continuing at 1 o C intervals. The use of this program is essentially 

like MELT! on the PDP-BE. Subtract the cell blanks, but set the 
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high temperature absorbance to 1., and interpolate to regular 

intervals of 1°C. 

The program DYEMLT takes one sample from the melting curves, 

and determines the upper and lower baselines from the extinction 

coefficients input. From these baselines, the fraction double 

strands and fraction ethidium bound are calculated. The ·data DllS t 

be at 260 and 283 nm, and must be interpolated to intervals of 

1 a C. In practice, several attempts t11.1st be made at .estimating the 

values of the extinction coefficients for the double strands and the 

bound ethid.ium. An example of running this program is given below. 

A visual check of the fit is given by running the program 

DYEPLT, which plots the experimental data, the baselines, and the 

fractions double strands and ethidiun bound calculated from them. 

The program usually uses default plotting parameters, however the 

option is given to change the plot parameters to make plots for 

figures, or to plot the nliiiber of ethidium ions bound instead of the 

fraction of ethidi.un ions bound. The program is basically self

explainatory, and no example or listing i~ given here. 

The program STAT performs the statistical calculations to fit 

the data, and plots the resulting ln( ~) ~· 1/T graph, as well as 

individual experimental and calculated fractions double strands and 

ethidium bound. An output file can also be written, showing the 

calculated values for the ethidiun binding constant, and the 

calculated and experimental data. 

The details of the model are taken care of in the subroutine 

PARTIT in the program STAT. It is very simple to change the model 
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by simply defining the statistical factors gi (see Olapter IV) • 

Several different models can be programmed into this subroutine, and 

the particular model is chosen by the value of MODEL requested in 

the main program (see example below). Presently, there are 9 models 

to choose from for the oligomers rCA5G + rCU5G. The procedure for 

determining the best fit between the model and the data is explained 

in <llapter IV. 

Examples of running the programs MELT, DYEMLT and STAT are 

given below. B!fore running these programs, it is useful to assign 

the plotting terminal to be used for the plots. For example, if you 

want to use the Tektronix terminal hooked up on the port TTG2:, 

simply ALLOCATE TTG2: and ASSIGN TTG2: GTERM. Replace the TTG2: by 

the specific port for any other plotting device. 

Following the examples of running the programs are the listings 

for the programs DYEMLT and STAT. 



An example run of program Melt • 

.t SET l•EF C•ISt::.tUSEF:FILE1 C.Jlm t1ELTJ 

.t F'UN t1EL T 
~ILENAME · ~AT E~TENSIDN ASSUMED IF NOT GIVEN) R55E~~. DRT 

f;:(A5•~·f=·CU5C,+ETHIC· R55E~2 ~7N0'.,':::1 ~t1r1 CELLS ~M Tr1TE: 5 1 1 5 ETH.'SH: .Jim 
~ C.I'·'Er·:s.. ~ l~RVELENGTHS. ~0:.0 Nr1.· ~~:Jrm 

1.L.l :'o>1TR ::::ETS MIN TEMP = -0. 1 MAX TEMP = 0:.~ 0:. 

CGRRECT W L 1? ~ 

SU8TFR~T CUV ·~ FROM OTHERS, Y 

E:Lrw;:;;: TO .:.LtE:TRRC.T FRt)t1 CELLS 2 4 
c:Lr:tw: ~=c. 

E:t.Rrlt .. = C•~.C. 

E:U=trH: = ~·:.:, 

PEL A8S TO DIVIDE INTO CELLS 2 
F:EL RSS = 1. 
i~EL RF.:S = 1 
R!;L AE.S = 1 

CORRECT W L ~~ Y 

SUSTRACT CUV #1 FROM OTHERS, Y 

BLANKS TO SUBTRACT FROM CELLS 2 4 
8LAW: :: ~=J 
f::i..r:ttH; = c•:: 
8LANI = ~~J: 

FEi.. ABS TO ~IVIDE INTO CE~LS Z · 4 
F:EL AE:S l. 
F'EL A8.: = 1 
!:'t'&... AE::o;. = 1 

INTERPOLATE TO RE~ULAR INTERVALS~ ~ 
ST~RTJ~G TENP (0EG () = e 
I t•O·Et•ENT = 1 
Fli..ENAME , DAT EXTENSION ASSUMED IF NOT GIVENl. R55EZ~. REG 
A~OTHER DATA SET~ N 
CiOOC·B~'E THEN 
I 
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An example run of program Dyemlt • 

.t F· ::•','Et1L T 

2~~ A~~ :~~.ORDER COEFF FOR S. S. <-2 35 AND -0 8~?7 FOR RCA5G+RCU5Gl 

INPUT RN0THE~ DATA FILE' V 
~ILE~~ME ' ~AT E~TENSION ASSUMED IF NOT GIVEN) R5SE~~. REG 

P(i15C..+F=:C LI5G+ETHIC• f:·SSE~~ 27'NOV:::1 .O:MM CELLS . ~M TMTE: . 5 1 1. 5 ETH/SH .JWN 
: SAMPLES. 6? DATA SETS. ~~8 = W. L. 1. 28! = W l. 2. 

L~H 1C H Si=tt1F'LE : 1 
i :•Etl1 HEAC•EF' FOf:· THIS $At1F'LE 
HR5C,+F'CLI5G+ETHit·II.It1 501.1t1 Srf::At~C·S 5 ETH.'STF: 
PATHLENGTH OF CELL <IN (Mi =. 2 

CHANGE THE EXTINCTION COEFF VALUES~ V 

EXT 5~ ~EG SLOPE E:<T 8 C•EG SLOPE EXT 58 DEG SlOPE 

[ S I I~GLE Srf::At~C· ]( 

1 4C•C!E+C15 1. :?C1C!E •C1~ 1 1:!"0E••~~ 2. 400E+02 4 17t•E•04-1. 0412tE+Ct1 
1 

... 4 r: .:. ... - -· 
( ETHIC• I Ut1 Ff:·EE ETHIC•IUM E:(ILII~C· ]( ETH I!:• JLIM Ff::EE 

i 70(•E·•~-I·-2. 55i:tE+(tl 9. 1€18£+(1: -1. 500E+01 !t. 40(1E+1)4-7 ~:: 8E +•H 
~ :10 11 1~ 13 14 

CHANGE WHlCH P~PAMETER~ !~ 
OLL VALUE FOR 15 = 2. 28000E+04 
tlEL~ './ALLIE 

260 Nt1 

EXT 50 ~EG SLOPE E:.:T e C•EG SlOPE EXT 50 DEG SLOPE 

][ SINGLE STii'Fti~C· 

4 ~H•E+04 (1 -' 
ETH IC• JI.IM 

-. 2•30E••Zt4 5 .... 
15 
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0.Z•.Z•E +(11) 
::: 

e:ourn· ] 

.)(••Z.E+01 
1€. 

1 480E•05 1 ~O~E+82 1. 1lOE+05 2 400E+S~ 4 170E+04-1. 848E•01 4. 210E•04 0 000E•00 
J. 2 - 4 ~ e. 7 ::: 

ETH lC•Ilit1 FREE ETHIDIUM BOUND ][ ETH I!:• I LIM Fli'EE ETHIC•ILIM E:C•IJNC• l 

1. 7'00E+04-2. 550E+01 9. 100E+OJ-1. ~00E+Et1 ~. 400£+04-7. S?0E+01 1. S50E+04 5. 000E+01 
9 10 11 12 1? 14 15 1.£, 



CHANGE WHICH PARAMETER? 
MA~E FILE OF EXTINCTION COEFF DATA? Y 

CALCULRTE F ~ALUES? Y 
USE ABSORBANCE AT 50 DEG FOR CONC? 
CORRECT THE ABSORBANCE$ FOR 1 CM PATHLENGTH 
ABS (,;;~0 NMl 50 DEG = 7 44 
RBS (~8: NM) 50 ~EG = ~. 45 

WRITE RESULTS TO SCREEN? Y 
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10 LlNES PRIN~E~. THEN OUTPUT WAITS FOR A <CR~ TY~E "R" ~CR~ TO £ND PRINTING 

Rr:f15 +RCL'';•::.•ETHlt• R55E22 ~71W'·/~:1 2t1t1 CELLS ~r1 Tr1TE: 5 l l 5 ETH/SH .JWIJ 
f::Cf15 +I:'CU5t.j+ETHIC•1LIM 5i)UM STF:AI~C·S 5 ETH/SJI;: 
E•T TF:AIIC• CONC = 5 t<•Z~;;:HtE-05 TOT ETHIC•ILIM COIK = :;.: 5~15.;::E-•Z15 

TSt1F' 

1': 

(I 

l 

8 

FRACT DBL STR FPACT ETH SOUND 

'~ 
0 
IJ 
(1 

(I 

0. 
(1 

0. 
~21 

0 

;?t3(1(H~5 

:-·r:.·;:::::tE-5 
:a5J.~:57" 
~45~77 
;:.: 579(1 
:?2:!:ete:::: 
~125'$! 
:?(•1: 4€. 
:::~•(1~71 

:::~;?5~:(1 

0 :?:?:?3 7:3 
C't. :?~:::4:::J 

0 ~S'8C.17 
0 :?:?€-i-i-7 
•Zt :?:?4126 
0. :;.~~!r$16 
(1. ~:?'3127" 

~; :?:?5176 

l~f::lTE AI~ CII.ITPUT FILE •.)F RESLIL TS~· •,• 

F!:'ACT OTH 

(1. :?:?:?::::::~ 

~j 9~:?4:! . .:: 
lj :?:?8514 
~;. ::-=':::P!-2':. 
~;. :?~€..!,55 

e. :?:?4H1(1 
et. :?9555:? 
~ 9S'~~z..:::5 
L?f ~:?';.:lJ 3' 
~ ~~3-3"4 

f~ l LEtlAt1E •: C•AT E:<TEIE I Ctl~ ASSUMEC• 1 F tWT G lVEN .1 · E.;;2t 

INPUT ANOTHER DATA FILE~ N 

CALCULATE F VALUES~ N 

WRTTE RESULTS T(l SCREFN~ 
~'' I 



An example run of program Stat. 

l' f;:UrJ STFtT 
INPUT NEW MELTING CU~YES~ Y 
FILE~AME < ~AT E~TENSION ASSUME~ IF NOT GIVENl E221 
PC~5G•~(~!G•ETHIDIUM 50UM STF8NDS 5 ETH/STP 
FlLENAME • ~AT EXTENSION ASSUMED IF NOT GIVEN) 
T~iER110 '/ALLIE~ 
NO F·i•~·At1 C·EL TA H C·EL TA ::: 

1 HEL.I >: 0 (tiloi?<•~E +~et 1!1. (ll~\?t'JE+~!II':• -. [•'•'E 0. (H;t eu;. E .. •21t~ '~ (H) •'H) E .. ~~ 13 ... 
- s Il:jf1t1 0. Oi.1130E+0(• €1. (•(101!tE•C•I?I 
4 TAU 0 et0•!10E +eu~ ~). 130(1L;tE +.Z0(1 

CHANGE WHICH PARAMETER (0=DONE) l 
NEW VALUES !1/LINE) 
-4:: (i.Z,II 
-1.:: ·: 

CHANGE WHICH PA~AMETER ((1=DONE) 
NEW VALUES (1/LINEl 
(1 

:.. :?!-.t . 

CHANGE WHICH PA~AMETER O:B=DONEl • 
NE'~ 1/ALLtES <1.'LINE:O 

CHANGE WHICH PA~AMETER r~=DONE:. 
N~ICH MODEL NUMBE~? 

-. ... 

1 A~L SITES EQUAL 
2 = 1 STFONG SITE <SIGMA) 
- = TWO STPONG SITES ON END •TAU) 
4 = STRONG SITE ON 2ND B. P 
5 = ST~ONG SITE ON JRD B. F. 
~ = C00PEPATIVE BINDING <TAUl 
- = ST 0jt1A. TAU SH:Or••j SITES 
8 ST~ONG SITE + COOPERATlVE 
~ = TWO STRONG SITES + COOP 

HE~GE~ FOR THIS RUN 
[•Er'E•IIS Tr.:~. I OrJ )F r:·t;:cu::,r.·AM STA f 
DEMONSTRATION OF PROG~AM STAT 

110C•EL USEC• I~AS. -. ... 
i:·ELTA H C•EL TA ~ -· 

-4 J~etC1E+1N -1. ~!;:(1@£+02 
0. 013(1L_1E +Oi.~ 1) •30(1•)C:+(10 
0 et001?1E•00 !•. :?~2!iE+etO 
0 1313i:.0E + (11?1 0. 0000E +l!u_1 

- ~15:E+0J 
1. eten30E +t1(1 
2 (1('(1:.£+(11 
1. 0000E+t<€t 

t; o: 2~C·EG • 

1 
1 
1 
1 

!7t0C1~~E +(1(1 
(1(•0C1E +eu;. 
1)1)(1(•E .. (1(1 
(1(o(a3E ... oc• 

HELl :•: 
C•.,'E I::.LIESS· 
S I Cif1A 
TALl 
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-1. 44~2E+04 -2. 6496E+01 
1. l461E+02 4. l550E-01 

6 050~E+B4 DVE, FIT. 
E~·,;:oJ;: 

REDUCED CHI SQUARED 

t1EL T Fd:•'r'Ei Fo HELl~< • F'r) !NTS FlT 

0'·/Ef;·ALL ... 
~·- 05~E-06 1. 4;:::E:E -•)J 

.:. 5 052E-oe; 1 48:3E-0: 1' 

NAME ~OP DISV FILE ~RETURN = NO~E• 
F I LEW1t1E ·: Nt T E:.:TEt~S I (IIJ As;;;r_IME!:O : F NOT (j I '·/Ern 

t1>1VE: F'LOTS'' I~ 

M~kE FlT FROM CO~STANT F'ARAMETE~S~ ~ 

INPUT ~EW MELTING CURVES~ 
THE~· ~10 '·/HL LIE::; 
NO. F~RA~ ~E~TA H DELTA S 

l HEL ]:·: -4 : (•(H)E •04 -1 2:::•3C•E ••)2 
•, C•','E e. •3~HJ(1E ••30 •3. 0•3.:t•3E+00 ;;. 

- S 1 GI1A •:t '~l1(10E••:tC1 5. 95~!-E+lt(t 
4 T~U 0. 00•2t•3E••~•3 0. 0(H2t•3E•C•0 

CHANGE WHICH PARAMETER <0=DONEl 
WHICH MO~E~ NUMBER~ 

1 

1 = ALL SITES EQUAL 
2 = 1 STFONG SITE iSJGMA! 

= TWO STFONG SITES 0~ END ~TAU) 
4 = STPONG SITE ON 2N~ 8 F' 
5 = STPONG SITE ON JRD 8 P 
0:. = CCII)PEf;·ATI'·/E BINC•ING •:TAU• 
;" Sifjt1H. Tt1LI SH'OIHj SITES 
8 = STPONG SITE • COOPERATIVE 
~ TWG ST~ONG SITES + C00F 

HEADER FOR THIS PUN 

t1(•C·EL USEt• L~o1S l 

C•EL TA H C•EL it1 s t:: f .-,eo 
.~ .. · C•Er~ i 

-4 : (u:ti.~E •04 -1 2.::C•(1E•C1~ - 515: E+•2t: 
~~ ~),3C10E·~>(1(1 I) •:t0<)(1E +(1(1 1 00(u;tE +\?1(1 
(1 •:1(1~~(1E •(1,:1 ... :?!o~5E+•~u_:e -·· .. •)0<21: E ~-c11 .... 
0 (1':.~1'jE .. ~)(1 t; ~)(t(1(tE ••.!t•~ 1. l11j(H)E +01.1 

-1. 46: t:.E•(•·~ - ... '::1C·:::oe:••:tl. 1 74:::7E+C•':: 
l ;- 4•.:" 2E •0.2 rr i-4::-7E-01· ·'· 

PE~UCED CHI SQUAPED 

i1El.. T F<C•','E ' ~ 0: HELl:": l F·,:r I rns 

01/EF:ALL :?. f176E-C1io -. Ct1C1E-0:: 

1 ~- 076E-0oo!. ' OlCiE-0: 1::: 

NAME FOR DIS~ FILE (RETURN = ~ONE) 

1. 515J.E •C•: 
1. 0\?IC••;tE ••-"(' 
2 CtOC,JE••:t1 
1. •2t000E+C1(1 

HELl>: 
C•'•'E r~UESS 

~·I (jt·1A 
T'"IU 

C•','E .. F'IT 
E;;:f;·OF' 

FlT 

FILENAME • DAT E~TENSlON ASSUMED IF NOT GlVENl· 

t1i~t.E PLOTS~· 
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Program Dyemlt. Program to convert melting curves of ethidium 

bromide+ oligonucleotides into fractions double.strands and 

ethidium bound. 

P~OGRAM ~YEMLT 

c 
C ••••••*************************************************~**********e* 
r * THIS PROG~AM CALCULATES THE FRACTION OF ETHIDIUM 80UND AN~ THf 
C • FPACTION OF STRANDS IN DOUBLE HELICES FROM THE MELTING CURVES. 
C * THE DATA IS ON DISk FILES W~ITTEN 8Y THE PROGRAM MELT. WHICH 
C • CORRECTS THE DATA FOR 8LANkS. 
c * 
C * THE FRACTION OF ETHIDIUM ~OUND AND DOUBLE STRANDS CAN 8E 
C • DETERMINED 8Y KNOWING FOUR E~TINCTION COEFFICIENTS FOR 
'· *TWO WAVELENGTHS. ~26~ AND 28? NM, USUALLY' 
c 
r 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
( 
c 
c 
( 
c ,. 
c 
( 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
( 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

~ 

• 
• 
* 
• 
• 
• 
• 
* ~HE 
* 
6 

* 
~ 

* 
~ 

• 
• 
• 
• 

A•260) = CSS*ESS + CDS•EDS + CETH 1 80UND>•EETHt80UNO~ + 
CETH(FREE)•EETH'F~EE) 

AT THE SPECIFIC TEMPERATURE. 

CTOT'STPAND$j = CSS • CDS KNOWN FROM HIGH TEMP A8S 
CTOT(ETHl = CETH(80UND) + CETH'FREEl 

E~TINCTION COEFFICIENT DATA REQUIRED JS <FOR 80TH W L. $) 

~. 

4 

6 . 
7 . 
s 

E'SS-~0 DEG C) 
SLOPE OF E'$$) VS TEMP 
E(D$.0 DEG (j 

SLOPE OF E'DS) VS TEMP 
E(ETH.FREE~50 DEG C) 
SLOPE OF E'ETH,FREE) YS TEMP 
E(ETH.SOUND.B DEG C) 
SLOPE OF E'ETH.80UND) VS. TEMP 

• NOTE. THE EXTINCTION COEFF FOR FREE ETHJDIUM IS TREATED AS 
• A THIRD ORDEP EXPRESSION WITH THE T••J COEFF CONC DEPEN~ENT 
• SEE SUBROUTINE CALCF FOP DETAILS. 
• ALSO. THE EXTINCTION COEFF FOR THE SINGLE STRANDS OF 
* RCA5G + RCU5G JS FIT 8Y A THIRD ORDER E~PRESSION. 
• THE COEFFICIENTS OF WHICH IS INPIJT AT THE BEGINNING 
* OF THE PROGRAM. (SET TO ZERO FOR DCA5G+DCT~G. ) 

·~ THE DATA ARE READ FPOM A FILE OF ABSORBANCE$ AT REGULAR 
• TEMPERATURE INTERVALS OF l DEG C. 

~ THE EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT PARAMETERS MAY 8E CHANGED SINGLY 
* OUTPUT IS TO THE SCREEN. TO ALLOW VARIATIONS OF THE E~T 
* COEFF'S WHICH BEST MANIPULATE THE OAT. 

• OUTPUT MAY BE SET UP AS INPUT FOR THE STATISTICAL MODELING 
• PROGRAM. 
• 
******************************************************************** 
* SUBROUTINES USED 

* SUBROUTINE INPUT 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
( 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c: 

INFUTS THE DATA GENERATED ~y PROGRAM MELT. 
DATA MUST BE AT REGULAR INTERVALS. SEE SUBROUTINE FOR 
FILE STRUCTURE. 

SU~ROUTINE EXCOEF 
CHANGES ANY OF THE E~TINCTtON COEFF PARAMETERS 

SLISROUT I NE CALCF 
CALCULATES FRACTION OF DOUBLE STRAND$, FPACTJON OF DYE 
SOUND, UPPEP AND LOWER BASELINES FOR BOTH ~AVELENGTHS 

SUBROUTINE SCPEEN 
WRITES THE RESULTING FRACTION D. S AND DYE BOUND TO SC~EEN 

SUBROUTINE WTFILE 
WRITES A FILE CONTAINING THE TEMP. FPACT D S ANG DVE BOUND, 
A8S AT EACH W L , LOWER AND UPPER BASELINES FOR EACH W L 

SUBROUTINE FNAME(FILENA) 
. GETS NAME FOR DISK FILE FOR FILE READS AND WRITES. 

c ··~····················•******************************************** 
C .,. THIS F'F:OGPAI1 I~ AS wr.· IT TEN s•,• .JEFF NELSON. 11A'•'·· 1:?:::·1. 
C * REVISED FOR CURVATURE IN ETHIC EXTINCTION COEFFICIENTS JUNE, 1:?8~ 

c ***************•••••••••******************************************** 
c 

COMMON /E~TINC/ E260SS,S26~SS.E26~DS,S268DS.E2S:SS.S28:Ss. 
~ E28JDS,S2SJDS.E~60DF.$260DF.E~68D8·S~60DB· 

E2S!DF,S2SJDF.E28JD8,S28!D~.A260SS,B~6~SS 
COMMON /DATA/ ABS(8 89,2),FRAC(9:80·2•,8LINE(0.80.4). 

2 NTFST,NTLAST.HEAD1,HEAD2,CT,CD 
C011110N .'OTHER/ FOTHEF: n:t · :3\!t'l 
BYTE HEAD1'80j,HEAD2~80) 

C. •" REAC• VALUE:: FOR THE E>:T WCT I ON C•tHA IF THE FILE E:•:T INC C•AT 
C ·•· E:<J STS. 
( 

c 

OPEN'UNIT=l0,FILE='E~TINC DAT',STATUS="OLD· .E~R=50) 
PEA~'l0.~0C>E260SS.S260SS,E26BDS,S268DS 

REA~'l0.409)E28JSS.S28JSS·E2SJDS.S2SJDS 
REA~' lB. 400)E260DF,S~60DF,E260DB,S2€0D8 
REFID'l0.48C>E2S!DF,S28!DF·E28JDS.S28JDS 
l~f:·J TE< 6.· 410.l 

CLOSE·· LIN I T=1Cn 
408 FOPMRT'~ElS 6) 
411:• FOF'11tHO:.'. ·· E>:TJw:'rJ(Ir~ COEFFICIENTS REAC• FF:Cit1 E:<TINC C•FIT. · • 

C c GET SECOND ORDER COEFF FOR ~CA5G+RCU5G SINGLE STRANDS AT 260NM 
(: 

RE~D'5.~l0!A260SS·B260SS 
598 FORMAT(/,' ~ND AND JP~ ORDER COEFF FOR S. S 

2 ·-~. :5 AN~ -0 02:~ FOP RCA5G+RCU5G.• 
518 FOPMAT<Fl5. 0) 

c 
C * AS~ FOR INSTRUCTIONS TO IN~UT DATA FILES, CHANGE E~TINCTION 
C * COEFFICIENTS. AND WRITING RESULTS TO SCREEN AND OUTPUT FILES 
c 

190 I~R ITE' 0::.· 601) :. 
t.(t(f FOJ;'I1AT •. ,· .. · WPUT ANOTHER CoAT A FILE~· ·· .. S) 

REAc .. · 5 .. t.C:et:J WST 
621~ FORI1AT' Al .l 

IF (INST. EQ Y') CALL INPUT 
l~R·ITEO:t. .. €-40 > 

640 FOF:MATo .• ·• ·· CHANGE-THE E).:THKTlCtll COEFF '·iALL1Es:· ··. 1-1 

REAC": 5, 62et) l NST 
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c 

lF <lNST EO. 'Y l C~LL EXCOEF 
WRlTE0:6, 6813) 

~813 FORMATO:~.' CALCULATE F VALUES'',$) 
F:EAr::.o: s. 6~13 l lNST 
l F' o: l NST . EQ. ,. o,o.· l CALL CALCF . 
WI'~ITE<6· 70B• 

71313 FORt1AT o· .·· .. · WF'I TE RESLIL TS TO SC:REEIP . · f i 
F:EAr:: .. :s .. 6~0:0 lNST 
IF ClNST. EQ. 'Y') CALL SCREEN 
L~FlTEo:~ .. 7c:eu 

:"29 FOF:t1tHo:,· .. ·· l~RlTE AN OUTF'tl"r FILE OF RESl.IL TS~· ·So 
F·EAC" 5 .. C:~et' INST 
IF O:lNST .EQ ·o,o. o CtiLL LHFILE 
(;(ITO 100 
EIW 

SUE:F·ouTI NE I NF'IJT 

c ············~······~····~·~···························~·······~····· C « THIS SIJE:F:OUTINE GETS THE NAt1E OF AN ltJF'UT FILE ANCo FLITS THE C•ATA 
C * INTO THE ARRAY A8S0:0 80.2l THE NAME OF THE INPUT FILE AN~ T~E 
C * SAMPLE WITHIN IT ARE OBTAINED FROM THE TELETYPE 

C • INPUT FILE SPECIFICATION 

. ., LlNE 1 . C 'MELT NORMALI:ED REGULAR' -IDENTIFIES PROCESS 
: .. C PF:(I(oLIC I w::, FILE. 
* L t I~E ... .... C HEAC•EF: - :3(1 CHAF'AC TEF:S •: !;:C1iH o 
~- L II~E -. C * OF SAMPLES. t DATA SETS, tWL. WL1. Wl~ 
~ '·· <I1.·IE-·11.·216• 
-~ LINE 4. C E:LAI~I: S - o: 1. 1:0. 0: 1.· 2 l. 0: 1· J ., , ( ~. 11. ( 2. ~ :• .• • ..... " 
• c o:e:r-1: 5:• .. L I IJE ... .o. C RELAT I •.,'E AE:SCoF:E:AIKES - •: 1.· 1). 0: 1.· 2 ' . 

·" C •: 1PC:E1Z. 5 , 
:~ LINE 6 C T. A8S FOP W. L. 1 AND 2. FIRST DATA SET. 
-~ To' 1.· 1 > • A o:l · 1 • · To: 1· 2 I · A 0: 1· ~ L 

·" 6•:F7 ~ .. F~: 5:. 
c 

"' C IN LINES 4 - 6.· IF THERE ARE CtNL',o 2 SAMPLES .. .. C THE ',,'ALUES CORF'ESF'ONC• I NG TO < 1.· J I AIJC:• •:;;. : , .. C RF·E I~OT l~Fi:ITTEN Slt1ILARL'T0 IF THEF·E tS o)NL'•' 
~ C OI~E SAt1PLE.· THE '·/ALLIES FOR 0: 1· ~ .l. 0: 1· ::; ! . •: 2 .. ~ o. 

C RNCo •:2, :?> ARE NOT l~li:ITTEN • 
"' CM-Nj CORRESPONDS TO THE MTH W L. NTH SAMPLE. 

C «THE DATA APE READ INTO THE ARRRY A8$i0·SO.~i. WHE~E THE 
C ~- F I f;:ST SUE:SCF~ I F·T IS THE TEt1F'.. THE SECOI~C· THE W L. 

c •*******************~~···············~·········*********'~~-~~······ 
c 

COMMON /DRTA/ A8S<9 sa.2l.F~AC(B S9.2l.8LINE<9 80,4o. 
2 NTFST.NTLRST-HEAD1·HEAD2,(T.CD 

8YTE HEAD1t89l.HEAD2t89) 
CHARACTER•!O FILENA 
CHARACTE~•2! CHECk 
DIMENSION Ai6~.T(~o 

c 
C • GET THE NAME OF THE l~F'Lil FILE. 
c 

~Be CALL FNAMEiFILENA) 
IF <FILENA EQ ') GOTO !QB 
OPEN(UNIT=19. FILE=FlLENA. STATLIS='OLD', ER~=129· 
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2 CARPIAGECONTROL='LIST'~ 
GOTO l5et 

c 
C • ERROR OPENING FILE 
c 

1~9 WRITE<6.558JFILEN~ 
55i~ FORt1P:.T· · ~"'"' FlLE NLH Ft)UNC• ·. f~. / .• 

2 •** TRY AGAIN 'J 

GOTO l£18 
c 
C • READ IN THE PARTICULARS. ECHO FOR CONFiRMATION 
C * FIRST LINE lN FILE MU$7 8E 'MELT NORMALIZED REGULAR· 

"' OTHERWISE FILE IS NOT RIGHT TYPE. 
c 

c 

15i." REA[" E•· ':.:?c•···CHHI: 
5~•21 ~='CtF:t1HT · A J 

IF ·t: HEt:'l:. liE t1EL T I~OF.'I1AL I 2El• REC:iULAF· • THEil 
WRITE(6,5:?5•FILENA.CHEC~ 

5~5 ror.:t11H·: · '".4*"' FILE I~OT cor.·F:EC:T T','F'E ''*'''*"' . /. 1;.:. A .• ·. 1:.<.· A, 

• . .. 

GOTO 1•218 
El~[· IF 
PEA0<18.680lHEA01 
FOI':t1AT •: :::l1tU .i 
REAC•d8 .. •.?:ito •IICLI'•/. NC•SETS. NI~L .. IWLl· IWL2 
FOF:t1AT( Jl, 16· Jl. It~ .. It;;:; 
IF ( (IWL1. NE 260) . OR <IWL2 NE 28!~ J THEN 

IJF·ITE· ;;:. 64•2tili4L1· WL2 
FORMAT'/· ***** WAVELENGTHS ARE NOT RIGHT -

I 4 .. ,::;,;, I 4 · · SHOULC• E:E 2f(+, 2~::; ''* ''*.'' 
C:LCtSE •: UIJI T=lC•:; 
GOTO 18•21 

ENC•JF 

C .,. ECIW HEAt•EP.. t. NHA SETS· W. L .. S 
c 

IJP I TE •: .;: . ..S60 •HEAC•1, NCLI'·/ · NC•SETS .. WL.l. ILJL2 
C:60 FCtF·t1RT.: ... · 1:-: · :::etA.l.· .. · .1::. ]2, SAt1F'LES. · . I 6.· · C•ATA SETS .. 

~ H ... ·· = IJ L. 1.· .·· · ]4 .. = W L 2 
c 
C ~ GET THE SAMPLE NUM8ER. 
c 

c 

.;;.;.9 lJF·ITE· .;: .• ,;:,:;:~~.• 
t:~~:i_1 FOF·t1AT• .' .. · LJHJCH SAMF'LE~· '. n 

F:EAC" 5. 7•219 J 11St'tt·1P 
;"90 FCtF't1AT <I 4 • 

IF 'NSAMP EQ 9l GOTO J0~ 

IF •NSAMP GT. N(UV~ GOTO 200 

C •· GET HEAC·EP TO IC•EIHIF',' THIS PFmTit'l.ILAF· St1MPLE 

lJF· I TE' 6 · 7"•:+.1 • 
;"C+.l F(tf;·t1AT •: • H>EIH HEAC•ER FOF· THIS SAt1PLE : 

PEAD•5. 79~·HEAD2 
792. FOI''t1AT • :::i'ttU.• 

c 
C * GET THE PHTHLENGTH TO CORRECT THE A8SOR8ANCES. 

c 

lJF'TTE •: 0:: .• 705 • 
785 FOPMAT• PATHLENGTH OF CELL tiN CMl = .$1 

fi:EAC" 5, 7J.€+iF'ATH 
IF (F'ATH EQ 8. ~ PATH = 1 

718 FOPMRT•F.l0 81 
F·FtTH = 1. /PATH 

C • READ IN DATA. 
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C * IGNORE NE~T TWO RECORDS - THEY'RE BLANkS AND REL ABS. 
c 

c 

READ(10.720)0UM1.DUM2 
720 FDRMAT(Al./,Al) 

C * WE WANT TO READ COLYMNS NSAMP AND NSAMP + NCUV 
C * READ IN FIRST RECORD TO GET FIRST TEMP. 
C * CORRECT ABSORBANCE$ FOR PATHLENGTH 

c 

NSAPCU = NSAMP + NCUV 
REAC• o: 10. 7€.0) •: T ( I1). A •: 11) .. 11=1, 2•NCUV ) 

760 FORMATC 6(F7. 2.F8. 51 ) 
NTFST = INT<T<1) + 0 OQ1) 
NTLAST = NTFST + NDSETS - 1 
ABS'NTFST·1) = A~NSAMP)•PATH 
A8S•NTFST.2) = A<NSAPCU)•PATH 

C • READ IN NEXT RECORDS 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 

DO N = NTFST+1, NTLAST 

789 FORMAT' t.<7X.F8. 5) ) 
ABS(N.1) = A(NSAMPl•PATH 
ABSCN,2J = A(NSAPCUl•PRTH 

EIJC• C•O 

?90 CL05['UNlT=10l 
RETI.IRIJ 
ENC• 

SUBROUTINE EXCOEF 

CLOSE INPUT FILE AND RETURN. 

c ··············~···············••*•********************************** 
C * THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS OUT THE CURRENT VALUES OF THE 
C * E~TINCTION COEFFICIENT PARAMETERS, AND ASKS IF YOU WISH 
C • TO CHANGE ANY. 
C ·• EA(H '-,'ALLIE IS WJME:EREC• 1 TO 16 
c ... ,., ..... ,., •. , ...... ,., .... ,., .• , •• ,.,., •• , ...... , •••.•• ,.., •••••• ,.. .... , ... , ......... .., •• ,., ••• **********'•' 
c 

c 

COMMON IE~TINCI E~60SS.S260SS.E2~0DS.S260DS .. E~S!SS.S2S:SS .. 
2 E28JDS .. S28JDS.E260DF.S269DF·E26BDB,S26DDB. 

E2S!DF.S2S!DF.E2SJDB.S283DB.A26DSS,B2695S 
DIMENSION EXT(16l 
EQUIVALENCE 'E~T(1J·E260SSl 

C * WRITE OUT CURRENT VALUES WlTH CODE NUMBER 
c 

c 
c 

100 WPTTE~i-.~00• 
i-i:'O FOF'I1AT •: ,' · .1;:::,.:. ·· 2613 14W, !:4·:": .. ' 28J 1411' , // · 

;; 1:<. 20: E:n 5(1 C•EG ~-LOPE E:,.;r l1 C•EG SLOF'E ··) .. ·.·. 
~ 1:•: .. 2 •: C S I 14GLE STRAr4C• C•C!LIE:LE STF:ANC• l' :> .. , ') 

Wf':ITE• 6.· 620.l •:Ei<T•: u: •• 11=1.· 8). •: 11 .. 1.1=1· 8) 
620 FO~MAT•: 1:0: .. 1P~:E11!t J:, / .. 1:C :30:4;:.;. 1.2. 4:0) 

1~1': ITE ·: t. .. G:·et i 
6:!.(1 FORI1AT•:.· .. 1>: . .2·:··c ETHU:•IUM FREE ETHIC•ILIM E:OUNC• J·· .l· ,.') 

WRITE•:6 .. t.20l<E>:T-:J1). I1='!'·16l. o:J1,I1=:?·16) 

200 WPITE0:€..7001 
700 FORI1ATt,·, ·· CHANGE WHICH F'ARA11ETER? ··. S) 

REA0(5,710.EF:R=2(10)INST 



. 

c 

710 

7!e ... 
"" 

740 

FORMATO: I!:> 
IF < <INST GE. 1l AND. O:INST LE l6l ) THEN 

WRITE (6,7!0liNST.EXTO:INSTl 
FOI':I1ATC OLI:• 1/ALUE FOF.~ ·· .. 1;2, • = ·. 1PEl2 5. / .. 

' NEW 1/ALUE = ',SJ 
READ0:5.748,ERR=200:>EXTO:INSTl 
FOJ;·MATO:E15. 01 
GOT(• 100 

ELSE IF ( <INST GE 17> 0~ O:INST LE -1) ) THEN 
l~RI TE•. 6 .. 76121 > INST 

760 FORMATO:' *** INST = ·. Il.' MUST BE BET 0 AND 16 
GOTO 100 

EN[.• IF 

C * IF INST = (4, WE ARE DONE CHANGING VALUES 
c 

c 
c 
r: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
!. 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

l~RITE•:6. seet·; 
80B FORMAT(' MMVE FILE OF EXTINCTION COEFF ~ATA~ .s~ 

fi:EAC•' '5. ~:10 il N$ T 
E:l(1 FORI1AT •: Al ; 

IF ·~ INST EGI •,•·· l THEN 
OF'ENO:UNJT=lB.FILE='EXTlNC DAT .STATUS=·NEW·.CARRIAGECONTROL= 

~ 'LIST'.ERR=400l . 
WRITE<10.S20lE260$S. S2~BSS,E26B0S,S260DS 
WRITE<1e,S2B>E2SJSS.S28lSS·E28J~S.S28JDS 
WRITE(l0.820lE260DF.S260DF·E26BDB, S26~D8 
WRITE(10.S212!>E2SJDF.$28lDF.E28lDB.S2S:D8 

8~9 FORMAT<4<lPE15 6;) 
CLOSE•: LINIT=HO 

Er~r· IF 
F:ETUim 

400 l~RITE•6· 850 I 

:::50 FOF'r1AT 0: "'**** EF:F:OI" OF'EIH NG F l LE - P~I.)T WI': l I TEN ·•~·••H l 
RETLI~:N 

EP~D 

SUE:Rt)LIT I PAE (ALC:F 

**************~*···~················································ * THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE FRACTION OF THE STRANDS IN 
* C•OLIE:LE HELl CE.S AI~C· THE FRACTl Or~ OF ETH I 1:0 JI.IM I ON$ E:OLINC• 
• THE SET OF TWO EQUATIONS IN TWO UN~NOWNS ARE 
* * All~FH + A12•FD = All 

* WHERE FH = FRACTION OF STRANDS IN DBL HEL, 
* FC• = FI''ACTI ON OF ETH I D II .1M IONS E:Otmro.. ANC• 
• A11 = CT•: E260C•Sn:, - E2t.~35So:T·· ) .: CT = 1f.:T CNK OF' ·::Ti<ANC·S 
* A12 = CD< E260D80:T) - E260DF(T) l , CD = TOT CONC OF ETHIDJUM 
* A1: = A260•Tl - CT•E26~SS<Tl - CD•E2t.8DFO:Tl ' A260 = E~FT A8S. 
·"' 
=~ A21 = CTl E2S!DS~T) - E2S!SS~T) :) 
* A22 • CD( E2S:DStTl - E28!DFCTl ) 
• A2l = A2Sl(T' - CT•E28!SS<T) - CD•E2SJDFO:Tl 
* 
• E~NNXXtTl IS THE E~TINCTION CO£FF DETERMINED BY THE EXT COEFF 
* RT 0 OR 50 DEG CO~PECTED BY THE SLOPE. E G. 

... 
• ETHIDIUM AT 2S! NM IS AN EXCEPTION SINCE ITS MELTING CURYE 
• HAS CU~I/ATU~E WHICH DEPENDS ON CONCENTRATION. HERE. 
• E2BJDFtT) • E2SJDF<9e1 + S2SJDF(T-901 + A3•<T-~0)**3 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C' 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 

* WHERE AJ • 4. 86E-6•SQ~T<CCl + 8. 64E-9 
* E2SJDF<~0) = S. 1E4. 

* * THE TOTAL CONCENTRRTIONS ARE CALCULATED FROM THE ABSORBANCE$ 
* AT 50 DEG. <ONLY SINGLE STRANDS AND FREE ETHIDIUM PRESENT) 

A260 = CT•E260SS + CD•E260DF 
A2SJ = CT•E28JSS • CD•E28JDF 
DET • <E260SS•E2SJDFl - <E28JSS•E26BDF) 
CT = <A260•E2SJDF• <A28l•E26~DFl DET 
CD = <E269SS•A28J) - <E2S!SS•A2~Bl I DET 

C • THE SOLUTION IS 
C * CET = <R11*A22) - <A21*A12l 
C * FH = tA1J•A22l <A2J•A12J I CET 
C * FC = <A11•A2Jl <A21•A1JJ DET 
r. * 
C ~THE RESULTS ARE STORED IN ARRAY F<NTEMP.1) <FHJ AND 
C • FRAC~NTEMP.2) <FDJ. 
c * 

c 

c 

E28JDF.S28JDF.E28JDB.S28JCB.A2~0SS·B2~0S$ 
CC•t1t10N /t•iHA/ ABS<0 80.·2l,Fii:AC<0:8(1·2'·BLINE•:et·::a;t.41. 

2 NTFST.NTLAST.HEAD1.HEAD2.CT.CD 
C011110N .-"OTHER/ FOTHEF··:(1 813) 
BYTE HEAD1<8Bl·HEAD2t89J 

C • DETERMINE THE TOTAL CONCENTRATION OF ETHICIUM AND STRANDS 
C * FROM THE ABSORBANCE$ AT 50 CEG C AND THE EXT COEFFS~ 
c 

IF <59 GT. NTLASTl THEN 
~9 WRITE<6,400JNTLAST 

409 FORMATt' *****TEMP DOES NOT REACH 50 DEG- MAX='. J4,/, 
INPUT ABSORBANCE$ AT 59 DEG MRNUALLY. ·,;, 
CORRECTED TO A PRTHLENGTH OF 1 CM · ./. 
ABS <269 NM. 50 CEGJ = ·.s) 

REA too: 5, 420. £1i·R=Sefi A261;t 
I~PITE<6· 449• 
REAGtS, 4~0.ERR=50lA2SJ 

420 FORMATtF19. 0l 
440 FORMAT<' ABS <283 NM. 50 CEGl = '•~' 

ELSE 
180 W~1TE<6,4691 
·~o FORMATe· USE ABSORBANCE AT 50 DEG FOP CONC? · .s) 

F'EF<t"~ 5. 480 _; J NST 
480 FOF'MAT'A1~ 

':.1\":t 
5~(1 

Ir 0: Jrj$T . NE ''r'') THEN 
I~RITE•'6· 50(11 
PEA~·5.51B.ER~=100JR260 
I·JF' I TE • ;;. . 52i;t; 
F'EFIC" a;. ':.19. E~~'=101!t) A2~:] 
~OPMAT(' CORRECT THE ABSORBANCE$ FOR 1 CM P~THLENGTH. 

' ABS <260 NM) 50 CEG = ',S) 
FI)P11iHO:Fl0. 1)) 
FORMATt· ABS <23J NMl 50 DEG = ',$) 

ELSE 
•1;'t:;l!t • AE:S·:Se .. 1> 
A2::::r = t1E:s··~e. 2:1 

ENt• IF 
ErjC• IF 
~ET = C ~60SS*E2S7DF) - CE2SJSS•E260DFl 
CT = A260•E2SJ~Fl <A283•E260CFl / CET 
CD • t E260SS•A2S31 - <E28JSS•A260l ) / CET 
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.. 

• 

IF (CD . LT. 1. E-8) CD = 0 
c: 
C * CALC FH AND FD FOR EACH TEMP .. 
C:· 

c 
(: 

(: 

I 

t: 
t: 
I 

c 
c 

c 
c 
:: 

C 
c 
t.: 

c 

( 

(: 

c 

• 

.. 
, .. 
• 

'~ 

DO NT= NTFST.NTLAST 

DETERMINE EXT COEFF AT TEMP T 

i = FLOAT •: NT) 
T: = T - 50. 
ElSS = E2t.~s::: 
EJ.C•S = E2t:.CtC•S 

+ -S260SS 
+ S260t•S 

• TZ + <~260SS•TZ + A25BSS)•TZ•TZ 
* T 

Ell•F = E2t:":~t·F + S26i_1C•F * TZ 
ElC•8 = E2t:":(1C•E: + S260C•E: * T 
E2SS = EZSJSS + S28JSS * TZ 
E2DS = E28?DS + S28lDS * T 

E2DF = E~S~DF + S28JDF • TZ 
E2DB = E28lD8 + S28lD~ * T 

ETHIDIUM F~EE EXTINCTION COEFF AT 281 NM IS GIVEN 8Y . 
E~S:DF<T) = E28JDF<90l + S28lDF•<T-~0) + Al•<T-~0)**? 
WHERE AJ = (4. 86E-6•SQRTCCD) + S. 64E-9) * E28l0FC~0) 

Al = <4. S~E-~•SQRTf(:D) + 8. 64E-9) * 5. 1E4 
E2DF = 5 1E4 + S281DF•CT-90 ) + AJ•(T-90 )••l 

IF NO ETHIDTUM IN THIS SAMPLE <DNA ONLY) 

If~ <C::· EG!' 0 . .l THEN 
C:T = A260 ~ E260SS 
FJ;'ACO:PH. 2) = (1. 

FCt'rHEF:<rJT.< = 0. 
FH = ' A8S<NT. 1' - CT•EJ.SS ) ~ 
FF'AC·:rH.J.) = FH 
GOTCt ,2(1(t 

EPW IF 

CT•<EJ.DS - El.SS> ) 

CALC COEFFICIENTS F(tf;· S I.f1liL TAP~EOLIS EQLIATI ONS 

All =· CT * ' EJ.t•S - EJ.SS ) 

t1J,;2 = C C• ,. ' El.N: ·- El.C•F ) 

t1J.: = AE:S •: IH. J.:> - CT*E1SS -
R;::J. = (T • ' E2C•S - e·~ss ) 

11,;·;;: CI:O ... ( E2c;E: - E2C;F I 

11,:;,3 = Ae:son. ;2) - CT•E2SS -
l'•f:T = rA:tl * A····· c..: .. ' - •:A21 * FH = •:All • A22) .: t=iZJ 
r-r> = 'All ~· A;::: ) 

IF •FH G'~ 9~. .I FH 
IF •TH LT -:?~ ) FH 
IF ,. Fr· GT. 9~ I FD 
IF ·:Fe· LT. -~9. ;J FC• 
FJ;:H(•: PH. 1• = FH 
FPRC,. NT .. ~ • = Fr.• 

- •:A:21 
= :.~9. 

= -99. 
• 99 . 
= -99. 

CI::O•EJ.C·F· 

CC .. •E2C•F 

Aj,~) 

* A12) ) C•ET 
* A'"'- ) ) •' C•ET ~~ . 

~LSO CALC F FROM MELTING CURVE AT ~83 NM ONLY 

FOT = ( ABS(NT.~)- CT•E2SS- CD•E:DF) / 
( CT•(E20S - E2S$) + CD•(E2D~ - E20F) ) 

FCtTHEF'• N1:· = FCtT 

SMVE UPPER MND LOWER BASELINES FOR BOTH WAVELENGTHS ... 

BLI~E(NT.1) = CT•E1DS + CD•E1DB 
8LINE,.NT,2) = CT•E1SS + CD*E1DF 
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I. 

BLlNE<NT,Jl = CT*E2DS + CD•E2DE 
BLJNE•~T.4l = CT•E25S + CD•E2DF 

F.:ETURN 
ENl• 

SUBROUTINE SCREEN 

( ·~~****************************************************************** 
C * lHIS SU8ROUTI~E WRITES THE VALUES FOR FRACTION OF STRANDS IN 
C ~· C•OUE:LE Slli:ANC•S, ANC• THE Ff;:ACT I ON OF ETH IC• I Ll11 E:Ot.INC• 
C * 10 LINES ARE F.RINTED, THEN THE PROGRAM WAITS FOR A CARRIAGE 
C * RETURN TO EE TVPED BEFORE CONTINUING. 
( ******************************************************************** 
:: 

c 

100 

COI11101J . 'C•tHA/ AE:S •: 0: 80 .. 2). FRAC:O: (1: 80, 2). BL Jr~E < 0. E:0 .. 4 l. 
2 NTFST,NTLAST,HEAD1.-HEAD2.CT.CD 

... ., 

4 

COMMON /OTHER/ FOTHER'~ 80) 
8YTE HCAD1~88j.HEAD2'80l 
W~ITE<~·50~>HEAD1,HEAD2 .. CT,CD 
FCIF.:I1AT o: •·• • . 1(1 L l r~ES PR I rHEC•.. THEN OLITPUT WAlTS FOf;: A :C:f'·:: · . 

' T't'F'E "R" <CR> TO EI~C· PI':IrHING. ···. /,'. 
lX.80A.L,/.lX,80A.L./.' TOT STRAND CONC = '.1PE1S. 5 . 
. TOT ~THIDILIM COM:= .-El5. 5,//, 

TEMP FR~CT DBL STR FRACT ETH EOLIND 
!ILINE = !) 

[•0 ~~ = IITFST .. NTLAST 
NLINE = NLINE + 1 
IF 'NLINE CiT. 10j 

f;:EAC.": 5 .. 5501 INST 
THEN 

FI':ACT OTW,. ') 

55~ FORMRT<A!l 
IF •INST. EQ. R~~ GOTO 200 
~ALI r~c ·= 0 
,_;;oro .100 

CIH:OIF 
WRITE~6 .. 600•N.FRAC(N.1l.-FRAC(N,2),F0THER<N> 

600 FOF'I1AT•:.l)•: .. J4, :3Fl5. 61 
E14N•O 

~0•21 ;;;::TUPN 
Ellt• 

S~EPOUTJNC WTFJLC 

c ·······~··········************************************************** 
C * THIS SUB~OUTI~E WRITES A FILE CONTAINING THE F~ACTION OF 
:: ~ C•Ollf::LE $Tr.'ANC•S AIIC• C.'t'E CCIUUI:O.. AS I~ELL FtS THE t1E:SOF.:E:AIKE 

* C•ATf~ A14[· LOI~EJ;· AIIC• UPF·EJ;: BASEL l NES F(lf;' E:OTH WAVELENGTHS. 
( ... 
C * FILE SPECIFICATIOIIS 
c 
c 
(: 

c 
c: 
c 
c 
c. 
I~ 

LINE 1 ·-'DYE MELTJ!IG CURVE' TO IDE~TIF¥ THE FILE AS COMING 
FROM THIS PROGRAM. 

LlNE 2 - ID HEADER FOR INPUT FILE 
LINE • - lD HEADER FOR THIS SAMPLE. 
Ll!IE 4- NTFST, NTLAST, 215,' FIRST AND LAST TEMP' 
LINE 5- TOTAL STRAND CONC. 1PE15. ~.· TOTAL STRAND CONC' 
LINE 6- TOTAL D¥E CONC. 1PE1~. ~.· TOTAL D¥E CONC' 
LINE , COLUMN HEADE~S 
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c 
c: 
c 

LINE 8 - TEMP, FH, FD, A85(260J, AB$(28J), 
LOW E:L.· HIGH BL •;260). LOW E:L.· HIGH E:L <~~:::;) 

I5 .. BFS' 5 
c * 
c * 
C * THE FILE NAME IS GOTTEN FROM THE TERMINAL. 
c ******************************************************************** 
c 

COI111C•N .··E: .. :T INC:.·' E~t.OSZ .. S~t~€1$5.· E260C•S.· 5261~C·$ .. E2~:::; SS.· 5~~:: 55. 
2 E2S:DS .. S2S:DS·E26BOF.S2GOOF.E2600E·S~6008, 
' E2BJDF·S28lDF·E28lDB.S28:DB.A260SS .. 8260SS 

COMMON ~DATA~ ABS<0:8B .. 2l .. FRAC<€t 8€t .. 2),8LINE'0 80.41. 
2 tlTFST. IITLAST.. HEAC•1.· HEAI:02 .. CT .. CC• 

( or1r10N .'OTHEF:. · FOTHER. (1 :;:0, 
8YTE HEA~1'88l.HEAD~•30J 
O:Ht1F'AC TEl':*: (1 F I LENA 

~ • GET NAME FOR FILE 
.~ 

c 

10~ CALL FN~ME'FILENA) 
!~ ·.FfLENA . EQ l GOTO 300 
OPENtUNIT=10, STATUS=' NEW··, FILE=FILENA .. CARRIAGECONTROL='LIST. 

2 Ef~r.:=15€t · 
GOTO 2€1(1 

150 WPITEt£.,50(11 FILENA 
~~~ FOFMAT'' ~****ERROR OPENING FI~E ***** 

GOTO 1(1(1 

... A ... ··.. Tf':•,• AGAIN .. ' 

C * WRITE THE HEADERS 

20i~ 

6013 

C1(1 

,;~·et 

t·4i:• 

c;:t::i:. 
-. 
~ 

~ 
c:ca:t 

301~ 

~~f<:ITE' 10.· t:1;tl;tl 
FORMAT( DYE MELTING CURVE J 

WRITE<10·610lHEADl.HEAD2 
FC•Ft1AT •: E:0A1•· 
~~~'ITE• 10· 620••rHFSi'. rHLAST 
FOf:'t1FtT •: 2I5 ... ·· FIRST Arm LAST TEt1F'' l 
~~f;·; TE < 1(1. 640 • CT .. C:C• 
FOf:t1AT•'lF'E.l5. 6 .. · TOTt1L STRAr~C· COrK .. /. E15 t: ... TOTAL C•','E COrK· ) 
~~f:· I TE .'10.· t·•!.l71l 
~ORM~T( TEMP F HELIX F DYE ABS 2t:€t ABS 28l LOW 260 

HI 26€1 LOW 283 HI 28J l 
DO I = NTFST. NTLAST 

I~F·JTE <10· i.'0:"3 1 J. Ff"AC 0: J. .1). FF:AC 0: J.. ;; •. AE:S ,· L l). AE:S < I, ~ • . 
. BL WE o: L 1 l. BLINE •. I. 2;. E:L H~E 0: J. : .'. E:LI NE 0: I. 4 ; 

FCif':t1t"tT •: I 5.· :::F:?. 4 I 
ENC• C•O 
C:l_O:SE,.IJNIT'=10' 
RETUJ::N 
!;IIC• 
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SUE~OUTINE FNAME<FILEl 
c 
c ******************************************************************** 
C * THIS SUS~OUTINE GETS THE NAME FOR A FILE, ADDING 
C * THE EXTENSION DAT IF NONE IS GIVEN. THE FILE 
C * NAME IS RETURNED IN VARIABLE FILE rCHARACTER VARl. 
C ~ IF NO NAME IS GIVEN CALL BLANKS), FILE RETURNS ' 
c ******************************************************************** 
c 

1E:50 
~~ 

c t: 

c 

9(1(1 

60(10 

4 

CHARAtTER•!0 FILE 
WF'JTEO:f., 1840) 
FORMATe· FILENAME~ DAT EXTENSION ASSUMED IF NOT GIYENl. '.$l 
READr5, 1S50.ERR=980lFILE 
FOJ::r1AT •: A J 

FIND LAST NON-SLANK CHARACTER, AND ADD DAT EXT. IF NOT INCL 

H~ = LEN•:FILEl 
DO WHILE rFILECIN INJ EQ 

Ir~ = Ir~ - 1 
IF 'IN . EQ. 0) GOTO 200 

EriC.• C•O 
LRSTCH = lNDEX<FILE,' ) 
IF •'LASTCH EQ. e, FILE = FILE<l. INl/.,.,·. t•AT' 

RETLIRN 
FILE = 

li'ETLIF:I~ 

WRITE·: e. .. e:eecn 
FOfi·r1AT •: /, ,. *************'•******************' , ,• .. 

5 
RETUJ;'N 
Ell C.• 

******************************** ....... 
*****ERROR IN INPUT VALUE*****',/, 
********************************',/, 
********************************') 
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Program Stat. Program to calculate experimental ethidium 

melting curves using a statistical model for ethidium binding 

to oligonucleotides. The input files are written by program 

Dyemlt. 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
r. 
c 
r. 
c 
c: 
c 
c 
c: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
r. 
c 

c: 
c 
r. 
c 
c 

PF':OGRAI1 STAT 

·~····~·*•************~~~~~********~***~**************************** 
* THIS PROG~AM CALCULATES THE BINDING PARAMETERS OF A D~E tETHIDIUM; 
* INTO OLIGONUCLEOTIDES· USING A STATISTICAL MODEL OF D~E BINDING. 

* THE MODEL IS DEFINED IN SUBROUTINE PARTIT. WHERElN DETAILS ON 
• THE MODEL MAY 8E FOUND. 

* NOTES. 
* ONLY NON-SELFCOMPLEMENTARY OLIGOMER$ MAY BE FIT BY THIS 
* PROGRAM. CHANGES IN SUBROUTINE PARTIT MUST BE MADE 
* TO RUN SELF-COMPLEMENTARY OLIGOMER$. 
* DATA MUST BE IN REGULAR INTERVALS AT INTEGRAL DEG. C, BETWEEN 
• e AND 90 DEG C, INCLUSIVE 
* UP TO 12 MELTING CURVES MAY BE ANALYZED SIMULTANEOUSLY. 
* THERMODYNAMIC PARAMETERS FOR DOUBLE STRAND FORMATION. AND 
* MODEL PARAMETERS SIGMA AND TAU. ARE INPUT ~ND HELD CONSTANT. 
* THE PARAMETERS OF DELTA H AND DELTA S FOR DYE BINDING AR~ 
* THE BEST FIT FOR THESE INPUT PARAMETERS AND THE MODEL 

*DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS: 

• /E:u::~.·. 

* tH1EL TS 
.. IHFS'T ·:I I 

* NTLASTO:I) 

IRI11E:ER OF 11EL T WG Cl.if''VES I NF'IJT 0: LE. 1:;; :• 
- LOI~EST TEMP OF MEL TWG CUR'·t'E I 

HIGHEST TEMP. OF I. 
* rHFIT1< I; - FIRST POINT USED IN FITTING FOR BIN~ING CONSlANTS 
·• IHFIT2•: l) - LAST POWT 
., CSH:AN•. I l - CONC OF NUCLEIC ACID STRANDS . 
• CC•'•'E < I l - CONC OF DYE <ETHIDlUMl 
• ., 110C•EL - NUMBER DESIGNATING WHICH MODEL TO USE IN 

SUBROUT1NE PARTIT. <SEE SUBROUTIN~ FOR DETAILS~ 

* FC•E:.:F· •: I .. J 'i 
... FHCALC•: I· J) 
:4: FN ALCO L J) 

* AVEQI1•: L J) 

* ... CHIFH•Il 
* 
* CHJFC"'.IO. 
* CHIFHT .. 
* CHIFC•T 
... 
• /ElL!:' I I I / 
• C•HHEL 
* C•SHEL 
* C•HC•'t'E 
* .t•SC•'r'E 

- DELTA H FOR DOUBLE STRAND FORMATION 
- DELTA S FOR DOUBLE STRAND FORMATION. 
- GUESS FOR DYE EINDING DELTA H. 
- GUESS FOR C•'t'.E "'"'"· • ""' "·'"' To"> C: 

C• . s OF 

C•'•'E e: 01.11~ r.· 
C•. $. FCIFi: 

C•'t'E E:CILII~C· 
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c 
c: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C' 
c 
c 
(: 

t: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
•: 
c 
c 

t•HSlG 
t•SSIG 
N.fTALI 
!:•STALl 

• /BU~lV/ 
• T l IJV ,. 
• AU~ I:< 
. ., r~R:EG•: 

"' C•HE:EST 
~ C•SE:EST 
• ERRC•H 
* EF:R:C·S 
* J;: 

~· t1I SC 

- DELTA H FO~ SIGMA PARAMETE~ I~ MO~EL CSEE PARTIT). 
t•EL TA 5 

- DELTA H FOR TAU ~ARAMETER IN MODEL <SEE PARTIT) 
- t-ELTA S 

- 1/T (DEG 1:-1) FOP ALL THE AI:EQM'S. 
- LN(AI:EQM) FIT TO EXPT'L FRAC ~~E BOUND. 
- HOW MANY POINTS FROM MELTING CURVE I ARE 

IN TINV AND ALNI:. 
- DELTA H FOR ~~E BINDING FIT TO ALNk VS 

DELTA S FOR D~E BINDING FIT. 
- ERROR IN FITTING DHSEST 

ERROR IN FITTING DSBEST 
- LINEA~ CO~RELATION COEFFICIENT 

TIIJV 

* IOENT•I.88) 80 CHARACTER ID HEADEP FOR MELTING CURVE 
., HEAC•Eii:< 881 80 CHARACTER ID HEADER FOR FIT TO DHBEST AND 

C•SE:EST 
c * 
C * SUBROUTINES REQUIRED· 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
I" 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
r. 
c 
c ,-

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C' 
c 
c 
c 
c 
(: 

.. 

SUBROUTINE PARTIT<MODEL.MODE,KH.VD.CT.CD.SIGMA.TAU. 
FH. FC•. F' .. G!.· ITER:> 

SOLVES FOR EITHER 1:0 (MODE = 2) OR FD <MODE = 1' 
USING THE MODEL SPECIFIED IN MODEL. THE PARTITION 
FUNCTION IS RETURNED IN Q THE FRACTIONAL POPULATIONS 
OF DOUBLE STRANDS WITH J D~ES BOUND <J BET 8 AND 10. 
lNCLUSIVEl ARE RETURNED IN P<J1 ITER RETURNS AS THE NUMBER 
OF ITERATIONS REQUIRED. ITER = 8 IF NO FIT IS ACHIEVED 

SUE:J;·OUT l NE I 14PI.IT ,. HEAC•ER. I C•Ern 1 
INPUTS NEW MELTING CURVES. VALUES FO~ DOUBLE STRAND 
FORMATION. SIGMA AND TAU. AND THE CHOICE OF MODELS. 

SLIE'F'OLIT WE FIT 
FITS ArEQM, THE EQUILIB~IUM CONSTANT FOR D~E BINDING. TO 
EACH VALUE OF THE EXPEPIMENTAL FRAC. D~E BOUND 

~UBROUTINE SESTI: 
CALCULATES THE 8EST FIT OF DELTA H AND S FOP DYE BINDING, 
E:',' C•OING A LINEA~ LEAST SOUARES FIT TO LNO:AKEG1M) VS l:"T 

SUBPOUTINE THEOR~ 

CALCULATES VALUES FO~ FRAC. DOUBLE STRANO AND FRAC. D~E 

SOUND USING BEST PARAMETE~S DETERMINED 8~ SUB~OUTINE 8EST~ 

SUE:J;:OUT I r~E PJ;·rn •: HEAC·EJ;·. I C•EIH l 
PRINTS RESULTS TO THE SCREEN. AND O~TIONALL~ TO A DISI: FILE. 

SLIE:F'OLIT I NE F·Lf:.t 0: HEAC•ER: .. 1 C•EIH l 
PLOTS LNO:A~EQM• VS. TINV FOR ALL THE MELTING CURVES 
TOGETHEF'. AND PLOTS SEPARATEL~ EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED 
FF'ACTION DOUBLE ST~AND AND DYE SOUND. 

SUBROUTINE FNAMEO:FILE> 
GETS THE NAME OF A DISK FILE FOR INPUT OR OUTPUT. 

~ SEVERAL PLOTTING SUBROUTINES AF'E USED FOF' PLOTTING 
* 
····~·-················~·~·······················**~**************** * THlS PROGRAM WAS WRITTEN BY JEFF NELSON, JUNE, 1~82. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
COt11101~ /8Lt::I ..-' NI"'EL TS. rnFSTO: 12). rnLASTO: 12). NTFIT1': 12). NTFIT~ 0:10:: ' .. 
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c 

'·· 

... ... 

2 

CSTRAN'12j,CDYE<12l,MO~EL 
COMMON /SLKII! FHEXP<12.~ 8~).FDEXP<12.0 S0l.FHCALC~12.0 80), 

' FDCALC<12,0·80),AKEQM<12.0 80J.CHIFH<12l.CHIF~\l2). 
~ CH1FHT.CHIFDT 

COI1110N /SLid I I/ C•HHEL.· C•SHEL C•H!>'•'E.· C•SC•'•'E · C•HS I e;. C•SS H;, C•HTAU .. !>STAU 
COMMON !SLKIV/ TINV(490l,ALNk<400l,NREG<12J,OHBEST.DSEEST,fRROH, 

2 .ERRDS,R . 
BYTE HEADER<$0), IDENT(l2.80~ 

100 CALL INPUT(HEADER, IDENT) 
Ct1LL. FIT 
CALL f::ESTt: 
C t1LL THEOf:'',' 
CALL F'FWT• HEAr·E~. lC•Eil'D 
CAl.L F·LOT(HEAC•EJ::. zr.Ern) 
I~F: I TE < 6.· 101313 .i 

1000 FORMATl' MAKE FIT FROM C0NSTANr P8RAME~ERS~ .s• 
f::EAC ... 5 .. lCi20 .• I NST 

102~21 FO~·r1AT ·: t1l) 
IF ·:. 1 r4ST . En. ·· •••·· • THEN 

l~F I TE • ;:., 11.!14(• ; 
1040 FOPMAT(' VALUES FOP DH, DS FOR DYE BINDING. 1/LINE . 1 

READ(5.18~0j~HZ.~SZ 

10~0 FOFMAT'F15 8) 
CALL I'll 
CALL BEST!: 
N~E:EST = C•HZ 
C•SE!EST = C•S: 
Ef:·F:C•H = (i 

EPR:C•S = (l 

f;: = (1 

CALL THE•)F .. ,' 
CALL F'Ptll 
CALL PLOT 

Et4C· IF 
GOTC• 1(10 
ENC· 

SUE:Ii:OUTINE WF'!JT•:HEAC•EF· .. IC•EIH • 

( *-.: *****'f:*'t- ..... *~•·****:-t~'=•=t: .... ... :t.::•·~:-t::•***** :t: ;t:.t.::t::t::f::f:**********:•:.+·:t:;i: :t:·t::+: *** :t::t: :t: :+: :t: :t· .•• 

'- ~- iHIS SUE:F·CoiJTHIE Wr-'UTS THE (•'•'E 11ELTJr4(j CU~"/ES. F;;o)r1 F"ILES 
C ~SPECIFIED FF'OM THE TEPMJN8L. 
C: • UP TO 1~ MAY BE INPUT 
c i' 

C ~ THE FILES WEFE CREATED BY PROGRAM DYEMLT, WHICH DETEPM!NE$ T~E 
C $ FRACTION ~OUBLE STRAN~S AND FPACTION DYE 80UNG ~POM ~ELTI~G 
'· * CUR'·,'ES. 
c 
C '' FILE STF:UCTLIF:E 

c 
( 

c 
c 
(: 

1~. 

c 
c 
c· 
c 

,, 
·'' 
* 
* 
* ... 
... 
* 
~ 

Lli~E 1 - "C•'•'E 11EL.THlG C:LIR'·t'E" 
LJNC 2 - ID HEADEP FPOM MELTING CURVE FILE. 
LINE - ID HEADE~ FOR T~IS PARTIC:ULA~ SAMPLE. 
LINE 4- NTFST,NTLAST,2IS." FIRST AND LAST TEMP" 
LINE 5 - TOTAL STPANC CONC., 1PE15 5," TOTAL ST~AND (ON(" 
LINE~- TOTAL D¥C CONC, 1PE15 5," TOTAL DYE CONC" 
LINE ' - COLUMN HEADERS 
L WE 8 - TEr1P. FH, FC•.. AE:S 0: ~60). AE:S 0: ~::::n . 

LOW E:L, HIGH E!L <2j0J, LOW 8L· HIGH BL ~283), 
1 ~ .. SFSO. 5 

C • ENTHALPY AND ENTROPY DATA ARE ALSO INPUT, AS WELL AS THE MODEL 
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C * TO ~E USED. 
c * 
C * UPON RETURN FROM A LOOP FROM A PROGRAM, NEW MELTING CURVE 
C * DATA MA~ SE INPUT. NEW ENTHALPIES AND ENTROPIES· AND THE 
C * PROGRAM GOES AGAIN. 
c- * 
c ************~******************************************************* 
C * THIS SUBROUTINE WAS WRITTEN SY JEFF NELSON. JUNE. 1~8:. 

c . .,~'*******'***' .. ***********"'*'~'·····'"'.''******'~"'***'***'''*******'''******''''''**'''''' 
COI1.110rJ .'E:Lt' l / rH1EL TS .. NTFST•: 12 :> .. NTLAST•: 12). NTF1T1 0:121. rHF IT 2.:12 • .. 

• CSTRANO:l2l.CDYE<121, MODEL 
COMMON .'SLKll/ FHEXP'l2.e 89~.FDEXP0:12.9 80J.FHCALC0:12.~ 80). 

FDCALC'12.9 89•,AKEQM0:12.~ 89l.CHIFH~121.CHI~D(12•, 
C'HIFHT .. CHlFC•T 

U•rmOrl . 'E!U.II I ... DHHEL · C•SHEL. C•HC•','E .. I:'•SC•','E · C•HS I G. r•SS I (j. I:'•HTFtt_l. r•.::TAI.I 
'~ •:•r1110N /E:LL IV..' T }lj'.,' •: •Hu3 1. t'tLNt:. •: 40t3 •. w;•£(j •: 12 •. C•HE:EST. C•SE:ES. T. EF F'C•H .. 

EF·F:C•S. f': 
E:','TE HEAC•EF' •: :::en, JCoErH 0:12. ::a3 • 
CHt1PACTER«J0 FILE 
CHt1RAC'TER•17 CHECK 

:O•?o 1~1<·1 TE ·: ~ .. 1f.1t30 • 
ll!f(•i'• r-o~·r1ATO: · JrJF·UT NEI~ 11ELTJrH:. CI.IP'·iES:· ·, J:) 

REt1Df~. 1010)JNST 
1•31(• FOF'I1AT•.A1:• 

IF •, 1 NST . EG• •,• • THErl 
rj::: = C• 

100 CALL FNAME'FILEl 
IF <FILE EQ J GOTO 288 
OPEN~UNJT=10·FILE=I'"ILE·STATI.IS= OL~· .ERR=128• 
PEAD~l0·1020•CHECK 

1020 FORMATO:Aj 
IF 'CHEC~ NE. 'DYE MELTING CURVE') THEN 

WRJTE<6.10J01FILE.CHECK 
1C•:t":t FOF<:t1AT·:· .-.,...,..,., FILE W)T F<:IGHT T','F·E *"**"'., /.1:-:. A./, 1; . .:,, A• 

CLOSE o: 1.1r1; ·r=10' 

.!.04(1 
104':. 
lC•":.•?o 
1L•60:• 
1(1;"(1 

121) 
1Hn;t 

GCtTCt 11?1<:• 
ENC• IF 
N;:: = r~:: + 1 
REA[" 10. Hilt:< •NC•LII1 
F:Et1Coo: 1•3. 11!14\?o • •: IC•ENT 0: NZZ.· I l. I =1.· ::a:;n 
l~f<· I TE ·~ 0:: .. 1(145 .• •: I C•ENT •: NZZ. I 1. 1 =1. :::et l 
F'Et1[•0:10· 1•3":.0 •rHFSTOJZZ;. rnLAST•'NZZl 
~Et1~'10·11!1~8lCSTPAN~N:Z• 
~EA~'19· 1~0::0~CDYEO:NZZ:> 
READ<18 1010)NDUM 
f:'EAC" lt.;. H•:"O 'o: FHF.:<F· •: rjz:: .. I '. FC•E:,:F' w::: .. I '·· 

I=NTFSTO:NZZ•.NTLASTO:NZZl' 
CLOSE •. UN I T=1•21 l 
FCtf''MAT •: ,;:(11'=!1 l 
FOF<'I1AT• 1>: .. :::•":tAl :• 
F•:Of''I1FtT• 2I5) 
F'(ti='I1AT' E.:':.. o) 1 

FOF'r1AT • 5:.:. ~F? 1:< ·, 
IF o~:z . C:t:!. 1~1 Cii)TI) 20t:< 
GCtTO 19•21 
141"ITEo:o:. .. 1.!•'1.•'!t·FILE 
FORI1AT o:' • ~*** F J L E OPEN ERROl'' ~.' .. *** ··· .· A • 
ClO T 0 1(1 1:0 

ENC• IF 
~00 IF O:N:Z EQ 0J THEN 

l~f''ITE<E·· llS':I • 
1158 FORMAT(' ***OLD MELTING CURVES USED AGAIN***'' 

ELSE 
Nt1EL TS = NZZ 
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END IF 
c 
C • GET THE THERMODYNAMIC VALUES .. 
c 

EQHEL = EXP<<DSHEL - DHHEL/2~8 151*0 50J 
EQDYE • E~P<rDSDYE - DHDYE/~98. 151*~. 50J 
EDSIG = EXP<<DSSIG - DHSIG/298 151•0 503 
EQTAU = EXP<<DSTAU - DHTAU/298. 15)*0 50J 
I~FUTE•:t..1~0€tl 

1~~0 FORMATr THERMO VALUES 
~ · NO PARAM DELTA H DELTA S 

WRITE(6,121€tl1,'HELIX',DHHEL.DSHEL,EQHEL 
WPITE~6·121€t)~,'DYE ',DHDYE.DSDYE,EQ~YE 
WRITE'S, 1218•!· 'SIGMA, DHSTG.DSSJG.EOSIG 
WP1TE<6,121€tl4, "TAU '.DHTAU,DSTAU,EOTA~ 

1210 FORMATi]J,~X.A5,2X,J<lPE11 4,JX)) 
250 WRITE'6·12J€tl 

l.2J ·~ FOFO:t1AT•'. '. · O:.HAilGE 1m I CH PAFO:Ftr1ETEFO~ 0: •~=NINE l · . I • 
PEAD'5,1240,ERR=280~INST 

1240 FORI1AT' I 5:0 
IF ~INST EQ. 1) THEN 

WJ;-ITE•:6.·1:(1(1 • 
PEAD(5,1JJ€t,EPP=280'~HHEL·DSHEL 

1J 00 FOJ;'t1AT i · NE14 '•,'ALLIES ·~ 1 .. 'L I liE • .· 1 
1!10 FORMAT(E15 0) 

ELSE IF r]NST EQ 21 THEN 
I~FO:lTE<f.. 1JO•:O.l 
READ<5, 1Jl~·ERR=239l0H~YE.OSDYE 

ELSE IF 'lNST EQ JJ THEN 
I~R1TE·~6. 1J(h31 
RER0'5, 1J10 .. ERP=2801DHSJG.DSSIG 

ELSE IF <INST. EQ 4l THEN 
14FO'lTE<6 .. 1J€10.' 
REAt .. ·s .. 1J10· ERF0·=2;::(~ lC•HTAU· C•STt11_1 

ELSE 
1:j(ITI) ::; (113 

Erm IF 
GOTO .;::5e 

280 WRITE<G·1:5€t) 
1:50 FORI1AT ·· . *** EJ:~I=:I)f;• IN lllF'UT VALUE ·" .,,. ·· 1 

•::.oro se 
:Oi.~ CCtrHliWE 

C * GET MO~EL NUM8ER FOR SUBR0UT!NE PARTIT 
c: 

14(1(1 ... ... 
-
4 
0:: . 
G -
~: 

~ 

14~0 

c 

I~F:lTE•:S. 14•:0•:0 • 
FOFO't1AT < · llH I CH I11)1:0EL llUME:Ef;:·:· .. '· 

l = HLL :::.tTES EOt.lt1L... .;:: = 1 sn·ONt::, SITE ·:SIC,r~Ft•· . 
• =TWO STRONG SITES ON END <TAU• .~. 
4 = STFO~ONG SITE ON 21lC• e: P .. '. 
5 =STRONG SITE ON JRD 8. P ,,, 
6 ~COOPERATIVE 8INDING <TAU•',/. 
< = SIG11A.· TAU STRONG SITES· ,·. 
8 =STRONG SITE+ COOF:E~ATIV ./. 
~ • TWO STRONG SITES + COOP· 

PEAD•5,14~~.ERR=~80JM00EL 
,:oRt1AT 0: I5 • 
IF (MODEL EQ 0) GOTO 50 

C • GET HEADER FOR THIS RUN. AND RETURN. 
c 

I~I=~ITEO:t. .. 151;tl~ 1 
1~00 FORI1AT•:/ .. · HEAC•ER FOR THIS RUN· · 1 

REA~<5,151~lHEADER 

1510 FORMATf80A1J 
J;~ETURil 
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SLIBROUT I NE FIT 
c 
c **************•'~***~~*********************************************** 
C * THIS SUBROUTINE ~ETERMINES THE VALUE FOR ~D. THE E0UILI8RIUM 
C. • CONSTANT FOf;: E:JNI:OING A I>'T'E <ETHIC•IUt1:J .. Fl)FO· EACH E;:F'EF'H1EtHFtL ·..'FtLUE 
C • OF FD· FRACTION OF DYE BOUND. RESULTS ARE STORED IN THE AR~AY 

.-: •· AI~ EG!I1 
c. • 
C • THE FITTING IS DONE FOR POINTS WITHIN A RANGE OF FD. 8S 
C • SPECIFIED IN THE PARAMETERS FDMIN AND FDMAX 

C • THE FITTING ROUTINE IN PAPTIT IS R NE~TON S METHOG. THE INITIAL 
C • GUESS FOP KD IS FROM DH~YE AND DSDY~ IF THE FIRST TEMP FOR THAT 
C • MELTING CURVE. OTHERWISE IT IS THE VALUE DETERMINFD FOP THE 
C • P~EVIOUS TEMPERATURE 
c .• 
C * SUBROUTINES USED 

c .• 

SUBF'OUT I NE F·AF'T IT o.I10C•EL.· MOC•E.· I:· H .. t::C• .. CT .. C:C• ... S I1~t1A · TAIJ. 
FH. FC•. P. (!. ITEF:; 
CALCULATES kD TO FIT THE EXPERIMENTAL FD. BY SETTING 
MODE • 2. MODEL SPECIFIES WHICH MODEL PARTlT S~OULD USE 

c ·····················································*·~············ C • THIS SUBROUTINE WAS WRITTEN 8Y JEFF NELSON. JULY. l~S~. 

( ************************************************************W******* ,-. 

'-· 

c .... 
c 

100 

c * 

-. ... 

-. ... 

... ... 

COMMON ,'E:LVI/ NMELTS.NTFST<12l.NTLAST0:12l.NTFIT1<12•.NTFIT2(l2l .. 
CSTRAN'l2).(0YE<l2~·MODEL 

COMMON .'BLkii/ FHEXP'12 .. 0.B~'·FDEXPO:l~-B 8B'.FHCALC'1~.0 80' 
FDCALC'12·B SB•,AKEQM~12·0 80'·CHIFH(l~l,CHIFGcl~•· 
(HI FHT .. CHI FC'•T 

C (tf1t1Ctr~ .'~:LI' II I.' C•HHEL C•SHEL. C•HC•'T'E .. C•SC•'•'E. C•HS I G, CoSS I1~. C•HTt1li. C•STAU 
cor1r10N .'BLI~.Iv..- T I rN · 400,. ALr~t: ·: ·H•O,. NJ;:EG ·: 12 •. C·HE:EST. C·SE:EST. EJ;·J;:C·H. 

EJ;:F'C•S. R 
PAPAMETE~ <FDMIN = 0. 2· FDMA~ = 0. 8) 
GIMEN~ION P~O 1BJ 
F:EAL t::H. U> 

C•O I =l.. W1EL TS 
..r :: •::. 
C•O 14H I LE ,. Fr•E: :r-· o J.. .n t~T FC•t111~0 

.J=.J•l 
ENl'· 1:•0 
NT F IT l • I:• = J 
I:C• = 0. 
C·l) I~HlLE •:FC•E:,:Pri .. J:. . GT. FN1Hn 

TEMP • FLOAT,Jl • ~71 15 
VH = EXP''DSHEL - DHHEL/TEMP'*9 50:!) 
USE DSDYE AND OH0YE FO~ FI~ST GWE~S• OTHEFWI:::E. PFEVIOUS KD 

IF 'KCo EG!. 0 ' VD = EXP''DSDYE- DHDYE.'TEMP••0 so:: I 

USE KCo = 1. E5 AS INITIAL GUESS 
IF 'KD EO 0. I kD = 1. E5 
SIGf1A"' E:•:P•:<C·SSIG- C•HSIG.'TEMP:'*':!I 51:;.::1.:;• 
TAU = EXP'O:DSTAU - OHTAU/TEMP••0 ~OJ!) 
FC• = FC•E:<:P' I. J ·, 
C:T = C:STf;'AN•: I :• 
CC• = CC•"r'E •: I l 
CALL PARTITO:MODEL .. 2,KH .. KD.CT.CCo.SIGMA.TAU. 

FH .. FC• .. P. (:!. ITEfi'i 
ITER = 0 OR -1 IS ERRO~ CONDITION 
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121e 

IF <ITER . EQ. -1) THEN 
WRITEt6,120~)M0DEL 

FORMAT(,. *** 140 f10C•EL NUMBER·· . D · . IN PART IT.. ::.ET TCI 1· • 
110C•EL = 1 
GOTO 1013 

ELSE IF <ITER EQ Bl THEN 
l~RITE•:t:. 1211)) L .r .. Fe• 

-. FOPI1AT ( ·· *** IW CONVERGEIKE .. ··· . I J, · TH 11EL T.. T = ... 14. 
' · FC• = .· · F-:. 5) ... 

c 

AI(EQ11( I, J) = 1). 

ELSE 
F!I:E,?I1o:I, J) = I::C• 

ENC• IF' 
rnFIT2·: I> = J 
J=.J+1 

Ell[• C•O 
ErJCo C·O 
~·ETLtf;:ll 

ENL• 

c *******************'~************************************************ 
C • THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE EEST VALUE FOR THE EQUILI8RlUM 
C • (CIIISTt11H E:'Y' C•OWG LlNEAr.• I''EC.RESSION ON LrHVC•l '·iS 1.'T 
c ;~ 

C * INPUT VARIABLES 

AI,EQ11o: I. J :·· - VC• FOP MELT I· TEMP .J. 
NTF'IT1tJ) THE FIRST TEMP ,IT FOR MELT I. 
IHFIT~tJ) THE LAST TE11F' FIT F'OF· 11ELT I 

C * OUTPUT VARIABLES 
c .~ 

c 
c 
c 

c ,-
c 

. ., 
.. ., 
•• 
~ 

• .. 

ALIW -
TIIN 
C•HE:EST -
C•SE'EST 
C•HS' I C; -
C•SSIG 
f;• -

ARIO:A'Y' (IF LNO:I::C•)···s 
ARF·t=t'Y' OF' 1/T •: I:EL'·/ I r~ .l. s 
C•EL TA H C•ETEI'•11WED HEf;•E IN. 
C•EL TA $ 
EPPOF:' w DHEEST 
Er;·r.:ol" IN C•:'3EEST 
THE CORf;:ELA·r I ON COEFF' 

( ....... ~'fo::-t::+:***·*:.t.***'t:':«":1r**'*·*:C·*:C:4::f:·:t:l0fe.:otl':t:'****·=ir:ot:*:+::4C:.t.:·*****'il:t:*:t:*:+::i::+o·:t:********:t:;+.::t::t::f::t: 

C * THIS SUBROUTINE WAS WRITTEN EY JEFF' NELSON. JULY· 1~82 
c • *'tc ... * * ,.:******:t::f; ****;t;*•***:t:lf::-t:-:•:+:·-f:=fl***************=•*****·•** ** *** * * ~: :+::+: * ** 

2 

-. ... 
-
-. ,_ 

c 

C C'MI101J 

c or1r1CtN 

U111110r~ 

c 0111101~ 

. 'Elll:l / rmEL TS· IHF'ST •: 12 l · NT LAST< 12). rHFI T1,.12 • .. IHF' IT 2,. 12 .·· · 
CSTPANt12l,CDYE<12l.MODEL 

/8LI: II/ FHE:O:F' •: 12. e :::1!1 .i .• F'C•E:•O:P •: 12 · 0 · :::0 I. F'H( FtLC •: 12.· ~) :::1) l · 
FDCALC0:12.~ 80l.A~EQM0:12.0 S0).CHIFHt12',(HJF'D(l~l, 

CHJFHT. CHIF'C•T 
/ELKIJI/ DHHE~.DSHEL.DHDYE.DSDYE .. DHSJG .. DSSIG .. DHTAU.DSTAU 
/Ell:. IV/ T liN •: 400) .. ALI~I:. 0:400.1 · l~li•EG < 12 l .. C•HSEST. C•SE:EsT · E.~·~·C·H · 

EfO·f':C•S, 10: 

C * CREATE API"AYS TlNV AND ALNK 
c 

* 

INC• .. I~ 

C•Ct I "' 1.· NI1EL TS 
NPEG,.I) = NTriT2Cil - NTF'IT1<I) + 1 
DO J = NTF'ITi<J),NTF'IT2,.J) 

FtVEQM • 0. SIGNALS NO FIT 
IF' ,.AKEQMcJ.Jl. EQ. 0. J THEN 

NREGti) • NREGO:Il - 1 
GOTO 100 
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ENC> IF 
INC• = Wt• + 1 
TINVCIN~) = 1. / <FLOAT<Jl + 27J 15) 
ALNKClNDJ = ALOG< AkEQMCI,JJ l 

11:'0 EN!:• DO 
EflD t•C• 

(: 
C • DO LINEA~ REGRESSION ANALYSIS. 
c 

c 

c 

f10DE = 0 
CALL LINPEG'TINY.ALNK.DUM. INO.MODE.A.SIGMAA.B,SIGMAB,Rl 
DHBEST = -8~1 987 
ERRDH = 1. 987•SIGMAB 
OS8EST = l. 987•A 
ERR~S = 1 987•SIGMAA 

SUS~OUTINE THEORY 

( **~********************~***************************************W**** 
C * THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE VALUES FOR THE FRACTION ~YE 80UN~. 
C * AND THE FRACTION DOUBLE ST~ANDS, USING THE VALUES FOR DHBEST 
C • AND DSSEST DETERMINED FROM LNCKDl VS. 1/T. 
(" ., 
C • SUBROUTINE PARTIT DOES THE CALCULATIONS. 

c ·······~·~························································~· C • THIS SUBROUTINE WAS WRITTEN BY JEFF NELSON, JULY, 1982. 
c *****************************************************•············~· 
c 

-. ... 
-. ... 
-

2 -. ... 

c 

c·or1r10tJ 

COf1f10tJ 

CC•r1f10N 
C Of1f10N 

/BLKI/ NMELTS.NTFST~1~),NTLAST(12J,NTFIT1'12'·NTFIT2•!2;. 
CSTRANC12J,CDYEC12J,MODEL 

/BLK I I/ FHE:.;F· •: 12, 171: 81~ '. F!:•E:·:P.; 12. 1;. ·::a~ l .. FHCALC: C 12.· 0 :::(1 • · 
FDCALC<12.0 89),AKEQMC12.0 89l.CHIFH~12'·CHlF~\12!· 
CHIFHT .. C:HIFC•T 

/BLKIIJ/ OHHEL.DSHEL.DHDYE,DSDYE.DHSIG,DSSIG.DHTAU.~STAU 
/8LtiV/ TINY(40@l.ALNK'409),NREG(12),~HBEST.~S8E$T.ER~~H. 

ERPC•S· 
VAI':NCE .. R 

F:EAL f~:H· VC• 
DIMENSION P'l:t 1~> 

C • INITIALIZE A~~RYS WITH -1. 

C.•O I = 1· Nf1EL TS 
C•O J = et .. >::0 

FGCALC•J,J) = -1 
FHCALCCt,Jl = -1 

ENC• C•O 
Erm t•O 

C * CALCULATE FO~ EACH EXPERIMENTAL POINT 

C•O I=:. .. W1EL TS 
CT = C:STF:AN•: I:; 
CC•"' C.L•'r'EO:IJ 
FD ,. . ~ 
DO JT • NTFST<Ij.PJTLASTCI) 

TEMP • FLC~T<JT) + 27? 15 
f:H • E:O:P•: d:•SHEL - DHHEL,'TEMPH,0. ~1_1:7:: l 
KD • EXP•<DSBEST- DH8EST/TEMPl~0 ~e~J) 
SIGMA • EXPCC~SSIG - CHSJG/TEMP1*~ 50l?l 
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c 

TAU= EXP<<DSTAU- DHTAU/TEMP)*~ 5~~1) 
CALL PARTIT<MOOEL,l.KH.kD. CT,CD.SIGMA,TAU. 

F'H .. F'D.· P .. Q. lTEf;: • 
IF (ITER . EQ. Oi TH~N 

WRITEt6,8~0)J,JT,FD 

FORMAT<' *** NO CONVERGENCE FOR FD, MELT', IJ, 
·· · TE11P· . I:!,··· .. FC• =··. F~. 5> 

FC• = 1.1 
FH = €1. 

ENC• IF 
FDCALC(J.JT) = FD 
FHCALC<I,JTl = FH 

,ENC• C•O 
ENC• C•O 

* CALCULATE CHI SQUARED FOR THIS FIT 

CHI Fr•T = 1:!1 

(HJFHT = 1) 

NTOT = I :!I 
C•Co I =1, Nr1F.:L TS 

CHIF~·<I; = '21 
CHIFH•:Ii = (1. 

C•O .J=IHF!Tl·. I i .• NTFH2•: I; 
C· IFF = FC·E:O:F' < J.. .T) - FC•CALC •: L .Jl 
CHIFD<Ii = CHIF~O:Jl + DIFF~DIFF 
DIFF ~ FHE~P<J,Ji- FHCALC<I,J; 
CHIFHtiJ = CHIFH<I~ + DIFF•OIFF 

ENC• C•Co 
CHIFDT = CHiFDT + CHIFD(J) 
CHIFHT = CHIFHT + CHIFH<IJ 
IH = rHFlT2< I:• - IHFITlo:I; + 1 
C'HIF·C••Ii = CHlFC" D FLOAT•rn-.;:J 
CHIFH• I:• = CHIFH• l"i / FLCIAT.:tH-2; 
IHC1T = NTOT + IH 

EIJC• [•1:0 

CHIFr•T = CHIFC·T FLOA·r··rHOT ~:· 

CHlFHT = CHIFHT FLOATO:NTOT - 2J 
J;:ETI_IF•Il 
ErlC• 

289 

c· * :•=~ .. '*'t:*.'f,: *** * ·•*:'=*'•*= .. * "+::+:: ... *:•=~ ** **:•* *=•***·=•·****"f:***:t;: .. * ***.,.. :+= * ***:•· :+ ·•= .• : :+· :+: .• :•· ...... 

1: ·•· THI:: SIJE:F'OUTINE F'F:IIHS THE F'ESLIL TS TO THE SCF·EEN Of'· 1(1 C·IS~. F'lLES 
C • FOR LATER PRINTING 
c ~·········~··············*~********••·~·······•••******~*******~~··· 
C ~ THIS SU8ROUTINE WAS WRITTEN 8V JEFF NELSON. JULV. 1~8~. 
c ; .. ,.. ..... :**"***'+:*If: .. ****:f.;t;:f:***:fo:*:•=•=•**;*******'•:.«:t::+:** f::t::f'.t:**** '+=*· ... ::t: * * :+: * * * •· .•. ·t: :t . .•.•. f: 

( 

c 

.... ... 

... ... 

C Cti1110N /8Ltz I.-' rmEL TS •. NTFST o:i2). IHLi=tST o:12 l. IHF l Tl •: l~ .•. rHF IT~< l~ .• . 
CST~AN• l~•.CDVE<l~>,MODEL 

COMMON /BLKll/ FHE~P•12.~ S~t.F~EXP<l2,0 S0l,FHCALC<l2.0 80,. 
FDCALC<l2·~ 80),A~EQM<l2.9:80J,CHIFH<l~l. CHIF~•12l . 
CHIFHT .. CHIFIH 

COMMON .'BLkiii/ DHHEL.~SHEL, ~HDYE.~SDYE,DHSJG,DSSIG.~HTAU, DSTAU 
COMMON /~LKIV/ TINV<400J,ALNk<400l,NREG(12l.DHBEST.DSBEST,E~~~H • 

ERJ;:C•$. R 
BYTE HEADER~SO•, IDENT<12.80) 
CHARACTEP*!'ll FILE 
LOG I CAL SCf"EEil 

C * PP.lrH OI.IT SUMMAF:'t' OF FIT. CHI SQLIAREC• TO SCF'EEN 



c 

c 

SCI':EEN = TRUE. 
II~RJTE = t:: 

C • DETERMINE I~ DIS~ FILE IS DESIRED. 
c 

c 

c 

10e WRITE<6.1900) 
1000 FOPMAT•/. NAME FOR DIS~ FlLE <RETURN NONE.• J 

CALL FNAME~FILEJ 

IF <FILE: EG•. ··' (;tHO :('n) 

OPEN•UNIT=19. FI~E=FILE, STATUS='NEW. ERP=1~01 

HJ~: !TE = 1C1 
GOTO .<:Oi.1 

129 WPITE~6. 1080jFILE 
1080 FOPMAT' *****ERROR OPENING FILE***** .AJ 

G(tTCI 1131_1 
2(t(1 Corn :i llLIE 

C ~ WP!TE OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS 
r 6~~~********'"******************"****""*************~~·•r£•·····~···· 
c 

c 

c 

IJF· ITE:O WRITE.· 20(10 l HEAN::F: 
~etBB FOPMRT<1H1,89R11 

WRITE'IWPlTE.~0291MODEL 
.2020 FOI''I1RT< /.. MOC.•L .. I..ISEC• ~Jt1:~ · . I: , 

... ... 

EH = EXP<'DSHEL - ~HHEl.'2~8 15J•0 50::.• 
ED = EXP''DSD~E - DHDYE.'2~8 151•~ 50J:, 
ES = Ei<P·~·:C•SSIG- C•HSitj/2:?::: 15•<>17i 5•7iJJl 
ET = E:·:P •: •: C•STAU ·· NfTt11.1.'29:;: 15 • •0 '5•3J: ' 

WPITE'IWPITE.2B5910HHEL,DSHEL·EH DHDYE DS~YC.ED. 
C•HSJ(j. C•SSIO:; .. ES .. N~Tt'll..l. C•Si'AI.I. ET 

2C•5•3 FOFI1RT •: .'. DELTA H DELTAS K ·2'5 DEG• -. ... 

C' -· 

-. ... 

lPEl4 
E14 
E14 
E14 

4·E1:! 4.·E1:! 4· HElJ:o: .. ·. 
4. E1J 4. E.l: 4.. C•'•'E •:.1.1E.3S . / .. 
4·El: 4 .. f:lJ.4.·· S!GI1A 
4.EJ.: 4 .. ElJ.4.• Tt1U I 

EE: = E>:F··· •C•SE:EST - I:•HE:EST.'2:?::: 15'l"l.1 513::·1 
WPITE• IWRITE.2109•DHE:EST.DS8EST.EB.P.EPRDH.ERP~S 
Fo~oF'I1AT•.···. 1F'E14 4. El.J 4, El: 4.· · C•'t'E· FIT. f;• = . (TF·r.:;: 

1PE14 4.· E1J. 4· 1::<:.. EF·r.·oF· 1 

WPJTE'lWFITE,215BI 
21 5•.1 F(tf'·f1AT •: .··. 12:-:. I''EI:oi.IC EC• On SG!UAf''EC·· 

C' ·' ... , . 

t;.;.;. 11ELT F•C•'•'E::O F<HEL!:O F'OHHSFIT.,·, 
WRITE· IWPITE,220BICHIFOT .. CHJFHT 

2.::i.;u) F[lf;'I1AT •: 0'·/Ef:·t=fLL · 1PE12 J, E1.2 :: .• . '' 
~~F·ITE< HJRITE.· .<:25•3 1-: 1 .. CHIFr·< I .1. CHJFH•: I'· r~f'·E•:.·: 1 1. 1=1 .. Nt1EL rs' 

2~50 FOF'11RT' I:? .. 1F'E1~. J .. El.<:. :: .. I 7" I 
IF 'SCPEE~j THEN 

SC F:EEN = "'ALSE 
GOTO 101:t 

ENC• IF 

C * WRITE Pt=tF'TICULARS FOR E~CH FILE. 

c 

.. ... 

I =1. W1EL TS 
W~1TE'IWPITE,J~0B 
FOF'MAT'1H1.80t=t1,/ 

. '. IJ.: , . F'O 

•· IC·Ern.: I .. J .... J=1.· :::et.~ .. csTF·t=tN•: I,, cc•.,'E< I-,, NI''EG< I 1 

.. 1PE1:. 5,' STRAND CONC',/,E1: 5,' DYE CONC · . 
rns F I TTEC·· I 
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c 

WRITEciWRITE,J020l 
3021) FO!i:I1ATO:/ .. · TE11P E:•:PT FI:O C:FtLC E:<PT FH CFtLC' :0 

NSTFtRT = NTFIT10:I) - 15 
lF O:NSTART . LT. 0) NSTART = 8 
NSTOP = NTFIT2<Il • 15 
IF O:NSTOP . ~T. S~l NSTOP = 80 
DO J = NSTFtPT.NSTOP 

WRITE'IWRlTE,J108)J.FDEXP(J,Jl.FDCALCO:I,JJ. 
2 FHEXPO:I,Jl,FHCALCO:I,Jl 

3199 FOPMAT'l5.F9. 4,FS. 4,F12. 4,F8. 4) 
ENC• [:00 

El~[· l'•O 

C * ~ONE WRITING 
c 

c 

lF •JWRJTE EQ 10l CLOSE 'UNIT=lBl 
::: 9l1 fi·E T Uli:r~ 

!~N[• 

c ~··~···~**********************~************************************* 
C • THIS SU~POUTINE MA~ES PLOTS OF THE LN(~) YS. 1/T. AND THE 
C * E:<F'EP I 11EIHAL AllC• CALC.LIUHEC• FJ;:FtC T I I)N C•'r'E E:OUrJCo ArlC• C'•OUE:LE !-lEL I:<: 

c ···~········································~··~···················· c 

-. 
~ 

c 

COI11101~ o'8Lt'; I.· N11EL TS.· IHFST 0: 1~ >. IHLAST •: 1~ :•. IHF I T1 0:12 •. NTF IT;,; 0:12 •. 
CSTPAN•12l,C~YE'1~l-MODEL 

C'0111101l /E:LI'. I I.' FHE:oo:P' 12 .. 1!1 · :::0 .l . FC•E :o:P-: 12. C• · :::(1 ' . FHCf'tLC ·: 12. 1Z, · :::c• ' . 
FDCALC'12.0 80l,FtKEOMt1~.B 8B),(HIFH0:1;,;).CHIF~(1;2l. 
C'HIFI-!T, CHIFC•T 

COMMbN .'8LKIII/ DHHEL.DSHEL,DHD¥E.DSD¥E,DHSIG,DSSIG.DHTALI.~STAU 
COMMON .'8LKIV/ TINY'400l-ALN~0:400l.NPEG0:12).DH8EST.DS2EST.E~P~H. 

Efi·f;:C·S· r.-
8'-r'TE HE AC'•EFO· 0: :::C• l . I C•E NT <12.· ::az, l 
LOGICAL FIRST CHANGE 
DIMENSION ~·81;.Y(81).Y~IT(81• 
DATA FIPST.CHANGE/ TRUE .. FALSE. 
C'•ATA G:<t1 Ill· C.;: .• :f1t=c.:. G'•'l1 II~.· G','I111:0:.··;;::o . 115 .. ~:(• . ::•5. 
C••1TFt C.ii<11lll2, G:·:t1Ft>:2.· G'1'r1H~2 .. G','MAi•:.:;;,.-;;::o .. :?5 . 15 . 75 
C•ATA LA8SI: .. NTlSI: .. TJC.LEN} T'lCLABi~l~l· 1 ~~., 

C • DETE~MlNE. IF ANY PLOTS A~E DESIPE~ 
c 

c 

I~F' lTE ·:e.· 11:<~21C• , 
19C•et F(IF'I1t1T' ,.' .. · 11t~I:E F'L()TS-:> . S) 

PEA~(5. 1019)1NST 
101\J FOf;:t1AT < H:ll 

lF O:I~ST NE. Y ) GOTO 8~0 
IF 'Fif:·ST; THEfl 

50 WPITE'6,1~20; 

1Ki.:O FOf:'I1AT· F'LOTTEF' OPTI!Jij$ •:E G 
F'EA~t5,1940-EF'P=50JN1.N2 

1040 FOF'MAT'2I5; 
L~PITEO:t.. 106(1 1 

10t.O FORMAT' MAKE PLOT PARAMETERS 
F'EAG•5-1010>INST2 
IF ,. WST 2 EG! · •,•· • CHFtrjG£ = 
CALL GF'STPT•N1,N~) 

CALL T>:Ftr1 
F I ~ST = . FALSE. 

Er~C· IF 

4et14, .:: ' 0 s ·' 

C HFtr~GFtE:LE-:> · , s l 

Tf;:LIE 
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C * MAKE PLOT OF LNtK) VS. 1/T. 
c 

1121..~ 

~(H;t 

114\) 

WI''ITE•:6.· 110171) 
FOI''f'IATe PLOT LNO:) VS. 1/T.O:· ·. $) 

READ<5,1018)JNST 
IF (JNST. EQ. · Y') THEN 

IF t(HANGE) THEN 
WRITE·· 6.· 112121) 
FOPMAT( USf DEFAULT VALUES,',~) 
PEA0(5,1910'INST2 
IF (INST2 NE ·y • THEN 

-~~PlTE0:6.·1130• 

FOPMRT(' CH~NGE THE VALUES'· .s-, 
READt5.1010lJNSTJ 
IF •· H~STJ EO ·· •,··· ., THEI~ 

WRITEo:6,1148JGXMIN,GXMAX,GYMJN,GYMA~ 
FOJ;·t1t1T • ·· OU;• '·lt1LUES FOFo: C;:m J N.. Ci>:r1A: ;_. (j','l1 I r~. 

.··. 1F-E1~ 4 .. ··. E12 4, / .. E12 4· .··. El~. 4 .. ·. 
NEW VALUES ~1/LTNE) 

PEADt5.1159,EPR=~90)GXMIN.GXMAX,GYMIN-GYMAX 
FOf::f1AT 0: F 15 12t 1 

WPITEt6,1l~B)XMJN.XMAX.YMIN,YMAX 

FOPf1AT•'.'.. OLC• '·lALI.IES F'Of:· :mH~ .. :mA:.;. 'r'I11N .. 
lF'E12 4 ... ··. E12. 4 .. ·. El2 4 ... ·. E1.2 4. ,·. 

NEW VALUES tl/LJNE-, 
PEADt5,115~·ERR=~(1(1lXMJN.~MAX.YMJN,YMAX 

EIH> IF 
GOTO J12f(1 

ENC• I'F 
EI~C· IF 
DETERMINE RANGE OF DAT~ 
IHOT = 13 
DO 1 = 1, NMELTS 

IHOT = IHOT • ~IRE•3' l ' 
ENC• C•O 
(ALL MI IU'IA: :OIHOT .. ;:Sr1. >:E:IG. T 11~·-n 
CALL f1PmA:":.-IH(IT. '•'SI1- '•'E:II:J. ALIW · 
XMIN = tXSM - B. 1•tXBIG - X$MlJ • 1 EJ 
:mA:.; = t;·.;E:JG • 0. 1+<CO:E:I•3 - :··.:$.11 i J +< 1 EJ 
~MIN= ~SM - 0 l••YBIG- YSM• 
<,'11Ft:•: = <,'81 G • 1;t 1•• o: ·,·E: I G - '•'Sf1' 
SET '.'F' A:: 1 S Lt18ELS. 
CALL A:.; I:: t :m JIJ. :mA>: .. :•:t.AE:S T. ;.:LAS Irn 
CALL A:<IS''r'l111~ .. '-'11t1:.:. '•'LAE:ST. '•'Lt1E:Jrn 
: . .;r H 11~ = t'l. 5'"-:·:LAE: m 
>:Tl CST = :•:LAE:ST 
IF·: ·:<TEST- :o:TICIN• .C;E :<t11N I :<TEST= :.:TJ(ST- .<T!·:PJ 
YTIClN = 0. 5•YLABTN 
'•'THST = <,'LAE:ST 
IF •· ••,•rJ,:s·r - '•'TIC!N 1 '::iE '•'MIN ) '•'TICST = '•'THST - ·,'THIN 
f1t1VE A>:ES. 
IF t(HAIIGC • THEIJ 

l~F·IT£::•:0::, 11~">:• • 
FOPI1AT•' 11~f E A::E:~ :· . S • 
RE~c..- 5. 11:?5 · w:::r:: 
FCtf::·t1AT •: A1 • 
IF • I NSTJ NE. · <,' ) GCITO 4(11;t 

ENC• l F 
CALL Gf:'lC"'G:--:r1JN. G>:t1f~: .. : .. (j','MIN. l::i'r'MA>:. :<MH~- :·<t·lA:•O: .. •,·t1JN. '•'MA;,:. 

XTICST.XTICJN.YTICST.YTJCJN.TlCLENl 
CALL LABEL' G;•:t1 IN· G:•<MA;.;.. l::i','M IN .. '::i't'MA: .. : .. :•:r1I ~~. i•:MA:O:.. '•'M IN. '•'MFt:O:. 

LAESI:,TJCLA8.~LASST,XLA8IN.4.~, 
YLRBST.YLABIN,6,;2. 
e.DUM-0.DUM.0.CUM,0) 

GRAPH CACH MELTING CURVE. 
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r 

c 

40i..~ NCHAR = 0 
lNI) = 1;t 
C•O l = 1.· rmEL TS 

NCHAR = NCHAR + 1 
IF OK HAP . GE. 8 > NCHAF: = 1 
DO J = 1. NREG(J) 

INC• = Hm + 1 
X'J) = TINV(lND~*1 E3 
ytJ) = ALNK(lNDI 

ENC• C•O 
CALL POINT<GXMIN.G~MAX, GYMIN.GYMAX.XMJN.XMAX.YMIN.YMA~. 

2 NREG'JJ,NCHAR .. 1,X,Yl 
ENC• C•O 

C * PLOT LEAST SQUARES LINE 
c 

CHLL LEi1ST,.t3:•:11111. G:,.:11A:,.;. G't'11IN. G't'I1A:O:. :<:MHI· :<:11t't:<: .. 't't11N .. 'rt1Ft:< .. -. .- C•SBEST.'l 9::<:". -C•H8E::T•1. E·-::/1. "?:::-;- • 
c 
C • FJNlSH PLOT. 
c 

c 

U1LL H(t11E 
CALL t3f;'SEriC· 

Er~C· IF 

C -~ C•ETERt1I NE IF t1EL T INC. CIJJ;·'·/ES Ftr.:E TO E:E PLCtTTEC•. 

c 
c 
c 

~·:11 IN~ = '·" 
:o:t1Ft:.:2 = C:i..1 
'•'11 Jrl2 = -1:.:t. 1 
'•'11Ft>:.:: = 1. 1 
C•Ct I = L NI1EL TS 

I~F· I TEo: c·• 1201) :>I 
1:.::C11:0 FOF'I1AT•· F'L(tT t1EL TINC, C!_IF:-·IE #'. IZ.. o; "f;:" = J;:ETI_If;•ln ~· •. 1-J 

PEA(•';;:. 1.21~ I HIST 
1~10 FOPMAT~H1) 

IF t]NST EQ. 'W· o GOT0 880 
IF ·:I NST' NE. ·· •,o J GI)TO '51)1!1 

PLOT FRACTION DYE B0U~D. 

WR lTE.; t:.. 1~'=:-1:.'1) 
1258 FORMAT·· PLOT FRAC DYE 80UND~.'.ZJ 

J;·EAC" 0:,. 121€1 o WST 
IF c I liST . EO · ., •.. 1 THErl 

IICHAR = 1 
NSIZ = 1 
IF •CHANG£) THEN 

I~RI TE.: ;;. 1260 o 

1Z6D FORMATe SYMBOL # . 1-1 
J;·EAC ... ';., 127t'l o II( HAR 
FOF:t1AT •: 15 o 

liP I TE c 6 .. 12:::~;.; 

FOPMAT</ SYMBOL SIZE 
REFtc .. · o;.. 1271:.'1 ms I: 

Ell(• 1 F 
INC• "' et 
DO J • NTFST'J).NTLAST<J) 

WCo = Hm + l 
X•INDl = FLOAT<JI 
'-i' WC•I = FC•E>:F'·: L Jl 
YFIT'INDI = FDCALCCI,JJ 

ENC• CoO 

0 z) 

CALL PLOTIT'GXMIN2.G~MAX2.GYMIN2·GYMAX2· 
l 
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c 
·~ 

c 

c 

4 

1 .•. ... 

... 

~.:t1IIl2· let. · 13 · 1 .. 1 , 
1.· 2. · ~.:11 IN2.· 2•!1. · 2 · -1, 
13 ... 5 .. 4.• 1.· 
0,'TEMP' .. ~ .. 'DYE',0,DUM.1, 
IND. NCHAR.NSIZ,X,Y .. 

FALSE ,DUM1.DUM2) 
CALL POINT<GXMIN~.GXMAX~.GYM1N2.GYMAX2, 

XMIN2,XMAX2 .. YMIN2.YMAX2, 
INC•, -1.1, )(,','FIT> 

CALL HCH1£ 
CALL GRSEND 

EIH> IF 

PLOT FRACTION DOUBLE STRANDS 

I~F·!TE<t:..1:::51Zt; 

1:5~ FORMAT( PLOT F~AC DOUBLE STRAND? ",1> 
REA~'5· 121\!t)INST 

1 

4 

1 

JF 'INST EQ 'Y'l THEN 
NCHAR = :::· 
I~SIZ = 1 
IF ·~ CHi:tNGE; THE:t~ 

WRITE,. e;. 1:Jt~C1i 
FORMATt' SYMBOL# .$) 
READ,.5.1J70JNCHAR 
FORt1AT 0: I5 i 
WF: I TE.: e;. 1::! :::i.) I 

FORMAT'' SYMBOL SI:E ,$l 
REA~'5-1l71Zt)NSJZ 

ENC• IF 
I NC• = 9 
DO J = NTFST<J>,NTLAST'I) 

INC• = INC• + 1 
XO:IND> = FLOATO:Jl 
Y'IND~ = FHEXP<I,J) 
YFlT'INDJ = FHCALC\J.J) 

Ell[• t•O 
CALL PLOTIT<GXMIN2.GXMAX2.GYMIN2 .. GYMA~2 .. 

XM1N2.XMAX2,YMIN2,YMAX2, 
:-miil2. 113. '·~- . 1· l ·' 
1 .. 2 ... XMIN2,2~ -2.-l, 
•3 . :. .. ;:._. 1.· 
•2'· ·· TEt1P· . 0· 'HEll~·:··. 0· C<~.lt1. 1.· 
IND-NCHAR.NSJZ,x.Y. 

FALSE. ·DUM1.DUM2) 
CALL POINT'GXMIU2,GXMAX2.GYMIN2,GYMAX2, 

:.:t1IIl2- ;m,:.:.-:2- '.'t1It~2- ·mA:o-:2. 
Jlll:o. -1, 1.· : . .; .. ','FIT> 

CAll HOt1E 
CALL •::.RSE"Ilf• 

Ell I:• IF 

F·ETI_IF'Il 
E!IC· 

SU8ROUTIUE PARTIT<MOGEL.MODE.kH.KD.CT.CD.SIGMA.TAU· 
~ FH .. Fr:•. F' .. t~. l'rER, 

c ******************************************************************** 
C • THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE PARTITION FUNCTION· THE FRACTION 
C * DOUBLE STRANDS AND DYE BOUND, AND POPULATION DISTRI8UTIONS FOR 
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C * ALL THE SPECIES. UP TO 10 DYE MOLECULES PE~ DOUBLE STRAND MAY 
C * BE SPECIFIED BY THE MODEL. USUALLY MUCH FEWER ARE USED 
c * 
C *DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c ,-. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

* .., 

* .., 

* 
"' 
~ 

... 

"' ,. 
* 
;: 

. .... 

... 

.;· 

~. .. 
~ 

"' 
* 
"' 
"' 

r .... 

MOC•EL 

t10r•E 

VH 
I;C· 

CT 
cr· 
S I GI1A 

TALl 
FH 
FC• 

F· •: I) 

G~ 
lTEF: 

- WHICH MODEL TO USE TO GET COEFFICIENTS FOR PARTITION 
FUNCTION. 010C•EL = 1· 2 .. J .. ETC ) 

- 1 TO SOLVE FOR FH, FD GIVEN kH .. KD, CT .. CD. 
2 TO SOLVE FOR kD GIVEN ~H. CT. CD. FD 

- EQUILIBRIUM CONST. FOR DOUBLE STRAND FORMATION 
- EQUILIBRIUM CONST FOR DYE BINDING. THIS IS SOLVED 

TO FIT THE FRACTION DYE BOUND (FbJ IF MODE = ~ 
- TOTAL STRAND CONCENTRATION . 
- TOTAL DYE CONCENTRATION. 
- MODEL PARAMETER. USUALLY THE ENHANCEMENT OF THE STRONG 

BINDING SITE TO THE OTHERS. 
- ANOTHER MODEL PARAMETER. INSERTED FOR FLE:(I8ILITY 

FRACTION DOUBLE STRANDS. CALCULATED HERE. 
- FRACTION DYE BOUND· FITTED IF MODE = 1· USED TO 

FIT KD TO THE EXPERIMENTAL FD IF MODE = 2 
ARRAY OF POPULATIONS OF DOUBLE STRANDS WITH I DYE 
t10LECULES E:OUNC• . 

- PARTITION FUNCTION 
- NUMBER OF ITERATIONS REQUIRED FOP FIT. ITER = 0 

IF THE FIT DID NOT CONVERGE WITHIN A CERTAIN NUMBE~ 
OF ITERATIONS. ITER = -1 IF THERE IS NO MODEL 
CORRESPONDING TO THE VALUE OF MODEL. 

ITER = -2 IF MODE IS NOT 1 OR 2 

C "' DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL 
c ~ 

c 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

~: 

"' ,. 
;· 

c .•. .. 
c ... 

.. 
,- .. 

" 
c 
r 
c ;: 

c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

THE STATISTICAL WEIGHT OF THE SPECIES ARE. 

SINGLE STRANDS S W. = 1 (REFERENCE) 
DOUE~E STRANDS S W. (0l = kH 
DOUBLE STRANDS WITH I MOLECULES BOUND G(I)•KH•S••I 

WHERE Q(l• IS A DEGENERACY FACTOR DESCRIBING THE 
POSSIBLE WA~S TO BIND I MOLECUL~S GCil IS INFLUENCED 
BY THE MODEL .. AND PA~AMETERS SIGMA AND TAU 
S ~ VD~'l. -FD•*CD 

I.IF' TO r1 C•'t'E r1CtLC1-'LES r1A't' 8E E:Our~C·.· C•ETEJ;:M I NEC• E:•,• THE M(IL•EL 

OtiC E THE G • I ; APE SPEC IF I EC•. THE CAL CLILAT IONS AJ;'E: 

A VALUE FOP FD IS ASSUMED 

,~ 

I =(• 

VH ... •.:.-: I l ... $:+::+: 1 
P(l• = ---------------- =FRACTION OF D. S. SPECIES WITH 1 

~ MOLECULES EOUND 

FH = -----------------------------------

FH=*CT N 
Fe n1·· FC•, = FD - ·----- * suM n * F··: n) 

CC• I =1 

I, THE FD WAS CO~RECT. FCTN = ~. IF NOT. A NEWTON'S METHOD JS 
USED TO CALCULATE A NEW FD. AND ITERATED UNTIL FD SONVE~GES 
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(: 

c 
c 
(: 

* THE SAME ~ROCE~URE IS USED TO FIT KD, EXCEPT THE NEWTON $ 
* METHOD VARIES KD TO MAKE FCTN<FDl = 0 FOR THE EXPT L FD 

* SUBROUTINES USE~: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
r: ~ 

FUNCTION FCTN(KH,KD.(:T,(D.FH.FD,P,Q,G.N) 
CALCULATES FH,Q,P(]J, AND FCTN AS ABOVE. 
OF DYE MOLECULES ALLOWED 8~ THE MODEL. l 

• N I~; THE NUME:Efi: 

C * THE MODEL S~ECIFICS A~E DESCRIBE~ IN THE SECTIONS SETTING THE 
C • VALUES FOF' THE G•: J l · S t'ti~C· tL THE TCtTAL 1Wt1E:Ef<· OF C•'•'E::: THFt1 
( * CAN BIN~ 
c * 
r ...... ,.*,. .... :-.:** .. =*.,...**:•.·a::.t:*•·t:=•=·«:ot:,..·•=*=•*=•==-t==-t.::.t.:+-=+::+:;.t:=+==t:·.a:·f:**=+=:+:=•=*·•=·•=*·•=:t;:+: +::+;:+::+::+: :+=:+·=• •· .,. •·*·• -•= +: + 

C • THIS SUBROUTINE WAS WPITTCN BY JEFF NELSON. JUNE. 1~8~ 

c ~·-~~·······••**********************************************M****F~t 
c 

PA~AMETER ~FINC = . 001. FCRIT=0 00001, 
At:CF'IT = 1.E-5' 

c 

PEAL ~H.k~.K~2. ~DNEW 

DlM(~SlON P•e 10, 
DIMENSION G(0 10l 

C « I II IT I t1L 1 Z( C:t AllC• P APf:'t=!",'S 

Col.) I =(•. 1•) 
F·• I i = ~:t 

t3 .. l .• = (1 

Elll'• [•0 

C * SET UP MO~EL ~ARAMETERS G<I) 
c 

lF •MODEL EQ 1~ THEil 
• BIN~ING ETHIDJLIM TO PCA5G + RCU5G OR DCA5G + DCT5G 

C • ALL SITES EtXIAL t10C•EL. 
(, ,· l2f) = 1 
(j ,· 1 ' 
.:,.· .:_:·, 
(, ,·: J 

N = ::; 

= 
= 
= 

.; 
1•:. 
4 

ELSE IF ·MODEL EQ 2i THEN 
C • PYP-PUR SITE STRONGE~ THAN ~EST 8Y SIGMA 

G( (1.. = 1. 
G•1i = SIGMA + 5. 
G'~) = 4 ~siGMA + ~. 

G•:) = J. •SI.GMA + 1 
~~ = ::: 

ELSE lF •MOGEL EQ !J THEN 
• TWO END SITES STPONGER THAN REST BY TAU. 

•:t•"(1 J = 1 
G·l~ = 2 *TAU+ 4. 
c;,~, TAU~TAU + ~ •TAU +? 
G•: I = ~ •TAU~TALI • 2. *TAU 
II = ::; 

ELSE IF 'MODEL EQ 4l THEN 
• SECOND SITE STRONGER 8Y SIGMA 

G• (• = 1 
G 1 = SIGMA + 5. 
G 2 = ::; •SIGMA + 7. 
G _ = SIGMA + ::; 
, .. = ~ 

ELSE ~MODEL EQ 5) THEN 
• T D SITE STRONGER BY SIGMA. 

G 1-:t = 1. 
G 1 = SIGMA + 5. 
G 2 = J. *SIGMA + 7. 

<~P8ITPAPY MODELJ 
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G0:3) = 2. •SIGMA + 2 
,~ = ::: 

ELSE IF 'MODEL . EQ. 6) THEN 
C * COOPERATIYITY PARAMETER TAU FOR BINDI~G TO ADJACENT SITES. 

(p'(n = 1. 

c :t; 

c .. 

G··.1) = .::. 
GO:~) = 4 *TAI.I + 6. 
GO:J) = 2. *TAU•TAU + 2 •TAU 
N = ' 

ELSE IF •r10N::L EQ 7) THEN 
STPCING SITE (IN LEF"r Em· e:·,· SIGMA 
STF:·OrlG SITE CHJ RIGHT 8" , TFtU 
G' C•l = 1 
Q(1~ = SIGMA + TAU + 4 
G•2' = glGMR•TAU + l •SIGMA +: ~TAU+ 
G':' = 2. •SIGMR•TAU + SIGMA+ TAU 
Pj : ~ 

ELSE IF <MODEL EQ. 8) THEN 
C ~ STPONG SITE (SIGMA) + COOPERATIVITY rTAU~ 

1:,• '2' J = l 
GC1• = SIGMA + 5. 
G'2~ = SIGMR•'TAU + J ~ + 3. ~TAU + :::. 
QcJl = SIGMA•<TAU~TAU + ~. •TAU) + TAU•TAU 
rJ = :::· 

ELSE IF •MODEL . EQ. 9) THEN 
C * TWO STPONG SITES <SIGMA I + COOPERATIVITY .'TAUl 

Q((o'; =· .t. 

c 

G•l) = 2 cSIGMA + 4. 
Gc~j = SIGMA~SIGMR + 2 •TAU•SIGMA + 2 •TAU + 4 •SIGM8 + 1 
Go::> = 2. ~·SE,r1A·"TALI'H SHir1A + TAU > 

rJ = J: 
ELSE 

ITF.fi· = -1 
f:·ETLI!:'Pl 

EN(• IF 

C *CALCULATE FD FOP THIS ~H.KD CT,CD 

c 

c 
c 

IF •MODE EO. 1j THEN 
ITEr.· = 1 
MRVE SUPE FIRST GUESS IS BETWEEN 0 1 AND 0 ~ 
IF • r FC• GE \?1. ~ • (If:: r Fll LE. •21 1 , , f:r, •;t '5 
DO WHILE 'ITEP LE. 29l 

FDIFF = FCTN•rH.VD.CT.CD,FH,FO.P.Q,G,N• 
1 F •. FC• GT. •Zt. '5 > THEr~ 

FC·2 = FC• - f:INC 
Ft•IFF2 = FCrtJO:H. t:C•. CT. CC•. FH. FC•~ .. F·. G•. G .. rl• 
t•EF'I'·/ = •'FC•IFF' - FC•IFF21 .. · FWC 
FNJEL~ = FC• - FC• IFF, 'C•Ef:'I'·/ 

ELSE 
f:t•2 = FC• + FHK 
FDIFF2 = ~(TN'hH.hO, CT, CD,FH. FD2.P.Q,G,N• 
GEPIV = •FDIFF2- FDJFF1 ~ FINC 
FDNEW = F'D ·- FDIFF/DEPIV 

ENC• IF 
IF 'ABS•FG - F'DNEW) . LT FCRITl THEN 

FDIFF = FCTN'kH.hO.CT,CD,FH.FO,P.Q,G,N' 
RETUF:'N 

ErJr•IF 
IF ·: FNJEL~ . GT. 1. I FNJEW = 1. (1 

IF 'FDNEW . LT. 8. J FDNEW = 9 
FC• = FC•rJEW 
ITER = ITEF: + 1 

ENC• C•O 

IF THERE IS NO CONVERGENCE AFTER 2~ TRIES. DO A LINEAR SEARCH 
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c 
C' 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c: 

r 
c 
c 

,. 
.... 
... ,. 
* ,. 
... 

FCTN<FOl DEC AS FO DEC FCTN(1) = 1. FCTNC0l = 
SET FD = l .. DECREASE BY 0 1 UNTIL FCTN LT 0 
LINEAR INTERPOLATION TO FINO NEW APPROXIMATE FO. 
CHANGES LESS THAN FCRIT 

-2. (oj;: ::;o 
THEI~ C•O 
UNTIL IT 

ALSO· AFTER FINDING A NEW APPROXIMATE FD. DECREASE 
BETWEEN FDl AND F02, KEEPING FCTN<F01l GT. 0 AND 
FCTN<F02l LE. 0 

FC•2 = 1 
CFC•2 = 1 
~0 WHILE 'CFOZ GE. 0 ) 

Fl>l = FC•2 
CFC·1 = CFC•2 
FC•.;:: = Fl>~ - 0 l 
CF~2 = FCTN•KH,VD.CT.CD.FH.FD.;::,p.Q,G,Nl 

EN[· C•O 
N• l~HlLE • ITEj;: LE. ITMA:o 

THE !IHE~··.,·FfL 

FDNEW = FD2 + •0 - CFOZo • (FD1 - FD2• •CFD1 - CFD2· 
IF < <ABS<FONEW- F02) LT FCRIT• OR. 

2 <ABS<FDNEW - FDll . LT FCRJT) l THEN 
FC• = FC>I~EL~ 

FDIFF = FCTN<KH.KD.CT.CD.FH.FD.P,Q.G,Nl 
RETLII"N 

ENC• IF 
FGIFF = FCTN<VH.KD.cT.CD.FH.FDNEW.P,Q.G,Nl 
IF (FOIFF LE. B l THEN 

FDCHG = FDNEW - FD2 
FC·2 = FN~EL·J 
C FC•.;; = FC• 1 FF 
IF ·· 0: FC•2 + r-'C·CHG • L T FC•l l THEil 

FOl = F02 + FDCHG 
CF01 = FCTN•KH.KD.CT.CD.FH,FOl,P,Q,G,Nl 
DO WHILE <CFDl LT 0 ) 

FC•2 = FC•l 
CFC•2 = C FC•1 
r-'Dl = r-'01 + FDCHG 
CFGl = FCTNCKH,KD.CT,(O.FH.FDl.P,Q.G.Nl 

EI~C· C•Co 
EIJC• IF 

ELSE 
FOCHG = FDNEW - FD1 
FC•1 = FN~ELJ 
CFC•l = FC•IFF 
IF t <FD1 + FDCHGl GT FD2 • THEN 

F02 • FD1 + FDCHG 
CFD2 = FCTN•~H.~O.CT,(D.FH.F~2.P.Q,G,N• 
DO WHILE <CFD2 GT 0 o 

FC•l = FC•2 
CFC•l = C FC•2 
r-'02 = FD2 + FOCHG 
CFD2 = FCTNCKH,KO.CT,(O.r-H.FO.;::,p,Q.G.N• 

EIJCo C•O 
ENC• IF 

EIJC• IF 
I TEF: = ITEF· + 1 

EIJC• C•O 

NO CONVERGENCE AFTER ITER TRIES 

I TEF· = 0 
f\·ETUF'I~ 

ELSE IF •MODE EO. 2l THEN 
I TEF: = l 

ITER = 0 SIGNALS THIS 

o: * FIT U:O TO THE E:•:PER I 11EinAL FC• 
IF tVO LE. 0 ) KD = 1 E4 
DO WHILE tiTER LE. ITMAXl 
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c 

c 

FDIFF = FCTN<KH.KD.CT.CD.FH,FO.P,Q,G,N) 
t::[;>;: = t::C• + I([• * AK I IK 
FDIFF2 = FCTN<KH.KD2.CT,CO.FH.FD.P.Q.G.N) 
DERIY = <FDIFF2 - FDIFF) / <K~ • AKINC) 
I(N~EW • I::CO - FC•IFF.'C•EPIII 
IF •:AE:SO(N~E14-I([•)/I:C• LT At:CJ;·JT) THEN 

KI:O "' t::C•NE14 
FDIFF = FCTN(KH,KO,CT.CD.FH.FD.P.Q.G,N) 
RETUJ;:N 

EI~C· IF 
IF ~KDNEW LE 0 ) KDNEW = KD*~. 1 
I'T' = t::C•NE14 
ITEF: = ITEP + 1 

EllC·. C•O 
NO CONYE~GENCE AFTE~ ITE~ TPIES 
ITER' = iJ 

lTE~ = 0 SIGNALS THIS 

F:ETUim 
ELSE 

ITEJ; = -2 
Ell(.• IF 
F·ETLif.·rl 
EllC• 

c ····························~•••************************************ 
C *THIS FUrlCT!Oil CALCULATES FCTN = FC•- FH,•CT/C:[>*SI.It1<l•'F'<I>, 
C * SEE SUBPOUTINE PARTIT FOR DETAILS. 
c * 
C * FH ... P AN(• Q Af\·E C•ETEPt1HlEC• W THIS ~CII.ITINE. 

c -+: ** ... : ... ::ot:af::f:* ..... ::.,.:f,:.:t::ot::ot::ot::+: **·f:~~t::.t::f,:: •• :.*;f:;f.::f,::t: :t::t:** ·+: 'ic**:t::t::4C:ti *****=•:****** :f::t: *** * :f; lf: * * Jt:i: 

C * THIS SUBROUTINE WRS W~ITTEN BY JEFF NELSON~ JUNE. 198~ 

c 
••*$«*~=~***=~**********«~*=~*:+:~=****~***=+:**************~;*~=*****~~***~~~: 

~IMtNSION P{O 1~). G'O 19> 
R:EAL r'H· t:C• 
S = k~ * '1 -FD~ • CD 
0 = 0. 

= •3. 
s: = 1 
C•O I =•~· I~ 

C:!: = v~ ... 13-: 1 , +: s: 
P"!' = G!Z 
,~ = G' ... a: 
s: = s: ;f: ::: 

Er~r· C•O 
r•Co I =•!! .. N 

P •: I • = I' • l :·· / G! 
::: = .;...;, + f~LCIAT •· l • , .. p •: I ., 

EIJ(• C•O 
FH = 'l.+~ .. ~o . .,c·T- SC'J::T'1.·•4.ooO~o:.T·,·, ... o:;:.co;•,..CT' 
FCTN • F~ - FH•CT•ZZ/CD 
f''ETUf;'ll 
ENC• 
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